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PREFACE

Tills Short History of the World is meant to be

read straightforwardly almost as a novel is read. It

gives in the most general way an account of our

present knoivlcdge of liistor)^, shorn of elabora-

tions and complications. From it the reader

should be able to get that general view of history

which is so necessary a framework for the study of

a particular period or the history of a particular

country. It may be found useful as a preparatory

excursion before the reading , of tlie author’s

much fuller and more explicit Outline of History is

undertaken. But its especial end is to meet the

needs of the busy general reader, too driven to

study the maps and time charts of that Outline in

detail, who wishes to refresh and repair his faded

or fragmentary conceptions of the great adventure

ofmankind. It is not an abstract or condensation of

that former work. Within its aim the Outline admits

of no further condensation. This is a much mo^'e

generalized History, planned and ^v^itten afresh.

H, G. Wells





I

THE WORLD IN SPACE

Tlic story ofour ^rorld is a stor^' that is still very imperfectly
kitown. A couple of hundred years ago men possessed the
history^ of little more than tlie last 3,000 years. What had
happened befoi'e that time iv'as a matter of legend and
speculation. Over a large part of the civilized -world it was
believed and taught that the -world had been created sud-

denly in 4004 B.C., though authorities differed as to whether
this had occurred in the spring or autumn of that year. This
fantastically precise misconception -vvas based upon a too

literal interpretation of the Hebrew Bible, and upon rather

arbitraiy^ theological assumptions connected therewith.

Such ideas have long since been abandoned by religious

teachers, and it is universally recognized that the universe

in tvliich we live has to all appearances existed for an enor-

mous period oftime and possibly for endless time. Of course

there may be deception in these appearances, as a room may
be made to seem endless by putting mirrors facing each

other at either end. But that the universe in which we live

has existed only for six or seven thousand years may be

regarded as an altogether exploded idea.

The earth, as evexy^body knows noivadays, is a spheroid,

a sphere slightN compressed, orange fashion, -with a dia-

meter of nearly' 8,000 miles. Its spherical shape has been

kno\vn at least to a limited number of intelligent people for

nearly' 2,500 years, but before that time it was supposed to

be flat, and various ideas which now seem fantastic were

entertained about its relations to the sky and the stars and

planets. We kno-iv noxv that it rotates upon its axis (which is

about twenty-four miles shorter than its equatorial dia-

meter) every t\venty-foiu hours, and that this is the cause of

the alternations of day and night, that it circles about the

sun in a slightly' distorted and slowly variable oval path in a
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year. .Its distance from the sun varies between ninety-one
and a halfmillion, at its nearest, and ninety-four and a half

million miles. •

About the earth circles a small sphere, the moon, at an
average distance of 5239,000 miles. Earth and moon are not

the only bodies to travel round the sun. There are also the

planets. Mercury and Venus, at distances of thirt)^-six and
sixty-seven millions of miles; and beyond the circle of the

earth and .disregarding a belt of numerous smaller bodies,

the planetoids, there are Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,

and Neptune at mean distances of 141, 483, 886, 1,782, and

2,793 Eaillions ofmiles respectively. These figures in millions

ofmiles are very difficult for the mind to grasp. It may help

the reader’s imagination if we reduce tlie sun and planets

to a more conceivable smaller scale.

If then rve represent our Earth as a little ball of one inch

diameter, tlie sun would be a big globe nine feet across and

323 yards away, that is about a fifth of a mile, four or five

minutes’ walking. The moon woiild be a small pea two feet

arid a halffrom the world. Between earth and sun there would

be the two inner planets. Mercury and Venus, at distances of

125 and 233 yards from the sun. All round and about tlrese

bodies there would be emptiness imtil you came to Mars, 490
yards beyond the sun, Jupiter nearly a mile away, a foot in

diameter, Saturn a little smaller two miles off, Uranus four

rniles off and Neptune six miles off. Then nothingness and

nothingness except for small particles and drifting scraps of

attentuated vapour for thousands of miles. The nearest star

to earth on this scale would be 50,000 nules away.

The figures -will serv'e perhaps to give one some concep-

tion of the immense emptiness of space in ^vhich tlie drama
of life goes on.

For in all tiiis enormous vacancy of space ive know cer-

tainly of life only upon the surface of our Eartli. It does not

penetrate much more than tlrrec miles doivn into tlie 4,000
miles tliat separate, us from the centre.of our globe, and it

does not reach more- than five miles above its surface.

Apparently all the limitlcssness of space is othenvise empty
and dead.

12



Tlie deepest ocean dredgings go down to five miles. The
upward limit seems to be somewhere below twenty miles.
No bird can fly so high as five miles, and small birds and
insects which have been carried up by aeroplanes drop off

insensible far below that level.

2

THE WORLD IN TIME

In the last fifty years there has been much very fine and
interesting speculation on the part of scientific men upon
the age and origin of our Earth. The physical and astro-

nomical sciences are too undeveloped as yet to make any-

tliing of the sort more than guesswork. The general tendency

has been to make the estimated age ofour globe longer and
longer. It now seems probable that the Earth has had an
independent e.xistence as a spinning planet flying round and
round the sun for a longer period than 2,000,000,000 years.

It may have been much longer than that. This is a length

of time that absolutely overpowers the imagination. -

Before that vast period of separate existence, the sun and
Earth and the other planets that circulate round the sun

may have been a great swirl ofdiffused matter in space. The
telescope reveals to us in various parts of the heavens lumi-

nous spiral clouds ofmatter, the spiral nebula, which appear

to be in rotation about a centre. It is supposed by many
astronomers that the sun and its planets were once such a

spiral, and that their matter has undergone concentration

into its present form. Through majestic aons that concen-

tration went on until in that vast remoteness of the past for

which we have given figures, the world and its moon were

distinguishable. They were spinning then much faster than

they are spinning now; they were at a lesser distance from

the sun; they travelled round it very much faster, and they

were probably incandescent or molten at the surface. The

suti itselfwas a much greater blaze in the heavens.

If we could go back through that infinitude of time and

13



see the earth in this earlier stage ofits liistory, we should be-

hold a scene more like the interior of a blast-furnace or tlie

surface ofa lava flow before it cools and cakes over than any
other contemporary scene. No v/ater would be visible be-

cause all the v/ater there, was would still be superheated
steam in a stormy atmosphere of sulphurous and metallic

vapours. Beneath tliis would swirl and boil an ocean of

molten rock substance. Across a sky. of fiery clouds the glare

of tlie hurrying sun and moon would sweep swiftly like hot

breaths of flame; _

Slowly by degrees as one million ofyears followed another,

this fiery scene would lose its eruptive incandescence. The
vapours in the sky -would rain down and become less dense

overhead; great slaggy cakes of solidifying rock would

appear upon tlie surface of the molten sea, and sink under

it to be replacedbyother floating masses. The sun and moon,

Rowing now each more distant and each smaller, ivould

rush- Hvith diminishing softness across the heavens. The
moon now, because of its smaller size, ivould be already

cooled far beloiv incandescence, and would be alternately

obstructing and reflecting the sunlight in a series of eclipses

and full moons.

And so with a tremendous slowness through the vastness of

time, the Earth -would grow more and more like the earth

on which we live, until at last an age -w'ould come when, in

the cooling air, steam would begin to condense into clouds,

and the first rain would fall hissing upon the first rocks

below. For endless millennia the greater part of the earth’s

water -vvould still be vaporized in- the atmosphere, but there

-would now be hot streams running over the crystallizing

rocks belo%y and pools and lakes into which these streams

would be carrying detritus and depositing sediment.

- At last a condition of tilings must have been attained in

which a man might have stood up on earth and looked

about him and lived. Ifwe could have visited the earth at

that time we should have stood on great lava-like masses of

rock -without a trace of soil or touch of living vegetation,

under a storm-rent sky^ Hot and violent winds, exceeding

the fiercest tornado that ever blo-ws, and dowipours of rain



such as our milder, slower earth to-day knows nothing of,

might have assailed us. The water of the downpour would
have rushed by us, muddy with the spoils of the rocks,

coming together into torrents, cutting deep gorges and"can-
yons as they hurried past to deposit their sediment in the
earliest seas. Through the clouds we should have glimpsed
a great sun moving visibly across the sky, and in its wake
and in the \vake of the moon would have come a diurnal
tide of earthquake and upheaval. And the moon, which
nowadays keeps one constant face to earth, would then
have been rotating visibly and showing the side it now so

inexorably hides.

The Earth aged, and the day lengthened, the sun grew
more distant and milder, the moon’s pace in the sky

slackened; the intensity of rain and storm diminished and
the water in the first seas increased and ran together into

the ocean garment our planet henceforth tvore.

But there \vas no life as yet upon the earth; the seas were
lifeless, and the rocks were barren.

3

THE BEGINNINGS OF LIFE

The kno^vledge -we possess of life before the beginning of

hiunan memory^ and tradition is derived very largely from

the markings and fossils of living- things in the stratified

rocks. We find presented in shale and slate, limestone, and

sandstone, bones, shells, fibres, stems, fruit, footmarks,

scratchings and the like, side by side with the ripple marks

of the earliest tides and the pittings of the earliest rainfalls.

It is by the sedulous examination of this Record of the

Rocks that the past history of the earth’s life has been

pieced together. That much is common knowledge to-day.

The sedimentary rocks do not lie neatly stratum above

stratum; they have been crumpled, bent, thrust about, dis-

torted and mixed together like the leaves of a library that

has been repeatedly looted and burned, and it is only as a
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result of many devoted lifetimes of work that the Record
has been put into order and read.

The earliest rocks in the record are called by geologists

the Azoic rocks, because they show no traces of life. Great
areas of these azoic rocks lie uncovered in North America,
and they are ofsuch a thickness that geologists consider that
they represent at least half the geological record. Let me
repeat this profoundly significant fact. Half the great

interval oftime since land and sea were first distinguishable

on earth, has left us no traces of life. There are ripplings

and rain-marks still to be found in these rocks, but no mark
nor vestige of any living thing.

Then^ as we come up the record, signs of past life appear

and increase. The age of the world’s history in which we
find these past traces is called by geologists the Lower
Palaeozoic Age. The first indications that life was astir are

.vestiges ofcomparatively simple and lovely things; the shells
'

of small shellfish, the stems and flower-like heads of zoo-

phytes, seaweeds, and the tracks and remains of sea-worms

and Crustacea, Very early appear certain creatures rather

like plant-lice, crawling creatures which could roll them-

selves up into balls as plantdice do, the trilobites. Later by
a few million years or so come certain sea scorpions, more .

mobile and powerful creatures than the world had ever

seen before.

None ofthese creatures were ofvery great size. Among the

largest were certain of the,sea scorpions, which measured

nine feet in length. There are no signs whatever of land life

of any sort, plant, or animal; there are no fishes nor any

vertebratcd creatures in this part of the record. Essentially

all the plants and creatures which have left us their traces

from -this period ofthe earth’s history, are shallow-water and

intertidal beings. If -we wished to parallel the flora and

fauna ofthe Lower Palseozoic rocks on the earth to-day, we
should do it best, except in the matter of size, by taking a

drop ofwaterfrom a rock pool orscummy ditch and examin-

mg it under a microscope. The little Crustacea, the small

shellfish, the zoophytes and aigge we should find there

would display a quite striking resemblance to these clximsier.



larger prototypes tliat once were the crown of life upon our
planet.

It is well, however, to bear in naind that the Lower
PalECozoic rocks probably do not giv?; us anyAing at all

representative of the first beginnings of life on pur planet.

Unless a creature has bones or other hard parts, unless it

%\’cars a shell or is big enough and heavy enough to make
characteristic footprints and trails in mud, it is unlikely to

leave any fossilized traces of its existence behind. To-day
there arc hundreds of thousands of species of small soft-

bodied creatures in our ^vorld which it is inconceivable can
ever leave any mark for future geologists to discover. In the

world’s past, millions ofmillions ofspecies ofsuch creatures

may have lived and multiplied and flourished and passed

away -without a trace"remaining. The waters of the warm
and shallow lakes and seas of the so-called Azoic period’

may have teemed with an infinite variety of lowly, jelly-

like, shell-less and boneless creatures, and a multitude of

green scummy plants may have spread over the sunlit inter-

tidal rocks and beaches. The Record of the Rocks is no

more a complete record of life in the past than the books of

a bank arc a record of the existence of everybody in the

neighbourhood. It is only when a species begins to secrete

a shell or a spicule or a carapace or a lime-supported stem,

and so put by something for the future, that it goes upon the

Record, But in rocks of an age prior to those which bear

any fossil traces, graphite, a form ofuncombined carbon, is

sometimes found, and some authorities consider that it may
have been separated out from combination through the

vital activities ofunknown living things.

4

THE AGE OF FISHES

In the days when the world was supposed to have endured

for only a few thousand years, it was believed that the dif-

ferent species of plants and animals were fixed and final;
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they had all been created exactly as they are to-day, each
species by itself. But as men began to discover and study tire

Record of the Rocks this beliefgave place to.the suspicion

that many species had changed and developed slowly

through the course of ages, and this again expanded into a
belief in what is called Organic Evolution, a belief that all

species of life upon Earth, animal and vegetable alike, are

descended by slow continuous processes of change from
some very simple ancestral form of life, some almost

structureless living substance, far back in 'the so-called

Azoic seas.

This question of Organic Evolution, like the question of

the age ofthe earth, has in the past been the subject ofmuch
bitter controversy. There was a time rvhen a belief in

organic evolution was for rather obscure reasons supposed

to be incompatible "with sound Christian, Jewish, and
Moslem doctrine. That time has passed, and men of the

most orthodox Gatlrolic, Protestant, Jewish, and Moham-
medan belief are now free to accept this newer and broader

view of a common origin of all living things. No life seems

to have happened suddenly upon earth. Life grew and
grows. Age by age, through gulfs of time at whicit imagina-

tion reels, life has been gro^ving from a mere stirring in the

intertidal slime towards freedom, power, and consciousness.

Life consists ofindividuals; These individuals are definite

things, they are not like the lumps and masses, nor even

the limitless and motionless crystals, of non-living matter,

and they have two characteristics no dead matter possesses.

They can assimilate other matter into themselves and make
it part of themselves, and they can reproduce themselves:

They eat and they breed. They can give rise to other indivi-

duals for the most part like themselves, but always also -a

little different from themselves. There is a specific and

family resemblance between an individual and its offspring,

and there is an individual difference between every parent

and every offspring it produces, and this is true in ever^’-

species and at every stage of life.

Now scientific men are not able to explain to us either

.why offspring should resemble nor why they should differ
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from their parents. But seeing that ofi'spring do at once re-

semblc and differ, it is a matter rather of common sense

tlian of scientific know’ledge that, if the conditions under
w'liich a species live are changed, the species should undergo
some correlated changes. Because in any generation of the

species tlicrc must be a number of individuals whose indivi-

dual differences make them better adapted to the new con-
ditions under which the species"has to live, and a number
whose individual differences make it rather harder for them
to live. And on the whole dte former sort will live longer,

and reproduce themselves more abundantly, than the latter,

and so generation by generation the average of the species

will change in the favourable direction. This process, which
is called Natural Selection, is not so much a scientific theory

as a necessaiy deduction from the facts ofreproduction and
individual difference. There may be many forces at work
varying, destroying, and preserving species, about which

science is still imaware or undecided, but the man who can

deny the operation of this process of natural selection upon
life since its beginning must be either ignorant of the ele-

mentary facts of life or incapable of ordinary thought.

Many scientific men have speculated about the first

beginning of life and their speculations are often of grear

interest, but there is absolutely no definite knowledge and

no convincing guess yet of the way in which life began. But

nearly all authorities are agreed that it probably began

upon mud or sand in warm sunlit shallow brackish water,

and that it spread up the beaches to the intertidal lines and

out to the open waters.

That early world was a world ofstrong tides and currents.

An incessant destruction of individuals must have been

going on through their being swept up the beaches and

dried, or by their being swept out to sea and sinking down

out of reach of air and sun. Early conditions favoured the

development of every tendency to root and hold on, every

tendency to form an outer skin and casing to protect the

stranded individual from immediate desiccation. From the

very earliest any tendency to sensitiveness to taste would

turn the individual in the direction of food, and any sensi-
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tiveness to light would assist it to struggle back out of the

darkness of the sea deeps and caverns or to, wriggle back
out of the excessive glare of the ,dangerous shallo-ws.

Probably the first shells and body armour of livingjthings
were protections against dr^'ing rather than against active

enemies. But tooth and cla'w come early into our earthly

history.

We have already noted the size of the earlier ’ivater

scorpions. For long ages such creatures were the supreme
lords of life. Then in a division of these Paleozoic rocks

called the Silurian division, which many geologists now
suppose to be as old as 500,000,000 years, there appears a

new type ofbeing, equipped with eyes and teeth and swim-

ming powers of an altogether more powerful kind. These

were the first kno%\Ti backboned animals, the earliest fishes,

the first known Vertebrata.

These fishes increase greatly in the next division of rocks,

the rocks known ^ the Devonian system. They are so pre-

valent that this period of the record of the rocks has been

called the Age of Fishes. Fishes of a pattern now gone firom

the earth, -and fishes allied to the sharks and sturgeons “of

to-day, rushed through the ^vate^s, leaped in the air,

browsed among the seaweeds, pvursued and preyed upon
one another, and gave a’new liveliness to the -waters of the

^vorld. None of these were excessively big by our present

standards. Fe^v of them were more than two or three feet

long, but there -were exceptional forms -which were as long

as twenty feet.

We know nothing from geology of tire ancestors of these

fishes. They do not appear to be related to any of the forms

that preceded them. Zoologists have tire most interesting

view^ of their ancestry, but these they derive from the study

of tire development of the eggs oftheir still living relations,

and from other sources.' Apparently the ancestors of the

vertebrata were soft-bodied and perhaps quite small SAvim-

ming creatures who began first to develop hard parts as

teeth round and about their mouths. The teeth ofa skate or

dogfish cover the roofand floor of its mouth and pass at the

lip into tire flattened toothlike scales that encase most of its

20



body. As the fishes develop these tecth-scales in tlie geo-

logical record, they swim out of the hidden, darkness of the
past into the light, the fij-st vertebrated animals visible in

the record.

5

THE AGE OF THE GOAL SWAMPS

The land during the Age of Fishes was apparently quite

lifeless. Crags and uplands ofbarren rock lay under the sun
and rain. There was no real soil - for as yet there were no
cartlnvorms which help to make a soil, and no plants to

break up the rock particles into mould: there was no trace

ofmoss or lichen. Life was still only in the sea.

Over this world of barren rock played great changes of

climate. The cause of these changes of climate were very

comple.x and they have still to be properly estimated. The
changing shape of the earth’s orbit, the gradual shifting of

the poles of rotation, changes in the shape of the continent,

probably even fluctuations in the warmth of the sun, now
conspired to plunge great areas of the earth’s surface into

long periods of cold and ice and now again for millions of

years spread a warm or equable climate over this planet.

TTrere seem to have been phases of great internal activity

in the world’s history, when in the course of a few million

years accumulated upthrusts would break out in lines of

volcanic eruption and upheaval and rearrange the moun-
tain and continental outlines of the globe,' increasing the

depth of the sea and the height of the mountains and exag-

gerating the extremes of climate. And these would be fol-

lowed by vast ages of comparative quiescence, when frost,

rain, and river would wear down the mountain heights and

carry great masses ofsilt to fill and raise the sea bottoms and

spread the seas, ever shallower and wider over more and

more of the land. There have been ‘high and deep’ ages in

the world’s history and ‘low and level’ ages. The reader

must dismiss from his mind any idea that the surface of the



eartli has been growing steadily cooler since its crust solidi-

fied. After that much cooling had been achieved, the in-

ternal temperatme ceased to affect surface conditions. There
are traces of periods of superabundant ice and- snow, of
‘Glacial Ages,’ that is,- even in tire Azoic period.

It was only towards the close of tlie Age of Fishes, in a
period ofintensive shallow seas and lagoons, tliatlife spread
itself out in any effectual way from the waters on to the

land. No doubt the earlier types ofthe forms thatno\v begin

to appear in great abundance had already-been developing
in a rare and bbscmre manner for many scores ofmillions of

years. But now came their opportunity. •

Plants no doubt preceded animal forms in this invasion of

the land, but the animals probably followed up the plant

emigration very closely. The first problem that the plant

had to solve -vyas the provision of some sustaining stiff sup-

port to hold up its'fronds to the sunlight when the buoyant

^vater was mdidrawji: the second was the difficulty of get-

ting water, now that it was no longer close at hand, from

the swampy gi'oxmd belo^v to the tissues of the plant. The
two problems were solved by the development of -woody

tissue which botlr sustained the plant and acted as -water

carrier to the leaves. The Record of the Rocks is suddenly

crowded by a vast variety of woody swamp plants, many
of them of great size, big tree mosses, tree ferns, gigantic

horsetails and the like. And -with .these, age by age, there

crawled out of tire ^vater a great variety of animal forms.

There were centipedes and inillipedes; there ^ve^e the first

primitive insects; there w'ere the creatures related to the

ancient king-crabs and sea scorpions " -wliich became the

earliest spiders and land scorpions, and presently there were

vertebrated animals.

Some of the earlier insects were very large. There ^vere

dragon-flies in this period wdtli wings that spread out to

twenty-nine inches.

In various -ways these new' orders and genera had adapted

themselves to breatliing air. Hitherto all animals had

breatlied air dissolved in w'ater, and that indeed is ^vhat all

animals still have to do. But now’ in divers fashions the
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animal kingdom was acquiring the power of supplying its

own moisture ^vherc it was needed. A man with a perfectly

dry lung would suffocate to-day; his lung surfaces must be
moist in order that air may pass through them into his

blood. The adaptation to air breathing consists in all cases

cither in the development of a cover to the old-fashioned

gills to stop evaporation, or in the development of tubes or

other new brcatliing organs lying deep inside the body and
moistened by a %vatery secretion. The old gills with which
the ancestral fish of the vertebrated line had breathed were
inadaptable to breathing upon land, and in the case of this

division of the animal kingdom it is the swimming bladder

of tlic fish which becomes a new, deep-seated breathing

organ, the lung. The kind of animals known as amphibia,

the frogs and newts of to-day, begin their lives' in the water

and .breathe by gills; and subsequently the limg, develop-

ing in the same ^vay as the swimming bladders of many
fishes do, as a baglike outgrowth from the throat, takes over

the business of breathing, the animal comes out on land,

and the gills dwindle and the gill slits disappear. (All except

an outgrowth of one gill slit, which becomes the passage of

the ear and ear-drum.) The animal can now live only in

the air, but it must return at least to the edge of the water

to lay its eggs and reproduce its kind.

All the air-breathing vertebrata of this age ofswamps and

plants belonged to the class amphibia. They were nearly all

of them forms related to the newts of to-day, and some of

them attained a considerable size. They were land animals,

it is true, but they were land animals needing to live in and

near moist and swampy places, and all the great trees of

this period were equally amphibious in their habits. None
of them had yet developed fruits and seeds of a kind that

could fall on land and germinate with the help only ofsuch

moisture as dew and rain could bring. They had all, it

would seem, to shed their spores in water, if they were to-

germinate.

It is one of the most beautiful interests of that beautiful

science, comparative anatomy, to trace the complex and

wonderful adaptations of living things to the necessities of
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existence in air. All living things, plants and animals alike,

are primarily water tilings. For example, all the higher

vertebrated ammals above the fishes, up to and including

man, pass through a stage in their development in the egg
or before birth in which they have gill slits ivhich are

.obliterated before the young emerge. The bare, water-

washed eye of the fish is protected in the higher forms from
drying up by eyelids and glands which secrete moisture.

Tim wealser sound vibrations ofair necessitate an ear-drum.

In nearly every organ of the body similar modifications and-

adaptations are to be detected, similar patchings-up to

meet aerial conditions.

This Carboniferous Age, this age of the ampliibia, was
an age of life in the swamps and lagoons and on the loiv

banks among these waters. Thus far life had now extended.

The hills and highlands were still quite barren and lifeless.

Life had learned to breathe air indeed, but it still had its

roots in its native water; it still had to return to the ^vater

to reproduce its kind.

6

THE AGE OF- REPTILES

The abundant life of the Carboniferous period -was suc-

ceeded by a vast cycle of dry and bitter ages. They are re-

presented in the Record of the Rocks by thick deposits of

sandstones and the like, in which fossils are comparatively

few. The temperature of the world fluctuated widely, and
tliere were long periods of glacial cold. Over great areas the

former profusion ofswamp vegetation ceased, and, overlaid

by these newer deposits, it began that process ofcompression

and mineralization that gave the -world most of the coal

deposits ofto-day.

But it is during periods of change that life undergoes its

most rapid modifications, and under hardship that it learns

its most valuable lessons. As .conditions revert towards

warmth and moisture we find a new series of animal and
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planl forms established. We find in the Record the remains
of vertcbratcd animals that laid eggs which, instead of
Iiatcliing out tadpoles needing to live for a time in -water,

carried on tltcir development before hatching to a stage so

nearly like the adult form that the young could live in air

from the first moment of independent existence. Gills had
been cut out altogether, and the gill slits appeared only as

an embiy'onic phase.

These creatures without a tadpolestage were the Reptiles.

Concurrently there had been a development ofseed-bearing

trees, -which could spread their seed, independently of

swamp or lake. There -svere now palmlike cycads and many
tropical conifers, though as yet there ^vere no flowering

plants and no grasses. Tliere was a great number of ferns.

And there -was now also an increased variety of insects.

There were beetles, though bees and butterflies had yet^ to

come. But all the fundamental forms of a new real land

faima and flora had been laid do%vn during these vast ages

of severity. Tliis new land life needed only the opportunity

of favourable conditions to flourish and prevail.

Age by age and %vith abundant fluctuations that mitiga-

tion came. Tlie still incalculable movements of the earth’s

crust, the changes in its orbit, the increase and diminution

of the mutual inclination oforbit and pole, %vorked together

to produce a great spell ofwidely diffused warm conditions.

The period lasted altogether, it is now supposed, upwards of

200,000,000 years. It ^vas called the Mesozoic period, to dis-

tinguish it from the altogetlier vaster Palaeozoic and Azoic

periods (togetlier 1,400,000,000) that preceded it, and from

the Gainozoic or new life period that intervened between its

close and the present time, and it is also called the Age of

Reptiles because of the astonishing predominance and

variety oftius form oflife. It came to an end some 80,000,000

years ago.

In the world to-day the genera of Reptiles are compara-

tively few and their distribution is very limited. They are

.m.ore various, it is true, than are the few surviving members
ofthe order ofthe amphibia which once in the carboniferous

period ruled the world. We still have the snakes, the turtles
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and tortoises (tlie Cheldnia), die alligatoi-s and crocodiles,

and the lizards. Without exception they are creatures re-

quiring warmth all the year round; tlrey cannot stand ex-

posure to cold, and it is probable that all the reptilian beings
of the Mesozoic suffered under the same liniitation. It was
a hothbxase fauna, living arnidst a hothouse flora. It endured
no. frosts. But the world had at least attained a real dry land
fauna and flora as distinguished from the mud and swamp
fauna ,and flora of the previous heyday of life upon .eardi.

All the sorts of reptile” we know now were much more
abundantly represented then, great turtles and tortoises,' big

crocodiles and many lizards and snakes, but in addition

there were a number of series of '.vonderful creatures that

have now vanished altogether from the earth; There -was a

vast variety of beings called the Dinosaurs. Vegetation was
now spreading over the lower levels of the -world, reeds,

brakes of fern and the like; and browsing upon this abun-

dance came a multitude of herbivorous reptiles, -wliich in-

creased in size as the Mesozoic period rose to its climax.

Some ofthese beasts exceeded in size any other land animals

that have ever lived; they were as large as whales. The
Diplodociis jCartiegii, for example, measured eighty-four feet

from snout to tail; the Gigantosaurus .was even greater, it

measured a hundred feet. Living upon these monsters -was

a sw'arm of carnivorous Dinosauix of a corresponding size.

One of these, the Tyrannosaurus, is figured and described

in many books as the last word in reptilian frightfiilness.

\\flule these gi-eat creatures pastured and pursued amidst

tire fronds arid evergreens of the Mesozoic jimgles, another

norv' vanished tribe of reptiles, wdth a bat-like development

of the fore limbs, pursued insects and one another, first

leaped and parachuted and presently flew amidst tire fronds

and branches ofthe forest trees. There were the Pterodactyls.

These rvere the first flying creatures with backbones; they

mark a new achievement in the gi'orving po-wers of verte-

brated life.

Moreover some of tire Reptiles were returning to the sea

waters. Three groups of big swrimming beings had invaded

the sea from which their ancestors had come; the Mesosaurs,
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the Plesiosaurs, and Ichthyosaurs. Some of these again ap-
proached the proportions of our present whales. The Ich-

thyosaurs seem to have been quite seagoing creatures, but
the Plesiosaurs were a type of animal that has no cognate

fonn to-day. The body was stout and big ^vith paddles,

adapted cither for swimming or crawling through marshes,

or along the bottom of shallow waters. The comparatively

small head was poised on a vast snake of neck, altogether

outdoing the neck of the swan. Either the Plesiosaur swam
and' searched for food under the water, and fed as the swan
v,'ill do, or it lurked under water and snatched at passing

fish or beast.

Such was the predominant land life throughout the

iSIcsozoic Age. It Avas by our human standards an advance

upon anytlring that had preceded it. It had produced land

animals greater in size, range, power and activity, more
‘vital’ as people say, than anything the ^vo^Id had seen

before. In the seas tliere had been no such advance, but a

great proliferation of ne\v forms oflife. An enormous variety

of squid-like creatures with chambered shells, for the most

part coiled, the Ammonites, had appeared in the shallow

seas. They had had predecessors in the Palaeozoic seas,

but now ^vas their age of glory. To-day they have left no

survivors at all; their nearest relation is the pearly Nautilus,

an inliabitant of tropical v/aters. And a new and more pro-

lific type of fish with lighter, finer scales than the plate-like

and tooth-like coverings that had liitherto prevailed,

became and has since remained predominant in the seas

and rivers.

7

THE FIRST BIRDS
AND THE FIRST MAMMALS-

In a few paragraphs a picture of the lush vegetation and

S'w'arming reptiles of that first great summer of life, the

Mesozoic period, has been sketched. But while the Dino-
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sa^ lorded it over the hot selvas and marshy plains, and
the pterodactyls filled the forests with their flutterings and
possibly \nth shrieks and croaldngs as they pursued the

humming insect life of the still flov/erless shrubs and trees,

some less conspicuous and less abundant forms upon the

.
margins of this abounding life were acquiring certain

powers and learning certain lessons of endurance, that were
to be of tile utmost value to their race "when at last the

smiling generosity of sun and earth began to fade.

A group of tribes and genera of hopping reptiles, small

creatures of tlie dinosaur tj’pe, seem to have been pushed

by competition and the pursuit of tlieir enemies towards the

alternatives of extinction or adaptation to colder conditions

in the liigher hills or by the sea. Among these distressed

tribes there tvas developed a new type of scale; scales that

were elongated into quill-like forms and that presently

branched into the crude beginnings offeathers. These quill-

like scales lay over one anotiier and formed a heat-retaining

covering more efficient than any reptilian covering that had
hitherto existed. So they permitted an invasion of colder

regions that -were othenvise uninhabited. Perhaps simul-

taneously with these changes there arose in these creatures’

a greater solicitude for their eggs. Most reptiles are ap-

parently quite careless about their eggs, which are left for

sun and season to hatch. But some of tlie varieties upon tliis

new branch of the tree of life were acquiring a habit of

guarding their eggs and keeping them warm with the

warmth of their bodies.

With these adaptations to cold other internal modifica-

tions were going on that made tliese creatures, the primitive

birds, warm-blooded and independent ofbasking. The very

earliest birds seem to have been sea-birds living upon fish,

and tlieir fore-limbs were not wings but paddles rather after

the penguin type. That peculiarly primitive bird the New'

Zealand kiwi has feathers ofa very simple sort, and neither

flies nor appears to be descended from flying ancestors. In

the development of the birds, feathers came before wings.

But once the feather w'as developed, tlie possibility ofmak-

ing a light spread offeathers led inevitably to the wing. We
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know of the fossil remains of one bird at least which had
reptilian teeth in itsjaw and a long reptilian tail, but which
also had a true bird’s wing and which certainly flew and
held its own among the pterodactyls of the Mesozoic time.

Nevertheless birds were neither varied nor abundant in

Mesozoic times. Ifa man could go back to typical Mesozoic
country, he might -walk for days and never see or hear such

a tiling as a bird, though he would see a great abundance
of pterodactyls and insects among the fronds and reeds.

Another thing he ivould probably never see, and that

would be any sign ofa mammal. Probably the first niammals
were in existence millions of years before the first thing one
could call a bird, but they were altogether too small and
obscure and remote for attention.

The earliest mammals like the earliest birds were creatures

driven by competition and pursuit into a life of hardship

and adaptation to cold. With them also the scale became
quill-like, and was developed into a heat-retaining covering;

and they too imdenvent modifications, similar in kind

though different in detail, to become warm-blooded and
independent of basking. Instead of feathers , they developed

hairs, and instead of guarding and incubating their eggs

they kept them v>rarm and safe by retaining them inside

their bodies until they were almost mature. Most of them
became altogether viviparous and brought their young into

the world alive. And even after their young were born they

tended to maintain a protective and nutritive association

with them. Most but not all mammals to-day have mammee
and suckle their young. Two mammals still live whieh lay

eggs and -which have not proper mammae, though they

nourish their young by a nutritive secretion of the under

skin: these are the duck-billed plat}'pus and the echidna.

The echnida lays leathery eggs and then puts them into a

pouch under its belly, and so carries them about warm and

safe until they hatch.

But just as a visitor to the Mesozoic world might- have ,

searched for days and days before finding a bird, so, unless

he knew exactly where to go and look, he might have

searched in vain for any traces of a mammal. Both birds
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and mammals would have seemed very eccentric and
"secondary and unimportant creatures in Mesozoic times.

'
: The Age of Reptiles lasted, it is now guessed, 8o,oo'o,ooo

years. Had any quasi-human intelligence been watcliing
the'world through that inconceivable length of time, how
safe and eternal the sunshine and abundance must have
seemed, how assured the wallo^ving prosperity of the
Dinosaura and the flapping abundance of the flyinglizards.t

And then the mysterious rhythms and accumulating forces

of the universe began to turn against -that
- quasi-eternal

stability. That run of luck for life was running out. Age
by age, myriads of years after myriads of years, with halts

no doubt and retrogressions, came a change towards hard-
sliips and extreme conditions, came great alterations of
level and great redistribution' ofmountain and sea. We find

one thing in the Record ofthe Rocks during the decadence

of tlie long Mesozoic Age of prosperity drat is very signifi-

cant of steadily sustained changes of condition, and that is

the violent fluctuation of living forms and . the appearance

of new and strange specie?. Under the gathering threat of

extinction the older orders and genera are displaying dieir

utmost capacity for variation and adaptation. The Ammon-
ites, for example, in these last pages ofthe Mesozoic chapter

exhibit a multitude of fantastic foims. Under settled con-

ditioits there is no encouragement for novelties; they do not

develop, they are suppressed; what is best adapted is

already there. Under novel conditions it is the ordinary-

ty'pe that suffers, and the novelty that may have a better

chance to suivdve and establish itself for a time.

* -

There comes a break in the Record of the Rocks that

may represent several million years. There -is a veil here

still, over even tlie outline ofthe history oflife. When it lifts

again, the Age of Reptiles is at an end: the Dinosaurs, the
^

Plesiosaurs and Ichthyosaurs, the Pterodactyls, the in-

numerable genera and species of Ammonite have all gone

absolutely. In ail their stupendous variety they have died

out and left no descendants. The cold has killed them. All
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their final variations were insufficient; they had never hit

K upon survival conditions. The world had passed through a
phase of c.Ktreme conditions beyond their powei-s of endur-
ance, a slow and complete massacre of Mesozoic life has
occurred, and wc find now a new scene, a new and hardier
fiora and a new and hardier fatma in possession ofthe rvorld.

It is still a bleak and impoverished scene with which this

new volume of the book of life begins. The cycads and
tropical conifers have given place verjf largely to trees that

shed their leaves to avoid destruction by the snows ofwinter

and to flowering plants and shrubs, and where there was
... formerly a profusion of reptiles, an increasing variety of
^ Ijirds and mammals is entering into its inlieritance.

8

THE AGE OF MAMMALS

The opening of tlie next great period in the life of the earth,

the Gainozoic period, was a period ofupheaval and extreme

volcanic activity. Now it was that the vast masses of the

Alps and Himalayas and the mountain backbone of the

Rockies and Andes tvere thrust up, and that the rude out-

lines of our present oceans and continents appeared. The

map of the world begins to display a first dim resemblance

to the map of to-day. It is estimated now that between

forty and eighty million years have elapsed from the begin-

nings of the Gainozoic period to the preseiit time.

At the outset of the Gainozoic period the climate of the

^vorld was austere. It grew generally warmer until a fresh

phase of great abundance was reached, after which con-

ditions grew hard again and the earth passed into a series of

extremely cold cycles, the Glacial Ages, from which ap-

parently it is now slowly emerging.

But we do not know sufficient of the cause of climatic

change at present to forecast the possible fluctuations of

climatic conditions that lie before us. We may be moving

c towards increasing sunshine or lapsing towards another
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Glacial Age; volcanic activity and the upheaval of moun-
tain masses may be increasing or diminishing; \ve do not "

know; we lack sufficient science.

^ With the opening ofthis period the grasses appear; for the .

first time there is pasture in the world; and witli the full

development of the once obscure mammalian type, appear
a number of interesting grazing animals and of carnivorous

types which prey upon these.

^ At first these early mammals seem to differ only in a few

characteristics from the herbivorous and carnivorous

reptiles that ages before had flourished and then vanished

from the earth. A careless observer might suppose that in

tlfis second long age of warmth and plenty that was now
beginning, nature was merely repeating tire first, the herbi-

vorous and carnivorous mammals to parallel herbivorous

and carnivorous dinosaurs, witlr birds replacing ptero-

dactyls and so on. But this would be an altogetlier super-

ficial ‘comparison. The variety ofthe imrverse is infinite and

incessant; it progresses eternally; history never repeats itself

and no parallels are precisely true. The differences between

the life of the Mesozoic and Gainozoic periods are far pro-

founder than the resemblances.

The most fundamental of all these differences lies in the

mental life of the t\vo .periods. It arises essentially out ofthe

continuing contact of parent and oflspring which dis-

tinguishes mammalian, and in a lesser degree bird, life from

the life of the reptile.'With very few exceptions the reptile

abandons its eggs to hatch alone. The young reptile has no

knowledge whatever of its parent; its mental life, such as it

is, begins and ends -with its own experiences. It may tolerate

the existence ofits fello^vs, but it has no communication widi •

them; it never imitates, never learns from tliem, is incap-

able of concerted action with them. Its life is that of an
isolated individual. But witlr tlie suckling and cherishing .of

young rvhich was distinctive of the new mammalian and
avian strains arose the possibility of learning by imitation,

of communication by rvarning cries and other concerted'

action, of mutual control and instruction. A teachable tr'pe

of life had come into the world. j
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The earliest mammals of the Cainozoic period are but
little superior in brain size to the more active carnivorous

dinosaurs, but as we read on through the record towards

modern times we find, in every tribe and raee ofthe mam-
malian animals, a steady universal increase in brain

capacity. For instance, we find at a comparatively early

stage that rhinoceros-like beasts appear. There is a creature,

the Titanothcrium, which lived in the .earliest division of

this period. It ^vas probably very like a modem rhinoceros

in its habits and needs. But its brain capacity was not one-

tenth that of its living successor.

Tlie earlier mammals probably parted from tlieir off-

spring as soon as suckling was over,- but, once the.capacity

for mutual understanding has arisen, the advantages of

continuing the association are very great; and we presently

find a number of mammalian species displaying the begin-

nings of a true social life and keeping together in herds,

packs, and flocks, watcliing each other, imitating each

other, taking warning from each other’s acts and cries.

This is something that the world had not seen before

among vertebrated animals. Reptiles and fish may no-

doubt be found in swarms and shoals; they , have been

hatched in quantities and similar conditions have kept

them together, but in the case of tire social and gregarious-

mammals the association .arises not simply from a com-

munity ofexternal forces, it is sustained by an inner impulse.

They are not merely like one another and so found in the

same places at the same times; they like one another and, so

they keep together.

This difference between the reptile world and the world

of our human minds is one our sympathies seem unable to

pass. We cannot conceive in oursdves the swift uncompli-

cated urgency ofa reptile’s instinctive motives, its appetites,

fears and hates. We caimot understand them in their

simplicity because all our motives are complicated; ours

are balances and resultants and not simply urgencies. But

the mammals and birds have self-restraint and considera-

tion for other individuals, a social appeal, a self-control

that is, at its lower level, after our own fashion. We can in.
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consequence establish relations -mth almost all sorts of

them. When they suffer they utter cries and make move-
ments that rouse our feelings. We can make understanding

pets ofthem with a mutual recognition. They can be tamed
to self-restraint towards us, domesticated and taught. .

That unusual gro\yffi of brain which is the central fact

of Gainozoic times marks a new cominunication and inter-

dependence ofindividuals. It foreshadows the development

of human societies ofwhich we shall soon be telling.

As the Gainozoic period unrolled, the resemblance of its

flora' and. fauna to the plants and animals that inliabit die

world to-day increased. The big clumsy Uintathercs and
Titanotheres, big clumsy brutes like -nothing living, dis-

appeared. On the other hand a series of forms led up by
steady -degrees from grotesque and clumsy predecessors, to

the giraffes, camels, horses, elephants, deer, dogs and lions

and tigers of the existing world. The evolution of the horse

is particularly legible upon the geological record. We have

a fairly complete series of forms from a small tapir-like

ancestor in the early Gainozoic. Another line of develop-

ment that has now been pieced togedier with some pre-

cision is that of the llamas and camels.

9

MONKEYS, APES AND SUB-MEN

Naturalists divide the class Mammalia into a mmiber of

orders. At the head of these is the order Primates, which

includes the lemurs, the monke)^, apes, and man. Their

classification was based originally upon anatomical

resemblances and took no account of any mental qualities.

Now the past history of the Primates is one very difficult

to decipher in the geological world. They are for the most

part animals whidi live in forests like the lemurs and

monkeys or in bare rocky places like the baboons. They arc

rarely dro^vned and covered up by sediment, nor are most

ofthem very numerous species, and so they do not figure so
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largely among the fossils as the ancestors of the horses,
' camels and so forth do. But we know that quite early in the
Cainozoic period, that is to say some 40,000,000 years ago
or so, primitive monkeys and lemuroid creatures had
appeared, poorer in brain and not so specialized as their
late successors.

The great world-summer of the middle Cainozoic period
drew at last to an end. It was to follow those other two great
summers in the history of life, the smnmer of the Goal
Swamps and the vast summer of the Age of Reptiles. Once
more the Earth spun towards an Ice Age. The world
chilled, grew milder for a time and chilled again. In the

warm past hippopotami had wallowed through a lush sub-

tropic^ vegetation, and a tremendous tiger with fangs like

sabres, the sabre-toothed tiger, had hunted its prey where
now the journalists of Fleet Street go to and fro. Now came
a bleaker age and still bleaker ages. A great weeding and
extinction of species occurred. A woolly rhinoceros,

adapted to a cold climate, and the mammoth, a big woolly

cousin of the elephants, the Arctic musk-ox and the rein-

deer passed across the scene. Then century by century the

Arctic ice cap, the wintry death of the great Ice Age, crept

south^vards. In England it came almost down to the

Thames, in America it reached Ohio. There would be

warmer spells ofa few thousand years and relapses towards

a bitter cold.

Geologists talk of these udntry phases as the First,

Second, Third, and Fourth Glacial Ages, and nf the inter-

ludes as Interglacial periods. We live to-day in a world that

is still impoverished and scarred by that terrible \vinter.

The First Glacial Age Avas coming on 600,000 years ago;

the Fourth Glacial Age reached its bitterest some 50,000

years ago. And it was amidst the snows of this long universal

winter that the first man-like beings lived upon our planet.

By the middle Cainozoic period there have appeared

various apes with many quasi-human attributes of the jaws

and leg-bones, but it is only as we approach these Glacial

Ages that we find traces ofcreatures that we can speak ofas

‘almost human.’ These traces are not bones but imple-
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merits. In Europe, in deposits of this period, between half

a million and a million years old, we find flints and stones

that have evidently been dripped intentionally by some
handy creature desirous ofhammering, scraping, or fighting

with the sharpened edge. These things have been called

‘Eoliths’ (dawn stones). In Europe there are no bones or

otlier remains of the creature which made tliese objects,

simply the objects themselves. For all the certainty we have
it may have been some entirely un-human but intelligent

monkey. But at Trinil in Java, in accumulations of this age,

a piece of a skull and various teeth and bones have been

found of a sort of apie-man, with a brain-case bigger than

that of any living apes, \vhich seems to have walked erect.

This creature is now called Pithecanthropus erectiis, the

.

walking ape-man, and the little trayful of its bones is the

only help our imaginations have as yet in figuring to our-

selves the m^ers of the Eoliths.

It is not until we come to sands that are almost a quarter

of a million years old that we find any other particle of a

sub-human being. But there are .plenty of implements, and
they are steadily improving in quality as we read on through

the record. They are no longer clumsy Eoliths; tliey ^e
nov/ shapely instinunents made with considerable skill. And
they are much bigger than similar implements afterwards made by

true men, Then, in a sandpit at Heidelberg, appears a single

quasi-hmhan jaw-bone, a clumsy jaw-bone, absolutely

Ciiinless, far heavier than a true human jaw-bone and

narrower, so that it is improbable the creature’s tongue

could have moved about for articulate speecli. On the ’

strength of this jaw-bone, scientific men suppose this

creature to have been a heavy, almost human monster,

possibly with huge limbs and hands, possibly with a thick

felt ofhair, and they call it the Heidelberg man.

This jaw-bone is, I think, one of the most tormenting

objects in the world to our human curiosity. To see it is

like looking tluough a defective glass into the past and

catching just one blurred and tantalizing glimpse of this

Thing, shambling through the bleak \yildemess, clambering

to avoid tlte sabre-toothed tiger, watching the woolly
j
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rhinoceros in the woods. Then before we can scrutinize the
'monster, he vanishes. Yet the soil is littered abundantly
rvith the indestructible implements he chipped out for his

uses.

Still more fascinatingly enigmatical are the remains of a
creature found at Piltdown in Sussex in a deposit that may
indicate an age between, a hundred and a hundred and
fifty thousand years ago, though some authorities would put
these particular remains back in time to, before the Heidel-

berg jaw-bone. Here tliere are the remains of a thick sub-

human skull much larger than any existing ape’s, and a

chimpanzee-like jaw-bone which may or may not belong

to it, and, in addition, a bat-shaped piece of elephant bone
evidently carefully manufactured, through which a hole

had apparently been bored. There is also the thigh-bone of

a deer with cuts upon it like a tally. That is all.

Wfiiat sort of beast w'as tlris creature which sat and bored

holes in bones?

Scientific men have named him Eoanthropus, the Dav/n

Man. He stands apart from his kindred; a very different

being either from the Heidelberg creature or from any

living ape. No other vestige like him is known. But the

gravels and deposits of from 100,000 years onward are in-

creasingly rich in implements of flint and similar stone.

And these implements are no longer rude ‘Eoliths.’ The
archaeologists are presently able to . distinguish scrapers,

borers, kives, darts, throwing stones and hand axes ...

We are drawing very near to man. In our next section we

shall have to describe the strangest of all these precursors of

humanity, the Neanderthalers, the men who were almost,

but not quite, true men.

But it may be w'ell perhaps to state quite clearly here that

no scientific man supposes either of these creatures, the

Heidelberg Man or Eoanthropus, to be direct ancestors of

the men of to-day. Th^se are, at the closest, related forms.
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THE NEANDERTHALER
AND THE RHODESIAN MAN

About fifty or sbcty thousand years ago, before the climax

of the Fourth Glacial Age, there lived a creature on Earth
so like a man that until a few years ago its remains were

,

considered to be altogether human. We have skulls and
bones ofit and a great accumulation'ofthe large implements

it made and used. It made fires. It sheltered in caves from
the cold. It probably dressed skins roughly and wore them.

It was right-handed as men are.

Yet now the ethnologists tell us these creatures were not

true men. They were ofa different species ofthe same genus.

They had heavy protruding jaws and very low foreheads

and great brow ridges above the eyes. Their thumbs were

not opposable to the fingers as men’s are; their necks 'were

so poised that they could not turn back their heads and look

up to tlie sky. They probably slouched along, head down
and forward. Their chinless jaw-bones resemble the

Heidelberg jaw-bone and ^e markedly unlike human
jaw-bones. And there were great differences from the

human pattern in their tee’th. Their cheek teeth were more

complicated in structure than ours, more complicated and

not less so, they had not the long fangs of our cheek teeth;

and also these quasi-men had not the marked canines (dog

teetlr) of an ordinary human being. The capacity of their

skulls was quite human, but the brain was bigger behind

and lower in front than the human brain. Their intellectual

faculties -were differently arranged. They were not ancestral

to the human line. Mentally and ph^'sically they were upon
a different line from the human line.

Skulls and bones of this extinct species of man -were

found at Neanderthal among other places, and from that

place these strange proto-men have been christened
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Neanderthal Men, or Neanderthalers. They must have
endured in Europe for many hundreds or even thousands
of years.

At that time the climate and geography of our world
ivere very different from what they are at the present time.
Europe for example w^ covered with ice reaching as far

south as the Thames and into Central Germany and Russia;
there was no Channel separating Britain from France; the
Mediterranean and the Red Sea were great valleys, -with

perhaps a chain of lakes in their deeper portions, and a
great inland sea spread from the present Black Sea across

South Russia and far into Central Asia. Spain and all of
Europe not actually under ice consisted of bleak uplands
under a harder climate than that of Labrador, and it was
only when North Africa was reached that one would have
found a temperate climate. Across the cold steppes of

Southern Europe with its sparse arctic vegetation, drifted

such hardy creatures as the woolly mammoth and woolly

rhinoceros, great oxen and reindeer, no. doubt following the

vegetation northward in spring and southward in autumn.

Such was the scene through which the Neanderthaler

wandered, gathering such subsistence as he could from

small game or ftoxits and berries and roots. Possibly he was

mainly a vegetarian, chewing twigs and roots. His level

elaborate teeth suggest a largely vegetarian dietary. But we
also find the long marrow bones of great animals in his

caves, cracked to extract the marrow. His weapons could

not have been of much avail in open conflict with great

beasts, but it supposed that he attacked them with spears

at difficult river crossings and even constructed pitfalls for

them. Possibly he followed the herds and preyed upon any

dead that were killed in fights, and perhaps he played the

part ofjackal to the sabre-toothed tiger which still survived

in his day. Possibly in the bitter hardships of the Glacial

Age this creature had taken to attacking animals after long

ages of vegetarian adaptation.

We cannot guess what this Neanderthal man looked like.

He may have been very hairy and very inhmnan-looking

indeed. It is even doubtful if he were erect. He may have
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used his knuckles as well as his feet to hold^himself up.

Probably he went about alone or in small family groups.

It is inferred from the structure of his ja%v 't}mt he was
incapable of speech as '^ve understand it.

For thousands of years these Neanderthalers were tlie

highest animals that the European area had ever seen; and
then some thirty or thirty-five thousand years ago as the

. climate grew warmer a race ofkindred beings, more intel-

ligent, knouing more, talking and co-operating together,

came
, drifting into the Neanderthaler’s w'orld froni tlie

south. They ousted the -Neanderthalers fi'om tlieir caves

and squatting places; they hunted the same food; they

probably haade war upon their grisly predecessors and
killed tliem off. These newcomers firom the south or tlie

east — for at present we do not know their region of origin -

who at last drove the Neandertlralers out of existence

altogether, w'ere beings of our own blood and kin, the first

True .Men. Their brain cases and thmnbs and necks and

teeth were anatomically the same as our owm. In a cave at

Cro-Magnon and in another at Grimaldi, a number of

skeletons have been fotmd, the earliest truly hmnan remains

that are so far kno^\^l.

So it is our race comes into the Record of the Rocks, and

the story of mankind begins.

The w^orld \v3s growing like our own in tliose days

though the climate w'as still austere. The glaciers of the Ice

Age were receding in Emupe; the reindeer of France and

Spain presently gave way to great herds of horses as grass

increased upon tire steppes, and the mammoth became

more and more rare in southern Europe and finally receded

northwards altogether ...

We do not know ^vhere the Tine Men fimt originated.

But in the summer of 1921, an extremely interesting skull

W'as foxmd together with pieces of a skeleton at Broken Hill

in South Africa, which seems to be a relic of a third sort of

man, intermediate in its characteristics.betiveen the Nean-

dertlialer and the human being. The brain-case indicates a

brain bigger in firont and smaller behind than the Neander-

tlialer’s, and the skuU -was poised erect upon the backbone
..
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skull. The creature was indeed a true man, so to speak, with

an ape-like, Neanderthaler face. This Rhodesian Man is

evidently still closer to real men than the Neanderthaler

Man.
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This Rhodesian skull is probably only the second ofwhat
in the end may prove to be a long list offinds ofsub-human
species which lived on the Earth in the vast interval of time
between the beginnings of the Ice Age and the appearance
of their common heir, and perhaps their common exter-

minator, the True Man. The Rhodesian skull itself may
not be very ancient. Up to the time ofpublishing this book
there has been no exact- determination ofits probable age.

It may be that this sub-human creature survived in South
Africa until quite recent times.

THE FIRST TRUE MEN

The earliest signs and traces at present knoum to science

ofa hmnanity which is indisputably kindred with ourselves

have been found in western Etuope and particularly in

France and Spain. Bones, weapons, scratchings upon bones-

and rock, carved fragments ofbones, and paintings in caves

and upon rock surfaces datingj it is supposed, from 30,000

years ago or more, have been discovered in both these

countries. Spain is at present tlie richest country in the

world in these first relics of our real human ancestors.

Of course our present collections of these things are the

merest beginnings of the accumulations we may hope for in

the future, when there are searchers enough to make a

thorough examination of all possible sources and when
other countries in the world, now inaccessible to archasolo-

gists, have been explored in some detail. The greater part

ofAfrica and Asia has never even been traversed yet by a

trained observer interested in these matters and free to

explore, and we must be very careful therefore not to con-

clude that the early true men were distinct^ inhabitants of

%vestem Europe or that they first appeared in that region.

In Asia or Africa or submeiged beneath the sea of to-day

there may be richer and much earlier deposits of real

human remains tlian anything that has yet come to light.
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I A\Tite ‘in Asia or Africa’, and I do not mention America,
because so far, except for one tooth, there have been no
finds at all of any of the higher Primates, ‘either of great
apes, sub-men, Neanderthalers or of early true men. This
development of life seems to have been almost exclusively

an Old \Vorld development, and it was only apparently at

the end of the Old Stone Age that human beings first made
their ^vay across the land conneetion that is now cut by
Behring Strait, into the American continent.

These first real human beings we knoiv of in Europe
appear already to have belonged to one or other of at least

two very distinct races. One of these races was of a very
high type indeed; it was tall and big-brained. One of the

women’s skulls found exceeds in capacity that ofthe average
man of to-day. One of the men’s skeletons is over six feet

in height. The physical type resembled that of the North
American Indian. From the Cro-Magnon cave in which
the first skeletons were found these people have been called

Gro-Magnards. They were savages, but savages of a high

order. The second race, the race of Grimaldi cave remains,

was distinctly negroid in its characters. Its nearest living

alfinities are the Bushmen and the Hottentots of South

Africa, It is interesting to find at the very outset of the

known human story, that mankind was already racially

divided into at least two main varieties; and one is tempted

to such unwarrantable guesses as that the former race was

probably brownish rather than black and that it came from

the East or North, and that the latter was blackish rather

than brown and came from the equatorial south.

And these savages of perha^js 40,000 years ago were so

human that they pierced shells to make necklaces, painted

tlaemselves, carved images of bone and stone, scratched

figures on rocks and bones, and painted rude but often very

able sketches of beasts and the like upon the smooth walls

of caves and upon inviting rock surfaces. They made a

great variety of implements, much smaller in scale and

finer than those of the Neanderthal men; we have now in

our museums great quantities of their implements, their

statuettes, their rock drawings and the like.
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The earliest of them were hunters. Their chief pursuit

w’as the wild horse, the little bearded pony of diat time.

They followed it as it moved after pasture. And also they

followed the bison. They knew the mammoth, because they
have left us strikingly effective pictures of that creature.^

To judge by one rather ambiguous drawing they trapped
and killed it.

They hunted with spears and tlxrowdng stones. They do
not seem to have had tlie bow, and it is doubtful ifthey had
yet learned to tame any animals. They had no dogs. There
is one carving of a horse’s head and one or two dra\vings

that suggest a bridled horse, with a twisted skin or tendon
round it. But the litde horse of that age and region could

not have carried a man, and if the horse w^as domesticated

it was used as a led horse. It is doubtful and improbable
that they had yet learned the rather unnatural use of

animal’s milk as food.

They do not seem to have erected any buildings, though
they may have had tents of skins, arid though they made
clay figures they never rose to the making ofpottery. Since

they had no cooking implements their cookery must have

been rudimentary or non-existent. They knew nothing of

cultivation and nothing ofany sort of basketwork or w'oven .

cloth. Except for tlieir robes ofskin or fiir they w^ere naked

painted savages.
’

These earliest knoAvn men hunted tlie open steppes of

Europe for a hundred centuries perhaps, and then slowly

drifted and changed before a change of climate. Europe,

century by century, was groAving milder and damper.

Reindeer receded nortliward and eastward, and bison and

horse foUoAved. The steppes gave w'ay to forests, and red

deer took the place ofhorse and bison. There is a change in

the character of the implernents with this change in tlieir

application. River and lake fislring becomes ofgreat impor-

tance to men, and fine implements of bone increased. ‘The

bone needles of this age,’ says de Mortillet, ‘are much
superior to those of later, even historical times, dowm to the

Renaissance. The Romans, for example, never had needles

comparable to those of this epoch.’

'
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Almost fifteen or twelve thousand years ago a fresh

people drifted into the south of Spain, and left very remark-
able drawings of tliemselves upon exposed rock faces there.

These were the Azilians (named fiom the Mas d’Azil

cave) . They liad the bow; they seem to have worn feather

head-dresses; they drew vividly; but also they had reduced
their drawings to a sort ofsymbolism - a man, for instance,

would be represented by a vertical dab with two or three

horizontal dabs - tliat suggests the dawn of the writing

idea. Against hunting sketches there are often marks like

tallies. One drawing shows two men smoking out a bees’

nest. .
•

These are the latest of the men that we call Palaeolithic

(Old Stone Age) because tliey had only chipped implements.

By ten or ttvclve tliousand years ago a new sort of life had
dawmed in Europe, men have learned not only to chip but

to polish and grind stone implements, and they have begun
civilization. The Neolitliic Age (Ne-w Stone Age) was

beginning.

It is interesting to note that less than a century ago there

still survived in a remote part of the world, in Tasmania, a

race ofhuman beings at a lower level of physical and intel-

lectual development than any of these earliest races ofman-
kind, who have left traces in Europe. These Tasmanian

people had long ago been cut off by geographical changes

from the rest of the species, and from stimulation and

improvement. They seem to have degenerated rather than

developed. At the time of their discovery by'European

explorers, they lived a base life subsisting upon shellfish

and small game. They had no habitations but only Equat-

ing places. They were real men ofour species, but they had

neither the manual dexterity nor the artistic powers of the

first true men.
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PRIMITIVE THOUGHT
And now let us indulge in a very interesting speculation;

how did it feel to be a man in those early days of the

human adventure? Hqw did men think and what did they

think in those remote days of hunting and wandering 400
centuries ago before seed time and harvest began? Those
were days long before the written record of any human im-

pressions, and we are left almost entirely to inference and
guesswork in our answers to these questions.

The sources to which scientific men have gone in their

attempts to reconstruct that primitive mentality are very

various. Recently the science of psycho-analysis, which
scrutinizes the way in which the egotistic and passionate

impulses of the child are restrained, suppressed, modified

or overlaid, to adapt them to the needs of social life, seems

to have thrown a considerable amount of light upon the

history of primitive society; and another.fruitful source of

suggestion has been the study of the ideas and custorhs of

such contemporary savages as still survive. Again tliere is

a sort of mental fossilization which we find in folk-lore and
the deep-lying irrational superstitions and prejudices that

still survive among modem civilized people. And finally we
have in the increasingly numerous pictures, statues, carv-

ings,.s>mibols and the like, as we draw near to our own
time, dearer and clearer indications of what man foxmd

interesting and worthy of record and representation.

Primitive man probably thought very much as a child

thinks, that is to say, in a series of imaginative pictures. He
conjured up images or images presented themselves to his

mind, and he acted in accordance witli tlie emotions they'

aroused. So a child or an uneducated person does to-day.

Systematic thinking is apparently' a comparatively late

development in human experience; it has not play'ed any
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great part in human life until within the last 3,000 years.

And even to-day those who really control and order tireir

thoughts are but a small minority ofmankind. Most of the
^vorld still lives by imagination and passion.

Probably the earliest human societies, in the opening
stages of tlie true human story, were small family groups.

Just as the flocks and herds of the earlier mammals arose

out of families which remained together and multiplied,

so probably did the earliest tribes. But before this could
happen a certain restraint upon the primitive egotisms of

the individual had to be established. TheJear of the father

and respect for the mother had to be exerted into adult life,

and the naturaljealousy of the old man of the group for the

younger males as they grew up had to be mitigated. The
mother on the other hand was the natmal adviser and pro-

tector of tlie young. Hiunan social life grew up out of tlie

reaction between the crude iirstincts of the young to go off

and pair by themselves as they grew up, on the one hand,

and the dangers and disadvantages ofisolation on the other.

An anthropological writer of great genius, J. J. Atkinson,

in his Primal Law, has shown how much of the customary

law of savages, the Tabus, that are so remarkable a fact in

tribal life, can be ascribed to such a mental adjustment of

the needs of the primitive human animal to a developing

social life, and the later work of the psycho-analysts has

done much to confirm his interpretation of these pos-

sibilities.

Some speculative miters would have us believe that

respect and fear of the Old Man and the emotional reaction

of the primitive savage to older protective women, exag-

gerated in dreams and enriched by fanciful mental play,

formed a large part in the beginnings of primitive religion

and in the conception of gods and goddesses. Associated

with this respect for powerful or helpful personalities was

a dread and exaltation ofsuch personages after their deatlis,

due to their reappearance in dreams. It was easy to believe

they were not truly dead but only fantastically transferred

to a remoteness ofgreater power.

The dreams, imaginations and fears of a child are far



more vivid and real than those of a modern adult, and
primitive man was, always something of a child. He was
nearer to the animals aIso,'and he could suppose them to

have motives and reactions like his own. He could imagine
animal helpers, animal enemies, animal gods. One needs
to have been an imaginative child oneself- to realize again
how important, significant, portentous or friendly, strangely

shaped rocks, lumps of wood, exceptional trees or the like

may have appeared to the men of Ae Old Stone Age, and
how dream and fancy would create stories and legends about
such things that would become credible as they were told.

Some of these stories would be good enough to remember
and tell again. The women would tell them to the children

and so establish a tradition. To this day most imaginative

children invent long stories in which some favourite doll or

animal or some fantastic semi-human being figures as the

hero, and primitive man probably did the same - with a

much stronger disposition to believe his hero real. For the

very earliest ofthe true men that we know of, were probably

quite talkative beings. In that way they may have differed

from the Neanderthalers and had an advantage over them.

The Neanderthaler may -have been a dumb animal. Of
course the primitive human speech was probably a very'

scanty collection of names, and may have been eked out

with gestures and signs.

There is no sort ofsavage so lo-iv as not to have a kind of

science of cause and effect. But primitive man was not very

critical in his associations of cause vitli effect; he very easily

connected an effect ^vith something quite alien to its cause. •*

‘You do so, and so,’ he said, ‘and so and so happens.’ You
give a child a certain berry and it dies. You eat the heart

of a valiant enemy and you become strong! There ^ve have

two bits of cause and effect association, one true, one false.

We call tlie system of cause and effect in tire mind of a

savage. Fetish; but Fetish is simply savage science. It

differs from modem science in tliat it is totally unsy'ste-

matic and uncritical and so more frequently wong.
In many cases it was not difficult to link cause and

effect, in many erroneous ideas -were soon corrected by j
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experience; but there was a large series of issues of very
great importance to primitive man, where he sought per-
sistently for causes and found explanations that were wrong
but not sufficiently wrong nor so obviously' wrong as to be
detected. It was a matter of great importance to him that
game should be abundant or fish plentiful and easily

caught, and no doubt he tried and believed in a thousand
charms, incantations and omens to determine these desir-

able results. Another great concern of his was illness and
death. Occasionally infections crept through the land and
men died of them. Occasionally men were stricken by ill-

ness and died or were enfeebled without any manifest cause.

This too must have given the hasty, emotional mind of

primitive man much feverish exercise. Dreams and fan-

tastic guesses made him blame this, or appeal for help to

that man or beast or thing. He had the child’s aptitude for

fear and panic.

Qiiite early in the little human tribe, older, steadier

minds sharing the fears, sharing the imaginations, but a

little more forceful than the others, must have asserted

themselves, to advise, to prescribe, to command. This they .

declared unpropitious and that imperative, this an omen of

good and that an omen of evil. The expert in Fetish, the

Medicine man, .was the first priest. He exhorted, he inter-

preted dreams, he warned, he performed the complicated

hocus pocus that brought luck or averted calamity. Primi-

tive religion was not so rimeh what we now call religion as

practice and observance, and the early priest dictated what

v.’as indeed an arbitrary primitive practical science.

13

, THE BEGINNINGS OF CULTIVATION

Wc are still very ignorant about the beginnings of cultiva-

tion and settlement in the world, although a vast amount of

research and speculation has been given to these matters in

the last fifty years. Ail that we can say wdth any confidence
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at present is that somewhere between 15000 and 12000 b.c.,

while the Azilian people were in the south of Spain and
while the remnants of the earlier hunters %vere drifting

northward and eastward, somewhere in North Africa or
Western Asia or in that great Mediterrailean valley that is

now submerged under the waters of the MediteiTanean sea,

there were people who, age by age, were working out two
vitally important things: they were beginning cultivation

and they were domesticating animals. They ^ve^e also begin-

ning to make, in addition to the chipped implements oftlieh

hunter forbears, implements of polished stone. They had
discovered the possibility ofbasketwork and roughly \\-ovcn

textiles of plant fibre, and they were beginning to make a

rudely modelled potter)^

They were entering upon a new phase in human culture,

the Neolithic phase (New Stone Age) as distinguished from
the Palseolithic (Old Stone) phase of the Cro-Magnards,

the Grimaldi people, the Azilians and tlieir like,* Slowly

these Neolithic people-spread over the %\'armer parts of the

world; and the arts they had mastered, tlie plants and
animals they had learned to use, spread by imitation and

acquisition even more widely than they did. By .10000 B.C.,

most of mankind was at the Neolithic level.

Now the ploughing of land, the sowing of seed, tlie reap-

ing of harvest, threshing and grinding, may seem tlie most

obviously reasonable steps to a modern mind just as to a

modern mind it is a commonplace that the world is round.

What.else could you do? people will ask'. What else can it be?

But to the primitive man of 20,000 years ago neither of tiie

systems ofaction and reasoning that seem so sure and mani-

fest to us to-day was at all obvious. He felt his -^vay to

effectual practice through a multitude of trials and mis-

conceptions, witlr fantastic and uimeccssar)!- elaborations

and false interpretations at ever)' turn. Somewhere in the

Mediterranean region, ^vheat grew \rild,' and man may

* Tlie term Paltcolitliic we may note is also used to cover the Neander-

thaler and even the Eolithic implements. The pre-human age is called

‘Older Palxolithic’, the age of true men using unpolished stones is the

‘Newer Palreolithic’.
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have learned to pound and then grind up its seeds for food
long before he learned to sow. He reaped before he sowed.
And it is a very remarkable thing that throughout the

world 'ivhercver there is sowing and harvesting there are
still traceable the vestiges of a strong primitive association
of die idea ofsowing with the idea ofa blood sacrifice, and
primarily ofthe sacrifice ofa human being. The study of tlie

original entanglement of these two things is .a profoundly
attractive one to the curious mind; tlie interested reader
will find it very fully developed in that monumental -ivork.

Sir J. G. Frazer’s Golden Bough. It was an entanglement, we
must remember, in the childish, dreaming myth-maldng
primitive mind; no reasoned process will explain it. But in

the world of 12,000 to 20,000 years ago, it would seem that

W'henever seed-time came round to the Neolithic peoples

tliere was a human sacrifice. And it was not the sacrifice cf

any mean or outcast person; it w'as the sacrifice usually ofa

chosen youth or maiden, a youth more often who was
treated with profound deference and even worship up to

the moment of his immolation. He was a sort of sacrificial

god-king, and all the details of his killing had become a

ritual directed by the old, kno^ving men and sanctioned by

the accumulated usage of ages.

At first primitive men, with only a very rough idea of tlie

seasons, must have found great difficulty in determining

when was the propitious moment for the seed-time sacrifice

and the sowing. There is some reason for supposing that

there was an early stage in human experience when men
had no idea of a year. The first chronology w^as in lunar

months; it is supposed that the years of the Biblical patri-

archs are really moons, and the Babylonian calendar sho%vs

distinct traces of an attempt to reckon seed-time by taking

thirteen lunar months to see it round. This lunar influence

upon the calendar reaches down to our o^vn days. If usage

did not dull our sense of its strangeness we should think it a

very remarkable thing indeed that the Christian Church

does not commemorate the Crucifixion and Resurrection

of Christ on the proper anmversaries but on dates that var)'

Iiv vpar with the nhases of the moon.



It may be doubted whether the first agriculturists made
any observation of 'the stars. It is. more likely that stars,

were first obseiyed by migratory herdsmen, who foimd
them a convement mark of direction. But once their use -

in determining seasons, was realized, their importance to

agriculture became very great.. The seed-time sacrifice

was linked up with the southing or northing of some pro-
minent star. A myth and worship of that star was for pn-
nitive man an almost inevitable consequence.

•It is easy to see how iniportant the man of knowledge
and experience, theman who^knew about the blood sacrifice

and die stars, became in this early Neolithic world.

The fear ofuncleanness and pollution and the methods of
cleansing tliat were advisable, constituted anotlier source

of. power for the knowledgeable men and women. For
-there have always been ^vitches as well as wizards, and .

priestesses as well as priests. The early priest ^vas really not

so much a religious man as a man of applied science His

science w-as generally empirical and often bad; he kept it

secret from the
.

generality of ,men very jealously; but tliat

does not alter the fact that his primary fbnction was know-
ledge and that his primary use was .a practical use.

Twelve or fifteen thousand years ago, in all the warm
and fairly well-watered parts of the Old World tliese Neo-

lithic human communities, \vith their class and tradition of

priests and priestesses and their cultivated fields and their

development ofvillages and little walled cities, were spread-

ing Age by age a drift and exchange of ideas went on

between these communities. Elliot Smith and Rivers have

used the term ‘Heliolithic culture’ for the culture of tliese

first agricultural peoples. ‘Heliolithic’ (Sun and Stone) is

not perhaps the best possible word to use for this, but until

scientific men give us a better one we shall have to use it.

Originating somewhere in the Mediterranean and -svestem

Asiatic area, it spread age by age eastw'ard and from island

to island across the Pacific until it may even have reached

.. America and mingled with the more primitive w'ays of

biving of the Mongoloid immigrants coming down from tlie

B^orth.



Wherever tire brownish people with the Heliolitliic cul-

ture went they took wth them all or most ofa certain group

ofcurious ideas and practices. Some of tliem are such queer

ideas that they call for the explanation ofthe mental expert.

They made pyramids and great mounds, and set up great

circles of big stones, perhaps to facilitate the astronomical

observation of tire priests; they made mummies of some or

all of their dead; they tattooed and circumcised; they had
tire old custom, known as the couvade, of sending thefather

to bed and rest when a child was bom, and .they had as a

luck symbol the well-known Swastilca.

Ifwe were to make a map of the world with dots to show
how far these grouped .practices have left their traces, rve

should make a belt along the temperate and sub-tropical

coasts of tire world from Stonehenge and Spain across the

world to Mexico and Peru. But Africa below the equator,

nortlr central Europe, and north Asia would show none of

these dottings; there lived races who were developing

along practically independent lines.

14

PRIMITIVE NEOLITHIC
CIVILIZATIONS

About loooo B.c. the geography of the world was very

sinrilar in its gerieral outline to that of the world to-day.

It is probable that by that time the great barrier across the

Straits of Gibraltar that had hitherto banked back tire

ocean waters from the Mediterranean valley had been
eaten through, and that the Mediterranean was a sea fol-

lowing much the same coastline as it does now. The Cas-

pian Sea was probably still far more extensive than it is at

present, and it may have been continuous with the Black

Sea to the north ofthe Caucasus mountains. About this great

Central Asian sea, lands that are now steppes and deserts

were fertile and habitable. Generally it was a moister and^

more fertile world-. European Russia was much more a land
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of s^vamp and lake than it is now, and tliere may still have
been a land connection between Asia and America at

Beliring Strait.

It would have been already possible at that time to have
distinguished the main racial divisions of mankind as we
know’ them to-day. Across the w'arm temperate regions of
this rather warmer and better-wooded world, and along the

coasts, stretched the brownish peoples of the Heliolithic

culture, the anc^tors ofthe bulk of&e living inhabitants of
the Mediterranean world, of the Berbers, the Egyptians
and of much of the population of Soutli and Eastern Asia.

This great race had of course a number of varieties; The
Iberian or Mediterranean or ‘dark-white’ race ofthe Atlan-

tic and Mediterranean coast, the ‘Hamitic’ peoples which
include the Berbers and Egyptians, the Dravidians, tlie

darker people of India, a mxiltitude of East Indian people,

many Polynesian races and the Maoris are all divisions of
,

various value of this great main mass of humanity. Its-

westem varieties are whiter than its eastern. In the forests

of central arid northern Europe a more blonde variety of

men with blue' eyes was becoming distinguishable, branch-

ing off from the main mass of bro-wnish people, a variety

which many people now speak of as the Nordic race. In the

more open regions of north-eastern Asia wns another

differentiation of this brownish humanity in'the direction

of a type wtli more oblique eyes, high cheekbones, a yel-

lowdsh skin and very straight black hair, the Mongolian

peoples. In South Africa, Australia, in many tropical

islands in the south of Asia were remains of the early

negroid people. Tlie central parts of Africa w’ere already a

region of racial intermixture. Nearly all the coloured races

of Afiica to-day seem to be blends of the broAvnish peoples

of the north with a negroid substratum.

We have to remember that human races can all inter-

breed freely and that they separate, mingle and reunite as

clouds do. Human races do not branch out like trees with

branches that never come together again. It is a thing we
need to bear constantly in mind, this remingling ofraces at

any opportunity. We shall be saved frommany cruel delu-
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sions and prejudices if we do so. People rvill use such a
^s•ord as race in the loosest manner, and base the most pre-
posterous generalizations upon it. They will speak of a
‘British’ race 'or of a ‘European’ race. But nearly all the
European nations are confused mixtures of brownish, dark-
white, and Mongolian elements.

It ^s'as at the Neolithic phase of human development
that peoples of the Mongolian breed first made their way
into America. Apparently they came by way of Behring
Strait and spread southward. They found caribou, the
American reindeer, in the north and great herds of bison
in the south. When they reached South America there were
still living the Glyptodon, a gigantic armadillo, and the

Megatherimn, a monstrous clumsy sloth as high as an
elephant. They probably exterminated the latter beast,

wliich was as helpless as it was big.

The greater portion of these American tribes never rose

above a hunting nomadic Neolithic life. They never dis-

covered the use of iron, and their chief metal possessions

were native gold and copper. But in Mexico, Yucatan and
Peru conditions existed favourable to settled cultivation, and
here about looo b.c, or so arose very interesting civiliza-

tions of a parallel but different type from the Old World

civilization. Like the much earlier primitive civilizations of

the Old World these communities displayed a great

development of human sacrifice about the processes of

seed-time and harvest; but while in the Old World, as we
shall see, these primary ideas were ultimately mitigated,

complicated and overlaid by others, in .America they

developed and were elaborated to a very high degree of

intensity. These American civilized countries were essen-

tially priest-ruled religious countries; their war chiefs and

rulers were under a rigorous rule of law and omen.

These priests carried astronomical science to a high level

of accuracy. They knew their year better than the Baby-

lonians of whom we shall presently tell. In Yucatan they

had a kind of writing, the Maya writing, of the most

curious and elaborate character. So far as we have been

able to decipher it, it was used mainly for keeping the exact
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and complicated calendars upon which the priests expended
their intelligence. The art of tire Maya civilization came
to a climax about a,d. 700 or 800, The sculptured work of
these people amazes the modem observer by its 'gre^at

plastic power and its frequent beauty, and perplexes birr^

by a grotesqueness and by a sort of insane conventionality

and intricacy outside the circle of his ideas. There is nothing

quite like it in the Old World. The nearestiapproach, and
that is a remote one, is foimd in archaic Indian carvings.

Everywhere there are woven feathers, and~serpents twine

in and out. Many Maya inscriptions resemble a certain sort

ofelaborate drawingsmadeby lunatics in European asylums,'

more than any other Old-World work^ It is as if the Maya
mind had developed on a different line from the Old-
World mind, had a different twist to its ideas, was not, by
Old-World standards, a rational mind at all,

This linking of these aberrant American civilizations to

the idea of a general mental aberration finds support in

their extraordinary obsession by the shedding of human
blood. The Mexican civilization in particular ran blood; it

offered thousands of human victims yearly. The cutting

open of living victims, the tearing out of the still beating

heart, was an act that dominated the minds and lives of

these strange priesthoods. The public life, the national

festivities all tinned on this fantastically horrible act.

The ordinar)'^ existence of the common people in tliese

communities was very like the ordinary existence of any

other barbaric peasantiy. Their pottery, weaving and

dyeing -were very good. The Maya writing v'as not only

car\'en on stone but written and painted upon skins and

Ae like. The European and American museums contain

many enigmatical Maya manuscripts of which at pi'esent

little has been deciphered except tlie dates. In Peru there

were beginnings of a similar wTiting but they were super-

seded by a method of keeping records by knotting cords.

A similar method of cord mnemonics was in use in Gliina

thousands of yeai-s ago.

In the Old World before 4000 or 5000 b.c., that is to say

three or four thousand years earlier, there were primitive
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civilizations not unlike these American civilizations; civili-

zations based upon a temple, having a vast quantity of
blood sacrifices and with an intensely astronomical priest-

hood. But in ’die Old World the primitive civilizations

reacted upon one another and developed towards the

conditions of om: own world. In America these primitive

civilizations never progressed beyond this primitive stage. ^

Each of them was in a little world of its oivn. Mexico, it
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seems, knew little or nothing of Peru, imtil the Europeans
came to America. The potato, whiA was tlie principal
foodstuffin Peru, was unknoivn in Mexico.
Age by age these people lived and marvelled At their gods

and made their sacrifices and died. Maya art rose to high
levels of decorative beauty. Men made love and tribes

made war. Drought and plenty, pestilence and health,

followed one another. The priests elaborated their calendar
and their sacrificial ritual through long centuries, but made
little progress in other directions.

^5

SUMERIA, EARLY EGYPT
AND WRITING

The Old World is a wider, more varied stage than the New.
By 6000 or 7000 B.c. there were already quasi-civilized

communities almost at the Peruvian level, appearing in

various fertile regions of Asia and in the Nile Valley. At
that time north Persia and western Turkestan and south

Arabia were all more fertile than they are now, and there

are traces of very early communities in these regions. It is

in lower Mesopotamia, however, and in Egypt that there

first appear cities, temples, systematic irrigation, and evi-

dences of a social organization rising above the level of a

mere barbaric village-town. In those days tlie Euphrates

and Tigris flowed by separate mouths into the Persian

Gulf, and it was in the country between them that the

Sumerians built their first cities. About the same time, for

clironology is still vague, the great history of Egypt was

beginning.

These Sumerians appear to have been a brovmish people

with prominent noses. They employed a sort of writing

that has been deciphered, and their language is now known.
They had discovered the use of bronze and they built

- great tower-like temples of sun-dried brick. The clay of the

country is very finej they used it to \vrite upon, and so it is
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that their inscriptions have been preserved -to us. They had
cattle, sheep, goats and asses, but no horses. They fought on
foot in close formation, carrying spears and shields of skin.

Their clothing was of \vool and they shaved their heads.

Each of the Sumerian cities seems generally to have been
an independent state with a god of its own and priests of
its own. But sometimes one city would establish an ascen-

dancy over others and exact tribute from their population.

A very ancient inscription at Nippur records the ‘empire,’

the first recorded empire, of the Sumerian city of Erech.

Its god and its priest-king claimed an authority from the

Persian Gulf to the Red Sea.

At first writing was merely an abbreviated method of

pictorial record. Even before Neolithic times men were
beginning to write. The Azilian rock pictures to which we
have already referred show the beginning of the process.

Many of them record himts and expeditions, and in most
of these the human figures are plainly drawn. But in some
the painter would not bother with heads and limbs; he
just indicated men by a vertical and one or two transverse

strokes.

From this to a conventional condensed picture-writing

v/as an easy transition. In Sumeria, where the wiring was
done on clay with a stick, the dabs of the characters soon

became unrecognizably unlike the things they stood for,

but in Egypt where men painted on walls and on strips of

the papyrus reed (the first paper) the likeness to the thing

imitated remained. From the fact that the wooden styles

used in Sumeria made wedge-shaped marks the Sumerian

v.Titing is called cuneiform (= wedge-shaped).

An important step towards rvriting was made when pic-

tures were used to indicate not the thing represented but

some similar thing. In the rebus dear to children of a suit-

able age, this is still done to-day. We draw a camp with

tents and a bell, and the child is delighted to guess that tins

is the Scotch name Campbell. The Sumerian language was

a language made up of accumulated syllables rather like

some contemporary Amerindian languages, and it lent itself

very readily to this syllabic method ofwriting words express-
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ing ideas .that could not be conveyed by pictures directly.

Egyptian writing underwent parallel developments. Later
odj when foreign peoples -vvdth less . distinctly syllabled

methods of speech were to learn and use these picture
scripts, they were to make those further modifications and
simplifications that developed at last into alphabetical

wTiting. All the true alphabets of die later world derived
from a mixture of the Sumerian cuneiform and the Egyp-
tian hieroglyphic (priest-writing). Later in China there ivas

to develop a conventionalized picture-wTiting, but in China
it never got to the alphabetical stage.

The invention of writing was ofvery great importance in

the development of human societies. It put agreements,

laws, commandments on record. It- made the growth of

states larger than the old city states possible. It made a con-

tinuous historical consciousness possible. The corrimand of

the priest or king and his seal could go far beyond his sight

and voice and could survive his death. It is interesting to

note that in ancient Sumeria seals were greatly used. A
king or a nobleman or a merchant would have his seal often

very artistically carv'ed, and would- impress it on any clay

document he -wished to authorize. So close had civilization

got to printing six .thousand years ago. Then the clay ^vas

dried hard and became permanent. For the reader must

remember that in the land of Mesopotamia for countless

years, letters, records and accounts were all ^vritten on

comparatively indestructible tiles. To that fact tve otv’e a

great wealth of recovered knowledge.

Bronze, copper, gold, silver and, as a precious rarity,

meteoric iron tvere kno^vn in both Sumeria and Egypt at

a very early stage.

Daily life in those first city lands of the Old World must

have been very similar in both Egypt and Sumeria. And
except for the asses and cattle in the streets it must have

been.not unlike the life in the Maya cities ofAmerica tliree

or four tliousand years later. Most of the people in peace-

time were busy %vitli irrigation and cultivation - except on

days of religious festivity, Tliey had no money and no need

for it. They managed their small occasional trades by barter.
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The princes and rulers who 'alone had more than a few
possessions tiscd gold and silver'bars and precious stones for

any incidental act of trade. The temple dominated life; in

Sumcria it was a great towering temple that went up to a
roof from which tlic stars were observed; in Egypt it was a
massive building with only a ground floor. In Sumeria the

priest ruler was die greatest, most splendid of beings. In.

Eg^'pt, how'cver, there was one ivho was raised above the

priests; he was the living incarnation of the chiefgod of the

land, the Pharaoh, the god king.

There were few changes in the world in those days;

men’s days w’ere sunny, toilsome, and conventional. Few
strangers came into the land and such as did fared uncom-
fortably. The priest directed life according to immemorial
rules and w^atched the stars for seed-time and marked the

omens of the sacrifices and interpreted the w'amings of

dreams. Men w’orked and loved and died, not unhappily,

.

forgetful of the savage past of their race and heedless of its

future. Sometimes the ruler was benign. Such was Pepi II

W'ho reigned in Egypt for ninety years. Sometimes he was
•ambitious and took men’s sons to be soldiers and sent them
against neighbouring city states to war and plundei*, or he
made them toil to build great buildings. Such were Cheops

and Ghephren and Mycerinus who built those vast sepul-

chral piles, tlie pyramids at Gizeh. The largest of these is

450 feet high and the weight of stone in it is 4,883,000 tons.

All this was brought down the Nile in boats and lugged into

place chiefly by htunan muscle. Its erection must have

exhausted Egypt more than a great war would have done.

.16

PRIMITIVE NOMADIC PEOPLES

It w'as not only in Mesopotamia and the Nile Valley that

men were settling down to agriculture and the formation of

city states in the centuries bettveen 6000 and 3000 b.g.

Wherever there -were possibilities of irrigation and a steady
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all-the-year-round food supply, men were exchanging the
uncertainties and hardships of hunting and wandering for

the routines of settlement. On the upper Tigris a people
called the Assyrians were founding cities; in the valleys of
Asia Minor and on the Mediterranean shores and islands,

there were small commimities growing up to civilization.

Possibly parallel developments of human life were already

going on in favourable regions ofIndia ^d China. In many
parts of Europe where there were lakes well stocked with
fish, little communities ofmen had long settled in dwellings

.built on piles over the water, and were eking out agricul-

ture by fishing arid hunting. But over much larger areas of

the Old World no such settlement was possible. The land

was too harsh, too thickly w'doded or too arid, or the seasons

too uncertain for mankind with only the implements and
science of that age to take root.

For setdement under the conditions of the primitive'

civilizations men needed a constant water . supply arid

warmth and sunshine. Where these needs were not satisfied,

inan could live as a transient, as a hunter following his

game, as' a herdsman followdng the seasonal grass, but he

could not settle. The transition from the hunting to the

herding life may have been very gradual. From following

herds ofwdld cattle or (in Asia) wild, horses, men may have

come to an idea of property in tliem, have learned to pen

them' into valleys, have fought for them against wolves,

wild dogs, and other predatory beasts.

Sp’while the primitive civilizations of die cultivators wei e

growing up chiefly in the great river valleys, a different way
of living, the nomadic life, a life in constant movement to

and fro from winter pasture to summer pasture, w^as also

growing up. The nomadic peoples were on the whole

harder than the agriculturists; they were less prolific and

numerous, they had no permanent temples and no highly

organized priesthood; they had less gear; but die reader

must not suppose that theirs w^as necessarily a less highly

developed w'ay of living on that account. In many w^ays

this free life was a fuller life dian that of the tillers of die

soil. The individual was more self-reliant; less ofa unit in a
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crowd. The leader was more important; the medicine-man
' perhaps less so.

I^Ioving over large stretches ofcountry, the nomad took a
wider view of life. He touched on tlie confines of this settled

land and that. He was used to the sight ofstrange faces. He
had to scheme and treat for pasture with competing tribes.

He knew more of minerals tlian the folk upon the plough-
lands because he ^vcnt over mountain passes and into

rocky places. He may have been a better metallurgist.

Possibly bronze, and much more probably iron smelting,

were nomadic discoveries. Some of the earliest implements
of iron reduced from its ores have been found in Central

Europe far away from the early civilizations.

On the other hand, the settled folk had their textiles and
their pottery and made many desirable things. It was inevit-

able that as the two sorts, of life, the agricultural and the

nomadic, differentiated, a cei-tain amount of looting and
trading should develop between the two. In Sinneria par-

ticularly, which had deserts and seasonal country on either

hand, it must have been usual to have the nomads camping

close to the cultivated fields, trading and stealing and
perhaps tinkering, as gypsies do to this day. (But hens they

would not steal, because the domestic fow'l — an Indian

jungle fowl originally - tvas not domesticated by man until

about looo B.G.) They would bring precious stones and

things ofmetal and leather. Ifthey were hunters they would

bring skins. They would get in exchange pottery and beads

and glass, garments and such like manufactured things.

Three main regions and three main kinds of wandering

and imperfectly settled people there were in those remote

days of the first civilizations in Sumeria and early Egypt.

Away in the forests of Europe were the blonde Nordic

peoples, hunters and herdsmen, a Ipwly race The primitive

civilizations saw very little of this race before 1500 B.c.

Away on the steppes of eastern Asia various Mongolian

tribes, the Hxmnish peoples, were domesticating the horse

and developing a very wde-sweeping habit of seasonal

movement between their smnmer and winter camping

places. Possibly the Nordic and Hunnish people w-ere still
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separated from one another by the swamps of Russia and
the greater Caspian Sea of that time. For very much of'

Russia then was swamp and lake. In the deserts^ which
\\'ere growirig more arid nov.^ of Syria and Arabia, tribes

ofa dark-white or brownish people, the Semitic tribes, tvere

driving flocks of sheep and goats and asses from pasture to

pasture. It was these Semitic shepherds and certain more
negroid people from, southern Persia, tlie Elamites, who
were the first nomads to come into close contact with the

early civilizations. They came as traders and as raiders.

Finally, there arose leaders among them with bolder

imaginations, and they became conquerors. ^
.

About 2750 B.G. a great Semitic leader, Sargon, had

conquered the whole Sumerian land and was master of all

the world from the Persian Gvdf to the Mediterranean Sea.

He was an illiterate barbarian, and his people, the_Akka-

dians, learned the Sumerian writing and adopted the

Sumerian language as the speech of the officials and die

learned. The empire he foimded decayed after two cen-

turies and after one inundation of Elamites a fresh Semitic

people, the Amorites, by degrees established tlieir iffile over

Sumeria. They made their capital in what had .hitherto

been a small up-river town, Babylon, and their empire is

called the first Babylonian Empire. It was consolidated by

a great king called Hammurabi (area 2100 B.c.), who made
the earliest code of laws yet known to history.

The narrow valley of the Nile lies less open to nomadic

invasion, tlian Mesopotamia, but about the time of Ham-
.

murabi occurred a successful Semitic invasion ofEgypt, and

a line of Pharaohs was set up, the Hyksos or ‘shepherd

kings’, which lasted for several centuries. These Semitic •

conquerors never assimilated themselves \\nth tlie Egyp-

tians; they were alwa-j's regarded with hostility as foreigners

and barbarians; and they were at last expelled by a popular

uprising about 1600 B.c.

But tlie Semites had come into Sumeria or good and all,

the two races assinnilated, and the Babylonian Empire

became Semitic in its language and character.
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THE FIRST SEA-GOING PEOPLES

The earliest boats and ships must have come into use some
t\\'enty-five or thirty thousand years ago. Man was probably
paddling about on the water with a log of wood or an
inflated skin to assist him, at latest in the beginnings of the
Neolithic period. A basketwork boat covered with skin and
caulked was used in Egypt and Sumeria from the begin-

nings of our knowledge of these regions. Such boats are still

used here. They are used to this day in Ireland and Wales,

and in Alaska sealskin boats still make the crossing of
Behring Strait. The hollow log followed as tools improved.

The building of boats and then ships came in a natural

succession. • ,

Perhaps the legend of Noah’s Ark preserves the memory
ofsome early exploit in shipbuilding, just as the story of the

Flood, so widely distributed among the people of the world,

may be a tradition of the flooding of the Mediterranean

basin.

There were ships upon the Red Sea long before the

pyramids were built, and there were ships on the Mediter-

ranean and Persian Gulf by 7000 b.c. Mostly these were

the ships of fishermen, but some were already trading and

pirate ships - for knowing what we do of mankind we may
guess pretty safely that the first sailors plundered where

they could and traded where they had to do so.

The seas on which these first ships adventured were

inland seas on which the wind blew fitfully and which were

often at a dead calm for days together, so that sailing did not

develop beyond an accessory use. It is only in the last four

hundred years that the well-rigged, ocean-going sailing ship

has developed. The ships of the ancient world were essen-

tially rowing ships which hugged the shore and went into

harbour at the first sign of rough weather. As ships grew
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into big galleys they caused a demand for war captives as

galley slaves.

We have already noted the appearance, of the Semitic
people as .wanderers and nomads in the region ofSyria and
Arabia, and how they conquered Sumeria and set up first

the Akkadian and then the first Babylonian Empire. In the

west these same Semitic peoples were taking to the sea.

They set up a string of harbour towns along the Eastern

coast of the Mediterranean, of which Tyre and Sidoh were
the chief; and by the time ofHammurabi iii Babylon, tliey

had spread as traders, wanderers and colonizers over the

whole Mediterrariean basin. These sea Semites were called

the Phoenicians. They settled largely in Spain, pushing back
the old Iberian Basque population and sending coasting

expeditions tirrough the Straits of Gibraltar; and they set

up colonies upon the north coast of Africa. Of Carthage,

one of these Phoenician cities, %ve shall have much more to

tell later.'

But the Phoenicians were not the first people to have

galleys in the Mediterranean waters. There was already a

series of towns and cities among the islands and coasts of

that sea belonging to a race or faces apparently connected

by blood and language with the Basques to the west and

the Berbers and Egyptians to the south, tire vEgean peoples.

These peoples must not be confiised rvith the Greeks, who
come much later info our story; they rvere pre-Greek, but

they had cities in Greece and Asia Minor, Mycen® and

Troy, for example, and they had a great and prosperous

establishment at Cnossos in Crete

It is only in the last half century'- that the industry of

excavating archeologists has brought the extent and civili-

zation of the dRgean peoples to our knowledge. Cnossos has^

been most tlioroughly explored; happily it was not suc-

ceeded by any city big enough to destroy its ruins, and so it

is our chief source of, information about this once almost-

forgotten civilization.

The history of Cnossos goes back as far as the liistory of

Egypt; the two countries were trading actively across the

sea lay 4000 b.c. By 2500 b.g., that is between the time of
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Sargon I and Hammurabi, Cretan civilization was at its

zenith,

Cnossos was not so much a town as a great palace for the
Cretan monarch and his people. It was not even fortified.

It was fortified only later as the Phoenicians grew strong,

and as a new and more terrible breed ofpirates, the Greeks,
came upon tlie sea from the north.

The monarch was called Minos, as the Eg^’ptian monarch
was called Pharaoh; and he kept his state in a palace fitted

with running water, -svith bathrooms and the like con-
veniences such as 'we know of in no other ancient remains.

There he held great festivals and shows. There was bull-

fighting, singularly like the bull-fighting that still survives

in Spain; there was resemblance even in the costumes ofthe

bull-fighters; and there were gymnastic displays. The
women’s clothes were remarkably modem in spirit; they

wore corsets and flounced dresses. The pottery, the textile

manufacturers, the sculpture,, painting, jeweller)', ivory,

metal, and inlay work of these Cretans was often astonish-

ingly beautiful. And they had a system of writing, but that

still remains to be deciphered.

Tills happy and sunny and civilized life lasted for some

score of centuries. About 2000 b .c . Cnossos and Babylon

abounded In comfortable and cultivated people who prob-

ably led very pleasant lives. They had shows and they had

religious festivals, they had domestic slaves to look after

them and industrial slaves to make a profit for them. Life

must have seemed very secure in Cnossus for such people,

sunlit and girdled by the blue sea. Egypt of course must

have appeared rather a declining country in those days

under the rule of her half-barbaric shepherd kings, and if

one took an interest in politics one must have noticed how

the Semitic people seemed to be getting everywhere, ruling

Egypt, ruling distant Babylon, building Nineveh on the

upper Tigris, sailing west to the Pillars of Hercules (the

Straits of Gibraltar) and setting up their colonies on those

distant coasts.

There must have been some active and curious minds in

Cnossos, for later on the Greeks told legends of a certain
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skilful Cretan artificer, Daedalus, who attempted to make
some sort of flying-machine, perhaps a glider, which col-

lapsed and fell into the sea.

It is interesting to note some of the differences as well as

the resemblances between the life of Gnossos and our own.
To a Cretan gentleman of 2500 b.g. iron was a rare metal
which fell out of the sky and was curious rather than usual -
for as yet only meteoric iron was kno%\m, iron had not been
obtained from its ores. Compare that with our modem state

of affairs pervaded by iron every^vhere. The horse again

would be a quite legendary creature to our Cretan, a sort

of super-ass which lived in the bleak northern lands far

away beyond the Black Sea. Civil^ation for him dwelt

chiefly in ./Egean Greece and Asia Minor, where Lydians

and Carians and Trojans lived a life and probably spoke

languages like his owm. There were Phoenicians and iEgeans

settled in Spain and North Africa, but those were very

remote regions to his imagination. Italy was still a desolate

land covered with dense forests; the brown-skinned

Etruscans had not yet gone there from Asia Manor. And
one day perhaps this Cretan gentleman went down to the

harbour and saw a captive'who attracted his attention be-

cause he was very fair-complexioned and had blue eyes. Per-

haps oiu Cretan tried to talk to him and was answered in

an unintelligible gibberish. Tins creature came from some-

where beyond the Black Sea and seemed to be an altogether

benighted savage. But indeed he was an Aryan tribesman,

of a race and culture of which we shall soon have much to

tell, and the strange gibberish he spoke w'as to differentiate

some day into Sanskrit, Persian, Greek, Latin, German,

English and most of the chieflanguages of the world.

Such was Gnossos at its zenitli; intelligent, enterprising,

bright and happy. But about 1400 b.g. disaster came per-

haps very suddenly upon its prosperity. The palace of

Minos was destroyed, and its ruins have never been rebuilt

or inhabited from that day to this. We do not know how
this disaster occurred. The excavators note %vhat appears to

be scattered plunder and the marks of the fire. But the

traces of a very destructive earthquake have also been
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found. Nature alone may have destroyed Cnossos, or the
Greeks may have finished what the earthquake began.

i8

EGYPT, BABYLON AND ASSYRIA

The Egyptians had never submitted very \villmgly to the
rule of their Semitic shepherd kings, and about 1600 b.g.

a vigorous patriotic movement expelled these foreigners’.

Followed a new phase of revival for Egypt, a period known
to Egyptologists as the New Empire. Egypt, which had not

been closely consolidated before the Hyksos invasion, was
now a united country; and the phase of subjugation and
insurrection left her foil of military spirit. The Pharaohs be-

came aggressive conquerors. They had now acquired the

\var-horse and the war-chariot, which the Hyksos had
brought to them. Under Thothmes III and Amenophis lil

Egypt had extended her rule into Asia as far as the

Euphrates.

We are entering now upon a thousand years of warfare

between the once quite separated civilizations of Mesopo-

tamia and the Nile. At first Egypt was ascendant. The great

djmasties, the Seventeenth Dynasty, which included

Thotmes III and Amenophis III and IV and a great queen

Hatasu, and the Nineteenth, when Rameses II, supposed

by some to have been the Pharaoh of Moses, reigned for

sixty-seven years, raised Egypt to high levels of prosperity.

In between there were phases of depression for Egypt, con-

quest by the Syrians and later conquest by the Ethiopians

from the South. In Mesopotamia Babylon ruled, then the

Hittites and the Syrians of Damascus rose to a transitory

predominance; at one time the Syrians conquered Egypt,

the fortunes of the Assyrians ofNineveh ebbed and flowed;

sometimes the city was a conquered city; sometimes the

Assyrians ruled in Babylon and assailed Egypt, Our space

is too limited here to tell of the comings and goings of the

armies of the Egyptians and of the various Semitic powers
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of Asia Minor, Syria and Mesopotamia. They were armies
now provided with vast droves of war-chariots, for the
horse — still used only for war and glory - had spread by
this time from central Asia into the old civilizations.

•Great conquerors appear in the dim light of that distant

time and pass, Tushratta, King of Mitanrd, who captured
Nineveh, Tiglath Pileser I of Assyria, who conquered
Babylon. At last the .Assyrians became the greatest military

power of the time. Tiglath .Pileser III conquered Babylon
in' 745 B.C., and founded what liistorians call the New
Assyrian Empire. Iron had also come now into civilization

out of the north; the Hittites, the precursors of die Arme-
nians, had it first and communicated its use to the Assyrians,

and an Assyrian usirrper, Sargon II, armed his troops with

it, Assyria became the first po-wer to expound tlie doctrine

of blood and iron. Sargon’s son Sennacherib led an army
to the borders' of Egypt, and was defeated not by military

strength but by the plague. Sennacherib’s grandson

Assurbanipal (who is also kno\vn in history by his Greek

name of Sardanapalus) did actually conquer Egypt in

670 B.c. But Egypt was then already a conquered country

under an Ethiopian dynasty. Sardanapalus simply replaced

one conqueror by another.

If one had a series of political maps of tliis long period of

history, this interval of ten centuries, ^ve should have Egypt
expanding and contracting like an amoeba under a micro-

scope, and w^e should see these various Semitic states of the

Babylonians, the Ass)'Tians, the Hittites and the Syrians

coming and going, eating each otlrer up and disgorging

eacli other again. To the west ofAsia Minor there would be
,

little iEgean states like Lydia, w-hose capital was Sardis, and

Garia, But after about 1200 b.c. and perhaps earlier, a new
set ofnames would come into the map of the ancient world

from the north-east and from the north-west. These would

be the names of certain barbaric tribes, armed ^nth iron

W'eapons and using horse-chariots, who \vere becoming a

great affliction to the iEgean and Semitic civilizations on
the northern borders. They all spoke variants of what once

must have been the same language, Aryan.
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Round the north-east of the Black and Caspian Seas were
coming the Medes and Persians. Confused -with these in the
records of the time were Scythians and Sarmatians. From
nordi-east or north-west came the Armenians, from the
north-west of the sea-barrier through the Balkan peninsula
came Cimmerians, Phrygians, and the Hellenic tribes

whom no^v we call the Gree^. They were raiders and
robbers and plunderers of cities, these Aryans, east and west
alike. They were all kindred and similar peoples, hardy
herdsmen who had taken to plunder. In the east they were
still only borderers and raiders, but in the west they were
taking cities and driving out the cmlized .^Egean popula-

tions. The .(Egean peoples were so pressed that they were
seeking new homes in lands beyond the Aryan range.

Some were seeking a settlement in the delta of the Nile and
being repulsed by the Egyptians; some, the Etruscans, seem
to have sailed from Asia Minor to found a state in the forest

tvdidemesses of middle Italy; some built themselves cities

upon the south-east coasts oftheAlediterranean and became
later that people known in history as the Philistines.

Of these Aryans who came thus rudely upon the scene of

the ancient civilizations we will tell more folly in a later

section. Here we note simply all this stir and emigration

amidst the area of the ancient civilizations, that was set up

by the swirl-of the gradual and continuous advance of these

Aryan barbarians out of the northern forests and wilder-

nesses between i6oo and 600 b.g.

And in a section to follow we must tell also of a little

Semitic people, the Hebrews, in the hills behind the

Phoenician and Philistine coasts, who began to be of sig-

nificance in the world towards the end of this period.

They produced a literature ofvery great importance in sub-

sequent history, a collection of books, histories, poems,

books ofwisdom and prophetic works, the Hebrew Bible.

In Mesopotamia and Egypt the coming of the Aryans did

not cause fundamental changes until after 600 b.g. The

flight ofthe iEgeans before the Greeks and even the destruc-

tion of Cnossos must have seemed a very remote disturb-

ance to the citizens botli of Egypt and Babylon. Dynasties
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One odd contrast between the life ofold Thebes orBabylon
and modern life was the absence of coined money. Most
trade \\'as still done by barter, Babylon was financially far
ahead of Egypt, Gold and silver were used for exchange
and kept in ingots; and there were bankers, before coinage,
who stamped their names and the weight on these lumps of
precious metal. A merchant or traveller would carry pre-
cious stones to sell to pay for his necessities. Most servants
and workers were slaves who were paid not money but in

kind. As money came in slavery declined.

A modem visitor to these crowning cities of the ancient

world would have missed two very important articles of

diet; there were no hens and no eggs. A French cook would
have found small joy in Babylon. These things came from
the East somewhere about the time of the last Assyrian

empire.

Religion like everything else had undergone great refine-

ment. Human sacrifice for instance had long since dis-

appeared; animals or bread dummies had been substituted

for the victim. (But the Phoenicians and especially the citi-

zens of Carthage, their greatest settlement in Africa, were

accused later of immolating hmnan beings.) When a great

chief had died in the ancient days it had been customary to

sacrifice his waves and slaves and break spear and bow' at his

tomb so that he should not go unattended and unarmed in

the spirit w'orld. In Egypt there survived of this dark tradi-

tion the. pleasant custom of burying small models of house

and shop and servants and cattle with the dead, models that

give us to-day the liveliest realization of the safe and culti-

vated life of these ancient people, 3,000 years and more ago.

Such was the ancient world before the coming of the

Aryans out of the northern forests and plains. In India and

China there were parallel developments. In the great val-

leys ofboth these regions agricultural city states ofbrownish

peoples were growing up, but in India they do not seem to

have advanced or coalesced so rapidly as the city states of

Mesopotamia or Egypt. They were nearer the level of the

ancient Sumerians or of the Maya civilization of America.

Chinese history has still to be modernized by Chinese
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schoiare and cleared <pf much legendary matter. Probably
China at this time %vas in advance of India, Contemporary
with the Seventeenth Dynasty in Egypt, there was a
dynasty of emperors in China, the Shang dynasty, priest-

emperors over a loose-knit empiire ofsubordinate kings. The
chief duty of these early emperors was to perform the sea-

sonal sacrifices. Beautifiil brOnze vessels from the tinie of
‘

the Shang. dynasty stfil exist, and their beauty and work-
, manship compel us to recognize that many centuries of

civilization must have preceded their manufacture.

‘ 19

THE PRIMITIVE ARYANS

Four tliousand years ago, that is to say about 2000 b.c,,

central and south-eastern Europe and central Asia were
probably warmer, moister and better wooded than they are

now.. In these regions of the earth wandered a group of

tribes mainly of the fair and blue-eyed Nordic race, suffi-

ciently in touch mth one another to speak merely varia-

tions of one coirunon language from the Rhine to the Cas-

pian Sea. At that time they may not have been a very

numerous people, and their existence rvas unsuspected by
the Babylonians to whom Hammurabi was giving laws, or

by the already ancient and cultivated land of Egypt which

'was tasting in those days for the first time the bitterness of

foreign’ conquest.

Tliese Nordic people were destined to play a very impor-

tant part indeed in die ^vorld’s histor)\ They were a people

ofthe parklands and the forest clearings; they had no horses

at first but they had cattle; when they wandered they put

their tents and other gear on rough ox-wagons; when they

settied foK a time they may have made huts of ^vattle and

mud. They burned their important dead; they did not bury

them ceremoniously as the brunet peoples did. They put

the ashes of their greater leaders in urns and then made a

great circular mound about them. These mounds are the
j
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round barrows’ that occur all over north Europe. The
brunet people, their predecessoi-s, did not burn their dead
but buried them in a sitting position in elongated mounds;
the ‘long-barrows’.

The Aryans raised crops of wheat, ploughing with oxen,
but they did not settle down by their crops; they would reap
and move on. They had bronze, and Some\vhen about
1500 B.c. they acquired iron. They may have been the dis-

coverers of iron smelting. And somewhere vaguely about
that time they also got the horse - which to begin with they
used only for draught purposes. Their social life did not
centre upon a temple like that of the more settled people
round the Mediterranean, and their chief men were
leaders rather tlian priests. They had an aristocratic social

order rather than a divine and regal order; from a very early

stage they distinguished certain families as leaderly and
noble.

They were a very vocal people. They enlivened their

wanderings by feasts, at which there was much drunkenness

and at ^vhich a special sort of men, the bards, would sing

and recite. They had no writing until they had come into

contact "with civilization, and the memories of these bards

w'cre their living literature. This use of recited language as

an entertainment did much to make it a fine and beautiful

instrument of expression, and to that no doubt the sub-

sequent predominance ofthe languages derived from Aryan

is, in part, to be ascribed. Every Aryan people had its

legendary history crystallized in bardic recitations, epics,

sagas and vedas, as they were variously called.

The social life of these people centred about the house-

holds of their leading men. The hall of the chiefwhere they

settled for a time was often a very capacious timber building.

There "were no doubt huts for herds and outlying farm

buildings, but with most of the Aryan peoples this hall was

the general centre, everyone went there to feast and hear the

bards and take part in games and discussions. Cowsheds and

stabling surrounded it. The cliief and his wife and so forth

would sleep on a dais or in an upper gallery; the commoner

sort slept about anywhere as people still do in Indian house-
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holds. Except for weapons, , ornaments, tools and such-lihe
personal possessions there was a sort of patriarchal com-
munism in the tribe. The chiefowned the cattle and grazing
lands in the common interest; forest and rivers were ^vild.

'

This was the fashion of the people who were increasing

and multiplying over the great spaces ofcentral Europe and
west central Asia during the growth of the great civiliza-

tion ofMesopotamia and the Nile, and whom we find press-

ng upon the Heliolithic peoples everywhere in the second'

millennitun before CEhrist. They were coming^into France
and Britain and into Spain. They pushed westward in two
waves. The first of these people who reached Britain and
Ireland were armed with bronze weapons. They exter-

minated or subjugated the people who had made the great

stone monuments of Gamac in Brittany and Stonehenge

and Avebury in England. They reached' Ireland. They are

called the Goidelic Celts. The second wave of a closely kin-

dred people, perhaps intermixed with other racial elements,

brought iron with it into Great Britain, and is known as the

wave of Brythonic Celts. From them the Welsh derive their

language.

Kindred Celtic peoples were pressing southward into

Spain and coming into contact not only with the Heliolithic

Basque people "who still occupied the country but ^vith the

Semitic Phoenician colonies of the seacoast. A closely allied

series of tribes, the Italians, were making- their way down
the still wild and wooded Italian peninsula. They did not

ahvays conquer. In the eighth century b.c. Rome appears

in history, a trading town on the Tiber, inhabited by Aiy'an

Latins, but under the rule of Etruscan nobles and kings.

At the other extremity of the Aryan range there was a

similar progress southward ofsimilar, tribes. Aryan peoples,

speaking Sanskrit, had
,

come do%vn through the western

passes into North India long before looo b.c. There they

came into contact with a primordial, brunet civilization,

the Dravidian civilization, and learned much from it.

Other Aryan tribes seem to have spread over the mountain

passes ofcentral Asia far to the east of the present range of

such peoples. In eastern Turkestan there are still fair, blue-
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eyed Nordic tribes, but now they speak Mongolian tongues.
Between the Black and Caspian Seas the ancient Hittites

had been submerged and ‘Aiyanized’ by the Armenians
before looo b.c., and the Assyrians and Babylonians -were

already a-ivare of a new and formidable fighting barbarism
on the north-eastern frontiers, a group of tribes amidst
which the Scythians, the Medes and the Persians remain as

outstanding names.

But it was through the Balkan peninsula that Aryan
tribes made their first heavy thrust into the heart of the Old
World civilization. They were already coming southward
and crossing into Asia Minor many centuries before looo B.c.

First came a group of tribes of whom the Phrygians were
the most conspicuous, and then in succession the ..Eolic,

the Ionic and the Dorian Greeks. By lOOO b.c. they had
wiped out the ancient .Egean civilization both in the main-

land of Greece and in most of the Greek islands; the cities

of Mycenae and Tiryns were obliterated and Cnossos was

nearly forgotten. The Greelcs had taken to the sea before

1000 B.C., they had setded in Crete and Rhodes, and they

were founding colonies in Sicily and the south of Italy after

the fashion of the Phoenician trading cities that were dotted

along the Mediterranean coasts.

So it was, while Tiglath Pileser III and Sargon II and

Sardanapalus were ruling in Assyria and fighting with Baby-

lonia and Syria and Egypt, the Aryan peoples were learning

the methods of civilization and making it over for their own

purposes in Italy and Greece and north Persia. The theme

of history from the ninth century B.c. onward for six cen-

turies is the story ofhow these Aryan peoples grew to power

and enterprise and how at last they subjugated the whole

Ancient World, Semitic, Egean and Egyptian 'alike. In

form the Aryan peoples were altogether victorious; but the

struggle ofAryan, Semitic and Egyptian ideas and methods

was continued long after the sceptre was in Aryan hands. It

is indeed a struggle that goes on through all the rest of

history and still in a manner continues to this day.



20

THE LAST BABYLONIAN EMPIRE
AND THE EMPIRE OF DARIUS I

'

We have already mentioned how Assyria became a great
military power under Tiglath Pileser III and imder the
usurper Sargon II. Sargon was not this man’s original

name; he adopted it to flatter the conquered Babylonians
by reminding them of tliat ancient founder of the Alikadian
Empire, Sargon 1^ 2,000 years before his time. Babylon, for

all that it was a conquered city, was of greater population
and importance than Nineveh, arid its great god Bel Marduk
and its traders and priests had to be treated politely. In
Mesopotamia in the eighth century b.c. we are already far

beyond the barbaric days when the capture ofa town meant
loot and massacre. Conquerors sought to propitiate and van
the conquered. For a centurj'^ and a half after Sargon, the

new Assyrian empire endured and, as we have
.
noted,

Assurbanipal (Sardanapalus) held at least lower Egypt.

But the powder and solidarity of Ass}Tia waned rapidly.

Egypt by an effort threw off the foreigner under a Pharaoh,

Psammetichus I, and under Necho II attempted a war of

conquest in Syria. By that time Assyria was grappling with

foes nearer at hand, and could make but a poor resistance.

A Semitic people from south-east Mesopotamia, the Chal-

deans, combined witli-Aryan Medes and Persians from tlie

north-east against Nineveh, and in 606 b.c. — for noiv we are

coming down to exact chronology - took that city.

There was a division of the spoils of Assyria. A Median
empire was set up in the north under Cyaxares. It included

Nineveh, and its capital was Ecbatana. Eastward it reached

to the borders of India. To the south of this in a great

crescent was a new Chaldean Empire, the Second Baby-

lonian Empire, which rose to a very great degree of wealth

and power under the rule ofNebuchadnezzar the Great (the
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Nebuchadnezzar of the Bible). The last great days, the
greatest days of all, for Babylon began. For a time the two
empires remained at peace, and the daughter ofNebuchad-
nezzar was married to Cyaxares.
Meamvhile Necho II ^vas pursuing his easy conquests in

Syria. He had defeated and slain King Josiah ofJudah, a

small country ofwhich there is more to tell presently, at the

battle of Megiddo in 608 b.c., and he pushed on to the

Euphrates to encounter not a decadent Assyria but a

renascent Babylonia. The Chaldeans dealt very vigorously

with the Egyptians. Necho was routed and driven back to
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the Babylonian frontier pushed down to the
ancient Egyptian boundaries.

From 606 until 539 b.c. the Second Babylonian Empire
flourished insecurely. It flourished so long as it kept the
peace with the stronger hardier Median Empire to the
north. And during these sixty-seven years not only life but
learning flourished in the ancient city.

Even under the Assyrian monarchs and especially under
Sardanapalus, Babylon had been a scene ofgreat intellectual

activity. Sardanapalus, though an Assyrian, had been quite

Babylonized, He made a library, a library not of paper but
of the clay tablets that were used for writing in Mesopo-
tamia, since early Sumerian days. His collection has been
unearthed and is perhaps the most precious, store -of his-

torical material in the world. The last of the Chaldean line

of Babylonian monarchs, Nabonidus, had even keener

literary tastes. He patronized antiquarian researches, and
^vhen a date was worked out by his investigators for the

accession ofSargon I he commemorated the fact by inscrip-

tions.* But there were many signs of disunion in his empire

and he sought to centralize it by bringing a number of tlie

various local gods to Babylon and. setting up temples to

them there. Tliis device was to be practised quite success-

fully by the Romans in later times, but in Babylon it

roused the jealousy of the powerful priesthood of Bel

Marduk, the dominant god of the Babylonians. They cast

about for a possible alternative to Nabonidus and found it

in Cyrus the Persian, the ruler of the adjacent Median

Empire. Cyrus had already distinguished Iiimself by con-

quering Ci'oesus, the rich king of Lydia in eastern Asia

l^nor. He came up against Babylon, tliere was a battle out-

side the walls, and the gates of the city were opened to him

(538 B.c.).,His soldiers entered the city %vithout fighting.

The cro^\m prince Belshazzar, the son of Nabonidus, was

feasting, the Bible relates, when a hand appeared and wrote

in letters of fire upon tlie wall these mystical words -.‘Mene,

Mene, Tekel, Upharsin,’ which was interpreted by the prophet

Daniel, whom he summoned to read the riddle, as ‘God has^^

numbered thy kingdom and finished it; thou art rveighed
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Belshazzar was killed that night, says the Bible, Nabonidus

was taken prisoner, and the 'occupation of the city wzis so

’-aceful that the services of Bel Marduk continued without

nission.
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the changing empires of Syria, Assyria and Babylon to the
north. Their country •was an inevitable high road between
these latter powers and Egypt.
Their importance in the world is due to the fact that they

produced a written literature, a world history, a collection of
laws, chronicles, psalms, books of-wisdom, poetry and fiction

and political utterances which became at last what Chris-

tians know as the Old Testament, the Hebrew Bible. This
literature appears in history in the fourth or fiftlj century b.c.

Probably this literature was first put together in Babylon.

We have already told how the Pharaoh, Necho II, invaded
the Assyrian Empire while Ass^Tia was fighting for life

against Medes, Persians, and Chaldeans. Josiah King of

Judah opposed him, and was defeated and slain at Megiddo
(608 B.C.). Judah became a tributary to Egypt, and when
Nebuchadnezzar the Great, the new Chaldean king in

Babylon, rolled back Necho into Egypt, he attempted to

manage Judah by setting up puppet kings in Jerusalem,

The experiment failed, the people massacred his Babylonian

officials, and he then determined to break up this little

state altogether, which had long been playing off Egypt

against the northern empire. Jerusalem was sacked and

burned, and the remnant of the people was carried ofiT

captive to Babylon.

There they remained until Cyrus took Babylon (538 b.c.) .

He then collected them together and sent them back to

resettle their country and rebuild the walls and temple of

Jerusalem.

Before that time the Jews do not seem to have been a

very civilized or united people. Probably only a ve^ few of

them could read or write. In their own history one never

hears, of the early books of the Bible being read; the first

mention of a book is in the time ofJosiah. The Babylonian

captivity civilized them and consolidated them. They re-

turned aware of their own literature, an acutely self-

conscious and political people.

Their Bible at that time seems to have consisted only of

the Pentateuch, that is to say the first five books of the Old

Testament as we know it. In addition, as separate books they
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already had many of.the other books that have since been
incorporated mth the Pentateuch into the present Hebrew
Bible; Chronicles, the Psalms and Proverbs, for example.
The accounts of the Creation of the World, ofAdam and

Eve and of the Flood, with which the Bible, begins, run
closely parallel ,with similar Babylonian legends; they seem
to have been part of the common beliefs of all the Semitic

peoples. So too the stories of Moses and of Samson have
Sumerian and Babylonian parallels. But with the story of

Abraham and onward begins something more special to

the Jewish race. . .

Abraham may have lived as early as the days of Ham-
murabi in Babylon. He was a patriarchal Semitic nomad.
To the*Book of Genesis the reader must go for the story of

his wanderings and for the stories of his sons and grand-

children and ho\v they
.
became captive in' the Land .of

Egypt. He travelled through Canaan, and the God of

Abraham, says the Bible story, promised this smiling land

of prosperous cities to hitn and to his children.

And after a long sojourn in Egypt and after forty years of

wandering in the wilderness under the leadership of Moses,

the children of Abraham, grown now to' a host of twelve

tribes, invaded the land ofCanaan from Ae Arabian deserts

to the East. They may have done this somewhen between

x6oo B.c. and 1300 b.g.; there are no Egyptian records of

Moses or of Canaan at this time to help out the story. But

at any rate they did not succeed in conquering any more

than the hilly backgrounds of tlie promised land. The coast

vv^as now in the hands, not of the Canaanites, but ofnew
comers, those /Egean peoples, the Philistines; and their

cities, Gaza, Gath, Ashdod, Ascalon and Joppa, suc-

cessfully withstood the Hebrew attack. For many genera-

tions the children ofAbraham remained an obscure people

of the hilly back country engaged in incessant bickering

wth the Philistines and wdtli the kindred tribes about them,

the Moabites, the Midianites, and so forth. The reader -mil

find in the Book ofJudges a record of their struggles and

disasters during this period. For very largely it is a record of

disasters and failures frankly told.
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For most of this period the Hebrews were ruled, so far as

there was any rule among them, by priestly judges selected

by the ,elders of the people, but at last, somewhen towards
1000 B.G., they chose tliemselves a king, Saul, to lead them
in battle. But Saul’s leading was no great, improvement
upon the leading of the Judges; he perished under the hail

of Phil^tine aiTO\\^ at tlie battle of Mount Gilboa, his

, armour went into the temple of the Philistine Venus, and
his body was nailed to the walls of Betli-shan.

.
His successor David was more successful and more

politic. With David dawned the only period of prosperity

the Hebrew peoples were ever to know. It was based on a
close alliance watli the Phosnician citjf of Tjtc, whose King
Hiram seems to have been a man of very great intelligence

and enterprise. He wshed to secure a trade route to the

Red Sea tlirough the Hebrew lull country. Normally

Phoenician trade \vent to the Red Sea by but Egypt

was in a state of profound disorder at this time; there may
have been otlier obstructiom to Phoenician trade along this

line, and at any rate Hiram established tlie very closest

relations both with David and tvith his son and successor,

Solomon. Under Hiram’s auspices the walls, palace and

temple ofJerusalem arose, and in return Hiram built and

launched his ships on the Red Sea. A very considerable

,
trade passed northward and southward through Jeru-

salem. And Solomon acliieved a prosperity and magnifi-

cence unprecedented in the experience of his people. Fie

was even given a daughter ofPharaoh in marriage.

But it is well to keep tlie proportion of things in mind.

At the climax of his glories Solomon was only a little sub-

ordinate king in a little city. His power was so transitory

that within a feAV years of his deatli Siiishak, the firet

Pharaoh of tlie tiventy-second dynasty, had takenJenisalem

and looted most of its splendours. The account ofSolomon’s

magnificence given in the Books of Kdngs and Chronicles is

questioned by many critics. They say that it rvas added to

and exaggerated by the patriotic pride of later rv-riters. But

the Bible account read carefullyds not so overwhelming as

it appears at the first reading. Solomon’s temple, if one
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works out the measurements, would go inside a small sub-
urban church, and Ins fourteen hundred chariots cease to

impress us when we learn from an Assyrian monument that

his successor Ahab sent a contingent of 2,000 to the Assyrian
army. It is also plainly manifest from the Bible narrative

that Solomon spent liimself in display and overtaxed and
overworked his people. At his death tlte nortliern part of
his kingdom broke offfromJerusalem and became the inde-

pendent kingdom of Israel. Jerusalem remained the capital

city ofJudah.

The prosperity of the Hebrew people was short-lived.

Hiram died, and the help ofTyre ceased to strengtlien Jeru-

Salem. Egypt grew strong again. The history of the kings

of Israel and the kings ofJudah becomes a history of two

little states ground between, first, Syria, then Assyria and
then Babylon to the north and Egypt to the south. It is a

tale of disasters and of deliverances that only delayed

disaster. It is a tale of barbaric kings ruling a barbaric

people. In 72 1 b .c . the kingdom of Israel was swept away
into captivity by the Assyrians and its people utterly lost to

history. Judah struggled on until in 604 B.c., as we have

told, it shared the fate of Israel. There may be details open

to criticism in the Bible story of Hebrew history' from the

days of theJudges onward, but on the whole it is evidently a

true story wliich squares ivith all that has been learned in

the excavation of Egypt and Assyria and Babylon dm-ing

the past century.

It was in Babylon that the Hebrew people got their

A history together and evolved tlieir tradition. The people

who came back to Jerusalem at the command of Gyrus

were a very different people in spirit and knowledge from

those who had gone into captivity. They had learned

civilization. In the development of their peculiar character

a very great part was played by certain men, a new sort of

men, the prophets, to whom we must now direct our atten-

tion. These prophets mark the appearance of new and

remarkable forces in the steady development of human

society.
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PRIESTS AND PROPHETS INJUDEA

The falls of Assyria and Babylon were only the first of a
series of disasters that %vere to happen to the Semitic peo-
ples. In the seventeenth century b.c. it would have seemed
as though the whole civilized world was to be dominated by
Semitic rulers. They ruled the great Ass>aian empire and
they had conquered Eg^^pt; Assyria, Babylon, Syria rvere

all Semitic, speaking languages that were mutually intel-

ligible. The trade of the world was in Semitic hands.

Tyre, Sidon, the great mother cities of the Phoenician coast,'

had thrown out colonies that grew at last to even greater

proportions in Spain, Sicily, and Africa. Carthage, founded

before 800 b.c., had risen to -a population of more tlian a

million. It was for a time the greatest city on earth. Its

ships went to Britain and out into the Atlantic. They may
have reached Madeira. We have already noted how Hiram
co-operated wth Solomon to build'ships on the Red Sea for

the Arabian and perhaps for the Indian trade. In tlie time

of the Pharaoh Necho, a Phoenician expedition sailed com-

pletely round Africa,

At that time the Aryan peoples were still barbarians.

Only the Greeks were reconstructing a new civilization on

the ruins of the one they had destroyed, and the Medes
were becoming ‘formidable,’ as an Asswian inscription calls

them, in centra] Asia. In 800 b.c. no one could have pro-

phesied that before the third century^ B.c. every race of

Semitic dominion would be wped out by Ary'^an-speaking

conquerors, and that everywhere the Semitic peoples would

be subjects or tributaries or scattered altogether. Every-

where except in the northern deserts of Airabia, where the

Bedouin adhered steadily to the nomadic way of life, the

ancient ^vay of life of the Semites before Sargon I and his

Aklcadians went dovm to conquer Sumeria. But the Arab
Bedouin was never conquered by Aiy^an masters.
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Now of all these civilized Semites who were beaten and
-f overrun in these five eventful centuries one people only held

together and clung to its ancient traditions, and that was
this little people, the Jews, who were sent back to build
their city ofJerusalem by Gyrus the Persian. And they^were
able to do this because they had got together this literature

of tlieirs, their Bible, in Babylon. It is not so much theJews
' who made the Bible as the Bible which made the Jews

Running through this Bible were certain ideas, different

from the ideas of the people about them, very stimulating

and sustaining ideas, to which they were destined to rling

through five and twenty centuries of hardship, adventure

and oppression.

Foremost of these Jewish ideas was this, that their God
was invisible and remote, an invisible God in a temple not

made ^v^th hands, a Lord of Righteousness throughout the

earth. All other peoples had national gods embodied in

images that lived in temples. If the image was smashed and
the temple razed, presently that god died out. But this* was
a new idea, this God of theJews, in the Heavens, high above

priests and sacrifices. And this God of Abraham, the Jews
believed, had chosen them to be his peculiar people, to

restore Jerusalem and make it the capital of Righteousness

in the world. They were a people exalted by their sense of

a common destiny. This belief saturated them all when
they returned toJerusalem after the captivity in Babylon.

Is it any miracle that in their days of overthrow and sub-

jugation many Babylonians and Syrians and so forth, and

la'ter on many Phoenicians, speaking practically the same

language and having endless customs, habits, tastes and

traditions in common, should be attracted by this inspiring

cult and should seek to share in its fellowship and its

promise? After the fall of Tyre, Sidon, Carthage and the

Spanish Phoenician cities, the Phoenicians suddenly vanish

from history; and as suddenly we find, not simply in Jeru-

salem, but in Spain, Africa, Egypt, Arabia, the East, wher-

ever the Phmnicians had set their feet, communities ofJews.

And they were all held together by the Bible and by the

^reading of the Bible. Jerusalem was from the first only their
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nominal capital; their real city was this book ofbooks. This

.

is a new sort of thing in history. It is something ofwhich the
seeds were sown long before, when the Sumerians and
Egyptians began to turn their hieroglyphics into writing.

The Jews ^vere a new thing, a people without a king and
presently without a temple (for as we shall tell, Jerusalem
itself was broken up in a.d. 70), held together and con-
solidated out of heterogeneous elements by nothing but the

,
power of the written "word.

‘

And this mental welding of the Jews was neither planned
nor foreseen nor done by eitlier priests or statesmen. Not
only a new kind ofcommunity, but a new kind ofman comes
into history with the development oftheJews. In the days of

Solomon the Hebrew's looked like becoming a little people

just like any other littlepeople ofthat time clustering around

court and temple, ruled by the wisdom of the priest and led-

by tlie ambition of the king. But already, the reader may
leanj from the Bible, this new sort ofman ofwhich we speak,

the Prophet, was in evidence.

As troubles thicken round the divided Hebrews the im-

portance of these Prophets increases.

What were these Prophets? They were inen of the most

diverse origins. The Prophet Ezekiel w'as of the priestly

caste and the Prophet Amos wore the goatskin mantle of a

shepherd, but all had tliis in common, that they gave alle-

giance to no one but to the God of Righteousness and that

they spoke directly to the people. They came without licence

or consecration. ‘Now the w'ord of the Lord came unto me’:

that was the formula. They w'ere intensely political. They -

exhorted the people against Egypt, ‘that broken reed,’ or

against Assyria or Babylon; they denounced the indolence

of the priestly order or the flagrant sins of the Kling. Some
of them turned their attention to wrhat we should now call

‘social reform.’ The rich w'ere ‘grinding the faces of die

poor,’ tlie luxurious w'ere consuming the children’s bread;

w'calthy people made friends with and imitated the splen-

dours and vices of foreigners; and this w'as hateful to

Jehovah, the God of Abraham, ^vho ^vo^ild certainly punish

tills land.
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These fulminations were written down and preserved and
Y studied. They went wherever the Jews went, and wherever

they went they spread a new religious spirit. They carried
the common man past priest and temple, past court and
king and brought him face to face with the rule of Righ-
teousness. That is their supreme importance in the history

of mankind. In the great utterances of Isaiah the prophetic
voice rises to a pitch of splendid anticipation and fore-

shadows the whole earth united and at peace under one
God. Therein tire Jewish prophecies culminate.

All tlie Prophets did not speak in tliis fashion, and the

intelligent reader ofthe prophetic books will find much hate
' in them, much prejudice, and much that will remind him

of that evil stuff, the propaganda literature of the present

time. Nevertheless, it is the Hebrew Prophets of the period

round and about the Babylonian captivity who mark the

appearance of a new power in the world, the power of

individual moral appeal, of an appeal to the free con-

science of mankind against the fetish sacrifices and slavish

loyalties that had hitherto bridled and harnessed our race.

23

THE GREEKS

‘ Now, while after Solomon (whose reign was probably

about 960 B.C.), the divided kingdoms of Israel and Judah

} A. were suffering destruction and deportation, and while the

Jewish people w'ere developing their tradition in captivity

in Babylon, another great power over the human mind, the

Greek tradition, was also arising. While tire Hebrerv

prophets were working out a new sense of direct moral

responsibility between the people and an eternal and uni-

' versal God of Right, the Greek philosophers were training

the human mind in a new method and spirit ofintellectual

adventure.

The Greek tribes as rve have told were a branch of the

^Aryan-speaking stem. They had come down among the
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^gean cities and islands some centuries before looo b.c.

They were probably already in southward movement before
''

the Pharaoh Thothmes hunted Iris first elephants beyond
the conquered Euphrates. For in those days there were
elephants in Mesopotamia and lions in Greece.

It is possible that it was a Greek raid that burned Cnossbs,

but there are no Greek legends of such a victory, though
there are stories of Minos and his palace (the Labyrinth)

. and of the skill of the Cretan artificers.

Like most of the A^ans these Greeks had singers and
reciters whose performances were an important social link,

and these handed down from the barbaric beginnings of
their people two great epics, the Uiad, telling how a league

of Greek tribes besieged and took and sacked the town of

Troy in Asia Minor, and the Odyssey, being a long adven-

ture story of the return of the sage captain, Odysseus, from

Troy to his own island. These epics were -vmtten down
somewhen in the eighth or seventh century b.c., 'ivhen the

Greeks had acquired the use ofan alphabet from their more
^ civilized neighbours, but they are supposed to have Been in

existence very much earher. Formerly they were ascribed

to a particular blind bard, Homer, who was supposed to

have sat do\yn and composed them as Milton composed

Paradise Lost. IVhether there really was such a poet, whether

he-composed or cSnly wTote dowm and polished these epics

and so forth, is a favourite quarrelling-ground for the eru-

dite.„We need not concern ourselves noth such bickerings

here. The thing that matters from our point ofview is that

the Greeks were in possession of their epics in the eighth

century b.c., and that they were a cOrnmon possession and

a link between their various tribes, giving them a sense of

fello\vship as against the outer barbarians. They were a

group of kindred peoples linked by the spoken and after-

wards by the written word, and sharing common ideals of

courage and behaviour.

The epics showed the Greeks a barbaric people without

iron, without writing, and still not Imng in cities. They
seem to have lived at first in open villages of huts, around

' the halls of their chiefs,., outside the ruins of the Mgean ^
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- cities they had destroyed. Tlien they began to wall their

- y cities, and to adopt the idea of temples from the people
' they had conquered. It has been said that the cities of the
; primitive civilizations grew up about the altar of some

tribal god, and that the wall was added; in the cities of the
Greeks the wall preceded the temple. They began to trade
and send out colonies. By the seventh century b.c. a new
series of cities had groum up in the valleys and islands of
Greece, forgetful of the .(Egean cities and civilization that

had preceded them; Athens, Sparta, Corinth, Thebes,
Samos, Miletus among tlie chief. There were already Greek
settlements along the coast of the Black Sea and in Italy

' ' and Sicily. The heel and toe of Italy was called Magna
Graecia. Marseilles was a Greek town established on the

site of an earlier Phoenician colony.

Now countries %vhich are great plains or which have as a

chiefmeans of transport some great river like the Euphrates

or Nile, tend to become united under some common rule.

The cities of Egypt and the cities of Siuneria, for example,

ran together under one system of government. But the

Greek peoples were cut up among islands and mountain

valleys; both Greece and Magna Grsecia are very mountain-

ous; and the tendency was all the other way. When the

Greeks come into history they are divided up into a number

of little states which showed no signs of coalescence. They
are different even in race. Some consist chiefly of citizens of

this or that Greek tribe, Ionic, .^olian, or Doric; some

have a mingled population of Greeks and descendants of

the pre-Greek ‘Mediterranean’ folk; some have an unmixed

free citizenship of Greeks lording it over an enslaved

conquered population like the ‘Helots’ in Sparta. In some

the old leaderly Aryan families have become a close aris-

tocracy; in some there is a democracy of aU the Aryan

citizens; in some there are elected or even hereditary kings,

in some usurpers or tyrants.

And the geographical conditions that kept the Greek

'states divided and various, also kept them small. The

largest states were smaller than many English counties, and

-

is doubtful if the population of any of their cities ever
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exceeded a third of a million. Few came up even to 50,000.
There were unions of interest and sympathy but no coale-
scences. Cities made leagues and alliances as trade increased,
and small cities put themselves under the protection of

great ones. Yet all Greece was held together in a certain

community of feeling by two things: by the epics and by
the custom of taking part -every fourth year in the athletic

contests at Olympia. This did not prevent wars and feuds,

but it mitigated something of the savagerj^ of war between
them, and a truce protected all travellers to and from the

games. As time went on the sentiment of a common
heritage grew and the number of states participating hi

the Olympic games increased until at l^t not only Greeks

but competitors from the closely kindred countries of

Epirus and Macedonia to the north were admitted.

The Greek cities grew in trade and importance,' and the

quality of their civilization rose steadily in the seventh -and

sixth centuries b.c, Their social life differed in many
interesting points from the social life of the ^Egean and

river-valley civilizations. They had splendid temples, but

the priesthood was not the great traditional body it was in

the cities of the older world, the repository of all knowledge,

the storehouse of ideas. They had kaders and noble fami-

lies, but no quasi-divine monarch surrounded by an
elaborately organized court. Rather their organization

was aristocratic with leading families wlrich kept each other

in order. Even their so-called ‘democracies’ were aristo-

cratic; every citizen had a share in public affairs and came
^

to the assembly in a democracy, but everybody was not a

citizen. The Greek democracies were not like our modem
‘democracies’ in which everyone has a vote. Many of the

Greek democracies had a few hundred or a few thousand

citizens and then many thousands of slaves, freedmen, and

so forth, ^\^th no share in public affairs. Generally in Greece

affairs were in the hands of a commxmity of substantial

men. Their kings and their tyrants alike were just men set

in front of.other men or usurping a leadership; they were

not quasi-divine overmen like Pharaoh or Minos or the

monarchs of Mesopotamia. Both thought and government^
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. therefore had a freedom under Greek conditions such as

X' they had known in none of the older civilizations. The
Greeks had brought down into cities the individualism, tlie

personal initiative of the wandering life of the northern
parklands. They -were the first republicans of importance
in history.

And \ve find that as they emerge from a condition of
barbaric warfare a new thing becomes apparent in their

intellectual life. We find men who are not priests seeking

and recording knowledge and inquiring into the mysteries

oflife and being, in a way that has hitherto been the sublime

privilege of priesthood or the presumptuous amusement of

kings. We find already in the sixth century b.c. — perhaps

while Isaiah was still prophesying in Babylon - such men
as Thales and Anaximander of Miletus and Heraclitus of

Ephesus, who \vere what we should now call independent

gentlemen, giving their minds to shrewd questionings of

the world in which we live, asking %vhat its real nature was,

whence it came and what its destiny might be, and refusing

all ready-made or evasive answers. Of these questionings of

the universe by the Greek mind we shall have more to say

a little later in this history. These Greek inquirers who begin

to be remarkable in the sixth century b.c. are the first

philosophers, the first ‘wisdom-lovers,’ in the world.

And it may be noted here how important a century this

sixth century b.c. was in the liistory of humanity. For not

only were these Greek philosophers beginning the research

. - for clear ideas about this universe and man’s place in it and

Isaiali carrying Jewish prophecy to its sublimest levels, but

as we shall tell later Gautama Buddha was then teaching

in India and Confucius and Lao Tse in China. From

Athens to the Pacific the human mind was astir.
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THE WARS OF THE GREEKS
AND PERSIANS

the Greeks in the cities in Greece, south Italy and
Asia Minor were embarking upon free intellectual inquiry,

and while in Babylon and Jerusalem the last of the Hebrew
prophets were creating a -free conscience for mankind, two
adventurous Aryan peoples, the Medes and the Persians,

were in possession of the civilization of the ancient world
and were rnaking a great empire, the Persian Empire, which
was far larger in extent than any empire the world had seen

hitherto. Under Cyrus, Babylon and the rich and ancient

civilization of Lydia had been added to the Persian rule;

the Phcenician cities of the Levant and all the Greek cities

in Asia Minor had been made tributary, Cambyses had-

subjected Egypt, and Darius I, the Mede, the third of the

Persian rulers (521 b.c.), found himself monarch as it

seemed of all the world. His couriers rode with his decrees

from the Dardanelles to the Indus and from Upper Egypt

to central Asia.

The Greeks in Europe, it is true, Italy, Carthage, Sicily,

and the Spanish Phoenician settlements, were not under the

Persian Peace: but they treated it \vith respect and the only

people who gave any serious trouble were the old parent ^

hordes of Nordic people in south Russia and central Asia,

the Scythians who raided the northern and north-eastern

borders.

Of course the population of this great Persian Empire

was not a population of Persians. The Persians were only

the small conquering minority of this enormous realm.

The rest of the population was what it had been before the

Persians came from time immemorial, only that Persian

was the administrative language. Trade and finance were

still largely Semitic, Tyre and Sidon as ofold were the great J
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Mediterranean ports, and Semitic shipping plied upon the

f seas. But many of these Semitic merchants and business
people as they went from place to place already foimd a
sympathetic and convenient common history in the
Hebrew tradition and the Hebrew scriptures. A new element
which was increasing rapidly in this Empire was the Greek
element. The Greelis were becoming serious rivals to the
Semites upon the sea, and their detached and vigorous
intelligence made them useful and unprejudiced officials.

It was on account of the Sc3rthians that Darius I invaded
Europe. He wanted to reach South Russia, the homeland
of the Scythian horsemen. He crossed the Bosphorus with

^ a great army and marched throughBulgaria to the Danube,
crossed this by a bridge of boats and pushed far northward.

His army suffered terribly. It was largely an infantry force

and the mounted Scythians rode all round it, cut off its

supplies, destroyed any stragglers and never came to a
pitched battle. Darius was forced into an inglorious retreat.

He returned himself to Susa, but he left an army in

Thrace and Macedonia, and Macedonia submitted to

Darius. Insurrections of the Greek cities in Asia followed

this failure, ‘and the European Greeks were drawn into the

contest. Darius resolved upon the subjugation of the Greeks

in Europe. With the Phoenician fleet at his disposal he was

able to subdue one island after another, and finally in

490 B.c. he made his main attack upon Athens. A consider-

able Armada sailed from the ports of Asia Minor and the

eastern Mediterranean, and the expedition landed its

^ troops at Marathon to the north ofAthens. There they were

met and signally defeated by the Athenians.

An extraordinary thing happened at this time. The bit-

terest rival ofAthens in Greece was Sparta, but now Athens

appealed to Sparta, sending a herald, a swift runner,

impinring the Spartans not to let Greeks become slaves to

barbarians. This runner (the prototype of all ‘Marathon’

runners) did over a hundred miles ofbroken country in less

than two days. The Spartans responded promptly and

generously; but when, in three days, the Spartan force

, reached Athens, there w^ nothing for it to do but to view
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the battlefield and the bodies of the defeated Persian
soldiers. The Persian fleet had returned to Asia. So ended
the first Persian attack on Greece.

The next was much more impressive. Darius died soon
after the news of his defeat at Marathon reached him^ and
for four years his son and successor, Xerxes, prepared a
host to crush the Greeks. For a time terror united all the

Greeks. The army of Xerxes was certainly the greatest that

had hitherto been assembled in the world. It was a huge
assembly of discordant elements. It crossed the Dardanelles,

480 B.G., by a bridge of Boats; and along the coast as it

advanced moved an equally miscellaneous fleet carrying

supplies.- At the narrow pass of Thermopylas a small force

of 1,400 men under the Spartan. Leonidas resisted this

multitude, and ’after a fight of unsurpassed heroism was

'

completely destroyed. Every man ivas killed. But the losses

they inflicted upon the Persians were enormous, and the

army of Xerxes poured on to Thebes* and Athens in a

chastened mood. Thebes surrendered and made terms.-'The

Athenians abandoned their city and it was burned. •

Greece seemed in the hands of the conqueror, .but again

camp victory against the odds and all expectations. The-

Greek fleet, though not a third the size of the. Persian,

assailed it in the bay of Salamis and destroyed it. Xerxes

found liimself and his immense aniiy cut off from supplies

and his heart failedhim. He retreated to Asia with, one-haifof

his army, leaving the rest to Be defeated at Platea (479 b.c.)

^vhat time the remnants of the Persian fleet -trere hunted

down by the Greeks and destroyed at Mycale in Asia Minor. .

The Persian danger was at an end. Most of the Greek

cities in Asia became free. Ail this is told in great detail and

with much picturesqueness in the first of written histories,

the History of Herodotus. This Herodotus was bom about
'

484 B.c. in the Ionian city^of Halicarnassus in Asia Minor,

»

and he visited Babylon and Egypt in his search for exact

pardciilars. From Mycale onward Persia sank into a con-

fusion ofdynastic troubles. Xerxes iras murdered in 465 b.c.

* A Greek city not to be confused with the great city of the same

name in Egypt.
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and rebellions in Egypt, Syria and Media broke up the

^ brief order of that mighty realm. The history of Herodotus
lays stress on the weakness of Persia. This history is indeed

~ ^vhat we should now call propaganda — propaganda for
Greece to unite and conquer Persia. Herodotus makes one
character, Aristagoras, go to the Spartans udth a map of the
known world and say to them:

These Barbarians are not valiant in fight. You on the other
hand have no%v attained the utmost skill inwar, ...No other nations

in the world have what they possess: gold, silver, bronze, em-
broidered garments, beasts and slaves. All thisyou might have for

yourselves, ifyou so desired.^

25

THE SPLENDOUR OF GREECE

>

The centiuy and a half that followed the defeat of Persia

was one of very great splendour for the Greek civilization.

True that Greece was torn by a desperate struggle for

ascendancy ’between Athens, Sparta and other states (the

Peloponnesian War 43 1 to 404 b .c .) and that in 338 b .c. the

Macedonians became virtually masters of Greece: never-

theless during this period the drought and the creative and

artistic impulse of the Greeks rose to levels that made their

achievement a lamp to mankind for all the rest of history.

The head and centre of this mental activity v/ss Athens.

For over thirty years (466 to 428 B.c.) Athens was dominated

by a man of great vigour and liberality of mind, Pericles,

who set himself to rebuild the city from the ashes to which

the Persians had reduced it. The beautiful ruins that still

glorify Athens to-day are chiefly the remains of this great

effort. And he did not simply rebuild a material Athens.

He rebuilt Athens intellectually. He. gathered about him

not only architects and sculptors but poets, dramatists,

philosophers, and teachers. Herodotus came to Athens to

recite his history (438 B.c.). Anaxagoras came tvith the

beginnings of a scientific description of the sun and stars.
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^schylxis, Sophocles and Euripides one after the other
carried the Greek drama to its highest levels of beauty and
nobility.

The impetus Pericles gave to the intellectual life of

Athens lived on after his death, and in spite of the fact that
the peace of Greece was now broken by the Peloponnesian
War and a long and wasteful struggle for ‘ascendancy’ was '

beginning. Indeed the darking of the political horizon
seems for a time to have quickened rather than discouraged
men’s minds. '

Already long before the time of Pericles the peculiar free-

dom ofGreek institutions had given great importance to skill

in discussion. Decision rested neither with king nor with

priest, but in the assemblies ofthe people or ofleading men.
Eloquence and' able argument became very desirable ac-

complishments therefore, and a class of teachers arose, the

Sophists, who undertook to strengthen young men in these

arts. But one cannot reason without matter, and knowledge

followed in the wake of speech. The activities and rivalries

of these sophists led very naturally to an acute examination

of style, of methods of thought and of the validity of ar^-
ments. When Pericles died a certain Socrates was becoming

prominent as an able and destructive critic of bad argu-

ment — and much of the teaching of the sophists was bad

argument, A group of brilliant young men gathered round

Socrates. In the end Socrates was executed for disturbing

people’s minds (399 b.g.), he was condemned after the dig-

nified fashion ofthe Athens ofthose days to drink in his own
house and among his own firiends a poisonous draught made
from hemlock, but . the disturbance of people’s minds went

on in spite of his condemnation. His young men carried on

his teaching.

Chiefamong these young men was Plato (427 to 347 b.g.),

^vho presently began to teach philosophy in the grove of the

Academy. His teaching fell into two main divisions, an

examination -of the foundations and methods of human
thinking, and an examination of political institutions. He
•was the first man to wite a Utopia, that is to say the plan

of a community different from and better than any existing
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community. This shows an altogether imprecedented bold-
^ ness in the human mind which had hitherto accepted social

traditions and usages mth scarcely a question. Plato said
plainly to mankind: ‘Most of the social and political ills

from which you suffer are under your control, given only the
will and courage to change them. You can live in another
and a wiser fashion if you choose to think it out and work
it out. You are not awake to your oivn power.’ This is a
high adventurous teaching that has still to soak in to the
common intelligence of our race. One of his earliest works
was the Republic, a dream of a communist aristocracy; his

last unfinished work was the Laws, a scheme of regulation
for another such Utopian state.

The criticism of methods of thinking and methods of

X

government ^vas carried on after Plato’s death by Aristotle,

%vho had been his pupil and who taught in the Lyceum.
Aristotle came from the city of Stagira in Macedonia, and
his father -^vas court physician to the Macedonian king. For

a time Aristotle was tutor to Alexander, the king’s son, uho
was destined to achieve very great things of which we shall

soon be telling. Aristotle’s work upon methods of thinking

carried the science of Logic to a level at which it remained

for fifteen hundred years or more, imtil the mediseval school-

men took up the ancient questions again. He made no

Utopias. Before man could really control his destiny as

Plato taught, Aristotle perceived that he needed far more
knowledge and far more accurate knorvledge than he pos-

sessed. And so Aristotle began'that systematic collection of

knowledge which nowadays we call Science. He sent out

explorers to collectfacts. He was the father of natural his-

tory. He was the founder of political science. His students

at the Lyceum examined and compared the constitutions of

158 different states ...

Here in the fourth century b.g. we find men who arc

practically ‘modem thinkers.’ The child-like, dream-like

methods of primitive thought bad given -way to a discipline

and critical attack upon the problems of life. The ^\’eird

and monstrous symbolism and imagery ofthe gods and god

,4. monsters, and all the taboos and a^^efnd rpstraints that
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have hitherto encumbered thinking are here completely set

aside. Free, exact, and -systematic thinking has begun. The
fresh and unencumbered mind of these newcomers out of

the northern forests has thrust itselfinto the mysteries ofthe

temple and let the daylight in.

26

THE EMPIF.E OF
.ALEXANDER THE GREAT

From 431 to 404 b.g. the Peloponnesian War wasted

Greece. Meanwhile to the north of Greece, the kindred

country of Macedonia was rising slowly to power and civi-

lization. The Macedonians spoke a language closely akin to

Greek, and on several occasions Macedonian competitors

,

had taken part in the Olympic games. In 359 b.g. a man of

very great abilities and ambition became king of this little

country - Philip. Philip had previously been a hostage in

Greece; he had had a thorouglily Greek education and he

^vas probably aware of the idea of Herodotus - which had
also been developed by the philosopher Isocrates - of a

possible conquest of Asia by a consolidated Greece.

./He set himself first to extend and organize his own realm

and to remodel his army. For a thousand years now the

charging horse-chariot had been the decisive factor in

battles, that and the close-fighting infantry. Mounted horse-

men had also fought, but as a cloud ofskirmishers, individu-

ally and without discipline. Philip made his infantry fight

in a closely packed mass, the Macedonian phalanx, and he

trained his mounted gentlemen, the knights or companions,

to fight in formation and so invented cavalry. The rhaster

move in most of his battles and in the battles of his son

Alexander was a cavalry charge. The phalanx held the

enemy infantry in front while the cavalry swept away the

enemy horse on his wings and poured in on the flank and

rear of his infantry. Chariots were disabled by bo^vmen,

who shot the horses.
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' With tliis new army Philip extended his frontiers through• Thessaly to Greece; and the battle of Ghaeronea (338 b.c.),

fought against Athens and her allies, put all Greece at his
feet. 'At last the dream of Herodotus was bearing fruit. A
congress of all the Greek states appointed Philip captain-
general of a Graeco-Macedonian confederacy against Persia
and in 336 b.c. his advanced guard crossed into Asia upon
this long premeditated adventure. But he never followed it.

He was assassinated; it is believed at the iiistigation of his

queen Olympias, 'Alexander’s mother. She was jealous be-

cause Philip had married a second wife.

But Philip had taken unusual pains with his son’s educa-

tion. He had not only secured Aristotle, the greatest

philosopher in the world, as this boy’s tutor, but he had
shared his ideas with him and thrust military experience

upon him. At Chasronea, Alexander, who was then only

eighteen years old, had been in command of the cavalry.

And so it was possible for this young man, who was still

only ttventy years old at the time of his accession, to take

up his father’s task at once and to proceed successfully with

the Persian adventure.

In 334 B.c. - for two years were needed to establish and

confirm his position in Macedonia and Greece - he crossed

into Asia, defeated a not very much bigger Persian army at

the battle of the Granicus and captured a number of cities

in Asia Minor. He kept along the sea coast. It was necessary

for him to reduce and garrison all‘'the coast towns as he

advanced, because the Persians had control of the fleets of

Tyre and Sidon and so had command of the sea. Had he

left a hostile port in his rear the Persians might have landed

forces to raid his communications and cut him off. At Issiis

(333 B-G-) he met and smashed a vast conglomerate host

under Darius III. Like the host of Xerxes that had crossed

the Dardanelles a century and a half before, it was an in-

coherent accumulation of contingents and it was encum-

bered with a multitude of court officials, the harem of

Darius and many camp-followers. Sidon surrendered to

Alexander, but Tyre resisted obstinately. Finally that great

^i^-city was stormed and plundered and destroyed. Gaza also
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was stormed, and towards the end of 332 b.g. the conqueror
entered Egypt and took over its rule from the Persians.

At Alexandretta and at Alexandria in Egypt he built

great cities, accessible from the land and so incapable of

revolt. To these the trade of the Phoenician cities was
diverted. The Phoenicians of the western Alediterranean

suddenly disappear from history - and as immediateiy tlie

Jews of Alexandria and the other trading cities created by
Alexander appear.

In 331 B.G. Alexander 'marched out, of Egypt upon
Babylon as Thothmes and Rameses and Necho had done
before him. But he marched by way ofTyre. At Arbela near

the ruins ofNineveh, which was already a forgotten city, he

met Darius and fought the decisive battle of the war. The
Persian chariot rush failed, a Macedonian cavalry, charge

broke up the great composite host and the phalanx com-

pleted the victory. Darius led the retreat. He made no

furtlier attempt to resist the invader but fled northward into

„ the country of the Medes. .Alexander marched on to Baby-

ion, still prosperous and important, and then to Susa and

Persepolis. There after a drunken festival he burned down
the palace ofDarius, the king ofkings.

Thence Alexander presently made a military parade of

Central Asia, going to the utmost bounds of the Persian

Empire. At first he turned northward. Darius was pursued;

and he was overtaken at dawn, dying in his chariot, having

been murdered by his (f^\m people. He was still living when
the foremost Greeks reached him. Alexander came up to

find him dead. Alexander skirted the Caspian Sea, he went

up into the mountains ofwestern Turkestan, he came down
by Herat (w'hich he founded) and Cabul and the Khyber
Pass into India. He fought a great battle on the Indus with

an Indian King Porus, and here the Macedonian troops met ,

elephants for the first time and defeated them. Finally he

built himself ships, sailed down to the mouth of the Indvis,

and marched back by the coast of Baluchistan, reaching

Susa again -in 324 b.g. after an absence ofsix years. He then

prepared to consolidate and organize this vast empire he

had won. He sought to win over his new subjects. He.^
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assumed the robes arid tiara ofa Persian monarch, and this

roused the jealousy ofhis Macedonian commanders. He had
much trouble with them. He arranged a number of mar-
riages bet^veen these Macedonian ofScers and Persian and
Babylonian ^vomen; the ‘Marriage of the East and West.’
He never lived to effect the consolidation he had planned.
A fever seized him after a drinking bout in Babylon and he
died in 323 b.c.

Immediately this vast dominion fell to pieces. One of his

generals, Seleucus, retained most of the old Persian Empire
froni the Indus to Ephesus; another, Ptolemy, seized

Eg)p)t, and Antigonus secured Macedonia. The rest of the

empire remained unstable, passing under the control of a

succession of local adventurers. Barbarian raids began from
the north and grew in scope and intensity. Until at last, as

we shall tell, a new power, the power ofthe Roman republic,

came out of the west to subjugate one fragment after

another and ^veld them together into a new and more
enduring empire.

27

THE MUSEUM AND LIBRARY
AT ALEXANDRIA

Before the time of Alexander Greeks had already been

spreading us merchants, artists, officials, mercenary soldiers,

over most of the Persian dominions. In the dynastic dis-

putes that followed the death of Xerxes, a band of 10,000

Greek mercenaries played a part under the leadership of

Xenophon. Their return to Asiatic Greece from Babylon is

described in his Retreat of the Ten Thousand, one of the first

war stories that was ever written by a general in command.

But the conquests of Alexander and the division of his brief

empire among his subordinate generals, greatly stimulated

this permeation of the ancient world by the Greeks and

their language and fashions and culture. Traces ofthis Greek

dissemination are to be found far away in Central Asia and
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in’ north-west India. Their influence upon the development
of Indian art was profound.

Fpr many centuries Athens retained her prestige as a
centre of art' and culture; her schools went on indeed to

A.D. 529, ..that is to say for nearly a thousand years; but
the leadership in the intellectuaT activity of tlie world
passed presently across the Mediterranean to Alexandria,

the new trading city that Alexander had founded. Here the

Macedonian, general Ptolemy had become Pharaoh, with a
coimt ,that spoke Greek. He had become an intimate of

Alexander before he became king, and he was deeply

saturated with the,ideas of Aristotle. He set himself, with

gr^t energy and capacity, to organize knowledge and
investigationfHe also %vrote a history of Alexander’s c^-
paigns which, unhappily, is lost to the ^vo^ld.

Alexander had Steady devoted considerable sums to

finance the inquiries of Aristotle, but Ptolemy I was the

first person to make a permanent endowment of science.

He set up a foundation in Alexandria which was formally

dedicated to the Muses, the Museum ofAlexandria. For hvo

or three generations the scientific work done at Alexandria.

. was extraordinarily good. Euclid, ' Eratosthenes who
measured the size of the earth and came vithin fifly miles

ofits true diameter, Apollonius who wrote on conic sections,

Hipparchus vho made the first star map and catalogue, and

Hero who devised the first steam-engine, are among the

greater stars of an extraordinary constellation of scientific

pioneers. Archimed^ came from Syracuse to Alexandria to

study and -was a frequent correspondent of the Museum.
Herophilus was one of the greatest of Greek anatomists,-

and is said to have practised vivisection.

For a generation or so during the reigns ofPtolemy I and

Ptolemy II there ^vas such a blaze of knowledge and dis-

covery at Alexandria as the world was not to see again until

the sixteenth century a.d. But it did not continue. There

may have been several causes of this decline. Chief among
them, the late Professor Mahafiy, suggested, was the fact

that the Museum u'as a^'royaP college and all its professors

and fello^s^ were appointed and paid by Pharaoh. This was
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all very well when Pharaoh was Ptolemy I, the pupil and
' friend ofAristotle. But as the dynasty of the Ptolemies went

on they became Egyptianized, they fell under the sway of
Egyptian priests and Egyptian religious developments,
tliey ceased to follow the work that was done, and their
control stifled the spirit of inquiry altogether. The Museum
produced little good work after its first century of activity.

Ptolemy I not only sought in the most modem spirit to
organize the finding offresh knowledge. He tried also to set

up an encyclopaedic storehouse ofwisdom in the Library of
Alexandria. It tvas not simply a storehouse, it was also a

j
book-copying and book-selling organization. A great army
of copyists was set to work perpetually multiplying copies of
books.

Here then we have the definite first opening-up of the

intellectual process in which we live to-day; here we have
the systematic gathering and distribution of knowledge.

The foundation of this Musemn and Library marks one of

the great epochs in the history of mankind. It is the tme
beginning ofModem History.

Bo^th the work of research and the work of dissemination

went on under serious handicaps. One of these was the

great social gap that separated the philosopher, who was a
gentleman, from the trader and the artisan. There were

glass-workers and metal-workers in abundance in those

days, but they were not in mental contact with the thinkers.

The glass-worker was making the most beautifully coloured

beads and phials and so forth, but he never made a Floren-

tine flask or a lens. Clear glass does not seem to have

interested him. The metal-worker made weapons and jewel-

lery, but he never made a chemical balance. The philo-

sopher speculated loftily about atoms and the nature of

things, but he had no practical experience of enamels and

pigments and philtres and so forth. He was not interested

in substances. So Alexandria in its brief day of opportunity-

produced no microscopes and no chemistry. And though

Hero invented a steam-engine it was never set either to

pump or drive a boat or do any useful thing. There were

few practical applications of science except in the realm of
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medicine, and the progress -of science was not stimulated

•and sustained by the interest and excitement of practical

applications. There was, therefore, nothing to keep the

work going when the intellectual curiosity ofPtolemy I and
Ptolemy II "was withdrawn. The discoveries of the Museum
went on record in obscure manuscripts and never, until the

revival of scientific curiosity at the.Renascence, reached out

to the mass ofmankind. •

Nor did the Library produce any improvements in book-

making. That ancient world had rio paper made in definite

smes from rag pulp. Paper was a Chinese invention and it

did not reach the western world until the ninth century a.d.

The only book materials were parchment and strips of the

papyrus reed joined edge to edge. These strips were kept on

rolls which were very imwieldy to wind to and fro and read

and very inconvenient for reference. It was these things

that prevented the development of paged and printed

books. Printing itself was known in the world, it would

seem, as early as the Old Stone Age; there were seals in"

ancient Sumeria; but without abimdant paper Acre -was

little advantage in printing books, an improvement that

may further have been resisted by trades-unionism on tlie

part of the copyists employed. Alexandria produced abun-

dant books but not cheap books, and it never spread know-

ledge into the population of the ancient w^orld below the

level of a w^ealthy and influential class.

So it was that this blaze of intellectual enterprise never

reached beyond a small circle of people in touch with the

group of piiilosophers collected by the first two Ptolemies.

It w^as like the light in a dark lantern which is shut offfrom

the world at large. Witliin, the blaze may be blindingly

bright, but nevertheless it is unseen. The rest of the w^orld

went on its old ways unaware that the seed of scientific

knowiedge that was one day to revolutionize it altogether

had been so-wn. Presently a darkness of bigotry fell even

upon Alexandria. Thereafter, for a thousand years of

darlmess, - the seed that Aristotle had so%vn lay hidden.

Then it stirred, and began to germinate. In a few' centuries

it had become that widespread gro-Aih of knowledge and
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clear ideas that is now changing the whole of human life.

Alexandria was not the only centre of Greek intellectual

activity in the third century b,c. There were many other
cities that displayed a brilliant intellectual life amidst the
disintegrating fragments of the brief Empire of Alexander.
There was, for example, the Greek city ofSyracuse in Sicily,

\vhere thought and science flourished for two centuries;

there was Pcrgamum in Asia Minor, which also had a great

library. But this brilliant Hellenic \vorld was now stricken

by invasion from the north. New Nordic barbarians, the

Gauls, were striking donm along the tracks that had once
been followed by tlie ancestors of the Greeks and Phrygians

and Macedonians. They raided, shattered and destroyed.

And in the wake of the Gauls came a new conquering

people out of Italy, the Romans, who gradually subjugated

all the rvestem halfofthe vast realm ofDarius and Alexander.
They were an able but unimaginative people preferring law

and profit to either science or art. New invaders were also

coming do^vn out of central Asia to shatter and subdue the

Seleucid Empire and to cut offthe western world again fi-om

India. These were the Parthians, hosts ofmounted bowmen,

who treated the Gnsco-Persian Empire of Persepolis and

Susa in the third century b.c. in much the same fashion that

the Medes and Persians had treated it in the seventh and

sixth. And there were now other nomadic peoples also com-

ing out of the north-east, peoples -who %vere not fair and

Nordic and Aryan-speaking but yellow-skinned and black-

haired and with a Mongolian speech. But of these latter

people we shall tell more in a subsequent chapter.

28

THE LIFE OF GAUTAMA BUDDHA

But now we must go back three centuries in our story to tell

of a great teacher •who came near to revolutionizing the

religious thought and feeling of all Asia. This '^vas Gautama

Buddha, who taught his disciples at Benares in India about
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the same time that Isaiah was prophesying among theJews
in Babylon and , Heraclitus was carrying on his speculative

ihpuiries into the nature ofthings at Ephesus. All these men
were in the w^orld at the same time, in the sixth century b.c.

- unaware of one another.

This sixth centruy B.c. w'as indeed one ofthe most remark-

able in all history. Everywhere - for as we shall tell it was
also, the case in China — men’s minds were displaying a nev'

boldne^. Everywhere they were waking up oufof the tradi-

tions ofkingships and priests and blood sacrifices and asking

the most penetrating questions. It is as if ,the race had
reached a stage of adolescence - after a childhood of 20,000

years. -

The early history of India is still very obscure. Some-

where, perhaps about aooo b.c., an Aryan-speaking people

came do^wn from the north-west into India, either in one

invasion or in a series of invasions, and was able to spread

its language and traditions over most of north India. Its

peculiar variety of Aryan speech wvas the Sanskrit. They

found a bnmet people with a more elaborate civilization

and less vigom- of will in possession of the country of tlie

Indus and Ganges. But they do not seem to have mingkd
with their predecessors as freely as did the Greeks and

Persians. They remained aloof. When the past of India

becomes dimly visible to the historian, Indian society is

already stratified into several layers, with a variable number

of-subdivisions, which do not eat together nor inter-marr^'

nor associate freely. And .throughout history tlris stratifica-

tion into casUs continues. This makes the Indian population

something different from the simple, freely interbreeding

European or IVIongolian communities. It is really a 'com-

munity of communities.

,
Siddhattha Gautama was the son ofan aristocratic family

which ruled a small district on the Himalayan slopes. He
%vas married at nineteen to a beautifuLcousin. He hunted

and played and went about in his sunny world of gardens

and groves and irrigated ricefields. And it was amidst this

life that a great discontent fell upon him. It was the unhap-

piness of a fine brain that seeks employment. He felt that
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the existence he was leading was not the reality oflife, but a
holiday - a holiday that had gone on too long.

The sense of disease and mortality, the insecurity and the
unsatisfactoriness of all happiness, descended upon the
mind of Gautama. While he was in this mood he met one
of those wandering ascetics who already existed in great
numbers in India. These men^lived under severe rules,

spending much time in meditation and in religious dis-

cussion. They were supposed to be seeking some deeper
reality in life, and a passionate desjre to do likewise took

possession of Gautama.
He was meditating upon this project, says the story, when

tire nev;s was brought to him that his wife had been de-

livered of his first-bom son. ‘This is another tie to break,’

said Gautama.
He returned to the village amidst the rejoicings of his

fellow clansmen. There was a great feast and a Nautch
dance to celebrate the birth of this new tie, and in the night

Gautama awoke in a great agony of spirit, ‘like a man who
is told that his house is on fire.’ He resolved to leave his

happy aimless life forthwith. He went softly to the thres-

hold of his wife’s chamber, and saw her by the light of a

little oil-lamp, sleeping sweetly, surrounded by flowers,

with his infant son in her arms. He felt a' great craving to

take up the child in one first and last embrace before he

departed, but the fear of waking his wife prevented him,

and at last he turned away and went out into the bright

Indian moonshine and mounted his horse and rode off into

the world.

Very far he rode that night, and in the morning he

stopped outside the lands ofhis clan, and dismounted beside

a sandy river. There he cut off his flowing locks with his

s%vord, removed all his ornaments and sent them and his

horse and sword back to his house. Going on he presently

met a ragged man and exchanged clothes with him, and so

having divested himself of all worldly entanglements heivas

free to pursue his search after wisdom. He made his way

southward to a resort of hermits and teachers in a hilly .

spur of the Vindhya Mountains. There lived a number of
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wise men in a warren of caves, going into the town for their

simple supplies and imparting their knowledge by word of

mouth to such as cared to come to them. Gautama became
versed in all the metaphysics ofhis age. But his acute intel-

ligence was dissatisfied vdtii the solutions offered him,
' The Indian mind has always been disposed to believe

that power and knowledge may be obtained by extreme

asceticism,- by fasting,- sleeplessness, and self-torment, and
these ideas Gautama now put to the test. He betook himself

with five disciple companions to the jungle and there he

gave himself up to fasting and terrible penances. His fame
spread, ‘like the sound of a great bell hiing in the canopy of

the skies.’ But it brought him no sense 'of truth acliieved.

One day he was walking up and down, trying to think in

spite of his enfeebled state. Suddenly he fell unconscious,

"^Tiea he recovered, the preposterousness of these semi-

magical ways to -wisdom was plain to him.

He horrified his companions by demanding ordinary

food and refusing to continue his mortifications. He had

realized that whatever truth a man may reach is reached

Ijcst by a nourished brain in a h'ealthy body. Such a con-

ception was absolutely foreign to the ideas of tlie land and

, age. His disciples deserted him, and u-ent off in a melan-

choly state to Benares. Gautama wandered alone.

'' When the mind grapples -v\dth a great and intricate pro-

blem, it makes its advances step by step’, with but little

realization of the gains it has made, until suddenly, with

an effect of abrupt illinnination, it realizes its victory. So

it happened to Gautama. He had seated himself under a

great tree by tire side of a river to eat, when this sense of

clear vision came to liim. It seemed to him that he saw life

plain. He is said to have sat all day and all night in pro-

Wnd thought, and then he rose up to impart his vision to

the world.

He went on to Benares and there he sought out and won
back his lost disciples to his new teaching. In the King’s

Deer Park at Benares they built tliemselves huts and set up

a sort ofschool to which came many who were seeking after

wisdom.
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The starting-point of liis teaching was iiis own question
• as a fortunate young man, ‘Why am I not completely
happy?’ It was an introspective question. It was a question
very different in quality from the frank and self-forgetful

externalized curiosity with which Thales and Heraclitus
were attacking the problems of the universe, or the equally
self-forgetful burthen of moral obligation that the cul-
minating prophets -^vere imposing upon the Hebrew mind.
The Indian teacher did not forget self, he concentrated
upon self and sought to destroy it. All suffering he taught
was due to the greedy desires of the individual. Until man
has conquered his personal cravings his life is trouble and
his end sorrow. There \vere three principal forms that the

craving for life took, and they were all evil. The first was the

desire of the appetites, greed and all forms of sensuousness,

the second was the desire for a personal and egotistic im-

mortality, the third was the craving for personal success,

^vorldliness, avarice and the like. All these forms of desire

had to be overcome to escape from the distress and chagrins

of life. When they were overcome, when self had vanished

altogether, then serenity of soul. Nirvana, tlie highest good

was attained.

This was the gist of his teaching, a very subtle and meta-

physical teaching indeed, not nearly so easy to understand

as the Greek injunction to see and know fearlessly and

rightly, and the Hebrew command to fear God and accom-

plish righteousness. It was a teaching much beyond the

understanding of even Gautama’s immediate disciples, and

it is no wonder that so soon as his personal influence was

withdraum it became corrupted and coarsened. There was

a widespread belief in India at that time tliat at long

intervals Wisdom came to earth and was incarnate in some

chosen person who was known as the Buddha. Gautama’s

disciples declared that he was a Buddha, the latest of the

Buddhas, though there is no evidence that^he himself ever

accepted the title. Before he was well dead, a cycle of

fantastic legends began to be woven about him. The

human heart has always preferred a wonder story to a

^moral effort, and Gautama Buddha became very ^vonderful,
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Yet there remained a substantial gain in the world. I

Nirvana was too high and subtle for most men’s imagina«
tions, ifthe myth-making impulse in the race was top strong

for the simple facts of Gautama’s life, they could at least

grasp something of the intention of what Gautama called

the Eight-fold way, the Aryan or Noble Path in life. In this

there was an insistence uponmiental uprightness, upon right

aims and speech, right conduct and honest livelihood. There
was a quickening of the conscience and an appeal to gener-

ous and self-forgetful ends. '

29 .
_

'king asoka

For some generations after the death of Gautama, these

high and noble Buddhist teachings, this fiist plain teaching

that the highest good for man is the subjugation of self,

niade comparatively little headway in the world. Then tliey

conquered the imagination of one of the greatest monarchs

the world has ever seen.

We have already mentioned how Alexander the Great

came do\Yn into India, and fought with Poms upon the

Indus, It is related by the Greek historians tliat a certain

Chandragupta Maurya came into Alexander’s camp and

tried to persuade him to go on to the Ganges and conquer

all India. Alexander could not do this because of the refusal

ofthe'Macedonians to go farther into what was for them an

unknown world, and later on (321 b.c.) Chandragupta was

able to secure the help of various hiU tribes and realize his

dream without Greek -help. He built up an empire in north

India, and was presently (303 B.c.) able to attack Seleucus I

in the Punjab and drive the last vestige of Greek power out

of India. His son extended this new empire, his grandson,

Asoka, the monarch of whom we now have to tell, found

iiimself in 264 B.c. mling from Afghanistan to Madras.

Asoka ^\as at first disposed to follow the example of his

father and grandfather and complete the conquest of the_^,
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Indian peninsula. He invaded Kalinga (255 b.c.), a country
on tlie cast coast ofMadras, he was successful in his military

operations and - alone among conquerors - he was* so dis-

gusted by the cruelty and horror of war that he renounced
it. He would have no more of it. He adopted the peaceful

doctrines of Buddhism and declared that henceforth his

conquests should be conquests of religion.

His reign for eight-and-twenty years was one of the

brightest interludes in the troubled history ofmankind. He
organized a great digging of wells in India and the planting

of trees for shade. He founded hospitals and public gardens

and gardens for the growing-ofmedicinal herbs. He created

a ministry for the care of the aborigines and subject races of

India. He made provision for the education ofwomen. He
made vast benefactions to the Buddhist teaching orders,

and tried to stimulate them to a better and more energetic

criticism of their own accumulated literature. For corrup-

tions and superstitious accretions had accumulated very

speedily upon the pure and simple teaching of the great

Indian master. Missionaries went from Asoka to Kashmir,

to Persia, to Ceylon, and Alexandria.

Such ^vas Asoka, greatest ofkings. He %vas far in advance

of his age. He left no prince and no organization ofmen to

carry on his work, and within a century of his death the

great days of his reign had become a glorious memory in a

shattered and decaying India. The priestly caste of the

Brahmins, the highest and most privileged caste in the

Indian social body, has always been opposed to the frank

and open teaching of Buddha. Gradually they undermined

the Buddhist influence in the land. The old monstrous gods,

the innmnerable cults of Hinduism, resumed their sway.

Caste became more rigorous and complicated. For long

centuries Buddhism and Brahminism flourished side by

side, and then slowly Buddhism decayed and Brahminism

in a multitude of forms replaced it. But beyond the con-

fines of India and the realms of caste Buddhism spread -

until it had won China and Siam and Burma and Japan,

countries in which it is predominant to this day.



30

CONFUCIUS AND LAO TSE

We still have to tell of two other great men, Confucius and
Lao Tse, v/ho lived in that wonderful century Avliich began
die adolescence of mankind, the sixth century b.g.

In this history thus farwe have told very little ofthe early

story of China. At present that early history is still very

obscure, and we look to Chinese explorers and archaeologists

in the new China that is now arising, to work out their past

as tlioroughly as the European past has been worked out

during tlie last century. Very long ago the first primitive

Chinese civilfeation arose in the great river vallej^ out of

tlie primordial Heliolithic cultme. They had, like Egypt

and Sumeria, the general characteristics ofthat culture, and
they centred upon temples in which priests and priest-

kings offered- the seasonal blood sacrifices. The life in those

cities must have been very like the Egyptian and Sumerian

life of six or seven thousand years ago, and very like the

Maya life of Central America a thousand year-s ago.

If there were human sacrifices they had long given way to

animal sacrifices before the dawn of histor)^ And a form of

pictiue--wTiting was groAving up long before a thousand

years B.c.

And just as the primitive cmlizations of Europe and
\vestem Asia ^vere in conflict Avith tlie nomads of the desert

and the nomads of the north, so the primitive Chinese

civilizations had a great cloud of nomadic peoples on their

northern borders. There was a number of tribes akin in

language and >vays ofliving, who are spoken ofin history in

succession as the Huns, the Mongols, the Turks and Tartars.

They changed and divided and combined and recombined,

just as the Nordic peoples in north Europe and central

Asia changed and varied in name ratlier tiian in nature.

These Mongolian nomads had horses earlier than the_j
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Nordic peoples, and it may be that in the region of the Altai
mountains they made an independent discovery of iron
somewhere after loo b.c. And just as in the western case so
ever and again these eastern nomads would achieve a sort

of 'political unity, and become the conquerors and masters
and revivers of tlris or that settled and civilized region.

It is quite possible that the earliest civilization of China
w-as not Mongolian at all, any more than the earliest

civilization of Europe and western Asia was Nordic or

Semitic, It is quite possible that the earliest civilization of

China was a brunet civilization and of a piece with the

earliest Eg5q3tian, Sumerian, and Dravidian civilizations,

and that when the first recorded history of China began
there had already been conquests and intermixture. At any
rate we find that by 1750 b.c. China was already a vast

system of little kingdoms and city states, all acknowledging

a loose allegiance and payingmore or less regularly, more or

less definite feudal dues to one great priest-emperor, the ‘Son

of Heaven.’ The ‘Shang’ dynasty came to an end in 1125

B.c. A ‘Chow’ dynasty succeeded ‘Shang,’ and maintained

China in a relaxing unity until the days of Asoka in India

and of the Ptolemies in Egypt. Gradually China went to

pieces during thatlong ‘Chotv’ period. Hunnish peoples came

dov/n and set up principalities; local rulers discontinued

their tribute and became independent. There were in the

sixth century b.c., says one Chinese authority, five or six

thousand practically independent states in China. It was

whatthe Chinese call in their records an ‘Age ofConfusion.’,

But this Age of Confusion was compatible with much

intellectual activity and wth the existence of many local

centres of art and civilized living. 'Wlien we know more of

Chinese history we shall find that China also had her

Miletus and her Athens, her Pergamum and her Macedonia.

At present we must be vague and brief about this period of

Chinese division simply because our knowledge is not suffi-

cient for us to frame a coherent and consecutive story.

And just as in divided Greece there were philosophers,

and in shattered and captive Je%vry prophets, so in dis-

fOrdered China there were philosophers and teachers at tlris
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time. In all these cases -insecurity and uncertainty seemed
to have qCiickened the better sort ofmind. Confucius was a j

man of aristocratic origin and some official importance in a
small state called Lu. Here, in a very parallel mood to the

Greek impulse, he set up a sort ofAcademy for discovering

and teaching Wisdom. The lawlessness and disorder of

China distressed him profoundly. He conceived an ideal of

a. better government and a better life, and travelled fi’om

state to state seeking a prince who would carry out his

legislative and educational ideas. e-He never found his

prince; he found a prince, but court intrigues undermined
the influence of the teacher and finally defeated Iris reform-

ing proposals. It is interesting to note that a centiuy and a

halflater the Greek philosopher Plato also sought a prince,

and was for a time adviser to the tyrant Dionysius ^vho ruled

Syracuse in Sicily. . .

'

Confucius died a disappointed man. ‘No intelligent ruler

arises to take me as his master,’ he said, ‘and my time has

come to die.’ But his teaching had more vitality than he .

imagined in his declining and hopeless years, and it be-

came a great formative influence with the Chinese people.

It became one ofwhat the Chinese call the Three Teachings,

the other two being those ofBuddha and ofLao Tse.

The gist of the teaching of Confucius was the way of the

noble or aristocratic man. He was concerned with personal

conduct as much as Gautama was concerned Avith the peace

of self-forgetfulness and the Greek wath external knowledge

and the Jew with righteousness. He was the most public-

minded of all great teachers. He was supremely concerned

by the confusion and miseries of the world, and he wanted

to make men noble in order to bring about a noble world.

'

He sought to regulate conduct to an extraordinary extent;

to provide sound rules for every occasion in life. A polite,

public-spirited gentleman, rather sternly self-disciplined,

was the idea he found already developing in the northern

Chinese world and one to which he gave a permanent form.

The teaching of Lao Tse, who was for a long time in

charge of the imperial library of the Chow dynasty, was

much more m^^stical and vague and elusive than that of-i
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Confucius. He seems to have preached a stoical indifference

' to the pleasures and powers of the world and a return to an
imaginary simple life of the past. He left writings very con-
tracted in style and very obscure. He wrote in riddles.

After his death his teachings, like the teachings ofGautama
Buddha, were corrupted and overlaid by legends and had
the most complex and extraordinary observances and
superstitious ideas grafted upon them. In China just as in

India primordial ideas ofmagic and monstrous legends out

of the' childish past of our race struggled against the new
thinking in the world and succeeded in plastering it over

^vith grotesque, irrational and antiquated observances. Both
Buddhism and Taoism (which ascribes itselflargely to Lao
Tse) as one finds them in China now, are religions of

monk, temple, priest and offering of a type as ancient in

form, if not in thought, as the sacrificial religions of ancient

Smneria and Egypt. But the teaching of Confucius was not

so overlaid because it was limited and plain and straight-

forward and lent itself to no such distortions.

North China, the China of the Hwang-ho River, became

Cpnfucian in thought and spirit; south China, Yangtse-

kiang China, became Taoist. Since those days a conflict

has always been traceable in Chinese affairs beUveen these

two spirits, the spirit of the north and the spirit of the south,

between (in latter times) Peking and Nanking, between the

oflBcial-minded, upright and conservative north, and the

sceptical, artistic, lax and experimental south.

The divisions of China of the Age of Confusion reached

their worst stage in the sixth century b.c. The Chow
dynasty was so enfeebled and so discredited that Lao Tse

left the unhappy court and retired into private life.

Three nominally subordinate powers dominated the

situation in those days, Ts'i and Ts'in, both northern

powers, and Ch‘u, which was an aggressive military power

in the Yangtse valley. At last Ts‘i and Ts'in formed an

alliance, subdued Ch‘u and imposed a general treaty of

disarmament and peace in China. The power of Ts‘in

became predominant. Finally about the time of Asoka in

Tndia the Ts'in monarch seized upon the sacrificial vessels
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of .the Chow emperor- and took over his sacrificial duties.

His son, Shi Hwang-ti (king in 246 b.c., emperor in 220
B.G.), is called in the Chinese Chronicles ‘the First Universal
Emperor.’

More fortunate than Alexander, Shi Hwang-ti reigned
for thirty-six years as king and emperor. His energetic reign
marks the beginnings of a new era of unity and prosperity
for the Chinese people. He fought vigorously against the
Hunmsh invaders from the nordiem deserts, and he began
that immense work, the Great Wall of China, to set a limit

to their incursions.

31
. 1

R.OAIE COMES INTO HISTORY

The reader will note a general similarity in the history of all

these civilizations in spite of the effectual separation caused

by thp great banders of the Indian north-west frontier and

of the mountain masses of central Asia and farther India.

First for thousands of years, the Heliolithic culture spread

over all the warm and fertile river valleys of tlie Old World
.and developed a temple system and priest rulers about its

sacrificial traditions. Apparently its first makers were always

those brunet peoples we have spoken of as the central race

of mankind, TTien the nomads came in from the regions of

seasonal grass and seasonal migrations and superposed their

onm characteristics and often their owi language on the
'

primitive civilization. They subjugated and stimulated it,

and were stimulated to fresh developments and made it here

one thing and here another. In Mesopotamia it was the

Elamite and then the Semite, and at last the Nordic Medes

and Persians and the Greeks who supplied the ferment;

over the region of the iEgean peoples it was the Greeks; in

India it was the Aryan-speakers; in Egypt there was a

diinner infusion of conquerors into a more intensely

saturated priestly civilization; in China, the Hun con-

quered and was absorbed and was followed by fresh Huns, ^
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China was Mongolized just as Greece and North India were
Aryanized and Mesopotamia Semitized and Aryanized.
Everywhere tlie nomads destroyed much, but everywhere
they brought in a new spirit offree inquiry and moral inno-
vation. They questioned the beliefs of immemorial ages.

They let daylight into the temples. They set up kings who
were neither priests nor gods but mere leaders among their

captains and companions.

In the centuries following the sixth centiuy b.c. we find

everywhere a great breaking down of ancient traditions

and a new spirit of moral and intellectual inquiry awake,
a spirit never more to be altogether stilled in the great pro-

gressive movement of mankind. We find reading and writ-

ing becoming common and accessible accomplishments

among the ruling and prosperous minority; they were no
longer the jealously guarded secret of the priests. Travel is

increasing and transport growing easier by reason of horses

and roads. A new and easy device to facilitate trade has

been found in coined money.
Let us no%v transfer our attention back from China in the

extreme east of the Old World to the western half of the

Mediterranean. Here we have to note the appearance of a

city which was destined to play at last a very great part

indeed in human affairs: Rome.
Hitherto ^ve have told very little about Italy in our story.

It was before looo b.c. a land of mountain and forest and

thinly populated. Aryan-speaking tribes had pressed down

this peninsula and formed little towms and cities, and the

southern extremity was studded with Greek settlements.

The noble ruins of Passtiun preserve for us to this day some-

thing of the dignity and splendour of these early Greek

establishments. A non-Aryan people, probably akin to the

Mgean peoples; the Etruscans, had established themselves

in the central part of the peninsula. They had reversed the

usual process by subjugating various Aryan tribes. Rome,

when it comes into the light ofhistory, is a little trading city

at a ford on the Tiber, with a Latin-speaking population

ruled over by Etruscan kings. The old chronologies gave

753 B.c. as the date of the founding ofRome, half a century
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later than the. founding of the- great Phoenician city of
Carthage, and twenty-three years after the first Olympiad.
Etruscan tombs of a much earlier date than 753 b.g, have,
however, been excavated in the Roman forum.
In that red-letter century the sixth century b.g., the

Etruscan kings were expelled (510 b.g.) and Rome became
an aristocratic republic with a lordly cl^s of ‘patrician’

families dominating a commonalty of ‘plebeians.’ Except
that it spoke Latin it was not unlike many aristocratic

Greek republics.

For some centuries the internal history ofRome ^v"as the

story of a long and obstinate struggle for freedom and a >.

share in the government on the part of the plebeians. It ^

would not be difficult to find Greek parallels to this con-

flict; which the Greeks would have called a conflict of aris-

tocracy %vith democracy. In the end theplebeians brokedown
most of the barriers of the old families and established a

working equality with them. They destroyed the old exclu-

siveness, and made it possible and acceptable for Rome to

extend her citizenship by the inclusion of more and more
‘outsiders.’ For while she still struggled at home, she was

extending her power abroad.

The extension of Roman power began in the fifth cen-

tury B.G, Until that- time they had waged war, and gener-

ally unsuccessful war, with the Etiuscans. There was an

Etruscan fort, Veii, only a few miles from Rome, 'which the

Romans had never been able to capture. In 474 b.g.,

however, a great misfortune came to the Etruscans. Their
^

fleet was destroyed by the Greeks of Syracuse in Sicily. At

the same time a wave of Nordic invaders came down upon

them from the north, the Gauls. Caught between Roman
and Gaul, the Etruscans fell - and disappear from history.

Veii was •captured by the Romans. The Gauls came through

to Rome and sacked the city *(390 b.g.), but could not

capture the Capitol, An attempted night surprise was be- •

trayed by the cackling of some geese, and finally the

invaders were bought off and retired to the north of Italy

again;

The Gaulish raid seems to have invigorated rather than
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weakened Rome. The Romans conquered and assimhated
the Etruscans, and extended their power over all central
Italy from the Amo to Naples. To this they had reached
within a few years of 300 b.g. Their conquests in Italy were
going on sinaultaneously rath the growth of Philip’s power
in Macedonia and Greece, and the tremendous raid of
Alexander to Egypt and the Indus. The Romans had be-

come notable people in the civilized world to the east of
them by tlie break-up of Alexander’s empire.

To the north of the Roman power were the Gauls; to the

south of them were the Greek settlements ofMagna Grsecia,

tliat is to say of Sicily and of the toe and heel of Italy. The
Gauls were a hardy, warlike people, and the Romans held

that boundary by a line of forts and fortified settlements.

The Greek cities in the south headed by Tarentum (now
Taranto) and by Syracuse in Sicily, did not so much
threaten as fear the Romans. They looked about for some
help against these new conquerors.

' We have already told how the empire ofAlexander fell to

pieces and was divided among his generals and companions.,

Among these adventurers was a kinsman of Alexander’s

named Pyrrhus, who established himself in Epirus, which

is across the Adriatic Sea over against the heel of Italy. It

was his ambition to play the part of Philip ofMacedonia to

Magna Gracia, and to become protector and master-

general of Tarentum, Syracuse and the rest of that part of

the world. He had what was then a very efficient modem
army; he had an infantry phalanx, cavalry from Thessaly -

which was now quite as good as the original Macedonian

cavalry - and t%venty fighting elephants; he invaded Italy

and routed the Romans in t%vo considerable battles,

Heraclea (280 b.c.) and Ausculum (279 b.c.), and having

driven them north, he turned his attention to the subjuga-

tion of Sicily.

But this brought against him a more formidable enemy

than were the Romans at that time: the Phoenician trading

city of Carthage, which was probably then the greatest city

in the world. Sicily was too near Cairiiage for a new

Alexander to be welcome there to the Carthagimans;
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Carthage was roindhil of the fate that had befallen her
mother city T^Te half a century before. So she sent a fleet

to encourage or compel Rome to continue the struggle, and
she cut the overseas communications of Pyrrhus. Pyrrhus
found himself freshly assailed by the Romans, and suffered

a disastrous repulse in an attadk he had made upon their

camp at Beneventum befrveen Naples and Rome.
And suddenly came news that recalled him to Epirus.

The Gauls were raiding south. But this time they were not
raiding down into Italy; the Roman frontier, fortified and
guarded, had become too, formidable for them. They were
raiding down through Illyria (which is now Serbia and
Albania) to Macedonia and Epirus. Repulsed by the

Romans, endangered- at sea. by the Carthaginians, and
threatened at home by the Gauls, Pyrrhus abandoned his

dream ofconquest and went home (275 B.G.), and the power
ofRome was extended to the Straits of Messina.

On the Sicilian side of the Straits was the Greek city of

Messina, and this presently fell into the hands of a gang of

.

pirates. The Carthaginians, who were already practically

over-lords of Sicily and allies of Syracuse, suppressed these

pirates (270 B.c.) and put in a Carthaginian garrison there.

The pirates appealed to Rome and Rome listened to their

complaint. And so across the Straits of Messina the great

trading power of Carthage and this new conquering people,

the Romans, found themselves in antagonism, face to face.

32

ROME AND CARTHAGE

It was in 264 B.c. that the great struggle between Rome and

Carthage, the Punic Wars, began. In that year Asoka was

beginning his reign in Bihar and Shi Hwang-ti was a little

child, the Museum in Alexandria was still doing good

scientific work, and the barbaric Gauls were now in Asia

Minor and exacting a tribute from Pergammn. The dif-

ferent regions of the world were still separated by insur- _
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mountable distances, and probably the rest of mankind
heard only vague and remote rumours of the mortal fight

that \vent on for a century and a half in Spain, Italy, North
Africa and the western Mediterranean, between fhe last

stronghold of Semitic power and Rome, this newcomer
among the Aryan-speaking peoples.

That war has left its traces upon issues that still stir the
•ivorld. Rome triumphed over Carthage, but the rivalry of
Aryan and Semite -was to merge itselflater on in the conflict

of Gentile and Jew. Our history now is coming to events

whose consequences and distorted traditions still maintain

a lingering and expiring vitality in, and exercise a com-
plicating and confusing influence upon, the conflicts and
controversies of to-day.

The first Punic War began in 264 b.c. about the pirates

of Messina. It developed into a struggle for the possession

of all Sicily except the dominions of the Greek king of

Syracuse. The advantage of the sea was at first with the

Carthaginians. They had great fighting ships of what was
hitherto an unheard-of size, quinqueremes, galleys with

five banks of oars and a huge ram. At the battle of Salamis,

two centuries before, the leading battleships had been the

triremes, with only three banks. But the Romans, with

extraordinary energy and in spite of the fact that they had

little naval experience, set themselves to outbuild the Car-

thaginians. They manned the new navy they created chiefly

with Greek seamen, and they invented grappling and

boarding to make up for the superior seamanship of the

enemy. When the Carthaginian came up to ram or shear

the oars of the Roman, huge grappling irons seized him and

the Roman soldiers swarmed aboard him. At Myls (260

B.c.) and at Ecnomys (256 b.c.) the Carthaginians were

disastrously beaten. They repulsed a Roman landing neai

Carthage but were badly beaten at Palermo, losing one-

hundred and four elephants there — to grace such a trium-

phal procession through the Forum as Rome had never seen

before. But after that came two Roman defeats and then a

Roman recovery. The last naval forces of Carthage w-ere

defeated by a last Roman effort at the battle of the ^gatian



Isles (241 B.G.) and Carthage sued for peace. All Sicily

except the dominions of Hiero, king of Syracuse, was ceded
to the Romans. 1

For twenty-two years Rome and Carthage kept the peace.
Both had trouble enough at home. In Italy the Gauls came
south again, threatened Rome - which in a state of panic
offered human sacrifices to the Gods! - and were routed at

Telamon. Rome pushed forward to the Alps, and even
extended her dominions down the, Adriatic coast to Illyria.

Carthage suffered from domestic insurrections and from
revolts in Corsica and Sardinia, and displayed far less

recuperative power. Finally, an act of intolerable aggres-

sion, Rome seized and annexed the two revolting islands.

Spain at that time was Carthaginian as far north' as the

river Ebro. To that boundary the Romans restricted theni.

Any crossing of the Ebro by the Cartliaginians was to be
considered an act of war against the Romans. At last in

218 B.G. the Carthaginians, provoked by new Roman
aggressions, did cross this river under a young general

named Hannibal, one of the most brilliant commanders in

the whole of history. He marched his army from Spain over

the Alps into Italy, raised the Gauls against tlie Romans,
and carried on the Second Punic War in Italy itself for

fifteen years. He inflicted tremendous defeats upon the

Romans at Lake Trasimene and at Cannas, and throughout

all his Italian campaign no Roman army stood against him
and escaped disaster. But a Roman army had landed at

Marseilles and cut his communications vdth Spain; he had

no siege train, and he could never capture Rome. Finally,
,

the Carthaginians, threatened by. the revolt of the Numi-
dians at home, were forced back upon the defence of their

owm city in Africa, a Roman army crossed into Africa, and

Hannibal experienced his first defeat under its walls at the

battle' ofZama (202 b .c.) at the hands of Scipio Afncanus

the Elder. The battle of Zama ended this Second Punic

War. Carthage capitulated; she surrendered Spain and her

%var fleet; she paid an enormous indemnity, and agreed to

give up Hannibal to the vengeance of the Romans. But

Hannibal escaped and fled to Asia, where, later, being in ,
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danger of falling into the hands of his relentless enemies, he
took poison and died.

For fifty-sk years Rome and the shorn city of Carthage

were at peace. And meanwhile Rome spread her empire

over confused and divided Greece, invaded Asia iVIinor, arid

defeated Antiochus III, the Seleucid monarch, at Magnesia

in Lydia. She made Egypt, still under the Ptolemies, and

Pergamum and most of the small states of Asia Minor into



‘allies,’ or, as we should call them now, ‘protected states.’

Meanwhile Cartilage, subjugated and enfeebled, had been
slowly regaining something of. her former prosperity. Her
recovery revived the hate and suspicion of tlie Romans. She
tvas attacked upon the most shallow and artificial ofquarrels

(149 B.C.), she made an obstinate and bitter resistance,

stood a long siege and ivas stormed (146 b.c.). The street

fighting, or massacre, lasted six days; it was extraordinarily

bloody, and when the citadel capitulated only about fifty

thousand of the Carthaginian population remained alive

out of a quarter of a million. They were sold into slavery,

and the city was burned and elaborately destroyed. The
blackened ruins were ploughed and sown as a sort of cere-

monial effacement.

So ended the Third Punic War. Of all the Semitic states

and cities tliat had flourished in the rvorld five centuries

before only one little country remained free under native

rulers. This was Judea, which had liberated itself firom the

Seleucids, and was under the rule of the native Maccabean
princes. By this time it had its Bible almost complete, and

was developing the distinctive traditions of theJewish ^vorld

as we know it now. It was natural that the. Carthaginians,

Phoenicians and kindred peoples dispersed about the world

should find a common link in tlieir practically identical

language and in this literature of hope and courage. To a

large extent they were still the traders and bankers of the

world. The Semitic world had been submerged rather than

replaced.

Jerusalem, which has always been rather the symbol
,,

than the centre of Judaism, was taken by the Romans in

65 B.C., and after various vicissitudes of quasi-independence

and revolt was besieged by them in a.d. 70 and captured

after a stubborn struggle. The temple was destroyed. A later

rebellion in a.d. 132 completed its destruction, and the

Jerusalem we know to-day was rebuilt later under Roman
auspices. A temple to the Roman god, Jupiter Capitolinus,

stood in the place of the Temple, and Jews were forbidden

to inhabit the cit%*.
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THE GROWTH OF THE
ROMAN EMPIRE

Now this new Roman power v/hich arose to dominate the
western world in the second and first centuries b.c. v/as in

several respects a different thing from any of the great

. empires that had hitherto prevailed in tlie civilized world.
Vlt was not at first a monarchy, and it was not the creation of
any one great conqueror. It was not indeed the first of

republican empires; Athens had dominated a group of
Allies and dependants in the time "of Pericles, and Carthage
^vhen she entered upon her fatal struggle with Rome was
mistress of Sardinia and Corsica, Morocco, Algiers, Tunis,

and most ofSpain and Sicily. But it was"the first republican

empire that escaped extinction arid went on to fresh

developments.

The centre of this new system lay far to the west of the

more ancient centres of empire, which had hitherto been
the river valleys of Mesopotamia and Egypt. This west-

ward position enabled Roriie to bring into civilization quite

fresh regions and peoples. The Roman power extended to

Morocco and Spain, and was presently able to thrust north-

, westward over what is now France and Belgium to Britain
* and north-easUvard into Hungary and South Russia. But,

on the other hand, it was never able to maintain itself in

- central Asia or Persia because they were too far from its

administrative centres. It included, therefore', great masses

of fresh Nordic Aryan-speaking.,peoples, it presently incor-

porated nearly all the Greek people in the world, and its

population was less strongly Hamitic and Semitic than that

'

of any preceding empire.

For some centuries this Roman Empire did not fall into

the grooves of precedent that had so speedily swallowed up
^ersian and Greek, and all that time it developed. The rulers
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of the Medes and Persians became
,
entirely Babylonized in

a generation or so,-"they took over tlie tiara of the king of
kings and the temples and priesthoods ofhis gods; Alexander
and his successors.followed in the same easy path of assimila-

tion; the Seleucid monarchs had much the same court and
administrative methods as Nebuchadnezzar; the Ptolemies

.

became Pharaohs and altogether Egyptian. They were
assimilated just as before them the Seiriitic conquerors of

the Sumerians had been assimilated. But the Romans ruled,

in their own city, and for some centuries kept to the laws of

their own nature. The only people ^vho exercised any great

mental influence upon them before the second or third
'

century a.d. were the kindred and similar Greeks. So. that

the Roman Empire was essentially a first attempt to rule

a great dominion upon rnainly Aryan lines.. It was so far a

new pattern in history, it was an expanded Aryan republic.

The old, pattern of a personal conqueror ruling over a

capital city that had ^owm up round the temple of a

harvest-god did not apply to it. The Romans had gods and

temples, but like the gods of the Greeks their gods were

quasi-human immortals, divine patricians. The Romans
also had blood sacrifices and even -made human ones in

times of stress, things they may have learned to do from

their dusky Etruscan teachers; but until Rome ^vas long

past its zenith neither priest nor temple played a large part

in Roman history.

The Roman Empire was a growth, an unplanned novel

gro-wth; the Roman people foimd themselves engaged ^

almost unawares in a vast administrative experiment. It

cannot be called a successful experiment. In the end their

.empire collapsed altogether. And it changed enormously in

form and method from century to century. It changed

more in a hundred years than Bengal or Mesopotamia or

Egypt changed in a thousand. It was always changing. It

never attained to any fixity.

In a sense the experiment failed.. In a sense the experi-

ment remains unfinished, and Europe and America to-day

are still working out the riddles of world-mde statecraft .

first confronted by tlie Roman people.
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It is well for the student of history to bear in mind the
very great changes not only in political but in social and
moral matters that went on diroughout the period ofRoman
dominion. There is much too strong a tendency in people’s

minds to think of the Roman rule as something finished and
stable, firm, rounded, noble and decisive. Macaulay’s Lays

of Ancient Rome, S.P.Q_.R., the elder Cato, the Scipios,

Julius Caesar, Diocletian, Constantine the Great, triumphs,

orations, gladiatorial combats and Christian martyrs are

all mLxed up together in a picture of something high and
cruel and dignified. The items of that picture have to be
disentangled. They are collected at different points from a

process of change profounder than that which separates the

London of William the Conqueror from the London of

to-day.

- We may very conveniently divide the expansion ofRome
into four stages. The first stage began after the sack of

Rome by the Gauls in 390 b.c. and went on until the end
ofthe First Punic War (240 b.c.). We may call this stage the

stage of the Assimilative Republic. It was perhaps the

finest, most characteristic stage in Roman history. The
age-long dissensions ofpatrician and plebeian were drawing

to a close, the Etruscan threat had come to an end, no one

was very rich yet nor very poor, and most men were public-

spirited. It was a republic like the republic of the South

African Boers before 1900 or like the northern states of the

American Union betw'cen 1800 and 1850,- a free farmers’

republic. At the outset of this stage Rome v/as a little state

scarcely twenty miles square. She fought the sturdy but

kindred states about her, and sought not their destruction

but coalescence. Her centuries of civil dissension had

trained her people in compromise and concessions. Some of

the defeated cities became altogether Roman with a voting

. share in the government, some became self-governing -irith

the right to trade and marry in Rome
;
garrisons of full

citizens were set up at strategic points and colonies of

varied privileges founded among the freshly conquered

people. Great roads were rnade. The rapid Latinization of

-all Italy was the inevitable consequence of such a policy.
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In 89 B.G. all the Free inhabitants of Italy became citizens

of the. city of Rome. Formally the whole Roman Empire
became at last an extended city. In a.d. 212 every free man
in die entire extent of the empire was given citizenship; die

right, if he could get there, to vote in the towm-meeting in

Rome.
This extension of citizenship to tractable cities and to

whole countries, was the distinctive device of Roman
expansion. It reversed die old process of conquest and
assimilation of the conquerors. By the Roman method the

conquerors assimilated the conquered.

But after the First Punic War and the annexation of

Sicily, though the old process of assimilation still went on,

another process arose by its side. Sicily, for instance, was
treated as a conquered prey. It was declared an ‘estate’

of the Roman people. Its rich soil and industrious popula-

tion were exploited to make Rome rich. The patricians and

the more • influential among the plebeians secured die

m^or share of that wealth. And the war also brought in a

large supply of slaves. Before the First Punic War the popu-

lation of the republic had- been laigely a population of

citizen farmers. Military service was their privilege and

liability- While they were on active service their farms fell

into debt and a new large-scale slave agriculture grew up;

.when thty returned they found their produce in competi-

tion with slave-gro-iTO produce from Sicily and from the new
estates at home. Times had changed. The republic had

altered its character. Not only was Sicily in the hands of
'

Rome, the common man was in the hands of the rich >

creditor and the rich competitor. Rome had entered upon

its second stage, the Republic ofAdventurous Rich Men.
For two hundred years the Roman soldier-farmers had

struggled for freedoni and a share in the government of

their state; for a hundred years they had enjoyed their -

privileges. The First Punic War wasted them and robbed

them of all they had won.

The value oftheir electoral privileges had also evaporated.

The governing bodies of the Roman republic were two in

niunber. The first and more important was the Senate..,,^
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This was a body originally of patricians' and then of pro-

f-minent men of all sorts, who were summoned to it first by
certain powerful officials, the consuls and censors. Like tlie

British House of Lords it became a gathering of great land-

owners, prominent politicians, big business men and the

like. It was much more like the British House of Lords than
it was like the American Senate. For three centuries, from
die Punic 'V\'ars onward; it was the centre ofRoman political

thought and purpose. The second body was the Popular

Assembly. This was supposed to be an assembly of all the

citizens of Rome. 'When Rome was a little state twenty

miles square this wtis a possible gathering. When the

1 citizenship of Rome had spread beyond the confines in

Italy, it was an altogether impossible one. Its meetings,

proclaimed by hom-b)o%ving from the Capitol and the city

walls, became more and more a gathering of political

hacks and city riff-raff. In the fourth century b.c. die

Popular Assembly was a considerable check upon the

senate, a competent representation of the claims and rights

of the common man. By the end of the Punic Wars it was

an impotent relic of a vanquished popular control. No
effectual legal check remained upon the big men.

Nothing of the nature of representative government was

ever introduced into the Roman republic. No one thought

of electing delegates to represent ffie -vNill of the citizens.

This is a very important point for the student to grasp. The

Popular Assembly never became the equivalent of the

American House of Representatives or the British House

S;pf Commons. In theory it was all the citizens; in practice

it ceased to be anything at all worth consideration.

The common citizen of the Roman Empire was therefore

in a very poor case after the Second Punic War; he ivas

impoverished, he had often lost his farm, he was ousted

from profitable production by slaves, and he had no

political power left to him to remedy these things. The only

methods ofpopular expression left to a people ividiout any

form of political expression are the strike and the revolt.

The story of the second and first centuries b.c., so far as

^mtemal politics go, is a story of futile revolutionary' up-
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heaval. The scale of this history will not permit us to tell of
the intricate struggles of that time, of the attempts to break
up estates and restore the land to the free farmer, of pro-
posals to'abolish debts in whole or in part. There w'as revolt

and civil war. In 73 b.c. the. distresses of Italy were en-

hanced by a great insurrection of the slaves ‘under Spar-

tacus. The slaves of Italy revolted with some effect, for

among them were the trained fighters of the gladiatorial

shows. For two years Spartacus held out in the crater of
Vesuvius, which seemed at that time to be an extinct

volcano. This insurrection was defeated at last and sup-,

pressed with frantic cruelty. Six thousand captured Spar-

tacists w^ere crucified along the Appian Way, the great

highway that runs southw^ard out ofRome (71 b.c.).

The common man never made head against the forces

that \vere subjugating and degrading hirn. But the big rich

men who were overcoming him, w'ere even in his defeat

preparing a new powder in the Roman Avorld over them-

selves and him - the powder of the aimy.

Before the Second Punic War the army of Rome was a

le^fy offree farmers, who, according to their quality, rode or

marched afoot to battle. This ^v^s a very good force for Avars

close at hand, but not the sort of army that wall go abroad

and bear long campaigns with patience. And moreover as

the slaves mrJtiplied and the estates grew-, the supply of

free-spirited fighting farmers declined' It was a popular

leader named Marius who introduced a new' factor. North

Africa;after the overthrow' of the Carthaginian civilization

had become a semi-barbaric kingdom; the kingdom of i

Numidia. The Roman power fell into conflict withJugurtha,

king of this state, and experienced enormous difiiculties in

subduing liim. In a phase ofpublic indignation Marius was

made consul, to end tliis discreditable w'ar. This he did by

raising paid troops and drilling diem hard. Jugurtha was

brought in chains to Rome (106 b.c.), and Marius, when

his time of office had expir^, held on to liis consulship

Avith his nCAvly-created legions. There was no pOAver in

Rome to restrain him.

'With Marius began tlie third phase in the development
^
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of the Roman power, the Republic of the Military Com-
manders. For now began a period in which the leaders of
the paid legions fought for the mastery of the Roman world.
Against Marius was pitted the aristocratic Sulla who had
served under him in Africa. Each in turn made a great
massacre of his political opponents. Men were proscribed

and executed by ihe thousand, and their estates were sold.

After the bloody rivalry of these two and tlie horror of the

revolt of Spartacus, came a phase in which Lucullus and
Pdmpey the Great and Grassus and Julius Csesar were the

masters ofarmies and dominated affairs. It was Grassus who
defeated Spartacus. Lucullus conquered Asia Minor and
penetrated to Armenia, and retired with great %vealth into

private life. Crasstis, thrusting farther, invaded Persia and
was defeated and slain by the Parthians. After a long rivalry

Pompey was defeated by Julius Caesar (48 b.g.) and
murdered in Egypt, leaving Julius Caesar sole master of the

Roman world.

The figure of Julius Caesar is one that has stirred the

human imagination out of all proportion to its merit or

true importance. He has become a legend and a symbol.

For us he is chiefly important as marking the transition

from the phase of military adventurers to the beginning of

tlie fourth stage in Roman expansion, the Early Empire.

For in spite of the profoundest economic and political con-

vulsions, in spite of civil, war and social degeneration,

throughout all this time the boundaries of the Roman state

crept outward and continued to creep outward to their

TnavimTim about A.D. 100. There had been something like

an ebb during the doubtful phases ofthe Second Punic War,

and again a manifest loss of vigour before the reconstruc-

tion of the army by Marius. The revolt of Spartacus

marked a third phase. Julius Gsesar made his reputation as

a military leader in Gaul, which is now France and Belgium.

(The chief tribes inhabiting ^s country belonged to the

same Celtic people as the Gauls who had occupied north

Italy for a time, and who had afterwards raided into Asia

Minor and settled down as the Galatians.) C®sar drove

back a German invasion of Gaul and added all that
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country to the empire, and he twice crossed the Straits of
Dover into Britain (55 and 54. b.c.) where, however, he

:

made no permanent conquest. Meanwhile, Pompey the

Great "was consolidating Roman conquests that reached in

the east to tire Caspian Sea.

At this time, the middle of the .first century b.c., the

Roman Senate was still the nominal centre of the Roman
government, appointing consuls and other ofBcials, granting

porvers and the like; and a number of politicians, among
whom Cicero was an outstanding figure, were struggling to

presence the great traditions of republican Rome and to

maintain respect for its laws. But the spirit of citizenship

had gone from Italy wdth the wasting away of tire firee ^

farmers; it was a land now ofslaves and impoverished men
wdth neither the understanding nor the desire for freedom.

There was nothing whatever behind tlrese republican

leaders in the senate, while behind the great adventurers

they feared and desired to control were the legions. Over-

the heads of the senate Crassus and Pompey and C$sar

divided the rule of the empire between them (The First

Triumvirate). WTren presentiy Crassus was killed at distant

Carrhas by the ParAians, Pompey • and Caesar fell out,

Pompey took up the republican side, and laws were passed

to bring. Caesar to trial for his breaches of law, and his dis-

obedience to the decrees of the senate.

It was illegal for a general to bring his troops out of die

boundary of his command, and the boundary between

CjEsar’s command and Italy was tlie Rubicon. In 49 b.c. he

crossed the Rubicon saying ‘The die is cast,’ and marched I

upon Pompey and Rome.
It had been the custom in Rome in the past, in periods of

military extremity, to elect a ‘dictator’ tdtli practically

unlimited powers to rule tlrrough the crisis. After his over-

throtv of Pompey, C^ar tvas made dictator, first for ten

years and then (in 45 b.c.) for life. In effect he was made
monarch of the empire for life. There -was talk of a long, a

^v•ord • abhorrent to Rome since the expulsion of the

Etruscans five centuries earlier. Ctesar refused to be King,

but adopted throne and sceptre. After his defeat ofPompey,^
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. Casar had gone on into Egypt and had made love to Cleo-
patra, the last of the Ptolemies, the goddess-queen ofEgypt.
She seems to have turned his head very completely. He had
brought back to Rome the Egyptian idea ofa god-king. His
statue was" set up in a tempfe with an inscription ‘To the
Unconquerable God.’ The expiring republicanism ofRome
flared up in a last protest, and Caesar was stabbed to death
in the senate at tlie foot of the statue of his murdered rival,

Pompey the Great.

Thirteen years more ofthis conflict ofambitious personali-

ties followed. There tvas a second Triumvirate of Lepidus,

Mark Antony and Octavian Caesar, the latter the nephew
ofJulius Caesar. Octavian, like his uncle, took the poorer,

hardier western provinces, where the best legions were
recruited. In 31 b.c. he defeated Mark Antony, his only

serious rival, at the naval battle ofActium, and made liim-

self sole master of the Roman world. But Octavian was a
man of different quality altogether from Julius Caesar. He
had no foolish craving to be God or King. He had no queen-

lover that he wished to dazzle. He restored freedom to the

senate and people of Rome. He declined to be dictator.

The grateful senate, in return, gave him the reality instead

of the forms ofpower. He was to be called not King indeed,

but -Princeps’ and ‘Augustus.’ He became Augustus Caesar,

the first of the Roman emperors (27 b.c. to a.d. 14).

He was followed by Tiberius Caesar (a.d. 14 to 37) and

he by others, Caligula, Claudius, Nero, and so on up to

Trajan (a.d. 98), Hadrian (a.d. 117), Antoninus Pius

(a.d. 138) and Marcus Aurelius (a.d. 161-180). All these

emperors were emperors of the legions. The soldiers made

them, and some the soldiers destroyed. Gradually the senate

fades out of Roman' history, and the emperor and his

administrative officials replace it. The boundaries of the

empire crept fonvard now to their utmost limits. Most of

Britain was added to the empire. Transylvania was brought

in as a new prqvince, Dacia; Trajan crossed the Euphrates.

Hadrian had an idea that reminds us at once of what had

happened at the other end of the Old World. Like Shi

JHwang-ti he built walls against the northern barbarians;
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one across Britain and a palisade between the Rhine and
the Danube. He abandoned some of the acquisitions of
Trajan, •

The expansion of tlie Roman Empire was at an end.

34 '
;

BETWEEN ROME AND CHINA

The second and first centuries b.c, mark a new phase in

the history of mankind. Mesopotamia and the eastern

Mediterranean are no longer the centre of interest. Both
Mesopotamia and Egypt were still fertile, populous and
fairly prosperous, but they were no longer the dominant
regions of the world. Power had drifted to the west and to

the -east. Two great empires now dominated the world,

this new Roman Empire and the renascent Empire of

China. Rome extended its power to the Euphrates, but it

w^as never able to get beyond that boundary. It was too

remote. Beyond the Euphrates tiie former Persian and
Indian dominions of the Seleucids fell under a number of

new masters. China, now under the Hun dynasty, which

diad replaced the Ts'in dynasty at the death of Shi Hwang-
ti, had extended its power across Tibet and over -the Iiigh

mountain passes of the Pamirs into western Turkestan. But

there, too, it reached its extremes. Beyond was too far,

China at this time was the greatest, best organized and

most civilized political system in the world. It w'as superior

in area and population to tlie Roman Empire at its zenith.

It was possible then for these two vast systems to flourish in

the same world at the same time in almost complete

ignorance of each other.
.
The means of communication

both by sea and land were not yet sufliciently developed and

organized for them to come to a direct clash.

Yet they reacted upon each other in a very remarkable

w'ay, and their influence upon the fate of the regions that

lay betvveen them upon central Asia and India was pro-

found. A certain amount of trade trickled through, by,^
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camel caravans across Persia, for example, and by coasting

ships by way of India and the Red Sea. In 66 B.c. Roman
troops under Pompey followed in the footsteps ofAlexander
the Great,<and marched up the eastern shores ofthe Caspian
Sea. In a.d. 102 a Chinese expeditionary force under Pan
Cliao reached the Caspian, and sent emissaries to report

upon the power of Rome. But many centuries were still to

pass before definite knowledge and direct intercourse were
to lipk the great parallel worlds of Europe and eastern Asia.

To the north of both these great empires were barbaric

wildernesses. What is now Germany was largely forest

lands; the forests extended far into Russia and made a
home for the gigantic aurochs, a bull of almost elephantine

size. Then to the ndrth of the great mountain masses of
Asia stretched a band of deserts, steppes, and then forests

and frozen lands. In the eastward lap of the elevated part

ofAsia was the great triangle ofManchuria. Large parts of

these regions, stretching between South Russia and Turke-
stan into Manchuria, were and are regions of, exceptional

climatic insecurity. Their rainfall has varied greatly in the

cotuse ofa few centuries. They are lands treacherous to man. '

For years they will carry pasture and sustain cultivation,

and then will come an age of decline in humidity and a

cycle of killing droughts.

The western part of this barbaric north from the German
forests to South Russia and Turkestan and from Gothland

to the Alps was the region of origin of the Nordic peoples

and ofthe Aryan speech. The eastern steppes and deserts of

Mongolia was the region of origin of the Hunnish or Mon-
golian or Tartar or Turkish peoples - for all these several

peoples were akin in language, race, a.nd-way of life. And
as the Nordic peoples seem to have been continually over-

flowing their own borders and pressing south upon the

developing civilizations of Mesopotamia and the Mediter-

ranean co^t, so the Huimish tribes sent their surplus as

wanderers, raiders and conquerors into the settled regions of

China. Periods ofplenty in the north would mean an increase

in population there; a shortage of grass, a spell of cattle

^disease, would drive the hungry warlike tribesmen south.
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For a time there,were simiiltaneoxisly t\yo fairly effective .

empires in. the world capable of holding back -the bar-

barians and even forcing forward the frontiers of the
imperial peace. The thrust of the Han Empire from north
China' into Mongolia w’as strong and continuous. The
Chinese population welled up over the barrier of the Great
Wall. Behind the imperial frontier guards came the Chinese
farmer with horse and plough, ploughing up the grasslands

and enclosing tlie mnter pasture. The Hunnish peoples

raided and murdered the settlers, but the Chinese punitive

expeditions were too much for them. The nomads were
faced with the choice of settling down to the plough and
becoming- Chinese taxpayers or shifting in search of fresh .

summer pastures. Some took tlie former course and were
absorbed. Some drifted north-west%vard and westward over

the mountain passes down into western Turkestan.

This westward drive of the Mongolian horsemen was
going on from 200 b.c. onward. It was producing a west-

•ward pressure upon the Aryan tribes, and these again were
pressing upon the Roman frontiers ready to brealc through

directly there was any weakness apparent. The Partliians,

who were apparently a Scythian people with some Mon-
golian admixture, came down to the Euphrates by the first

century b.c. They fought against Pompey the Great in his

eastern raid. They defeated and killed Cr^us. They re-

placed the Seleucid monarchy in Persia by' a dynasty of

Parthian kings, the.Arsacid d-jmasty.

But for a time the line of least resistance for hungry

nomads lay neither to the west nor to the Cast, but through }

central Asia and then south-east\rard through the KJiyber

Pass into India. It was India which received the Mongolian

drive in these centuries of Roman and Chinese strength.

A series of raiding conquerors poured doum through the

Punjab into the great plains to loot and destroy. The empire

of Asoka was broken up, and for a time die history of

India passes into darkness. A certain Kushan dynasty

founded by the Tndo-Scythians’ - one of the raiding

peoples - ruled for a time over north India and maintained

a certain order. These invasions went on for several cen- J
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turies. For a large part of the fifth century a.d. India was
afflicted by the Ephthalites or White Huns, ^vho levied
tribute on the small Indian princes and held India in
terror. Every summer these Ephthalites pastured in ^vestem
Turkestan, every autumn they came down through the
passes to terrorize India.

In the second century b.c. a great misfortune came upon
the Roman and Chinese Empires that probably weakened
the resistance of both to barbarian pressure. This was a
pestilence of unexampled virulence. It raged for eleven

years in China and disorganized the social framework pro-
foundly. The Han dynasty fell, and a new age of division

and confusion began, from which China did not fairly

recover until the seventh century a.d. with the coming of

the great Tang dynasty.

The infection spread through Asia to Europe. It raged

throughout the Roman Empire from a.d. 164 to 180. It

evidently weakened the Roman imperial fabric very

seriously. We begin to hear of depopulation in the Roman
provinces after this, and there was a marked deterioration

in the vigour and efficiency of government. At any rate we
presently find the frontier no longer invulnerable, but giving

way first in this place and then in that. A new Nordic

people, the Goths, coming originally from Gothland in

Sweden, had migrated across^ Russia to the Volga region

and the shores of the Black Sea and taken to the sea and

piracy. By the end of the second century they may have

begun to feel the westward thrust of the Huns. In 247 they

crossed the Danube in a great land raid, and defeated and

killed the Emperor Decius in a battle in what is now Serbia.

In 236 another Germanic people, the Franks, had broken

bounds upon the Lower Rhine, and the Alemanni had

poured into Alsace. The legions in Gaul beat back their

invaders, but the Goths in the Balkan peninsula raided

again and again. The province of Dacia vanished from

Roman history.

A chill had come to the pride and confidence of Rome.

In 270-275 Rome, which had been an open and secure city

.for three centuries, was fortified by the Emperor Aurelian.
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THE COMMON MAN’S LIFE UNDER
THE EARLY ROMAN EMPIRE

Before we tell ofhow this Roman Empire, whicli was built

up in the two centuries b.g., and whichNourished in peace
and security from the days of Augustus Czesar omvard for

tvyo 'centuries, fell into disorder and ^vas broken up, it may
be a's well to devote some attention to the life ofthe ordinary

people throughout this great realm. Our history has come
down now to within 2,000 years of our own time, and the

life of the civilized people, both rmder the Peace of Rome
and the Peace of the Han dynasty, was beginning to

resemble more and more clearly the life of their civilized

successors to-day.

In the western world coined money was now in common

use; outside the priestly world tlrfre were many people of

independent means who rvere neitlier officials ofthe govern-

ment rior priests; people travelled about more freely than

they had ever done before, and there were higlrxoads and
inns for diem. Compared with the past, with the time

before 500 b.g., life had become much more loose. Before

that date civilized men had been bound to a district or

country, had been bound to a tradition and lived within a

veiytiirnited horizon; only the nomads traded and travelled.

But neitiier the Roruan Peace nor the Peace of the Han
dynasty meant a uniform civilization over the large areas

they controlled. There ivere very great local differences and

great contrasts and inequalities of culture between one

district and another, just as there are to-day under the

British Peace in India. The Roman garrisons and colonies

w'ere dotted here and there over tiiis great space, w'orship-

ping Roman gods and speaking the Latin language; but

where tiiere had been tois’ns and cities before the coming

of tire Romans, they w'ent on, subordinated indeed, but-^
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managing their own affairs, and, for a time at least, wor-
sliipping their own gods in their own fashion. Over Greece,

- Asia Minor, Egypt, and the Hellenized East generally, the

Latin language never prevailed. Greek ruled there in-

vincibly. Saul of Tarsus, who became the Apostle Paul, was
a Jew and a Roman citizen; but he spoke and wote Greek
and not Hebrew. Even at the court of the Parthian dynasty,

. which had overthrown tlie Greek Seleucids in Persia, and
was quite outside the Roman imperial boundaries, Greek
was the fashionable language. In some parts of Spain and
in North Africa, the Carthaginian language also held on for

a long time in spite of the destruction of Cartilage. Such a

towm as Seville, which had been a prosperous, city long

before the Roman name had been heard of^ kept its Semitic

goddess and preserved its Semitic speech for generations,

in spite of a colony of Roman veterans at Italica a few

miles away. Septimius Severus, who was emperor from

A.D. 193 to 2

1

1, spoke Carthaginian as his mother speech.

He learned Latin later as a foreign tongue; arid it is re-

corded that liis sister never learned Latin and conducted

her Roman household in the Punic language.

In such countries as Gaul and Britain and in provinces

like Dacia'(now roughly Rumania) and Pannonia (Hungary

south of the Danube) where there Vvere no, pre-existing

great cities and temples and cultures, the Roman Empire

did, however, ‘Latinize.’ It civilized these countries for the

first time. It created cities and towns where Latin was'from

the first the dominant speech, and where Roman gods were

served and Roman customs and , fashions followed. The
Rumanian, Italian, French and Spanish languages, all

variations and modifications of Latin, remain to remind us

of this extension of Latin speech and customs. North-West

AfHca also became at last largely Latin-speaking. Egypt,

Greece and the rest of the empire to the east were never

Latinized. They remained Egyptian and Greek in culture

and spirit. And even in Rome, among educated men, Greek

was learned as the language of a gentleman, and Greek

literature and learning were very properly .preferred to

" Lalin.
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In this miscellaneous empire the ways ofdoing work and
business were naturally also very miscellaneous. The chief

industry of the settled world was still largely agriculture.

We have told how in Italy the stmrdy free farmers who were
the backbone of the early Roman republic were replaced

by estates worked by slave labour after the Punic wars. The
Greek world had had very various methods of cultivatioHj

from the Arcadian plan, wherein every free citizen toiled

with his own hands, to Sparta, wherein it was a dishonour

to work and where agricultural work was done by a special

slave class, the Helots. But that was ancient history now,
and over most ofthe Hellenized world the estate system and
slave-gangs had spread. The agricultural slaves rvere

captives who spoke many different languages so that they

cotdd not understand each other, or they were bom slaves;

they had no solidarity to resist oppression, no tradition of

rights, no knowledge, for they could not read and write.

Although tliey came to form a majority of the country

population they never made a successful insurrection. The
insurrection of Spartacus in the first century b.c. was an

insurrection of the special slaves who were trained for the

gladiatorial combats. The agricultural workers in Italy in

the latter days of the Republic and the early empire suffered

frightful indignities; they would be chained at night to

prevent escape or have half the head shaved to make it

difficult. They had no udves of their owii; tliey could be

outraged, mutilated, and killed by their masters. A
master could sell his slave to fight beasts in the arena. If

a slave slew his master, all the slaves in his household, and

not merely the murderer, were crucified. In some parts of

Greece, in Athens notably, the lot of the slave was never

quite so frightful as this, but it was still detestable. To such a
'

population the barbarian invaders, who presently broke

through the defensive line of the legions, came not as

enemies, but as liberators.

The slave s)^stem had spread to most industries and to

every sort of -work that cotild be done by gangs. Mines and

mct^lurgical operations, the rowing ofgalleys, road-making

and big building operations tv'ere all largely slave occujia- -
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tions. And almost all domestic, sei-vice was performed by
slaves. TKere were poor freemen and there were freed-men

in the cities and upon the countryside, working for them-

selves or even working for wages. They were artisans,

supervisors and so forth, workers of a new money-paid class

working in competition wth slave-workers; but we do not

know what proportion they made of the general popula-

tion. It probably varied widely in different places and at

different periods. And there were also many modifications

of slavery, from the slave that was chained at night and
driven with whips to the farm or quarry, to the slave whose
master found it advantageous to leave him to cultivate his

patch or work his craft and own his
,

wife like a freeman,

provided he paid in a satisfactory quittance to his owner.

There were armed slaves. At the opening of the period of

the Punic Wars,- in 263 b.c., the Etruscan sport of setting

slaves to fight for their lives was revived in Rome. It grew
rapidly fashionable; and soon every great Roman rich man
kept a retinue of gladiators, who sometimes fought in the

arena, but whose real business it was to act as his body-

guard of bullies. And also there were learned slaves. The
conquests of the later Republic were among the highly

civilized cities of Greece, North Africa, and Asia Minor;

.and they brought in many highly educated captive's. The
tutor of a young Roman of good family was usually a slave.

A rich man would have a Greek slave as librarian, and slave

secretaries- and learned men. He would keep his poet as he
would a performing, dog. In .this atmosphere of slavery the

' traditions of modem literary scholarship arid, criticism,

meticulous, timid and quarrelsome, were evolved. There
were enterprising people who bought intelligent boy slaves

and had them educated for sale. Slaves were trained as

book copyists, as jewellers, and for endless'skilled callings.

But there were very considerable changes in the position

of a slave during the 400 years between the'opening days of

conquest under the republic of rich men and the days of

disintegration tliat followed the great pestilence. In the

second century b.c. war captives were abundant, maimers
-^^ossr and brutal; the slave had no rights and there was
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scarcely -an outrage the reader, can imagine that was, not,
practised upon slaves in those days. But already in the first

"

century a.d. there was a perceptible improvement in the
attitude of the Roman civilization towards,slavery. Cap-
tives w'ere not so abundant for one thing, and slaves were
dearer. And slave-owmers began to realize that the profit

and comfort they got from their slaves increased with the

self-respect of these unfortunates. But also the moral tone
of the community tvas rising, and a sense of justice was
becoming effective. The higher mentality of Greece was '

qualifying the ' old Roman harslmess. Restrictions upon
cruelty were made, a mjister might no longer sell his slave -

to fight beasts,,a slave was given property rights in ^vhat was
called his peculium, slaves rvere paid wages as an encourage-

ment to stimulus, a form ofslave marriage was recognized.

Very many forms of agriculture do not lend themselves to

gang working, or require gang w'orkers except at certain

seasons. In regions where such conditions prevailed the

slave presently became a serf, paying his owner part of his

produce or working for him at certain seasons.

When we begin to realize how essentially this great Latin-

and Greek-speaking Roman Empire of the first tv\'o cen-

turies A.D. was a slave state and how small was the minority

who had any pride or freedorn in their lives, we lay our

hands on the clues to its decay and collapse. There was little

ofwhat we should call fauuly life, fe^y homes of temperate

living and active thought and study; schools and colleges

were few and far between. The free will and the free mind

were nowhere to be found. The great roads, the ruins of '

splendid buildings, the tradition of law and power it left

for the astonishment of succeeding generations must not

conceal from us that all its outer splendour was built upon

thwarted wills, stifled intelligence, and crippled and per-

verted desires. And even the minority who lorded it over

that %vide realm of subjugation and of restraint and forced

labour were uneasy and unhappy in their souls; art and

literature, scmnce and philosophy, which are tlie fruits of

free and happy minds, waned in that atmosphere. There

was much cop-^dng and imitation, an abundance of artistic-^
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artificers, much slavish pedantry among the servile men-of
learning, but the whole Roman Empire in four centuries

produced nothing to set beside the bold and noble intel-

lectual activities of the comparatively little city of Athens

during its one century of greatness. Athens decayed under
the Roman sceptre. The science of Alexandria decayed.

The spirit of man, it seemed, was decaying in those days.

36

RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENTS UNDER
. THE ROMAN EMPIRE

The soul ofman under that Latin and Greek Empire of the

first two centuries of the Christian era was a worried and
frustrated soul. Compulsion and cruelt}’- reigned; there were

pride and display, but little honour; little serenity or stead-

fast happiness. The unfortunate were despised and wTetch-

ed; the fortunate' were insecure arid feverishly eager for

gratifications. In a great number of cities life centres on the

red excitement of the arena, where men and beasts fought

and were tormented and slain. Amphitheatres are the most
characteristic of Roman mins. Life went on in that key.

The uneasiness ofmen’s hearts manifested itselfin profound

religious unrest. .

From the days when the Aryan hordes first broke in upon
the ancient civilization, it was inevitable that the old gods

of the temples and priesthoods should suffer great adapta-

tions or disappear. In the course of hundreds of generations

the agricultural peoples of the bmnet civilizations had
shaped their lives and thoughts to the temple-ceritred life.

Observances and the fear of disturbed routines, sacrifices

and mysteries, dominated their minds. Their gods seem

monstrous and illogical to our modem minds because we
belong to an Aryanized world, but to these older peoples-

these deities had the immediate conviction and vividness of

things seen in an intense dream. The conquest of one city

--state by another in Sumeria or earl-y Egypt meant a change
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or a renaming of gods or goddesses, but left the shape and
spirit of the worship intact. There was ho change in its

general character. The figures in the dream changed, but
the dream went on, and it was the same sort of dream.
And the early Semitic conquerors were sufficiently akin in

spirit to the Sumerians to take over .the religion of the

Mesopotamian civilization they subjugated without any
profound alteration. Egypt was never indeed subjugated to

the extent ofa religious revolution. Under the Ptolemies and
under the Cassars, her temples and altars and priesthoods

remained essentially Egyptian. '
-

So long as conquests went on betw'een people of similar

social and religious habits it was possible to get over the

clash between the god of this temple and region and the

god of that by a process of grouping or assimilation. If tlie

two gods were alike in character tliey were identified. It

was really the same god under another name, said the

priests and the people. This fusion of gods is called theo-

crasi'a; and the age of the great conquests of the thousand

years b.g. was an age of theocrasia. Over wdde areas the

local gods were displayed by, or rather ffiey were swallowed

up in, a general. god. So that when at last Hebrew prophets

in Babylon proclaimed one God of Righteousnep in all the

earth men’s minds were fully prepared for that idea.

But often the gods were too dissimilar for such an assimi-

lation, and then they were grouped togetlaer in some plau-

sible relationship. A female god —.and the iEgean world

before the coming of the Greeks was mucli addicted to

Mother Gods — would be married to a male god, and an

animal god or star god would be humanized and the

animal or astronomical aspect, the serpent or the sun or the

star, made into an ornament or a symbol. Or the god of a

defeated people would become a malignant antagonist to

the brighter gods. The history of theology is full of such

adaptations, compromises, and rationalizations of once

local gods. ,

As Egypt developed from city states into one united

Mngdom there was much of this theocrasia. The chief god,

so to speak, %vas OsiriS, a sacrificial harvest god of whom,
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Pharaoh was supposed to be the earthly incarnation.

Osiris was represented as repeatedly dying and rising

again; he was not only the seed and the harvest, but also by

a natural e^ftension of thought the means ofhuman immor-

tality. Among his symbols W'as the wide-rvinged scarabeus

beetle wliich buries its eggs^to rise again, and also the

effulgent sun which sets to rise. Later on he was to be

identified rrith Apis, the sacred bull. Associated with him
w'as the goddess Isis. Isis was also Hathor, a cow-goddess,

and the crescent moon and the star of the sea. Osiris dies

and she bears a childj Horus, who is also a hawk-god and
the dawn; and who grows to become Osiris again. Tbe
effigies of Isis represent her as bearing the infant Horus in

her arms and standing on the crescent moon. These are not

logical relationships, but they were devised by the human
mind before the development of hard and systematic

thinking and they have a dream-like coherence. Beneath

this triple group there are other and darker Egyptian gods,

bad gods, the dog-headed Anubis, black night and the like,

devourers, tempters, enemies ofgod and man.
Every religious system does in the course of time fit itself

to the shape of the human soul, and there can be no doubt
that out of these illogical and even uncouth symbols Egyp-
tian people were able to fashion for themselves ways of

genuine devotion and consolation. The desire for immor-
tality was ver^' strong in the Egyptian mind, and the reli-

gious life of Egypt turned on that desire. The Egyptian
religion was an immortality religion as no other religion

had ever been. As Egypt went down under foreign con-

querors and the Egyptian gods ceased to have any, satis-

factory political significance, this craving for a life of com-
pensations hereafter intensified.

After the Greek conquest, the new city of Alexandria
became the centre of Egyptian religious life, and indeed of
the religious life of the whole Hellenic world. A ^eat
temple, the Serap-orm, \yas set up by Ptolemy.I at which a
sort of trinity of gods rvas worshipped. These were Serapis

(who was Osiris-Apis rechristened), Isis and Horus. These
i^vere not regarded as separate gods but as three aspects of
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one godj and Serapis identified %vith the Greek Zeus,
the Roman Jupiter and Ae Persian sun-god. Tliis worship
spread wherever the Hellenic influence extended, even into

north India and western China. The idea of immortality,

an iihmortality of compensations and consolation, was
eagerly received by a, world in which the common life was
hopelessly wretched. Serapis was called- ‘the saviour of

souls.’ ‘After death,’ said the hymns of that time, -‘we are

still in. the care of his providence.’ Isis attracted many
devotees. Her images stood in her temples as Queen of

Heaven, bearing the infant Homs in her- arms. Gandies
were burned before her, votive offerings were made to her,

shaven priests, consecrated to celibacy, waited on her

altar.

The rise of the Roman Empire opened the western

European 'World to this growing cult. The temples of

Serapis-Isis, tlie chanting of the priests and the hope of

immortal life, followed the Roman-standards to Scotla.nd

and Holland. But there were many, rivals to the Serapis-

Isis religion. Prominent among tliese was Mithraism. This

was a religion of Persian origin, and it centred upon some
now-forgotten mysteries about Mithras sacrificing a sacred

and benevolent bull. Here we seem to have something more
primordial than the complicated and sophisticated Serapis-

Isis belief. We are carried, back, directly to the blood

sacrifices of the Heliolithic stage in human.culture. The
hull upon the Mlthraic monuments always bleeds copiously

from a wound in its side, and from this blood springs new
life. The votary to Mithraism actually bathed in the blood

of the sacrificial bull. At his initiation he went beneath a

scaffolding upon which the bull was killed so that the blood

could actually mn down on him.

Both these religions, and the same is tme of many other

of the numerous parallel cults that sought the allegiance of

tlie slaves and citizens under the earlier Roman emperors,

are personal religions. They mm at personal salvation and

personal immortality. The older religions were not per-

sonal like that; they were social. The older fashion of

divinity was god or goddess of the city first or of the state,^
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and only secondarily of the individual. The sacrifices were
a public and not a private function. They concerned col-

lective practical needs in this world in which we live. But
the Greeks first and now the Romans had pushed religion

out of politics. Guided by the Egyptian tradition religion

had retreated to the other world.

These new private immortality religions took all the heart
and emotion out of the old state religions, but they did not
actually replace them, A typical city under the" earlier

Roman emperors would have a number of temples to all

sorts of gods. There might be a temple to Jupiter of the

Capitol, the great god of Rome, and there would probably
be one of the reigning C$sar. For the Caesars had learned

from the Pharaohs the possibility of being gods. In such

temples a cold and stately political worship went on, one

would go and make an offering and bum a pinch ofincense

to show one’s loyalty. But it would be to the temple of Isis,

the dear Queen of Heaven, one would go with the burthen

of one’s private troubles for advice and relief.

There might be local and eccentric gods. Seville, for

example, long affected the worship of the old Carthaginian

Venus. In a cave or an underground temple there would

certainly be an altar to Mithras, attended by legionaries

and slaves. And probably also there would be a synagogue

where the Jews gathered to read their Bible and uphold

their faith in the unseen God of all the Earth. Sometimes

there would be trouble with the Jews about the political

side of the state religion. They held that their God was a

jealous God intolerant of idolatry, and they would refuse to

take part in the public sacrifices to Cfesar. They would not

even salute the Roman standards for fear of idolatry.

In the East long before the time of Buddha there had

been ascetics, men and women who gave up most of the

delights of life, who repudiated marriage and property and

sought spiritual powers and an escape from the stress and

mortifications of the world in abstinence, pain and soli-

tude. Buddha himself set his face against ascetic extrava-

gances, but many of his disciples followed a monkish life of

great severity. Obscure Greek cults practised similar
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disciplines even to the extent of self-miitilation. Asceticism
appeared in the Jewish communities ofJudea and Alexan-
dria also in tlie first century b.c:.Communities ofmen aban-
doned the world and gave themselves to austerities and
mystical contemplation. Such was tlie sect of the Essenes.

Throughout the first and second centuries a.d. there -vras an
almost ' w'orld-wide resort to such repudiations of life, a
universal search for ‘salvation’ from the distresses of the

time. The old sense of an established order, the old confi-

dence in priest and temple and law^ and custom, had gone.

Amidst the.prevailing slavery, cruelty, fear, anxiety, waste,

display and hectic self-indulgence, w'ent .this epidemic of

self-disgust and mentahinsecurity, this agonized search for

peace even at the price of renunciation and voluntary

suffering. This it was that filled the Serapeum with weeping

penitents and brought the converts into the gloom and gore

of the Mithraic cave.

- 37 -

THE TEAGJflNG OF JESUS

It was while Augustus Cassar, the first of the emperors,v^vas

reigning in Rome that Jesus who is the Christ of Chris-

tianity w^as bom in Judea. In his name a religion W'as to

arise which was destined to become the official religion of

the entire Roman Empire.

Now' it is on the whole more convenient to keep liistory )

and theology apart. A large proportion of the Christian

w'orld believes that Jesus w’as an incarnation of that God of

all the Earth ^v•hom the Jew's first recognized. The his-

torian, if he is to remain historian, can neitlier accept nor

deny that interpretation. Materially Jesus appeared in the

likeness of a man, and it is as a man that the historian must

deal \vith him.

He appeared in Judea in the reign of Tiberius C^ar.

He was a prophet. He preached after the fashion of tlie

preceding Jewish prophets. He w'as a man of about thirty,^
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and we are in the profoundest ignorance of his manner of
life before his preaching began.

Our only direct sources ofinformation about the life and
teaching of Jesus are the four Gospels. All four agree in

giving us a picture of a very definite personality. One is

obliged to say: ‘Here was a man. This could not have been
invented.’

But just as the personality of Gautama Buddha has been
distorted and obscured by the stiff squatting figure, the

gilded idol of later Buddhism, so one feels that the lean and
strenuous personality of Jesus is much wronged by the

unreality and conventionality that a mistaken reverence

has imposed upon his figure in modem Christian art. Jesus

was a penniless teacher, who wandered about the dusty

sun-bit country ofJudea, living upon casual gifts of food;

yet 1ft is always represented clean, combed, and sleek, in

spotless raiment, erect, and -with something motionless

about him as though he was gliding through the air. This

alone has made him unreal and incredible to many people

who cannot distinguish the core of the story from the

ornamental and unwise additions of the unintelligently

devout. ^

We are left, if we do strip this record of these difficult

accessories, with the figure of a being, very human, very

earnest and passionate, capable ofswift anger, and teaching

a new and simple and profound doctrine - namely, the

universal loving Fatherhood of God and the coming of the

Kingdom of Heaven. He was clearly a person - to use a

common phrase - of intense personal magnetism. He
attracted followers and filled them with love and courage.

Weak and ailing people were heartened and healed by his

presence. Yet he was probably of a delicate physique,

because of the swiftness with which he died under the pains

of crucifixion. There is a tradition that he fainted when,

according to the custom, he was made to bear his cross to

the place of execution. He went about the country for three

years spreading his doctrine and then he came to Jeru-

salem and was accused of trying to set up a strange kingdom

in Judea; he was tried upon this charge, and crucified to-
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gether with thieves. Long before these two were dead
his sufferings .were over.

The doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven, which was*’the
main teaching ofJesus, is certainly’one of.the most revolu-
tionary doctrines that ever stirred and changed human
thought. It is small wonder if the world of that time failed

to grasp its full significance, and recoiled in dismay from
even a half apprehension of its .tremendous challenges to

the established habits and institutions of mankind. For the
doctrine of the Kingdom ofHeaven, as Jesus seems to have
preached it, was no less than a bold and uncompromising
demand for a complete change and cleansing of the life of
our struggling race, an utter cleansing, without and within.

To the gospels the reader must go for all that is preserved

of this , tremendous teaching; here we are only concerned

with the jar of its impact upon established ideas.

The Jews were persuaded that God, the one God of the

whole world, was a righteoxis God; but they also thought of

him as a trading God who, had made a bargain with their

Father Abraham about them, a very good bargain indeed

for them, to bring them at last to predominance in the

earth. With dismay and anger they heard Jesus sweeping

a\vay their dear securities. God, he taught, was no bar-

gainer; there were no chosen people and no favourites in the

Kingdom of Heaven. God was the living father of all life,

as incapable ofshowing favour as the universal sun. And all

men were brothers — sinners alike and alike beloved sons of

this divine father. In the parable of the Good Samaritan

Jesus cast scorn upon that natural tendency we all obey, to

glorify our ow'n people and to minimize the righteousness

of other creeds and other races. In the parable of the

labourers he thrust aside the obstinate claim of tire Je\vs to

have a special claim upon God. All whom God takes into

the kingdom, he taught, God serves alike; there is no dis-

tinction in his treatment, because there is no measure to his

bounty. From all, moreover,' as the parable of the buried

talent witnesses, and as the incident of the widow’s mite

enforces, he demands the utmost. 'There are no privileges,

no rebates and no excuses in the Kingdom ofHeaven. ^
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But it is not only the intense tribal patriotism of the Je%vs
that Jesus outraged. They were a people of intense family
loyalty, and he would have swept away all the narrow' and
restrictive family affections in the great flood of the love of
God. The whole Kingdom of Heaven was to be the family
of his followvers. We are told that, ‘While he yet talked to

the people, behold, his mother and his brethren stood

witirout, desiring to speak with him. Then one said unto
him. Behold, thy mother and thy brethren stand without,

desiring to speak with thee. But he answered and said unto
him that told him, Who is my mother? and who are my
brethren? And he stretched forth his hand towards his

disciples, and said, Behold my mother and my brethren!

For whosoever shall do the -will of my Father wliich is in

heaven, the same is my brother, and sister, and mother,’*

And not only did Jesus strike at patriotism and the bonds
offamily loyalty in the name of God’s universal fatherhood

and the brotlierhood of all mankind, but it is clear that his

teaching condemned all the gradations of the economic

system, all private wealth, and personal advantages. All

men belonged to the kingdom; all their possessions belonged

to the kingdom; the righteous life for all men, the only

righteous life, was the service of God’s will with all that we
had, with all that we were. Again and again he denounced

private riches and the reservation of any private life.

‘And when he was gone forth into the w'ay, there came

one running, and kneeled to him, and asked him. Good
Master, what shall I do that I may inherit eternal life?

And Jesus said to him, Why callest thou me good? There is

none good but one, that is God. Thou knowest the com-

mandments, Do not commit adultery, Do not kill. Do not

steal. Do not bear false witness. Defraud not. Honour thy

father and mother. And he answered and said unto him.

Master, all these have I observed from my youth. Then

Jesus beholding him loved him, and said unto him, One
thing thou lackest; go thy way, sell whatsoever thou hast,

and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in

heaven; and come, take up the cross, and follow me. And
* Matthwv xii. 46-50.
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he was sad at tliat saying, and v/ent away grieved: for he
had great possessions. .

•

‘And Jesus looked round about, and saith unto his

disciples. How hardly shall they that have riches enter into

the Kingdom of,Gk>d! And the disciples were astonished at

his words. But Jesus answereth again, and saitli unto them.
Children, how hard is it for them ^at .trust in riches to

enter into the kingdom of God! It. is easier for a camel to

go through the eye ofa needle, than for a rich man to enter

into the kingdom of God.’*

Moreover, in his tremendous prophecy of this kingdom
which was to make all men one together in God, Jesus had
small patience for the bargaining righteousness of formal

religion. Another large part of his recorded utterances is

aimed against the meticulous observance of the rules of the

pious career. ‘Then the Pharisees and scribes asked him,

Wliy walk not thy disciples according to the tradition of

the elders, but eat bread mth unwashed hands? He
answered and said unto them, Weil hath Esaias prophesied

ofyoh hypocrites, as it is ^^Titten,

‘This people honoureth me wdth their lips,

‘But their heart is far from me.
‘Howbeit in vain do they-worship me,

‘Teaching for dictrines the commandments ofmen.

‘For laying aside the commandments of God, ye hold the

tradition of men, as the washing of pots and cups: and

many other such like things ye do. And he said unto them,

Full well ye reject the commandments, ofGod, that ye may
keep your owm tradition.’j

It was not merely a moral and social revolution tliatJesus

proclaimed; it is clear from a score of indications that his

teaching had a political bent of the plainest sort. It is true

that he said his kingdom was not of this world, that it

was in the hearts of men and not upon a throne; but it is

equally clear that wherever and in what measure his

kingdom was set up in the hearts of men, tire outer world

would be in that measure revolutionized and made new.

Whatever else the deafness and blindness of his heareirs

Markx. 17-25. t Mark vii. 5-g.
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may have missed in his utterances, it is plain they did not

miss liis resolve to revolutionize die world. The whole tenor

of the opposition to him and the circumstances of liis trial

and execution show clearly that to his contemporaries he

seemed to propose plainly, and did propose plainly, to

change and fuse and enlarge all human life.

In view of what he plainly said, is it any wonder that all

ivho were rich and prosperous felt a horror of strange

things, a swimming of their world at his teaching? He was
dragging out ail the little private reservations they had
made from social service into the light of a universal

religious life. He \vas like some terrible moral huntsman
digging mankind out of the snug burrows' in which they

had lived hitherto. In the white blaze of this kingdom of

his there was to be no property, no privilege, no pride and
precedence; no motive indeed and no reward but love. Is

it any wondef that men were dazzled and blinded and
cried out against him? Even his disciples cried out when
he would not spare them the light. Is it any wonder that

the priests realized that between this man and themselves

there was no choice but that he or priestcraft should perish?

Is it any wonder that the Roman soldiers, confronted and
amazed by something soaring over their comprehension and
tlureatening all their disciplines, should take refuge in wild

laughter, and crown him with _ thorns and robe him in

purple and make a mock Caesar of him? For. to take him
seriously was to enter upon a strange and alarming life, to

abandon habits, to control instincts and impulses, to essay

an incredible happiness ...

38

THE DEVELOPMENT OF
DOCTRINAL CHRISTIANITY

In the four Gospels we find the personality and teachings;

of Jesus but very little of the dogmas of the Christian.

_^hurch. It is in the epistles, a series oftvritings by the imme-
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diate followers of Jesus, that the broad lines of Christian
beliefare laid down.

Chiefamong the makers ofChristian doctrine was St Paul.
He had never seen JesiK nor heard him preach. Paul’s
name was originally Said, and he was conspicuous at first

as an active persecutor of the little band of disciples after the
crucifixion. Then he \vas suddenly - converted to Chris-
tianity, and he changed his name to Paul. He was a man of
great -intellectual vigour , and deeply and passionately-

interested in the religious movements-of the time. He was
well versed in Judaism and in the Mithraism and Alexan-
drian religion of the day.' He carried over many of theii

ideas and terms of expression into Christianity. He did

very little to enlarge or develop the original teadiing

of Jesus, the teacliing of the Kingdom of Heaven. But he

.taught that Jesus . was not only the promised Christ,

the promised leader of the jews, but also that his deatli

was a sacrifice, like the deaths of the ancient sacrificial

victims of tlie primordial civilizations, for the redemption

of manidnd.

When religions flourish side by side they tend to pick up
each other’s ceremonial and other outward peculiarities.

Buddhism, for example, in China has now almost tlie same

sort of temples and priests and uses as Taoism, which fol-

lows the teachings ofLao Tse. Yet the original teachings of

Buddhism and Taoism were almost flatly opposed. And it

reflects no doubt or discredit upon the essentials of Chris-

tian teaching that it took over not merely su.ch formal

things as the shaven priest, the votive offering, the altars,

candles, chanting and images of the Alexandrian and

Mithraic faiths, but adopted even their devotional phrases

and their theological ideas. All these religions were flourish-

ing side by side.with many less prominent cults. Each was

seeking adherents, and-tliere must have been a constant

going and coming of converts between them. Sometimes

one or other would be in favour with the government. Biit

Christianity was regarded -with more suspicion than its

rivals because, like the Jews, its adherents would not per-

form acts of worship to the God C^ar. This made it«a,
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seditious religion, quite apart from the revolutionary spirit

of the teachings ofJesus himself.

St Paul familiarized his disciples with the idea that Jesus,
like Osiris, was a god who died to rise again and give men
immortality. And presently the spreading Christian com-
munity was greatly tom by complicated theological dis-

putes about the relationship of this God Jesus to God the
Father of Mankind. The Arians taught that Jesus was
divine, but distinct from and inferior to the Father. The
Sabellians taught that Jesus was merely an aspect of the
Father, and that God was Jesus and Father at the same
time, just as a man may be a father and an artificer at the

same time; and the Trinitarians taught a more subtle

doctrine that God was both one and tltree. Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit. For a time it seemed that Arianism would pre-

vail over its rivals, and then, after disputes, violence, and
wars, the Trinitarian formula became the accepted formula

of all Christendom. It may be found in its completest

expression in the Athanasian Greed.

We offer no comment on these controversies here. They
do not sway liistory as the personal teaching ofJesus sways

history. The personal teaching ofJesus does seem to mark a

new phase in the moral and spiritual life of our race. Its

insistence upon the universal Fatherhood of God and the

implicit brotherhood of all men, its insistence upon the

sacredness of every human personality as a living temple of

God, was to have the profoundest effect upon all the sub-

sequent social and political life of mankind. With Chris-

tianity, with the spreading teachings ofJesus, a new respect

appears in the world for man as man. It may be true, as

hostile critics of Christianity have urged, that St Paul

preached obedience to slaves, but it is equally true tiiat the

whole spirit of the teaching ofJesus preserved in the gospels

was against the subjugation ofman by rnan. And still more

distinctly was Christianity opposed to such outrages upon

human dignity as the gladiatorial combats in the arena.

Throughout the first two centuries after Christ, the Chris-

tian religion spread throughout the Roman Empire, weav-

ing together an ever-growing multitude of.converts into a
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new community of ideas and will. The attitude' of the
emperors varied between hostility and toleration. There
were attempts to suppress this new faith in both the second
and third centuries; and finally in 303 and the following

years a great persecution under the Emperor Diocletian.

The considerable accumulations of Church property were
seized, all bibles and religious writings were confiscated and
destroyed, Christians were put out of the protection of the

law and many executed. The destruction ofthe books is par-

ticvJarly notable. It shows how the power of the written

word in holding together the new faith w^as appreciated by
the authorities. These ‘book religions,’ Christianity and,

Judaism, were religions that educated. Their continued'

existence depended very largely on people being able to

read and understand their doctrinal ideas. The older reli-

gions had made no such appeal to the personal intelligence.

In the ages of barbaric confusion that were now at hand in

western Europe it was the Christian Church that was mainly

instrumental in preserving the tradition of learning.

The persecution of Diocletian failed completely to sup-

press the growdng Christian community. In many pro-vinces

it was ineffective because the bulk of the population and

many of the officials were Christian. In 317 an edict of

toleration was issued by the associated Emperor Galerius,

and in 324 Constantine the Great, a friend and, on his

deathbed,, a baptized convert to Ghristiantiy, became sole

ruler of the Roman world. He abandoned all divine pre-

tensions. and put Christian symbols on the shields and

banners of his. troops.

,
In a few years Christianity 'W'as securely established as the

official religion of the empire. The competing religions dis-

appeared or w'ere absorbed witli extraordinaiy celerity, and

in 390 Theodosius the Great caused the great statue of

Jupiter Serapis at Alexandria to be destroyed. From the

outset of 'the. fifth century onward tlie only priests or

temples in the Roman Empire, w'ere Christian priests and

temples.
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THE BARBARIANS BREAK THE EMPIRE
INTO EAST AND WEST

Throughout the tliird century the Roman Empire, decaying
sociaJIy and disintegrating morally, faced the barbarians.

The. emperors of this period were fighting military autocrats,

and the capita! of the empire shifted with the necessities of
' their military' policy. Now the imperial headquarters would
be at Milan in north Italy, now in what is now Serbia at

Sirmium or Nish, not\' in Nicodemia in Asia Minor. Rome,
half-way down Italy, was too far from the centre of interest

to be a convenient imperial seat. It was a declining city.

Over most of the empire peace still prevailed and men went
about \vithout arms. The armies continued to be the sole

repositories of powerj the emperors, dependent on their

legions, became more and more autocratic to the rest of the

empire and their state more and more liJce that of the

Persian and other Oriental monarchs. Diocletian assumed a

royal diadem and Oriental robes.

All along the imperial frontier, which ran roughly along

the Rhine and Danube, enemies were now pressing. The
Franks and other German tribes had come Up to the Rhine.

In north Hungary were the Vandals; in what was once

Dacia and is now Rumania, the Visigoths or West Goths.

Behind these in south Russia v/ere the East Gotks or Ostro-

goths, and beyond these again in the Volga region the

Alans, But now' Mongolian peoples were forcing their way

tow'ards Europe. The Huns w'cre already exacting tribute

from the Alans and Ostrogoths and pushing them to the west.

In Asia the Roman frontiers w'ere crumbling back under

a push of a renascent Persia. This nev/ Persia, the Persia of

the Sassanid kings, was to be a yigorovs and on the whole

a successful rival of the Roman Empire in Asia foi the next

-three centuries.



A glance at the map of Europe will show the reader the
peculiar weakness of the empire. The River Danube comes
down to ^\dthin a couple of hundred miles of the Adriatic
Sea in the region ofwliat is how Bosnia and Serbia. It makes
a square re-entrant angle there. The Romans never kept
their sea communications in good order, and this aoo-mile
strip of land was their line of communicatibn between the

western Latin-speaking part of the empire and the eastern

Greek-speaking portion. Against this square angle of the

Danube tire barbarian pressure was greatest. When they

broke through there it was inevitable that the empire should

fall into,two parts.

A more vigoroiis empire might have thrust forward and
reconquered Dacia, but the Roman Empire lacked any such

vigour. Constantine the Great was certainly, a monarch of

great devotion and intelligence. He beat back a raid of the

Goths from just these vital Balkan regions, but he had no

force to carry the frontier across the Danube. He was too

preoccupied with the internal weaknesses of the empire. He
brought the solidarity and moral force of Cliristianity to

revive the spirit of the declining empire, and he decided to

create a new permanent capital at Byzantium upon the

Hellespont. This new-made - Byzantium, which ivas re-

christehed Constantinpple in his honour,, was, still building

when he died. To^va^ds the end of his reign occurred a re-

markable transaction. The Vandals, being pressed by the

Gotlis, asked to be received into the Roman Empire. They,

were assigned lands in Pannonia, which is now that part of

Hungary west of the Danube, and their fighting men be-

came nominally -legionaries. But these new legionaries re-

mained under their o^vn duels. Rome’failed to digest them,

Constantine died working to reorganize his great realm,

and soon the frontiers were ruptured again and the Visigotiis

came almost to Constantinople. They defeated the Emperor

Valens at Adrianople and made a settlement in what is now
Bulgaria, similar to the settlement of the Vandals in Pan-

,

nonia. Nominally they were subjects of the emperor, prac-

tically they -iv'ere conquerors.

From A.D, 379 to 395 reigned' the Emperor Theodosius

,
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the Great, and while he reigned the”empire was still formally
intact. Over the armies of Italy and Pannonia presided
Stilicho, a Vandal, over the armies in the Balkan peninsula,

Alaric, a Goth. When Theodosius died at the close of the

fourth century he left two sons. Alaric supported one of

these, Arcadius, in Constantinople, and Stilicho the odier,

Plondrius, in Italy. In other words Alaric and Stilicho fought

^ Tor the empire with the princes as puppets. In the course of
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their struggle Alaric marched into Italy and after a short
siege took Rome (a.d. 410). -

^
^

The opening half.of the fifth centur^r saw-the whole ofdie
Roman Empire in Europe the prey of robber armies of
barbarians. It is difficult to visualize the state of affairs in

the ivofid at that time. Over France, Spain, Italy and die
Balkan peninsula, the great cities that had flourished under
the early empire still stood, impoverished, partly, de-

populated and falling into decay. Life in them must have
been shallow, mean, and full of uncertainty. Local officials

asserted their authority and went on yith their work ivith

such conscience as they had, no doubt in the name of a
now remote and inaccessible emperor. The churches went
on, but usually vrith illiterate priests. There -was little read-

ing and much superstition and fear. But everywhere, except

where looters had destroyed them, books and pictures and
statuary and such-like works of art were still to be found.

The life of th6 countryside had also degenerated, Eveiy^-

where this Roman world was much more ^veedy and untidy

.

than it had been. In some regions war and pestilence had
brought the land down to tlie level of a -waste. Roads and

forests were infested widi robbers. Into such regions the

barbarians marched, with little or no opposition, and set

up .their cliiefs as rulers, often vith Roman official titles. If

they were half civilized barbarians they would give the

conquered districts tolerable terms, they would take pos-

session of the towns, associate and intermarry, and acquire

(•widi an accent) the Latin speech; but the Jutes, the Angles,

and Saxons -who submerged the Roman province of Britain

were agriculturists and had no use for towns, they seem to

have swept south Britain clear of the Romanized popula-

tion and they replaced the language by their own Teutonic

dialects, which became at last English.

It is impossible in the space at our disposal to trace the

movements of all the various German and Slavonic tribes
'

as they went to and fro in the disorganized empire in -

search ofplunder and a pleasant home. But let the Vandals

serve as an example. They came into histor}’- in East

Germany, They settled, as we have told, in Pannonia,..^
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Thence they moved somewhen about a.d. 425 through die
intervening provinces to Spain. There they found Visigoths
from South Russia and other German tribes setting up
dukes and kings. From Spain the Vandals under Genseric
sailed for North Africa (429), captured Carthage (439), and
built a fleet. They secured the mastery of the sea and cap-
tured and pillaged Rome (455), ivhich had recovered ver>’

imperfectly from her capture and looting by Alaric half a
century earlier. Then the Vandals made themselves masters

of Sicily, Corsica, Sardinia and most of the other islands of

the western Mediterranean. They made, in fact, a sea

empire very similar in its extent to the sea empire of Car-

thage 700 odd years before. They were at the climax of

their power about 477. They were a mere handful of con-

querors holding all this country. In the next centurj’^

almost all their territory had been reconquered for the

empire of Constantinople during a transitory blaze .of

energ}' underJustinian I.

The story of the Vandals is but one sample of a host of

similar adventures. But now there was coming into the

European world the least kindred and most redoubtable

of all these devastators, the Mongolian Huns or Tartars, a

yellow people, active and able, such as the western world

had never before encountered.

40

THE HUNS AND THE END OF THE
WESTERN EMPIRE

This appearance of a conquering Mongolian people in

Europe may be taken to mark a new stage in human liistorj'.

Until the last century or so before the Christian era, tlie

Mongol and the Nordic peoples had not been in close

touch. Far away in the frozen lands beyond the northern

forests the Lapps, a Mongolian people, had drifted west-

ward as far as Lapland, but they played no part in the main

-^current of history. For thousands of years the western
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world carried on the dramatic interplay" of the Aryan,
Semitic and fundamental brunet peoples -with very little

interference (except for an Etluopian invasion of Egypt or
so) either from the- black peoples to the south or from the
Mongolian ^vorld in the Far East.

It is probable that there were two chiefcauses for the new
wes^^ard drift of the nomadic Mongolians. One was. the

consolidation of the great empire of Gliina, its extension

north^vard and the increase of 'its population during the

prosperous'period of the Han dynasty. The other was some
process of climatic change; a lesser rainfall that abolished

s\vamps and forests perhaps, or a greater rainfall that

extended grazing over desert steppes, or even perhaps both
these processes going on in

,
different regions, but .any-

how facilitating a westward migration.- A third contributory

cause was the economic uTetchedness, internal decay and
falling population of the Roman Empire. The rich men of

the later Roman republic, and then the tax-gatherers of the

military emperors had utterly consumed its vitality. So we
have the factors ofthrust, means and opportunity. There was

pressure from the east, rot in the west and an open road.

The Hxms had reached the eastern boundaries of Euro-

pean Russia by the first centuiy a.d., but it was not until the

fourtli and fifth century a.d. that these horsemen rose to

predominance upon the steppes. The fifth century was the

Hun’s century. The first Huns to come into Italy were

mercenary bands in the pay of Stilicho the Vandal, the

master of Honorius. Presently they were in possession of

Pannonia, the empty nest of the Vandals.

By the second quarter of the fifth century a great war

chief had arisen among the Huns, Attila. We have only

-vague and tantalizing glimpses of his power. He ruled not

only over the Huns but over a conglomerate of tributaty

Germanic tribes; his empire extended from tire Rhine across

the plains into Central Asia. He exchanged arnbassadors

^vitl^ China. His head camp was in tire plain of Hungary

east of the Danube. There he was visited by an envoy from

Constantinople, Prisons, who has left us an account of his

state. The way of living of these Mongols was very like the
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way ofliving ofthe primitive Aryans theyhad replaced. The
common folk were in huts and tents; the chiefs lived in great
stockaded timber halls. There were feasts and drinking and
singing by the bards. The Homeric heroes and even the
Macedonian companions ofAlexander would probably have
felt more at home in the camp-capital of Attila than they
tvould have done in the cultivated and decadent court of
Theodosius II, the son of Arcadius, who was then reigning

in Constantinople.
'

For a time it seemed as though the nomads under the

leadership of the Huns and Attila would play the same part

towards the Grteco-Roman civilization of the Mediter-

ranean countries that the barbaric Greeks had played long

ago to the iEgean civilization. It looked like history re-

peating itself upon a larger stage. But the Huns were much
more wedded to the nomadic life than the early Greeks,

who were rather migratory cattle farmers than true nomads.

The Huns raided and plundered but.did not settle.

For some years Attila bullied Theodosiiis as he chose. His

armies devastated and looted right down to the walls of

Constantinople. Gibbon says that he totally destroyed no

less than seventy cities in the Balkan peninsula, and

Theodosius bought him off by payments of tribute and

tried to get rid of him for good by sending secret agents to

assassinate him. In 451 Attila turned his attention to the

remains of die Latin-speaking half of the empire and in-

vaded Gaul. Nearly every town in northern Gaul was

sacked. Franks, Visigoths and the imperial forces united

against him and he was defeated at Troyes in a vast dis-

persed battle in which a multitude of men, variously esti-

mated, at between 150,000 and 300,000, were killed. This

checked him in Gaul, but it did not exhaust his enormous

military resources. Next year he came into Italy by way of

Venetia, burned Aqueileia and Padua and looted Milan.

Numbers of fugitives from these north Italian towns and

particularly from Padua fled to islands in the lagoons at the

head of the Adriatic and laid there the foundations of tlie

city state of Venice, which was to become one. of the

"greatest of the trading centres in the Middle Ages.
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453 Attila died suddenly after a great feast to celebrate
his marriage to a young woman, and at his death tlris

plunder confederation of his felj to pieces. The actual Huns
disappear from history, mixed into tlie surrounding more
numerous Aryan-speaking populations. But these great
Hun raids practically consummated the end of tlie Latin
Roman Empire. After his death ten different, emperors

- ruled in Rome in twenty years, set up by Vandal and other
mercenary troops. The Vandals from Carthage took and
sacked Rome in 455. Finally, in 476, Odoacer, the chief of

the barbarian troops, suppressed a Pannonian who was
figuring as emperor under the impressive name ofRomulus
Augustulus, and inforined the Court of Constantinople

that there was no longer an emperor in the west. So,

ingloriously, the Latin Roman Empire came to an end. In

493 Theodoric the Goth became King of Rome.
Ail over '.vestern and central Europe barbarian chiefs were

now reigning as kings, dukes and the like, practically inde-

pendent but for tile most part professing some sort of

shadovy allegiance to the emperor.. There ivere hundreds

and perhaps
.
thousands of such practically independent

brigand rulers. In Gaul, Spain and Italy and in Dacia the

Latin speech still prevailed in locally distorted forms, but in

Britain and east of the Rhine languages of the German-

group (or in Bohemia a Slavonic language, Czech) •were the

common speech. The superior clerg)'^ and a small remnant

of other educated men read arid vTOte Latin. Everyivhere

life was insecure and property was held by the strong arm. ,

Castles multiplied and roads fell into decay. The dawm of

tlie sixth century was an age of division and of intellectual

darkness throughout the western world. Had it not been for

the monks and Christian missionaries Latin learning might

have perished altogether.

Why had the Roman Empire grown and why had it so

completely decayed? It grew because at first the idea of

citizenship held it together. Tluroughout the day of the

expanding republic, and even into the da^'s of the early

empire, there remained a great munber ofmen conscious of

Roman citizenship, feeling it a privilege and an obligation'^
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to be a Roman citizen, confident of their rights under the
Roman law and ivilling to make sacrifices in the name of
Rome. The prestige ofRome as ofsomething just and great
and law-upholding spread far beyond the Roman boun-
daries. But even as early as the Punic Wars the sense of
citizenship was being undermined by the growth of wealth
and slavery. Citizenship spread indeed but not the idea of
citizenship.

TheRoman Empire was after all a very primitive organiza-
. tion; it did not educate, did not explain itself to its increas-

ing multitudes of citizens, did not invite their co-operation

.
in its decisions. There was no network of schools to insmre a

common understanding, no distribution of ne^v•s to sustain

collective activity. The adventurers who struggled for power
from the days of Marius and Sulla onward had no idea of

creating and calling in public opinion upon the imperial

affairs. The spirit of citizenship died of starvation and no
one observed it die. All empires, all states, all organizations

ofhuman society are, in the ultimate, things ofunderstand-

ing and will. There remained no will for the Roman Empire

in the world and so it came to an end.

But though the Latin-speaking Roman Empire died in

the fifth century, something else had been born within it

that tvas to avail itself enormously of its prestige and tradi-

tion, and that ^vas the Latin-speaking half of the Catholic

Church. This lived while the empire died because it ap-

pealed to the minds and wills of men, because it had books

and a great system of teachers and missionaries to hold it

together, things stronger than any law or legions. Through-

out the fourth and fifth centuries A.n. %ehile the empire

was decaying, Christianity was spreading to a universal

dominion in Europe. It conquered its -conquerors, the

barbarians. When Attila seemed disposed to march on

Rome, the patriarch of Rome intercepted him and did

what no armies could do, turning him back by sheer moral

force.

The Patriarch or Pope ofRome claimed to be the head

of the entire Christian church. Now that there were no

"more emperors, he began to annex imperial titles and
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claims. He took the litle oipontijex maximus, head sacrificial

priest of the Roman dominion, tlie most ancient of all titles

that the emperors had enjoyed.

. 41 ;

THE BYZANTINE AND SASSANID

:
EMPIRES

The Greek-speaking eastern half of the Roman Empire
showed much more political tenacity tlian the western half,

- It weathered the disasters of the fifth century a.'d., which
sa\v a complete and final breaking up of the original Xatin

Roman power. Attila bullied the Emperor Theodosius II

and sacked and raided almost to the walls of Constanti-

nople, but that city remained intact. The Nubians came
dowTi the Nile and looted Upper Egypt, but lower Egypt

and Alexandria were left still fairly prosperous. Most of

Asia Minor was held against the Sassanid Persians.

The sixth cenmry, which was an age ofcomplete darkness

' for the West, saw indeed a considerable revival of the Greek

power. Justinian I (527-565) was a ruler of-very great ambi-

tion and energy, and he %vas married to the Empress

Theodora, a woman of qxiite equal capacity who had begun
.

life as an' actress. Justinian reconquered north Africa from

the Vandals and most of Italyf from the Goths. He eveii re-

gained the south of Spain. He did not limit his energies to

- naval 'and military enterprises. He founded a umversity,

built the great church of St Sopliia in Constantinople and

codified the Roman law. Butin order to destroy a rival to'his

university foundation he closed the schools of philosophy in

Athens,which had been goingoninunbroken continuityfrom

the days of Plato, that is to say for nearly a thousand years.

From the third century onwards the Persian Empire had

been the steadfast rival of the Byzantine. The two empires

kept Asia Minor, Syria and Egypt in a state of perpetual

unrest and waste. In tlie first century' a.d. these lands tvere

still at a high level of civilization, wealthy and with an

abundant population, but the continual coming and' going'^
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of armies, massacres, looting and war taxation, wore them
down steadily until only shattered and ruinous cities re-

mained upon a countryside of scattered peasants. In this

melancholy process of impoverishment and disorder lower
Egypt fared perhaps less badly .than the rest of the world,

Alexandria, like Constantinople, continued a dwndling
trade bettveen the east and the west.

Science and political philosophy seemed dead now in

both these warring and decaying empires. The last philo-

sophers of Athens, until their suppression, preserved the

texts of the great literature of the past with an infinite

reverence and want ofunderstanding. But there remained no
class of men in the tvorld, no free gentlemen with bold and
independent habits of thought to carry on the tradition of

frank statement and inquir^^ embodied in tliese writings.

The social and political chaos accounts largely for the dis-

appearance of this class, but there was also another reason

why the human intelligence was sterile and feverish during

this age. In both Persia and Byzantium it was an age of

intolerance. Both empires tvere religious empires in a netv

way, in a way that greatly hampered the free activities of

the human mind.

Of course the oldest empires in the rvorld were religious

empires, centring upon the worship of a god or of a god-

king. Alexander was treated as a divinity and the Ctesars

\s'ere gods in so much as they had altars and temples de-

voted to them and the offering ofincense was made a test of

loyalty to the Roman state. But these older religions were

essentially religions ofact and fact. They did not invadeAhe

mind. If a man offered his sacrifice and bowed to the god,

he was left not only to think but to say practically whatever

he liked about the affair. But the new sort of religions that

had come into the world, and particularly Christianity,

turned inward. These new faiths demanded not simply

conformity but understanding belief. Naturally fierce con-

troversy ensued upon the exact meaning of the things be-

lieved. These new religions were creed religions. The world

was confronted with a new word. Orthodoxy, and wdth a

stem resolve to keep not only acts but speech and private
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tliought within the limits of a set teaching. For to hold a
wrong opinion, much more to convey it to other people, was
no longer.regarded as’ an intellectual defect but as amoral
fault that might condemn a soul to everlasting destruction.

Both Ardashir I who founded the Sassanid dynasty in
the third century a.d., and Constantine the Great who
reconstincted the Roman Empire in tlie fourth, turned to

religious organizations for help, because in these organiza-

tions they saw a- new means' of using and controlling the

’ivills of men. And already, before the end of.tlie fourdi

century both empires were persecuting free talk and re-

ligious innovation. In Persia Ardashir found the ancient

Persian religion of Zoroaster (or Zarathustra) with its

priests and temples and a sacred fire that burned upon its

altars, ready for his purpose as a state religion. Before die

end 'of the third century. Zoroastrianism was persecuting

Christianity, and in Q.77 Mani, the. founder of a new faidi,

-the Manichasans,:was crucified and his body flayed. Con-

stantinople, on its side, ivas busy hunting out Christian

heresies. Manichsean ideas infected Cliristianity and had to

be fought with the fiercest methods; in return,- ideas from

Christianity affected the purity of the Zoroastrian doctrine.

All ideas became suspect. Science, •which demands before

all things the free action of an untroubled mind, suffered a

complete eclipse throughout diis phase of intolerance.

War, the bitterest theology', and the usual vices of man-

kind constituted the Byzantine life of those days. It was pic-

turesque, it w'as romantic; it had little sweetness or light.

Wlien B-sTiantium and Persia.were not fighting the bar-

barians from the north, tliey wasted Asia Minor and S'yria

in dreary and destructive hostilities. Even in close alliance

these two empires would have found it a hard task to turn

back the barbarians and recover tlieir prosperity. The .Turks

or Tartars first come into history as the allies first of one

power, and then of another. In the sixth century’^ the two

chief antagonists • were Justinian and Chosroes I; in the

opening of the seventh the Emperor Heraclius was pitted

againsfChosrdesII (580).

At first and until after Heraclius had become emperor ^
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(6io) Ghosroes II carried all before him. He took Antioch,
Damascus and Jerusalem and his armies reached Chalce-
don, wliich is in Asia Minor over against Constantinople.

In 619 he conquered Egypt. Then Heraclius pressed, a
counter-attack home and routed a Persian army at Nineveh

(627), although at that time there rvere still Persian troops

at Chalcedon. In 628 Ghosroes II was deposed and mur-
dered by his son, Kavadh, and an inconclusive peace was
made between the two exhausted empires.

Byzantium and Persia' had fought their last war. But few
people as yet dreamt ofthe storm that was even then gather-

ing in the deserts to put an end for ever to this aimless,

chronic struggle.

While Heraclius •was restoring order in Syria a message

reached him. It had been brought in to the imperial out-

post at Bostra, south of Damascus; it was in Arabic, an

obscure Semitic desert-language, and it was read to the

emperor, if it reached him at all, by an interpreter. It was
from someone who called himself ‘Muhammad the Pro-

phet of God.’ It called upon the emperor to ackno^vledge

the One True God and to serve him. What the emperor said

is not recorded.

A similar message came to Kavadh at Ctesiphon. He was

annoyed, tore up the letter, and bade the messenger begone.

This Muhammad, it appeared, was a Bedouin leader,

\vhose headquarters w'ere in the mean little desert town of

Medina. He was preaching a new' religion of faith in the

One True God.

‘Even so, O Lord!’ he said; ‘rend thou his Kingdom from

Kavadh.’

42

THE DYNASTIES OF SUI AND TANG
IN CHINA

Throughout the fifth, sbcth, seventh and eighth centuries

there was a steady drift of Mongolian peoples westward.

-The Huns of Attila were"merely precursors of this advance,
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, ‘which led at last to the establishment of Mongolian peoples
in Finland, Esthonia and Hungar)g where their descendants,
speaking languages akin to Turkish, survive to this day.-The
Bulgarians also are a Turkish people, but they have ac-
quired an Aryan speech. The Mongolians '%\'ere playing a
role towards the Aryanized civilizations of Europe and

• Persia and India, that the Aryans had played to the iEgean
and Semitic ciyilizations many centuries before.

In Central Asia the Turkish, peoples had taken root in'

what is now Western Turkestan, and Persia already em-
ployed many T^i'kish officials and Turkish mercenaries.

The Parthians had gone out of history, absorbed into the

general population of Persia. There were no more Aryan
nomads in tlie history of Central Asia; Mongolian people

had' replaced them. The Turks became masters of Asia

from China to the Caspian.

The same great pestilence at the end of the second cen-

tury A.D..that had shattered the Roman Empire had over-

thrown-the Han dynasty in China. Then came a period of

di-vision and of Hunnish conquests from which China arose

refreshed, more rapidly and more completely than Europe

was destihed-to do. Before the end of die sixth century China

was reunited under ffie Sui dynasty, and this, by the time

of Heraclius, gave place to the Tang dynasty, whose reign

marks another great period of prosperity for China.

Throughout the seventh, eigh-ffi and nindr centuries .

China was the most secure and cwilized couniry in -the

world. The Han d^masty had extended her boundaries in

the nordi;~the Sui and Tang dynasties now spread her

civilization to the south; and China began to assume the

proportions she has to-day. In central Asia indeed she

reached much farther, extending at last, through tributary

Turkish tribes, to Persia and the Caspian Sea.

The new China that had arisen was a very different

land from the old China of the Hans. A new and more

vigorous literary school appeared, there ivas a great poetic

revival; Buddhism had revolutionized philosophical and

religious drought. There were great advances in artistic

tvork, in technical skill and in all the amenities of life.
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Tea was first used, paper manufactured and wood-block
printing began. Millions of people indeed were leading

orderly, graceful and kindly lives in China during these

centuries when the attenuated populations of Europe and
Western Asia were living either in hovels, small walled

cities or grim robber fortresses. While the mind of the west
was black with theological obsessions, the mind of China
was open and tolerant and inquiring.

One of the earliest monarchs of the Tang dynasty was
Tai-tsung, %vho began to reign in 627, the year of the vic-

tory of Heraclius at Nineveh. He received an embassy from
Heraclius who was probably seeking an ally in the rear of

Persia. From Persia itself came a party of Christian mis-

sionaries (635). They were allowed to explain their creed to

Tai-tsung and he examined a Chinese translation of tlieir

Scriptures. He pronounced this strange religion acceptable,

and gave permission for the foundation of a church and
monastery.

To this monarchy also (in 628) came messengers from

Muhammad. They came to Canton on a trading ship.

They had sailed the whole way from Arabia along the

Indian coasts. Unlike Heraclius and Kavadh, Tai-tsung-

gave these envoys a courteous hearing. He expressed his

interest in their theological ideas and assisted them to build

a mosque in Canton, a mosque which survives, it is said, to

this day, the oldest mosque in the world.

43

- MUHAMMAD AND ISLAM

A prophetic amateur of history surveying the world in the

opening of the seventh century might have concluded very

reasonably that it was only a question of a few centuries

before the whole of Europe and Asia fell under Mongolian

domination. There tvere no signs of order or union in

Western Europe, and the Byzantine and Persian Empires

were manifestly bent upon a mutual destruction. India also
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^vas divided and w^ted. On die odier hand, China was a
steadily expanding empire which probably at that time
exceeded all Europe in population, and the Turkish people
who were growing to power in Central Asia were disposed

to ^vork in accord with China. And such a prophecy ivould

not have been an altogether vain one. A time w'as to come
in the thirteenth century when a Mongolian overlord would
imle from the Danube to the Pacific, and Turkish dynasties

were destined to reign over the entire Byzantine and Per-

sian Empires, over Egypt and most of In^a.
,

Where our prophet would have been most likely to err

woiild have been in underestimating the recuperative power
• of the Latin end of Europe, and in ignoring tlie latent forces

of the Arabian desert. Arabia>vould have seemed what it

had been for' time immemorial, the refuge of small and
bickering nomadic.tribes. No Semitic people had founded

an empire now for more than a thousand years.

Then suddenly the Bedouin flared out for a brief century

of splendour. They spread their rule and language from

Spain to the boundaries of China. They gave die world a

new culture. They created a religion that is still to this day

one of the most vital forces in the world.

The man, Muliammad, who fired this Arab flame, appears

first in liistory as' the young husband of the widow of a

rich rderchant.of the town of Mecca. Until he was forty he

- did ver}^ litde to distinguish himself in the world. He seems .

to have taken considerable interest in religious discussion.

Mecca ivas a pagan city at diat time, worshipping in par-

ticular a black stone, the Kaaba, ofgreat repute throughout

all Arabia, and a centre of pil^images; but there were

great numbers of Jews in the countiy' - indeed. all the

southern portion of Arabia professed theJewish faith — and

there were Christian churches in Syria.

About forty Muhammad began to develop prophetic

characteristics like those of the Hebrew prophets twelve

hundred years before him. He talked first to his wife of the

„One True Godj and of the rewards and punishments of

virtue and wickedness. There can .be no doubt that his

thoughts were very strongly influenced by Jewish and Chris- ^
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tian ideas. He gathered about him a small circle ofbelievers
and presently began to preach in the town against the pre-
valent idolatry'. This made him extremely unpopular with
his fellow townsmen because the pilgrimages to the Kaaba
were the chief source of such prosperity as Mecca enjoyed.

He became bolder and more definite in his teaching, declar-

ing himself to be the last chosen prophet of God intrusted

rvith a mission to perfect religion. Abraham, he declared,

and Jesus Glirist rvere his forerunners. He had been chosen
to complete and perfect the revelation of God’s mil.

He produced verses rvhich he said had been communi-
cated to him by an angel, and he had a strange vision in

which he was taken up through the Heavens to God and
instructed in his mission.

As his teaching increased in force the hostility of his

fellow townsmen increased also. At last a plot was made to

kill him; but he escaped with his faithful friend and disciple,

Abu Bekr, to the friendly to^vn of Medina which adopted

his doctrine. Hostilities followed between Mecca and
Medina which eijded at last in a treaty. Mecca was to adopt

the worship of the One True God and accept Muhammad
as his prophet, but the adherents of the new faith were still to

make the pilgrimage to Mecca just as they had done when
they were pagans. So Muhammad established the One True

God in Mecca without injuring its pilgrim traffic. In 629 he

returned to Mecca as its master, a year after he sent out

those envoys of his to Heraclius, Tai-tsung, Kavadh and all

the rulers of the earth.

Then for four years more until his death in 632, Muham-
mad spread his power over the rest of Arabia. He married -

a number of wives in his declining years, and his life on the

whole -was by modern standards unedifying. He seems to

have been a man compounded ofvery considerable vanity,

greed, cunning, self-deception and quite sincere religious

passion. He dictated a book of injunctions and expositions,

the Koran, which he declared was communicated to him

from God. Regarded as literature or philosophy the Koran

is certainly unworthy of its alleged Divine authorship.

Yet when the manifest defects of Muhammad’s life and



- witings have been allowed for, tliere remains in, Islam, this

faith he imposed upon the Arabs, much power and inspira-

. tion. One characteristic is its uncompromising monotheism;
its simple enthusiastic faith in the rule and fatherhood of
God and its freedom from theological complications.

Another is its complete detachment from the sacrificial

.
priest and the temple. It is an entirely prophetic religion,

proof against any possibility of relapse towards blood sacri-

fices. In the Koran the limited and ceremonial nature of the

pilgrimage to Mecca is stated beyond the possibility of dis-

pute, and every precaution was taken by Muhammad to

prevent the deification of himself after his death. And a

third element ofstrength lay in the insistence of Islarn upon

. the perfect brotherhood and equality before God of all

believers, w'hatever their colour, origin or status.

These are the things that made Islam a power in human
, affairs. It has been said that the true founder of the empire

of Islam w*as not so much Muhammad .as his friend and

helper Abu Bekr. IfMuhammad, with his shifty character,

was the mind and imagination ofprimitive Islam, Abu Bekr

. was its conscience and will. Whenever Muhammad wavered

Abu Bekr sustained him. And wdicn Muhammad died, Abu
Bekr became Caliph (— successor), and with the faith that

moves mountains, he set himself simply and sanely to

organize the subjugation of the ^vhole world to Allah -

wdth little armies of 3,000 or 4,000 Arabs — according to

those letters the prophet had written froni Medina in 628

to all tlie monarchs of the world.

'

- 44 '

THE GREAT DAYS OF THE ARABS

There follows the most amazing story of conquest in the

whole history ofour race. The Byzantine army w-as.smashed

at the baule of ihe Yaimuk (a tributaiy of the Jordan) in

634; and the Empei or Heraclius, his energy sapped bydropsy

and his resources exhausted by the Persian war, saw his new
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conquests in Syria, Damascus, Palmyra, Antioch, Jerusalem
'and the rest; fall almost without resistance to the MosHm.
Large elements in the population went over to Islam. Then

the Moslim turned east. The Persians had found an able

general in Rustam; they had a great host with a force of

elephants; and for three days they fought the Arabs at

J^dessia (637) and broke at last in headlong rout.
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The conquest of all Persia followed, and die Moslem
Empire pushed far iiito Western Turkestan and eastv,'ard

until it met the Chinese. Egypt fell almost without resist-

ance to the new conquerors, who, full of a fanatical beliefin
the sufficiency of the Koran, wiped out the vestiges of the
book-copying industry of the Alexandrian Librar)-. Tiie

tide of conquest poured along the nordi coast of Africa to

the Straits ofGibraltar and Spain. Spain was invaded in 710
and; the Pyrenees,mountains were reached in 720. In 732
the Arab .advance had reached tlie centre of Prance, Ijut

here it was stopped for good at the battle of Poitiers and
thrust back as far as the Pyrenees again. The conquest of

Egypt had given the Moslim a fleet, and for a time it looked
- as though they would take Constantinople. They made re-

peated sea attacks between 672 and 718, but the great city

held out against them.

The Arabs had little political aptitude and no political

experience, and tliis great empire \vith its capital, now at

Damascus, which stretched from Spain to China, was des-

tined to break up very speedily. From the very beginning

doctrinal differences undermined its unity. But our interest

here lies not wtli the story of its political disintegration but

witli its effect upon the human mind and upon the general

destinies of our race. The Arab intelligence had been flung

across the world even more swiftly and dramatically than

had the Greek a thousand y'^ears before. The intellectual

stimulation ofthe whole world west of China, the break up

of old ideas and development ofnew ones, was enormous.

In Persia this fresh excited mind came into Arabic coirtact

not only witli Manich^n, Zoroastrian and Christian doc-

trines, but witlx the scientific Greek literature,.preserved not

only' in Greek but in Syrian translations. It found Greek

learning in Egyqxt also. Everynvhere, and particularly' in

Spain, it discovered an activeJeudsh tradition ofspeculation

and discussion. In Central Asia it met Buddliism and die

material acliievements of Chinese civilization. It learned die

manufacture ofpaper - which made printed books possible

- from the Chinese. And finally it came into touch widi

Indian mathematics and philosophy. -q
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Very speedily the intolerant self-sufficiency of the early

r' days of faith, which made the Koran seem the only pos-

sible book, was dropped. Learning sprang up everytvhere in

the footsteps of the Arab conquerors. By the eighth century

there Was an educational organization throughout the tvhole

‘Arabized’ world. In the ninth learned men in the schools

t^f Cordoba in Spain were corresponding with learned men
'

.
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in Cairo, Bagdad, Bokhara and Samarkand. The Jewish
mind assimilated very readily with the Arab, and for a'

time die two Semitic races worked together through the

medium of Arabic. Long after the political break-up and
enfeeblement -of the Arabs, this intellectual community of

the Arab-speaking world endured. It :was still producing
very considerable results in the thirteenth century.

So it w^as that the systematic accumulation and criticism

of facts which was first begun by die Greeks, was resumed
in this astonishing renascence of the Semitic -world. The
seed of Aristotle and. the museum of Alexandria that had
lain so long inactive and neglected, no-^r germinated and
began to grow towards fruition. Very great advances were
made in mathematical, medical’ and physical science. The
clumsy Roman numerals w'ere ousted by the Arabic figures

we use to this day, and die zero sign was first employed. The
very name algebra is Arabic. So is the rvord chemistry. The
names of such stars as AJgol, Aldebaran and Bootes preserve

the traces of Arab conquests in the sky. Their philosophy

tvas destined .to reanimate the medieval philosophy of

France and Italy and the tvhole Christian ivorld.

The. Arab experimental chemists w'ere called alchemists,

and diey w'efe still sufficiendy barbaric in spiritto keep their

mediods and results secret as far as possible. They realized

from the very beginning what enormous advantages their

possible discoveries might ^ve them, and what far-reaching

consequences they might have on human life. They came

upon many metallurgical and technical devices of die

utmost value; alloys and dyes, distilling, tinctures and'

essences, optical glass; but the two chief ends diey sought,

they sought in vain. One was ‘the pliilosopher’s stone’ — a

means of changing the metallic elements one into another

and so getting a control of artificial gold, and die other rvas

the elixir vita, a stimulant that w'ould revivify age and,pro-

long life indefinitely.’ The crabbed, patient experimenting

of diese Arab alchemists spread into the Christian -w’orld.

The fascination of their, inquiries spread. Veiy gradually

the activities of these alcliemists became more social and

co-operative. They found it profitable to exchange an^
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compare ideas. By insensible gradations the last of the
alchemists became the first ofthe experimental philosophers.

The old alchemists sought the philosopher’s stone which
•was to transmute base metals to gold, and an elixir of im-
mortality; they found the methods ofmodem experimental

science which promise in the end to give man illimitable

power over the world and over his own destiny.

45 •
^

THE DEVELOPMENT
OF LATIN CHRISTENDOM '

It is worth while to note the extremely shrunhen dimensions

of the share of the world remaining under Aryan control in

the seventh and eighth centuries. A thousand years before,

the Aryan-speaking races were triumphant over all the

civilized world west of China. Now the Mongol had thrust

as far as Hungary, nothing of Asia remained under the

Aryan rule except the Byzantine dominions in Asia Minor,

and all Africa was lost and nearly all Spain. The great Hel-

lenic world had shrunk to a few possessions round the

nucleus of the trading city of Constantinople, and the

memory of the Roman world was kept alive by the Latin of

the western Christian priests. In vivid contrast to this tale

of retrogression, the Semitic tradition had risen again from

j subjugation and obscurity after a thousand years of

darkness.

Yet the vitality of the Nordic peoples was not exhausted.

Confined now to central and north-western Europe and

terribly muddled in their social and political ideas, they

were nevertheless building up gradually and steadily a new
social order and preparing unconsciously for the recovery

of a power even more extensive than that they had pre-

viously enjoyed.

We have told how at the beginning of the sixth centiuy

there remained no central government in Western Europe

^at all. That -world was divided up among numbers of local
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rulers holding their o%vn as they could. This was too insecure
a state of affaiis to last; a s^^tem ofco-operation and associa-

tion grew up in this disorder, the feudal s-j'Stem, which has
left its traces upon European life up to dre present time.

This feudal system was a sort of crystallization of society

about power. Everywhere the lone man felt insecure and
was prepared to barter a certain amount of his liberty for

help and protection. He sought a stronger man as his lord

and protector; he gave him military services and paid him
dues, and in return he was confirmed in his possession of

what was his. His lord again found safetyjn vassalage to a

still greater lord. Cities also found it convenient to have
^

feudal protectors, and monasteries and church estates bound ‘

themselves by. similar ties. No -doubt in many cases alle-

giance was claimed before it was offered; the system grew

downward as well as upward. So a sort ofpyi'amidal system

grew rip, varying nddely in different localities, permitting

at first a considerable play of violence and private rvarfare

but making steadily for order and a new reign of law. The
pyramids grew up until some became recognizable as

kingdoms. Already by the early sixth century a Frankish

kingdom e^sted under its founder Clovis in what is now
France .and the Netherlands, and presently Visigothic and

Lombard and Gothic kingdoms were in existence.

The Moslim when they crossed the PxTenees in 720 found

this Frankish kingdom under the practical rule of Gliarles

Martel, the Mayor of tlie Palace ofa degenerate descendant

of Clovis, and experienced the decisive defeat of Poitiers
^

(732) at his hands. This Charles Martel was practically

overlord of Europe north of the Alps from the Pyrenees to

Hungary. He ruled over a multitude of subordinate lords

speaking French-Latin, and High and Low German lan-

guages. His son Pepin extinguished the last descendants of

Clovis and took the kingly state and title. His grandson

Charlemagne, who began to reign in 768,* found himself

lord of a realm so large that he could tlrink of reviving the

title ofLatin emperor. He conquered north Italy and made

himself master of Rome.
Approaching the story of Europe as tve do from the widepy
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horizons of a world history, we can see much more dis-

tinctly than the mere nationalist historian how cramping
and disastrous this tradition of the Latin Roman Empire
was. A narro^v intense struggle for this phantom pre-

dominance was to consume European energy for more than

a thousand years. Through all that period it is possible to

trace certain unquenchable antagonisms; tliey run through

the wits of Europe like the obsessions of a demented mind.
One driving force was this ambition of successful rulers,

which Charlemagne (Charles the Great) embodied, to

become Csesar. The realm of Charlemagne consisted of a
complex of feudal German states at various stages of bar-

barism. West of the Rhine, most of these German peoples

had learned to speak various Latinized dialects which fused

at last to form French. East ofthe Rhine, the racially similar

German peoples did not lose their German speech. On
account of this, communication was difficult between these

two groups of barbarian conquerors and a split easily

brought about. The split was made the more easy by the

fact that the Frankish usage made it seem natural to divide

the empire of Charlemagne among his sons at his death.

So one aspect of the history of Europe from the days of

Charlemagne onwards is a history of first this monarch and
his family and then that, struggling to a precarious head-

ship of the kings, princes, dukes, bishops, and cities of

Europe, while a steadily deepening antagonism between the

French and German-speaking elements develops in the

gjmedley. There was a formality of election for each emperor;

and the climax of his ambition was to struggle to the pos-

session of that worn-out, misplaced capital Rome and to a

coronation there.

The next factor in the European political disorder was
the resolve of the Church at Rome to make'no temporal

prince -but the Pope ofRome himself emperor in effect. He
was already pontifex maximus; for all practical purposes he
held the decaying city; ifhe had no armies he had at least a

vast propaganda organization in his priests throughout the

whole Latin world; if he had little power over men’s bodies

^he held the keys of heaven and hell in their imaginations
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and conld exercise much influence upon their souls. Sc
throughout the Middle Ages while one prince manoeuvred
against another first for equality, then for ascendancy, arid

at last for the supreme prize, tlie Pope of Rome, sometimes
boldly, sometimes craftily, sometimes feebly - for the popes
tvere a succession of oldish men and the average reign of a
pope was not more than two years — manoeuvred for tlie

submission of all the princes to himself as the ultimate over-

lord of Christendom.

But these antagonisms of prince against prince and of

emperor against pope do not by any means exhaust the

factors of the European confusion. There rvas : still an
emperor in Constantinople speaking Greek and claiming

the allegiance^ of all Europe. When Charlemagne sought

to revive the empire it was merely the Latin end of the

empire he revived. It was natural that a sense of rivalry

between Latin Empire and Greek Empire should develop

very readily. And still more readily did the rivalry of Greek-

speaking Christianity and the newer Latin-speaking version

develop. The Pope of Rome claimed to be the successor of

St Peter, the chief of the apostles of Christ, and the head of

the Christian community everywhere. Neitlier the emperor

nor the patriarch in Constantinople was disposed to acknow-

ledge tins claim ‘A dispute about a fine point in the doctrine

of the Holy Trinity consummated a long series ofdissensions

in a final rupture in 1054. The Latin Church and the Greek

Church became and remained thereafter distinct and

frankly antagonistic. This antagonism must be added to

the others in our estimate of the conflicts that wasted Latin

Cliristendom in the Middle Ages.

Upon this divided world of Cluristendom rained the blows

of three sets of antagonists. About the Baltic and North

Seas remained a series ofNordic tribes who -^vere only veiy'

slowly and reluctantly Christianized; tlrese were tlie Nortli-

men. They had taken to the sea and piracy, and were raid-

ing all tlie Christian coasts doira to Spain. They had

pushed up the Russian rivers to the desolate central lands

and brought their shipping over into tlie soutli-flowing

rivers. They had come out upon the Caspian and Blac%
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Seas as pirates also. They set rip principalities ia- Russia;

tiiey were the first people to be called Russians. These
Northmen Russians came near to taking Constantinople.

England in the early ninth century was a Christianized Low
German country under a king, Egbert, a protege and pupil

of Charlemagne. The Northmen wrested half the kingdom
from his successor Alfred the Great (886), and finally under

Canute (,ioi6) made themselves masters of the whole land.

Under Rolf the Ganger (912) another band ofNorthmen

conquered the north of France, which became Normandy.

Canute ruled not only over England but over Norway

and Denmark, but his briefempire fell to pieces at his dea

through that political weakness of the barbaric peop
^

division among a ruler’s sons. It is interesting

what might have happened if this

NorUm.en had endur^. They »ere =
“““I;'"*

?hoIdness and energy. They sailed m t lejr ga



Iceland and Greenland. They were the. first Europeans to
land on American soil. Later on Norman adventurers were,
to recover Sicily from the Saracens and sack Rome. It is a
fascinating thing to imagine what a great northern sea-

faring power might have gronm out of Canute’s kingdom,
reaching from. America to Russia.

To the east- of the Germans and Latinized Europeans was
a medley of Slav tribes and Turkish peopled Prominent
among these were the Alagyars or Hungarians who were
coming west^\yard throughout the eiglith and ninth cen-

turies. Charlemagne held them for a time, but after his

death they established themselves in what is now Hungaiy^;

and. after the . fashion of their kindred predecessors, the !

Huns, raided every summer into the settled parts of Europe.

In 938 they went through Germany -into France, crossed

tiie Alps into north Italy, and so came home, burning,

robbing and destroying.

Finally, pounding away from the south at the vestiges of

the Roman. Empire were the Saracens. They had made
themselves largely masters of the sea; their only formidable

adversaries upon the water were the Northmen, the Russian

Nortlunen oupof the Black Sea and the Northmen of the

west.

Hemmed in by these more, vigorous and aggressive,

peoples, amidst forces they did -not undei-stand and dangers

they could not estimate, Charlemagne and after him a

series of other ambitious spirits to6k up the futile drama of

restoring the .Western Empire under the name of the Holy

Roman Empire. From the time of Charlemagne onward ^

the idea obsessed the political life ofWestern Europe, while

in the East the Greek halfofthe Roman power decayed and

dwindled until at last nothing remained of it at all but tlie

corrupt trading city of Constantinople and a few miles of

territory' about it. Politically tlie continent of Europe re-

mained traditional and uncreadve from the time of Char-

lemagne onward for a thousand years.

The name of Charlemagne looms large in European his-

tory, but his personality is but indistinctly seen. He could

not read or wTite, but he had a considerable respect fois^
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learning; he liked to be read aloud to at meals and he had a
weakness for theological discussion. At his winter quarters;

at Aix-la-Ghapelle or Mayence he gathered about him a
number of learned men and picked up much from their

conversation. In the summer he made war, against the

Spanish Saracens, agaitist the Slavs and Magyars, against

the Saxons, and other still heathen German tribes. It is-

doubtful whether the idea of becoming Csesar in succession,

to Romulus Augustulus occurred to iiim before his acquisi-

-Son of north Italy, or whether it was suggested to him be



Pope Leo III, who^vas anxious to make the Latin Church
independent of Constantinople.

There were the most extraordinary manoeuvres at Rome
between the Pope and the prospective emperor in order to

make it appear or not appear that the Pope gave tn'm the
imperial crown. The Pope succeeded in crowning his visitor

and conqueror by surprise in St Peter’s bn Christmas Day,
A.p. 800.' He produced a crowm, put it on die head of

Charlemagne and hailed him Ceesar and Augustus. There
was great applause among the people. Charlemagne ivas by
no means pleased at the way in which the thing was done,

it rankled in his mind as a defeat; and he leftthe most care-

ful instmctions to his son that he was not to let the Pope
crown.him emperor; he was to seize die crown into liis own
hands and put it on his owm head himself. So at the ver^’^

outset of this Imperial revival we see beginning the age-

long dispute of Pope and Emperor for priority. But Loiiis

the Pious, the son of Charlemagne, disregarded his father’s

instrucdons and was entirely submissive to the Pope,

. The empire of Charlemagne fell apart at the deadi of

Louis the Pious, and the split between the French-speaking

Franks and the ‘Gerrhan-speaking Franks widened. -The

next emperor to arise was Otto, the son ol' a certain Henry
the Fowler, a Saxon, who had been elected King of Ger-

many by an assembly of German princes and prelates in

919. Otto descended upon Rome and was crowned emperor

there in 962. This Saxon line came to an end early in the

elevendi century and gave place to other German rulers.

The feudal princes and nobles ofthe west %vho spoke various ^

French dialects did not fall under the sway of these German
emperors after the Carlovingian line,-- the line that is

descended from Charlemagne, had come to an end, and no

part of Britain ever came into the Holy Roman. Empire.

The Duke ofNormandy, tlie King ofFrance, and a number

of lesser feudal rulers remained outside.

In 987 the Kingdom of France passed out of tlie posses-

sion of the Carlovingian line into the hands of Hugh
Capet, whose descendants were still reigning in the eigh-

teenth century. At tlie time of Hugh Capet, the King of^
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France ruled only a comparatively small territory round
^d’aris.

In, 1066 England was attacked almost simultaneously by
an invasion ofthe Norwegian Northmen under King Harold
Hardrada and by the Latinized Northmen under the Duke
ofNormandy. Harold King of England defeated the former
at the battle of Stamford Bridge, and was defeated by the

latter at Hastings. England was conquered by the Normans,
and so cut off from Scandinavian, Teutonic, and Russian
affairs, and brought into the most intimate relations and
conflicts ndth the French. For the next four centuries the"

English were entangled in the conflicts of the French feudal

.princes and wasted upon the fields of France.

46

THE CRUSADES AND THE AGE
OF PAPAL DOMINION

It is interesting to note that Charlemagne corresponded

with the Caliph Haroun-al-Raschid, the Haroun-al-Raschid

of the Arabian Nights. It is recorded that Haroun-al-Raschid

sent ambassadors from Bagdad - which had now replaced

Damascus as the Moslem capital - with a splendid tent, a

water-clock, an elephant and the Keys of the Holy Sepul-

chre. This latter present was admirably calculated to set

.the Byzantine Empire and this new Holy Roman Empire

iSy the ears as to which was the proper protector of the

Christians in Jerusalem.

These presents remind us that while Europe in the ninth

century was still a weltering disorder of war and pillage,

there flourished a great Arab Empire in Egypt and Mesopo-

tamia, far more civilized than anything Europe could show.

Here literature and science still lived; the arts flourished,

and the mind ofman could move without fear or supersti-

tion. And even in Spain and north Africa where the Sara-

cenic dominions were falling into political confusion there

y^s a vigorous intellectual life. Aristotle was read and dis
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cussed by tliese Jews arid Arabs during these centuries of
European darkness. They guarded the neglected seeds of
science arid philosophy.

North-e^t of the Caliph’s dominions was a number’ of
Turkish tribes. They had been converted to Islam, and they
held the faith much more simply and fiercely than the

actively intellectual Arabs and Persians to the south. In the

teritli centur^'^ the Turks were growing strong and vigorous,

while the Arab power was divided and decaying. The rela-

tions of the Turks to' the empire of the Caliphate became
very similar to the relations of the MedeS to the last Baby-
lonian Empire fourteen centuries before. In the eleventh,

century a group of Turkisli tribes, tlie Seljuk Turks, carried

down into Mesopotamia and made tlie Caliph tlieir nominal
ruler, but really their captive and tool. They conquered

Armenia. Then they struck 'at the remnants of the Byzan-

tine pov/er in Asia Minor, In 1071 the Byzantine army was

utterly smashed at the battle of Melasgird, and the Turks

swept forward until not a trace of B^'zantine rule remained

in Asia. 'They took the fortress of Nicsea over against Con-

stantinople, and prepared, to attempt that city.

The Byzantine emperor, Michael VII,- was overcome

\vith terror. He \yas already heavily engaged in warfare

with a band of Norman adventurers who had seized

Dmrazzo, and witli a fierce Turkish people, tlie Pechenegs,

who were raiding over the Danube. In his extremity he

sought help where he could, and it is notable that he did

not appeal to the western emperor but to the Pope ofRome
as tlie -head of Latin Christendorri. He vTOte to PopfS

Gregory VII, and his successor Alexius Comennus vTote

still inore urgently to Urban II'.

This 'was not a quarter of a century from the rupture of.

the Latin and Greek churches. That controversy was still

vividly alive in men’s minds, and this disaster to B^'zantium-

must have presented itself to the Pope as a supreme oppor-

tunity for reasserting the supremacy of the Latin church

over the dissentient Greeks. Moreover this occasion gave the

Pope a chance to deal Mtli two other mattei-s that troubled

western Christendom very' greatly. One was the custom^fi
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‘private war’ ^vhich disorganized social life, arid the other

was the superabundant fighting energy of the Low Germans
and Christianized Northmen and particularly of the Franks
and Normans. A religious war, the Crusade, the War of the

Cross, was preached against the Turkish captors of Jeru-
salem, and a truce to all warfare amongst Christians (1095).

The declared object of this war “was tlie recovery of the

Holy Sepulchre from the unbelievers. A man called Peter

the Hermit carried on a popular propaganda throughout

France and Germany on broadly democratic lines. He
went clad in a coarse garment, barefooted, on an ass, he
canned a huge cross and harangued the crowd in street or

market-place or church. He denounced the cruelties prac-

tised upon the Christian pilgrims by the Turks, and the

shame of the Holy Sepulchre being in any but Christian

hands. The fruits of centuries of Christian teaching became
apparent in the response. A great wave ofenthusiasm swept

the western world, and popular Christendom discovered

itself.

Such a widespread uprising of the common people in

relation to a single idea as no%v occurred, was a new thing

in the history of our race. There is nothing to parallel it in

the previous history of the Roman Empire or of India or

China. On a smaller scale, however, there had been similar

movements among tlie Jewish people after their liberation

from the Babylonian captivity, and later on Islam was to

display a parallel susceptibility to collective feeling. Such

movements v/ere certainly connected with the new spirit

that had come into life wdth the development of the mis-

sionary-teaching religions. The Hebrew prophets, Jesus and
His disciples, Mani, Muhammad, were all exhorters ofmen’s

individual souls. They brought the personal conscience face

to face with God. Before that time religion had been much
more a business of fetish, of pseudo-science, than of con-

science. The old kind of religion turned upon temple,

initiated priest and mystical sacrifice, and ruled the com-

mon man like a slave by fear. The new kind ofreligion made
a man of him.

The preaching of the First Crusade w’as the first stirring
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of the common people in European history. It may be too
much to call it the buth ofmodem democracy, but certainly

at that time modem democracy stirred. Before very long we
shall find it stirring again and raising the most (hsturbing

social and religious questions.

Certainly this first srirring of democracy ended very piti-

fully and lamentably. Considerable bodies of common
people, crowds rather than armies, set out eastw-ard from
France and the Rhineland and central Europe, without

waiting for leaders ot proper equipment, to rescue the

Holy Sepulchre. This was the ‘people’s crusade.’ Two
great mobs blundered into Hungary, mistook the recently

converted Magyars for pagans, committed atrociti^ and
w'ere massacred. A third multitude with' a similarly con-

fused mind, after a great pogrom of the Jews in the Rhine-

land, marched eastward, and was also destroyed in Hun-
gary. Two other huge crowds, under the leadership of Peter

the Hermit himself, reached Constantinople, crossed the

Bosphoms, and were niassacred rather than defeated by the

Seljuk Turks. So began and ended this first movement ofthe

European people, as people.

Next year (rogy) the real fighting forces crossed the Bos-

phorus. Essentially they were Norman in leadership and

spirit. They stormed Niczea, and marched by niuch the

same route as Alexander had followed fourteen centuries

before, to Antioch. The siege of Antioch kept them a year,

and in June, logg, they invested Jerusalem. It was stormed

after'a month’s siege. The slaughter was terrible. Men riding

on horseback were splashed by the blood in the streets. At

nightfall onJuly 15, the Crusaders had fought their Avay into

the Church of die Holy Sepulchre and overcome all opposi-

tion there; blood-stained, -weary, and ‘sobbing from excess

ofjoy’ they knelt down in prayer.

Immediately the hostility of Latin and Greek broke out

again. The Crusaders were the servants ofthe Latin church,

and the Greek patriarch ofJerusalem found himselfin a far

w'orse case under the triumphant Latins than under the

Turks. The Crusaders discovered themselves between

Byzantine and Turk and fighting both. Much ofAsia Minoi^
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^was recovered by the Byzantine Empire, and the Latin
princes were left, a buffer betvk'een Turk and Greek, rvdth

Jerusalem and a few small principalities, of which Edessa
was one of the chief, in Syria, Their grip even on these
possessions was precarious, and in 1144 Edessa fell to the
Moslim, leading to an ineffective Second Crusade, which
failed to recover Edessa but saved Antioch from a similar

fate.

In 1169 the forces of Islam rvere rallied under a Kurdish
adventurer named Saladin who had made himself master
of Egypt. He preached a Holy War against the Christians,

„ recaptured Jerusalem in 1187, and so provoked the Third
•'’Crusade. This failed to recover Jerusalem. In the Fourth
Crusade (1202-4) the Latin church turned frankly upon
the Greek Empire, and there was not even a pretence of

fighting the Turks. It started from Venice arid in 1204 it

stormed Constantinople. The great rising trading city of

Venice was the leader in tins adventure, and most of the

coasts and islands of the Byzantine Empire were annexed

by the Venetians, A ‘Latin’ emperor (Baldwn of Flanders)

was set up in Constantinople and the Latin and Greek
churches were declared to be reunited. The Latin emperors

ruled in Constantinople from 1204 to 1261 when the Greek

world shook itselffree again from Roman predominance.

The twelfth century then and the opening of the thir-

teenth was the age of papal ascendancy just as the eleventh

was the age of the ascendancy of the Seljuk Turks and the

tenth the age ofthe Northmen. A united Christendom under

the rule of the Pope came nearer to being a ^vorking reality

than it was ever before or after that time.

In those centuries a simple Christian faith was real and

widespread over great areas of Europe. Rome itself had

passed through some dark and discreditable phases; few

writers can be found to excuse the lives of Popes John XI
andJohn XII in the tenth century - they were abominable

creatures; but the heart and body ofLatin Christendom had

remained earnest and simple; the generality of the common
priests and monks and nuns had lived exemplary and faith-

'-fel lives. Upon the wealth of confidence such lives created
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‘ rested the power of the Church. Among the great Popes of

the past had been Gregory tlie Great—Gregory I. (590-
604)—and Leo III (795-816), who invited Charlemagne to

be Caesar and cro^vned him in spite of himself. Towards the

close of the eleventh century there arose a great clerical

statesman, Hildebrand, who ended his life as Pope Gregory
VII (1073-8*5). Next but one after him came Urban II

(1087-99), Pope of the First Crusade. These two were
the founders of tliis period ofpapal greatness during which
the Popes lorded it over the emperors; From Bulgaria to Ire-

land and from Norway to Sicily andJerusalem the PopeW3.s

supreme. Gregory VII obliged the Emperor Henry IV to >

come in penitence to him at Ganossa and to await forgive-1

ness for three da^'s and nights in the courtyard of the castle,

clad in sackcloth and barefooted to the snow. In 1176 at

Venice the Emperor Frederick (Frederick Barbarossa) knelt

to Pope Alexander III and swoi-e fealty to h^.
The great power of the Church in the beginning of the

eleventh century lay in tlie wills and consciences of men.

It failed to retain tlie moral prestige on which its pmver*

was based. In the opening decades of tlie fourteenth

century it ivas discovered that the power of the Pope had

evaporated. What was it that destroyed the naive con-

fidence ofthe common people ofChristendom in the church

so that tlicy would no longer rally to its appeal and serve

its purposes?

TTie first trouble was certainly the accumulation ofwealdi

by the church. The church never died, and there w^ a_
frequent disposition on the part ofdying childless people to^

leave lands to the church. Penitent sinners were exhorted to

do so. Accordingly in many European countries as much as

a fourtli of the land became church property. The appetite

for property grows with what it feeds upon. Already in the

tliirteenth centiuy it was being said everywhere that the

priests were not good men, that they were always hunting

for money and legacies.

The kings and princes disliked tliis alienation of property

ver)' greatly. In the place offeudal lords capable of military

support, they found their land supporting abbeys and monksy
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and nuns. And these lands were reaiiy under foreign
dominion. Even before the time of Pope Gregory VII there

' had been a struggle between the princes and the papacv
over the question of ‘investitures,’ the question, that is, of
who should appoint the bishops. If that power rested -ivitlr

the Pope and not with the King, then the latter lost control
not only of the consciences of his sulgects but of a con-
siderable part of his dominions. For also, the clergy claimed
exemption from taxation. They paid their taxes to Rome.
And not only that, but the church also claimed the right to

levy a tax of one-tenth upon the property of the layman in

addition to the taxes he paid his prince.

The history of nearly every country in Latin Christendom
tells of the same phase in the eleventh century, a phase of

struggle between monarch and Pope on the issue of inves-

titures, and generally it teUs of a victory for the Pope. He
claimed to be able to excommunicate the prince, to absolve

his subjects from their allegiance to him, to recognize a suc-

cessor. He claimed to be able to put a nation under an
interdict, and then nearly all priestly functions ceased,

except the sacraments of baptism, confirmation and
penance; the priests could neither hold the ordinary services,

marry people, nor bury the dead. With these two weapons ^

it was possible for the t^velfth-century Popes to curb the

most recalcitrant princes and overawe the most restive

peoples. • These were enormous powers, and enormous

powers are only to be used on extraordinary' occasions. ,Thc

Popes used them at last with a frequency that staled their

/Effect. Within thirty years, at the end of the tivelfth century',

we find Scotland, France and England in turn under an

interdict. And also the Popes could not resist the temptation

to preach crusades against ofiending princes - until the

crusading spirit was extinct.

It is possible that if the Clrurch of Rome had struggled

simply against the princes and had had a care to keep its

hold upon the general mind, it might have achieved a per-

manent dominion over all Christendom. But the liigh claims

ofthe Pope were reflected as arrogance in the conduct of the

flergy. Before the eleventh century' the Roman priests could
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marry; they had close ties with the people among whom
they lived; they were indeed a part of the people. Gregory
VIImade them celibates; he cut the priests offfrom too great
an intimacy with the laymen in order to bind them more
closely to Rome, but indeed he opened a fissure between the

church and the commonalty. The church had its own law
courts. Gases involving not merely priests but monks,

-

students, crusaders, widows, orphans and the helpless ^vere

reserved for the clerical courts, and so were all matters re-

lating to wills, marriages and oaths and all cases of sorcery,

heresy and blasphemy. Whenever the layman found him-
self in'confiict -with the 'priest he had to go to a clerical^

court. The obligations of peace and war fell upon his;

shoulders alone and left the priest free. It is no great wonder
that jealousy and hatred of the' priests grew lip in the

Christian world. -
,

Never did Rome seem to realize that its power was in the

consciences of common men. It fought against religious -

enthusiasm, which should have been its ally, and it forced,

doctrinal orthodoxy upon honest doubt and aberrant

opinion. When the church interfered in matters of morality

it had the common man with it, but not when it interfered

in matters of doctrine. When in the south of France Waldo

taught a return to the simplicity of Jesus in faith and life.

Innocent III preached a crusade against the Waldenses,

Waldo’s followers, and permitted them to be suppressed

with fire, sword, rape and the most abominable cruelties.

Wfiien again St Francis of Assisi (1181-1226) taught the

imitation of Christ and a life of poverty and service, his

followers, the Franciscans, were persecuted, scourged, im-

prisoned and dispersed. In 1318 four of them were burned

alive at Marseilles. On the other hand, the fiercely orthodox

order of tire Dominicans, founded by St Dominic (1170-

1221) was strongly supported by Innocent III, who with its

assistance set up an organization, the Inquisition, for the

hunting of heresy, and the affliction of free thought.

So it was that the church by excessive claims, by un-

righteous privileges, and by an irrational intolerance

destroyed that free faith of the common man which was tljg^
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final source of all its power. The story of its decline tells of
[ no adequate foemen from without, but continually of decay
from within.

f

47 -^

RECALCITRANT PRINCES AND
THE GREAT SCHISM

One very great weakness of the Roman Church in its

struggle to secure the headship of aU Christendom was the
manner in which the Pope was chosen.

Ifindeed the papacy was to achieve its manifest ambition
and establish one rule and one peace throughout Christen-

dom, then it was vitally necessary that it should have a
strong, steady and continuous direction. In those great days

of its opportunity it needed before all things that the Popes
when they took office should be able men in the prime of

life, that each should have his successor-designate with
whom he could discuss the policy of the church, and that

the forms and processes of election should be clear, definite,

unalterable and unassailable. Unhappily none of these

things obtained. It was not even clear who could vote in the

election of a pope, nor whether the Byzantine or Holy
Roman Emperor had a voice in the matter. That very great

papal statesman Hildebrand (Pope Gregory VII, 1073-85)

did much to regularize the election. He confined the votes

to the Roman Cardinals and he reduced the Emperor’s

share to a formula of assent conceded to him by the church,

but he made no provision for a successor-designate and he

left it possible for the disputes of the Cardinals to keep the

See vacant, as in some cases it was kept vacant, for a year

or more.

The consequences of this want of firm definition are to

be seen in the whole history ofthe papacy up to the sixteenth

century. From quite early times onward there were dis-

puted elections and two or more men each claiming to be

Pope. The Church would then be subjected to the indignity

Of going to the Emperor or some other outside arbiter to
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settle the dispute. And die career of every one of the great

Popes ended in a note of interrogation. At his death the
church might be left headless and as ineffective as a , de-

capitated body. Or he might be replaced by some old rival

eager only to discredit and undo his ivork. Or some en-

feebled old man tottering on the brink of the grave might
succeed him.

It was inevitable that this peculiar iveakness of the papal

organization should attract the interference of the various

German princes, the French King, -and the Norman and
French Kings who ruled in England; that they should all

try to influence the elections, and have a Pope in their own
interest established in the Lateran Palace at Rome. And the

more powerful and important the Pope became in Euro-

pean affairs, the more urgent did these interventions be-

come. Under the circumstances it is no great wonder that

many of the Popes were weak and futile. The astonishing

thing is that many ofthem were able and courageous men.

One of the most vigorous and interesting of the Popes of

this great period was Innocent III (1198-1216), who was

so fortunate as to become Pope before he was thirty-eight.

He and his successora were pitted against an even more

interesting personality, the Emperor Frederick IP; Stupor

mundi he ivas called, the Wonder of the world. The struggle

of this monarch against Rome is a turning-place in histoiy.

In the end Rome defeated him and destroyed his dynasty,

but he left the prestige of tire church and Pope so badly

wounded that its wounds festered and led to its decay.
^

Fredcricli was the son of the Emperor Henry VI, and his

mother was the daughter of Roger I, the Norman King of

Sicily. He inherited this kingdom in Iig8 when he was a

child of four years. Innocent III had been made his guar-

dian. Sicily in tliose days had been but recently conquered

by the Normans; the Court was half Oriental and ^full of

highly-educated Arabs; and some of these were associated

in the education of the young ELing. No doubt they were at

some pains to make their point ofview clear to him. He got

a Moslem view' of Christianity as w'cll as a Christian view of

Islam, and the unhappy result of this double system ofy
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instruction was a view, exceptional in that age of faith,

that all religions were impostures. He talked freely on the
subject; his heresies and blasphemies are on record.

As the young man grew up he found himself in conflict

with his guardian. Innocent III v/anted altogether too
much from his ward. When the opportunity came for
Frederick to succeed as Emperor, the Pope intervened -with

conditions. Frederick must promise to put down heresy in
Germany with a strong hand. Moreover, he must relin-

quish his cro;vn in Sicily and south Italy because othenvisc
he would be too strong for the Pope, And the German
clergy were to be freed from all taxation. Frederick agreed -

but ivith no intention of keeping his word. The Pope had
already induced the French King to make war upon his own
subjects in France, the cruel and bloody crusade against the

Waldenses; he v/anted Frederick to do the same thing in

Germany. But Frederick being far more of a heretic than

any of the simple pietists who had incurred the Pope’s

animosity, lacked the crusading impulse. And when
Innocent urged him to crusade against the Moslem and
recover Jerusalem he was equally ready to promise and
equally slack in his performance.

Having secured the imperial crotvn, Frederick II stayed

in Sicily, ^vhich he greatly preferred to Germany as a resi-

dence, and did nothing to redeem any of his promises to

Innocent III, who died baffled in 1216.

Honorius III, who succeeded Innocent, could do no

better with Frederick, and Gregory IX (1227) came to the

papal throne evidently resolved to settle accounts with this

young man at any cost. He excommunicated him. Frederick

il was denied all the comforts of religion. In the half-Arab

court of Sicily this produced singularly little discomfort.

And also the Pope addressed a public letter to the Emperor

reciting his vices (which were indisputable), his heresies,

and his general misconduct. To this Frederick replied in a

document of diabolical ability. It was addressed to all the

princes of Europe, and it made the first clear statement of

the issue between the Pope and the princes. He made a

shattering attack upon the manifest ambition of the Pope
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to become the absolute ruler of all Europe. He suggested a
union of princes against this usurpation. He directed

,
the

attention of the princes specifically to the wealth of the
church.

Having fired off this deadly missile, Frederick resolved to

perform his tw^elve-year-pld promise and go upon a crusade.

This was the Sixth Crusade (1228). It was, as a crusade,

farcical. Frederick II went to Egypt, and met and discussed

affairs with the Sultan. These two gentlemen, both of scep-
tical opinions, exchanged congenial views, made a com-
mercial convention to their mutual advantage, and agreed
to transfer Jerusalem to Frederick. This indeed was a new
sort of crusade, a crusade by private treaty. Here was no
blood splashing the conqueror, no ‘weeping wiiti excess of

joy’. As this astonishing crusader was an excommunicated
man, he had to be content \vith a purely secular coronation

as King ofJerusalem, takingthe crown from the altar with

his own hand - for all the clergy were bound to shun him.

He then returned to Italy, chased the papal armies which

had invaded his dominions back to their own territories, and

obliged the Pope to grant him absolution from his excom-

munication. So a prince might treat the Pope in the thir-

teenth century, and there was now no storm of popular

^
indignation to avenge him. Those days were past.

In 1239 Gregory IX resumed his struggle udth Frederick,

excommunicated him for a second time and renewed that

warfare of public abuse in which the papacy had already

suffered severely. The controversy was revived after Gregory

IX was dead, when Innocent IV was Pope; and again a

devastating letter, which men were bound to remember,

was written by Frederick against the church. He denounced

the pride and irfeligion of the clergy, and ascribed all the

corruptions of the time to their pride and wealth. He pro-

posed to his fellow princes a general confiscation of church

property — for the good of the church. It was a suggestion

that never afterwards left the imagination of the European

princes.

We will not go on to tell of his last years. The particular

events of his life are far less significant than its general^-.
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atmosphere. It is possible to piece together something of his
court life in Sicily. He was luxurious in his ways of living,
and fond of beautiful things. He is described as licentious.

But it is clear that he was a man of very effectual curiosity
and inquiry. He gathered Jewish and Moslem as well as
Christian philosophers at his court, and he did much to
irrigate the Italian mind with Saracenic influences.

Through him the Arabic numerals and algebra were intro-

duced to Christian students, and among other philosophers
at liis court was Michael Scott, who translated portions of
Aristotle and the commentaries thereon of the great Arab
philosopher Averroes (of Cordoba), In 1224 Frederick

founded the University of Naples, and he enlarged and
enriched the great medical school at Salerno University.

He also founded a zoological garden. He left a book on
hawking, which shows him to have been an acute observer

of the habits of birds, and he was one of the first Italians to

write Italian verse. Italian poetry was indeed hom^at his

court. He has been called by an able writer ‘the first of the

modems,’ and the phrase expresses aptly the unprejudiced

detachment of his intellectual side.

A still more striking intimation of the decay of the living

and sustaining forces ofthe papacy appeared when presently

the Popes came into.conflict with the growing power of the

French King. Dming the lifetime of the Emperor Frederick

II, Germany fell into disunion, and the French King began

to play the role of guard, supporter, and rival to the Pope

that had hitherto fallen to the Hohenstaufen emperors. A
series of Popes pursued the policy of supporting the French

monarchs. French princes were established in the kingdom

of Sicily and Naples, with the support and approval of

Rome, and the French Kings saw before them the possibility

of restoring and mling the Empire of Charlemagne. When,

however, the German interregnum after the death of

Frederici 11
,
the last of the Hohenstaufens, came to an end

and Rudolf of Habsburg was elected first Habsburg

Emperor (1273), the policy of Rome began to fluctuate

between France and Germany, veering about .with the

r^sympathies of each successive Pope. In the East in 1261 tlic
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Greeks recaptured Constantinople from the Latin Em-
perors, and the founder of the new Greek dynasty, Michael
Palaeologus, Michael VIII, after some unreal tentatives of
reconciliation with the Pope, broke away from tlxe Roman
communion altogether, and ivith that, and the fall of the

Latin kingdoms' in Asia, the eastward ascendancy of die

Popes came to an end.

In 1294 Boniface became Pope. He was an Italian, hostile

to the French, and full ofa sense of the great traditions and
mission of,Rome. For a time he carried things ividi a high
hand. In 1300 he held a jubilee, and a vast multitude of

pilgrims assembled in Rome., "So great was the influx of

money into the papal treasury that two assistants were-kept

busy with the rakes collecting the offerings that ivere

deposited at the tomb of St Peter.’* But this festival ivas a

delusive triumph. Boniface came into conflict ivith the

French King in 1302, and in 1303, as he was about to pro-

nounce sentence ofexcommunication against that monarch,

he was surprised and arrested in his own ancestral palace at

Anagni, by Guillaume de Nogaret. Tins agent from the

French King forced an entrance into tlie palace, made liis

way into the bedroom ofthe frightened Pope - he was lying
'

in bed rvith a cross in Ins hands - and heaped tlireats and

insults upon Iiim, The Pope was liberated a day or so later

by the townspeople and returned to Rome; but there he ivas

seized upon and again made prisoner by tlie Orsini family,

and in a few weeks’ time the shocked and disillusioned old

man died a prisoner in their hands.

The people of Anagni did resent the first outrage, and

rose against Nogaret to liberate Boniface, but then Anagni

was the Pope’s native town. The important point to note is

tliat the French King, in this rough treaiment of the head

of Christendom, w’as acting ivith the full approval of his

people; he had summoned a council of the Three Estates

of France (lords, churcli and commons) and gained their

consent before proceeding to extremities. Neither in Italy,

Germany, nor England was there the slightest general

manifestation of disapproval at this free handling of tlie

* J. H. Robinson.
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sovereign pontiff. The idea of Chi'istendom had decayed
until its power over the minds ofmen had gone.
1 hroughout the fourteentli century the papacy did noth-

ing to recover its moral sway. The next Pope elected,

Glemcnt V, was a Frenchman, the choice ofKing Philip of
France. He never came to Rome. He set up his court in the
town ofAvignon, which then belonged not to France but to

the Papal See, though embedded in French territory, and
there his successors remained until 1377, when Pope
Gregory XI returned to the Vatican palace in Rome. But
Gregory XI did not take the sympathies ofthe whole church
with him. Many of the cardinals ivere of French origin and
their habits and associations ivere rooted deep at Avignon.

"When in 1378 Gregoiy XI died, and an Italian, Urban VI,

was elected, these dissentient cardinals declared the elec-

tion invalid, and elected another Pope, the anti-Pope,

Clement VII. This- split is called the Great Scliism. The
Popes remained in P^omc, and all the anti-French po^^•c^s,

the Emperor, the King of England, Hungary, Poland, and

the north of Europe were loyal to them. The anti-Popes, on

the other hand, continued in Avignon, and were supported

by the King of France, his ally the King of Scotland, Spain,

Portugal, and various German princes. Each Pope excom-

municated and cursed the adherents of his rival (1378-

.1417)-

Is it any wonder that presently all over Europe people

began to tlrink for themselves in matters of religion?

The beginnings of the Franciscans and the Dominicans,

which we have noted in the preceding chapters, -were but

two among many of the new forces that were arising in

Christendom, either to hold or shatter the church, as its own

wisdom might decide. Tliose t\%'0 orders the church did

assimilate and use, though witli a little violence in the case

of the former. But other forces were more franJdy dis-

obedient and critical. A century and a half later came

Wycliffe (1320-84). He was a learned doctor at Oxford.

Quite late in his life he began a series ofoutspoken criticisms

of the corruption of the clergy and the unwisdom of the

church. He organiaed a number of poor priests, tlic
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Wycliffites, to spread his ideas throughout England; and
in order that people should judge between the church and
-himself, he. translated the Bible into English. He was a more
learned and far abler man than either St Francis or St

Dominic. He had supporters in high places and a great

followng among the people; and though Rome raged

against him, and ordered his imprisonment, he died a free

man. But the black and ancient spirit that was leading the

Catholic. Church to its destruction would not let his bones

rest in the grave. By a decree of the Council of Constance

in 1415, his remains were ordered to be dug up and burned,

an order which was carried out at the command of Pope
Martin V by Bishop Fleming in 1428. This desecration was
not the act of some isolated fanatic; it was the official act of

the church.

48

THE MONGOL CONQ.UESTS.

But in the thirteenth century, while this strange and finally

ineffectual struggle to unify Christendom under the rule of

the Pope was going on in Europe, far more momentous

events were afoot upon the larger stage of Asia. A Tartar

people from the country to the north ofChina rose suddenly

to prominence in the world’s affairs, and achieved such a

series of conquests as has no parallel in history. These v/ere

the Mongols. At the opening of the thirteenth century they -

were a horde ofnomadic horsemen, living very much as their

predecessors, the Huns, had done, subristing chiefly upon '

meat and mare’s milk, and living in tents of felt. They had

shaken themselves free from Chinese dominion, and brought

a number ofotherTurkish tribes into a military confederacy.

Their central camp was on the Onon l^ver in Siberia.

At this time China w'as in a state of division. The great

dynasty ofTang had passed into decay by the tenth century,

and after a phase of division into warring states, three main

empires remained: that of Kin in the north ^vith Peking as
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its capital, that of Sung in the south with a capital at
Nanking, and Hsia in the centre. In 1214 Jengis Khan, the
leader of the Mongol confederates, made \var on the Kin

Empire and captured Peking (1214). He then turned ^s•est-

ward and conquered western Turkestan, Persia, Armenia,

India down to Lahore, and south Russia as far as Hungary

and Silesia. He died master of a vast empire that reached

—from the Pacific to the Dnieper.
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His successor, Ogdai Klian, founded a permanent capital

at Karakorum in Mongolia, and continued tins astonishing
career.ofconquest. His armies were organized to a very high
level of efficiency; and they,had with them a Clhinese inven-
tion, gunpowder, wliioh they used in small field guns. He
completed the conquest of the Elin Empire, and then swept
his hosts right across Asia to Russia (1235), an altogetlier

ainazing march. Eliev was destroyed in 1240, and nearly all

Russia became tributary to the Mongols. Poland was
ravaged, and a mixed army of Poles and Germans was
annihilated at the battle of Liegnitz in Lower Silesia in

1241. The Emperor Frederick II does not seem to have
made any ^eat efforts to stay ffie advancing tide.

Tt is only recently,’ says Bury in his notes to Gibbon’s decline

and Fall of the Roman Empire^ ‘that European history has begun to

xmderstand that the successes of the Mongol army which overran

Poland and occupied Hungary in the spring ofa.d. 1241 were won
by consummate strategy and were not due to a mere overwhelming
superiority of numbers. But this fact has not yet become a matter

of common knowledge; the vulgar opinion which represents the

Tartars as a wild hoVde carrying all before diem solely by tlreir

multitude, and galloping through obstacles and overcoming them
by mere weight, stiU prevails ...

‘It was wonderful hors' punctually and effectually, the arrange-

ments were carried out in operations extending from the- Lower

Vistula to Transylvania. Such a campaign was quite beyond the

power of any European army of the time, and it was beyond the

vision of any European commander. There was no general in

Europe, from Frederick II downward, who was not a tyro in

strategy compared to Subutai. It should also be noticed that the

Mongols embarked upon tire enterprise with full knowledge of the

political situation of Hungary and the condition of Poland — they

had taken care to inform themselves by a well-organised system of

spies; on the other hand, the Hungarians and the Christian

powers, like childish barbarians, knmv hardly anything about their

enemies.’

But tliough the Mongols were victorious at Liegnitz they

did not continue their drive westward. They Were getting

into woodlands and hilly country, which did not suit their

tactics; and so they turned southward and prepared to-
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settle in Hungary, massacring or assimilating the kindred
Magyars, even as these had previously massacred and assimi-
lated tire mixed Scythians and Avars and Huns belbre them.
From the Hungarian plain they would probably have made
raids west and south as the Hungarians had done in the

ninth century, the A.vars in the seventh and eighth and the

Huns in the fifth. But Ogdai died suddenly, and in 1242

there was trouble about the succession, and recalled by

this, the undefeated hosts of Mongols began to pour back

across Hungary and Rumania towards the cast.

Thereafter the Mongols concentrated their attention upon

V-thcir Asiatic conquests. By the middle of the thirteenth
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century they had conquered the Sung Empire. Mangu
Khan succeeded Ogdai Khan as Great Khan in 1251, and
made his brother Kublai Khan governor of China. In 1280

Kublai Khan had been formally recognized Emperor of

China, and so founded the Yuan dynasty, which lasted until

1368. While the last ruins of the Sung rule were going down
in China, another brother of Mangu, Hulagu, was con-

quering Persia and Syria. The Mongols displayed a bitter

animosity to Islam at this time, and not only massacred the

population ofBagdad when they captured that city, but set

to work to destroy the immemorial irrigation system Avhich

had kept Mesopotamia incessantly prosperous and populous^

from the early days of Sumeiia. From that time until our

own Mesopotamia has been a desert of ruins, sustaining

only a scanty population. Into Egypt the Mongols never

penetrated; tire Sultan of Egypt completely defeated an

army of Hulagu’s iti.Palestine in 1260.

After that disaster the tide ofMongol victory ebbed. The
dominions of the Great Khan fell into a number of separate

states. The eastern Mongols became Buddhists, like the

Chinese; the western became Moslim. The Chinese threw

off the rule of the Yuan dynasty in 1368 and set up the

native Ming dynasty, which flourished from 1368 to 1644.

.The Russians remained tributary to the Tartar hordes upon
the south-east steppes until 1480, when the Grand Duke of

Moscow repudiated his allegiance and laid the foundations

of modern Russia.,

In tire fourteenth century there was a brief revival of

Mongol vigour under Timurlane, a descendant of Jengis ^

Khan. He established himself in western Turkestan;

assumed the tide of Grand Khan in 1369, and conquered

from Syria to Delhi. He established an empire that did' not

survive his death. In 1505, however, a descendant of this

Timur, an adventurer named Baber, got together an army

with guns and swept down upon the plains of India. His

grandson Akbar (1556-1605) completed his conquests, and

this Mongol (or ‘Mogul’ as the Arabs called it) dynasty

ruled in Delhi over the greater part of India imtil the

eighteenth centxiry.
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. One of the consequences of the first sweep of Mongol
conquest in the thirteenth century was to drive a certain

tribe of Turks, which came to be known as the Ottoman
Turks, out of Turkestan into Asia Minor. They extended
and consolidated their power in Asia Minor, crossed the

Dardanelles and raided Macedonia, Serbia and Bulgaria.

At last Constantinople remained like an island amongst the

Ottoman dominions. In 1453 the Ottoman Sultan, Muham-
mad II, took Constantinople, attacking it from the Euro-

pean side with a great number of guns. This event caused

intense excitement in Europe, and there was talk of a

crusade, but the day of the crusades was past.

In the course of the sixteenth century the Ottoman

Sultans conquered Bagdad, Hungary, Egypt and most of

north Africa, and their fleet made them masters of the

Mediterranean. They very nearly took Vienna, and they

exacted a tribute from the Emperor. There were but nvo

items to offset the general ebb of Christian dominion in the

fifteenth century. One was the restoration of the indepen-

dence of Moscow (1480); the other was the gradual re-

conquest of Spain by the Christians. In 1492, Granada, the

last Moslem state in the peninsula, fell to King Ferdinand

ofAragon and his Queen Isabella of Castile.

But it was not until as late as 1571 that the naval battle

of Lepanto broke the pride of the Ottomans, and restored

the Mediterranean waters to Christian ascendancy.

49

THE INTELLECTUAL REVIVAL

OF the EUROPEANS

Throughout the twelfth century there were many signs that

the European intelligence was recovering courage and

leisure, and preparing to take up again the mte ec a

enterprises of the first Greek scientific inquiries and sued

speculations as those of the Italian Lucretius. The wuses

Ttlf this revival were many and complex. The suppression of
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private war, the higher standards of comfort and seemity,
that followed the .crusades, and the stimulation of men’s
minds by the e:qienences ofthese expeditions were no doubt
necessary preliminary, conditions. Trade was reviving;

cities were recovering easeand safety; the standard ofeduca-
tion tvas rising in the Churdi and spreading among layonen.

The thirteenth and fourteentli centuries tvere a period of

growing, independent or quasi-independent cities; Venice,

Florence, Genoa, Lisbon, Paris, Bruges, London, Antwerp,
Hamburg, Nuremberg, Novgorod, Wisby and Bergen, for

example. They' were all trading cities with many travellers,

and -irhere men trade and travel they talk and think. The
polemics ofthe Popes and princes, the conspicuous savageryv

and wickedness of the persecution of heretics, ^vere exciting

men to doubt the authority of the church and question and
discuss fundamental things.

We have seen how the Arabs -were tire means of restoring

Aristotle to Europe, and how such a prince as Frederick II

acted as a channel tlirough which Arabic philosophy and

science played upon the renascent European mind. Still

more influential in tlie stirring up of men’s ideas were the

Jews, Their very existence was a note of interrogation to

the claims of the church. And finally the secret, fascinating

inquiries of the alchemists were spreading far and -wide and

setting men to the petty, furtive, and yet fruitful resumption

of experimental science.

And the stir in men’s minds was by' no means confined

now to the independent and well educated. The mind ofj

the common man was aw'zike in the world as it had never '

been before in all tire experience of mankind. In spite of

priest and persecution, Christianity does seem to have

carried a mental ferment wherever its teaching reached.

It established a direct relation between the conscience of

the individual man and the God of Righteousness, so tlrat

now if need arose he had die courage to form his oivn

judgment upon prince or prelate or creed.

As early as the eleventh century, philosophical discussion

had begun again in Europe, and there were great and

grow'ing universities at Paris, Oxford. Bologna and othej^
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centres. Tlierc mediaeval ‘schoolmen’ took up again and

thrashed out a series of questions upon tlje value and mean-

ing of words that ^vere a necessary preliminary to clear

dunking in the scientific age that was to follow. And

standing by himself because of his distinctive genius was

Roger Bacon {circa 1210 to circa 1293), a Franciscan of

O.xford, the father of modern experimental science. His

name deser\'es a prominence in our history second only to

that of Aristotle.

His writings are one long tirade against ignorance. He

told Ids age it was ignorant, an incredibly bold thing to do.

Nowadays, a man may tell the world it is as silly as it is

^'olemn, that all its methods are still infantile and clumsy

and its dogmas childish assumptions, without much physical

danger; but these peoples of the Middle Ages when they

were not actually being massacred or starving or dying of

pestilence, were passionately convinced of the wisdom, the

completeness and finality of their beliefs, aiid disposed to

resent any reflections upon them very bitterly. Roger

Bacon’s writings w'ere like a flash of light in a profoun

darkness. He combined his attack upon the ignorance of his

time tvith a wealth of suggestion for the increase of knoiv-

ledge. In his passionate insistence upon the nee o e^en

ment and of collecting knowledge, the spirit oi istot c

lives again. ‘Experiment, experiment, that is t xc ur en

Yct^ofAristotle himselfRoger Bacon fell foul. He

i of himselfbecause men, instead effacing facts bold y,

^rooms and pored over the bad Latin trans a lom \

were then alUhat was available of the master had my

way,’ he -wrote in his intemperate fashion, s o

all the books of Aristotle, for the study of ^
lead to a loss oftime, produce error, and increase ignorance

a sentiment that Aristotle

could he have returned to a world in w' ic
^ Roeer

not so much read as worshipped - nn
^

Bacon showed, in the most abomina e
^ necessity

Throughout his books, a little dis^iscd nee /

Vrf seeming to square it all with orthodoxy for fear of the



prison and worse, Roger Bacon shouted to mankind, ‘Cease
to be ruled by dogmas and authorities; look at the world!’

''

Four chief sources of ignorance he denounced: respect for

authority, custom, the sense of the ignorant crowd, and the

vain, proud unteachableness of our dispositions. Overcome
but these, and a world ofpower would open to men:—

‘Machines for navigating are possible without rowers, so that

great ships suifed to river or ocean, guided by one man, may be
borne with greater speed than if they ^vere hill of men. Likewise

cars may be made so that without a draught animal they may be
moved cum impetu inastimabili, as we deem the scythed chariots to

have been from which antiquity fought. And flying machines
are possible, so that a man may sit in the middle turning some'li

device by which artificial wings may beat the air in the manner of

a flying bird.’

So Roger Bacon wote, but three more centuries were to

elapse before men began any systematic attempts to explore

the hidden stores of power and interest he realized so

clearly existed beneath the dull surface of human affairs.

But the Saracenic world not only gave Christendom the

stimtilus of its philosophers and alchemists; it also gave it

paper. It is scarcely too much to say that paper made the

intellectual revival of Europe possible. Paper originated in

China, where its use probably goes back to tlie second

century b.c. In 751 the Chinese made an attack upon the

Arab Moslems in Samarkand; they -were repulsed, and

among the prisoners taken from them were some skilled

papermakers, from whom the art was l^med. Arabic
j

paper manuscripts fforn the ninth century' omvard still-*

exist. The manufacture entered Christendom either

through Greece or by tlie capture of Moorish paper-mills

during the Christian reconquest of Spain. But under the

Christian Spanish tlie produce deteriorated sadly. Good

paper was not made in Ghristian Europe until the end ofthe

thirteenth century, and then it was Italy which led the

world. Only by the fourteenth century did the manufacture

reach Germany, and not until tlie end of that century was

it abundant and cheap enough for the printing of books to

be a practicable business proposition. Thereupon printingy
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followed naturally and necessarily, for printing is the most
obvious of inventions, and the intellectual life of the world
entered upon a new and far more vigorous phase. It ceased
to be a little trickle from mind to mind; it became a broad
flood, in which thousands and presently scores of himdreds
of thousands of minds participated.

One immediate result of this achievement of printing
was the appearance of an abundance of Bibles in the
world. Another was a cheapening of schoolbooks. The
knowledge of reading spread swiftly. There was not only a
great increase ofbooks in the world, but the books that were
now made were plainer to read and so easier to understand.

Instead of toiling at a crabbed text and then thinking over

its significance, readers now could think unimpeded as

they read. With this increase in the facility of reading, the

reading public grew. The book ceased to be a highly

decorated toy or a scholar’s mystery. People began to write

books to be read as well as looked at by ordinary people.

They wrote in the ordinary language and not in Latin.

With the fourteenth century the real history of European
iterature begins.

So far as we have been dealing only with the Saracenic

share in the European revival. Let us turn now to the

influence of the Mongol conquests. They stimulated the

geographical imagination of Europe enormously. For a

time under the Great Khan, all Asia and western Europe

enjoyed an open intercourse; all the roads were temporarily

open, and representatives of every nation appeared at the

Court of Karakorum. The barriers between Europe and

i\sia set up by the religious feud of Christianity and Islam

were lowered. Great hopes were entertained by the papacy

For the conversion of the Mongols to Christianity. Their

only religion so far had been Shamanism, a priimtive

paganism. Envoys of the Pope, Buddhist priests from India,

Parisian and Italian and Chinese artificers, Byzantine and

(Armenian merchants, mingled tvith Arab officials and

Persian and Indian astronomers and mathematicians at the

Afongol court. We hear too much in history of the cam-

'p'Paigns and massacres of the Mongols, and not enough of
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tJieir curiosity and desire for' learning. Not perhaps as an
originative people, but as transmitters of kno\vledge and
method their influence upon the world’s history has been
very great. And everything one can learn of the vague and
romantic personalities ofJengis or Kublai tends to confirm

the impression that these men -were raonarchs at least as

- understanding and creative as either that flamboyant but

egotistical figure Alexander the Great or that raiser of

political ghosts, that energetic but illiterate theologian,

Charlemagne.

One of the most interesting ofthese visitors to the Mongol
Court was a certain Venetian, Marco Polo, who aitenvards

set down his story in a book. He went to China about 1272

with his father and uncle, who had already once made tlie

journey. The Great Khan had been deeply impressed by

the elder Polos; they were the firstmen ofthe ‘Latin’ peoples

he had seen; and he sent them back with inquiries for

teachers and learned men who could explain Christianity

to liim, and for various otlier European things that had

aroused his curiosity. Their visit with Marco was tlieir

second visit.

The three Polos started by way of Palestine and not by

tlie Crimea, as in tlieir previous e}q)edition. They had witli

them a gold tablet and other indications from the Great

Kfian that must have greatly facilitated their journey. The
Great

,
Khan had asked for some oil from the lamp that

bums in the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem; and so thitlier

tliey first went, and then by way of Cilicia into Armenia,

They went thus far north because the Sultan of Egypt was

raiding the Ivlongol domains at this time. Thence tliey

came by way ofMesopotamia to Ormuz in the Persian Gulf,

as if they contemplated a sea voyage. At Ormuz tliey met

merchants from India, For some reason they did not take

ship, but instead turned northward through the Persian

deserts, and so by way ofBalkh over the Pamir to Kashgar,

and by way of Kotan and the Lob Nor into the Hivang-ho

valley and to Peking. At Peking was tlie Great Khan, and

hey were hospitably entertained.

Marco particularly pleased Kublai; he was young and-x
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clever, End it is clear he had mastered the Tartar language
very thoroughly. He was given an official position and sent
on several missions, “chiefly in south-rvest China. The talc
he had to tell of vast stretches of smiling and prosperous
country, ffill the way excellent hostelries for travellers,’ and
‘fine vineyards, fields and gardens,’ of ‘many abbeys’ of
Buddhist monks, ofmanufacturers of ‘cloth of silk and gold
and many fine taffetas,’ a ‘constant succession of cities and
boroughs,’ and so on, first roused the incredulity and then
fired the imagination of all Europe. He told of Burma,
and ofits great armies with hundreds of elephants, and how

, these animals were defeated by the Mongol bownnen, and
also of the Mongol conquest ofPegu. He told ofJapan, and
greatly exaggerated the amount of gold in that countiy.

For three years Marco ruled the city of Yangchow as

governor, and he probably impressed the Chinese inhabi-

tants as being very little more ofa foreigner than any Tartar

would have been. He may also have been sent on a mission

to India. Cliinese records mention a certain Polo attached

to the imperial council in 1277, a very valuable confirma-

tion of the general truth of the Polo story.

The publication of Marco Polo’s travels produced a pro-

found effect upon the European imagination. The Euro-

pean literature and especially the Etnopean romance of tlie

fifteenth century', echoes with the names in Marco Polo’s

story, -with Cathay (North China) and Cambaluc (Peking)

and the like.

Tw'O centuries later, among the readers of the Travels of

Marco Polo was a certain Gienoese mariner, Christopher

Columbus, who conceived the brilliant idea of sailing w'cst-

w-ard round the w'orld to China. In Seville there is a copy

ofthe Travels with marginal notes by Columbus. Tliere ^^•cre

many reasons -why the thought of a Genoese should be

turned in this direction. Until its capture by the Turks in

1453 Constantinople had been an impartial trading mart

betsveen the Western world and the East, and the Genoese

had traded there freely. But the ‘Latin’ Venetians, the

bitter rivals of the Genoese, had been the allies and helpers

T^f the Turks against the Greeks, and ^vith the coming of the
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Turks Constantinople turned an unfriendly face upon
Genoese trade. The long-forgotten discovery that the world

“

was round had gradually resumed its sway over men’s
minds. The idea of going westward to China was therefore

a fairly obvious one. It was encom'aged by two things. The
mariner’s compass had now been invented, and men were
no longer left to the mercy of a fine night and the stars to

determine the direction in which they were sailing, and the

NormanSj Catalonians, and Genoese and Portuguese had
already pushed out into the Atlantic as far as the Canary
Isles, Madeira, and the Azores.

Yet Columbus fought many difficulties before he could

get ships to put his idea to the test. He went from one

European Court to another. -Einally at Granada, just won'

from the Moors, he secured the patronage ofFerdinand and

Isabella, and was able to set out across the unknown ocean

in three small sliips. After a voyage of two months and nine

da^'s he came to a land which he believed to be India, but

which was really a new continent, whose distinct existence

the Old World had never hitherto suspected. He returned

to Spain with gold, cotton, strange beasts, and two \\ild-

eyed painted Indians to be baptized.’ They were called

Indians because, to the end of his days, be believed that

this land he had found was India. Only in the course of

several years did men laegin to realize that tlie 'whole new
continent of America was added to the world’s resources.

The success of Golmnbus stimulated overseas enterprise

enormously. In 1497 the Portuguese sailed round Africa to

India, and in 1515 there were Portuguese ships in Java. In

1519 Magellan, a Portuguese sailor in Spanish employment,

sailed out of Seville westward with five ships, of which one,

the Vittoria, came back up the river to Seville in 1522, the

first ship that had ever circumnavigated the world. Thirty-

one men were aboard her, survivors of 280 who had started.

Magellan himselfhad been killed in the Philippine Isles.'

Printed pape'r books, a new realization ofthe round world

as a thing altogether attainable, a new vision of strange

lands, strange animals and plants, strange manners and

customs, discoveries overseas and in the skies and in the -'
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ways and materials of life burst upon the European mind.
The Greek classics, buried and forgotten for so long, were
speedily .being printed and studied, and were colouring

men’s thoughts with dreams of Plato and the traditions of

an age of republican freedom and dignity. The Roman
dominion had first brought law and order to western Europe,

and the Latin church had restored it; but under both
Pagan and Catholic Rome cvuriosity and iimovation were
subordinate to and restrained by organization. The reign

of the Latin mind was now drawing to an end. Between the

tliirteenth and the sixteenth century the European Aryans,

tlianks to the stimxilating influence of Semite and Mongol
and the rediscovery of the Greek classics, broke away from
the Latin tradition and rose again to the intellectual and

material leadership of mankind.

50

THE REFORMATION OF THE
LATIN CHURCH

The Latin Church itself was enormously affected by this

mental rebirth. It was dismembered; and even the portion

that survived was extensively renewed.

We have told how nearly the church came to the auto-

cratic leadership of all Christendom in the eleventh and

twelfth centuries, and how in the fourteenth and fifteenth

its power over men’s minds and affairs declined. We have

described how popular religious enthusiasm which had in

earlier ages been its support and power was turned against

it by its pride, persecutions and centralization, and how the

insidious scepticism of Frederick II bore fruit in a growing

insubordination of the princes. The Great Schism had re-

duced its religious and political prestige to negligible

proportions. The forces of insurrection struck it now from

both sides.

The teachings of the Englishman Wycliffe spread wdely

p-throughout Europe. In 1398 a learned Czech, John Huss,
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delivered a series of lectures upon Wyclilfe’s teachings in

the University of Prague. This teaching spread rapidly

beyond the educated class, and aroused great popular
enthusiasm. In 1414-18 a Council of the whole church was
held at Constance to settle the Great Schism. Huss was
invited to this Council under promise of a safe conduct
from the Emperor, seized, put on trial for heresy and burned
alive (1415). Far from tranquillizing the Bohemian people,

this led J;o an insurrection of the Hussites in that countiy,

the first of a series of religious wars that inaugurated the

break-up of Latin Christendom. Against this insurrection

Pope Martin V, the Pope specially elected at Constance as

die head of a reunited Christendom, preached a Crusade.

Five Crusades in all were launched upon this sturdy little

people, and all of them failed. All the unemployed ruf-

fianism ofEurope was turned upon Bohemia in the fifteendi

century, just as in the thirteenth it had been turned upon
the Waldenses. But the Bohemian Czechs, unlike the

Waldenses, believed in armed resistance. The Bohemian
Crusade dissolved and streamed away from the battlefield

at the sound of the Hussites’ wagons and the distant chant-

ing of their troops; it did not even wait to fight (Battle of

Domazlice 1431). In 1436 an agreement was patched up
with the Hussites by a new Council of the church at Basle

in which many of the special objections to Latin practice

were conceded.

In tlie fifteenth century' a great pestilence had produced

much social disorganization throughout Europe. There had

been extreme misery and discontent among the common
people, and peasant risings against the landlords and the

wealthy in England and France. After tlie Hussite Wars

these peasant insurrections increased in gravity in Germany
and took a religious character. Printing came in as an

influence upon this development. By the middle of the

fifteenth century' there were printers at work with movable

type in Holland and the Rhineland. The art spread to Italy

and England, where Gaxton was printing in Westminster

in 1477. The immediate consequence was a great multi-

plication and distribution of Bibles, and greatly increased
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facilities for widespread popular controversies. The Euro-

pean world became a world of readers, to an extent that

had never happened to any community in the past. And
this sudden irrigation of the general mind with clearer

ideas and more accessible information occurred just at a

time when the church was confused and divided and not in

a position to defend itself effectively, and when many
princes were looking for means to weaken its hold upon the

vast wealth it claimed in their dominions.

In Germany the attack upon the church gathered round-

the personality ofan ex-monk, Martin Luther (1483-1546),

who appeared in Wittenberg in 1517 offering disputations
^ against various orthodox doctrines and .practices. At first

he disputed in Latin in the fashion,of the Schoolmen. Then
he took up the new weapon of the printed word and scat-

tered his views far and rvide in German addressed to the

ordinary' people. An attempt was made to suppress hini as

Huss had been suppressed, but the printing-press had
clianged conditions and he had too many open and secret

friends among the German princes for this fate to overtake

him.

For now in this age of multiplying ideas and weakened
faith there were many rulers who saw their advantage in

breaking the religious ties between their people and Rome.
They sought to make themselves in person the Jieads of a
more nationalized religion. England, Scotland, Sweden,

Norway, Denmar-k, north Germany and Bohemia, one after

another, separated themselves from the Roman Com-
'* munion. They have remained separated ever since.

The various princes concerned cared very little for the

moral and intellectual freedom of their subjects. They
used the religious doubts and insurgence of their peoples to

, strengthen them against Rome, but they failed to keep a

grip upon the popular movement as soon as that rupture

was achieved and a national church set up under the con-

trol of the crown. But there has always been a curious

vitality in the teaching ofJesus, a direct appeal to righteous-

ness and a man’s selj-respect over every loyalty and every

'p-subordination, lay or ecclesiastical. None of these princely
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chizrches broke off without also breaking off a number of
fragmentary sects that would admit the intervention of
neitlier prince nor pope between a man and his God. In
England and Scotland, for example, there was a number of

sects who now held firmly to the Bible as their one guide in'

life and belief. They refused the disciplines ofa state church.

In England these dissentients were the Nonconformists who
played a ver)' large part in the politics of that country in

the seventeenth and eighteenlli centuries.Tn England they

carried their objections to a princely head to the church so

far as to decapitate King Charles I (1649), and for eleven

prosperous years England was a republic under Non-
conformist rule.

.

The breaking away .of this large section of northern

Europe from Latin Christendom is what is generally spoken

of as the Reformation. But the shock and stress of these

losses produced changes perhaps as profound in the Roman
church itself. The church was reorganized and a new spirit

came into its life. One of the dominant figures in this re-

vival was a young Spanish soldier, Inigo Lopez de Recalde,

better known to the world as St Ignatius of Loyola. After

some romantic beginnings he became a priest (1538) and

was permitted to found the Society ofJesus, a direct attempt

to bring the generous and chivalrous traditions of miKtaxy

discipline into the service of religion. This Society ofJesus,

the Jesuits, became one of the greatest teaching and mis-

sionary societies the world has ever seen. It carried Chris-

tianity to India, China and America. It arrested the rapid

disintegration of the Roman church. It raised the standard

of education throughout the whole Catholic world; it

raised the level of Catholic intelligence and quickened the

Catholic conscience everywhere; it stimulated Protestant

Europe to competitive educational efforts. The vigorous and

aggressive Roman Catholic Church we know to-day is

largely the product of thisJesuit revival.



51

THE^EMPEROR CHARLES V

The Holy Roman Empire came to a sort of climax in the

reign of the Emperor Charles V. He was one of the most
extraordinary monarchs that Europe has ever seen. For a
time he had the air of being the greatest monarch since

Charlemagne.

T His greatness was not of his own making. It was largely

the creation of his grandfather, the Emperor Maximilian I

(1459-15 rg). Some families have fought, others have in-

trigued their way to world power; the Hapsburgs married

their way. Maximilian began his career with Austria,

Styria, part of Alsace and other districts, the original

Hapsburg patrimony; he married - the lady’s name
scarcely matters to us - the Netherlands and Burgundy. Most
of Burgundy slipped from him after his first wife’s death,

but the Netherlands he held. Then he tried unsuccessfully

to marry Brittany. He became emperor in succession to his

father, Frederick III, in 1439, and married the duchy of

Milan. Finally he married his son to the weak-minded
daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella, the Ferdinand and
Isabella of Columbus, who not only reigned over a freshly

united Spain and over Sardinia and the kingdom of the

tv/o Sicilies, but over all America west of Brazil. So it was
that this Charles V, his grandson, inherited most of the

American continent and between a third and a half ofwhat
the Turks had left of Europe. He succeeded to the Nether-

lands in 1506 When his grandfather Ferdinand died in

1516, he became practically king of the Spanish dominions,

his mother being imbecile, and his grandfather Maximilian

dying in 1519, he was in 1520 elected emperor at the still

comparatively tender age of twenty.

He was a fair young man with a not very intelligent face,

^ thick upper lip and a long clumsy chin. He found himself
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in a world of young and vigorous pei-sonalities It was an
age of brilliant -young monarchs. Francis I had succeeded
to the French throne in 1515 at the age of bventy-one.
Henry VIII had become' King of England in 1509 at
eighteen.' It was the age of Baber in India (1526-30) and
Suleiman the Magnificent in Turkey (1520), both excep-
tionally capable monarclis, and tlie Pope Leo X (1513) was
also a very distinguished Pope. The Pope and Francis I

attempted to prevent the election of Charles as Emperor
because they dreaded the concentration of so much po^ver

in the hands of one man. Both Francis I and Henry VIII
offered themselves to the imperial electors. But tliere was
now a long-established tradition of Habsburg Emperors
(since 1263), and some energetic bribery secured the elec-

tion for Charles.

At first the young man w'as very much a magnificent

puppet in the hands of his ministers. Then slowly,he began
to assert, himself and take control. He began to realize

sometliing of the threatening, complexities of his exalted

position. It -was a position as unsound as it was splendid.

From the very outset of his reign he was faced by the

situation created by Lutlier’s agitation in Germany. The
Emperor had one reason for siding with the reformers in

the opposition of the Pope to his election. But he had been

brought up in Spain, that most Catliolic of countries, and

he decided against Luther. So he came into conflict with

the Protestant princes and particularly die Elector of

Saxony. He found himself in die presence of an opening

rift that ^vas to split the outward fabric of Christendom into ^

two contending camps. His attempts to close that rift ivere

strenuous and honest and ineffective. Tliere was an exten-

sive political revolt in Germany, ivli^ch interwove vith die

general political and religious disturbance. And these

internal troubles ^vere complicated by attacks upon the

Empire from east and west alike. On the west of Charles

w^ his spirited rival, Francis I; to the east was die ever-

advancing Turk, who w'as now in Hungary, in 'alliance

widi France and clamouring for certain arrears of tribute

from the Austrian dominions. Charles had the money and,.
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army of Spain at his disposal, but it was extremely difficult

to get any effective support in money from Germany. His
social and political troubles were complicated by financial

distresses. He was forced to ruinous borrowing.

On the whole, Charles, in alliance with Henry VIII,
was successful against Francis I and the Turk. Their chief

battlefield was north Italy; the generalship was dull on both
sides; their advances and retreats depended mainly on the

arrival of reinforcements. The German army invaded
France, failed to take Marseilles, fell back into Italy, lost

Milan, and was besieged in Pavia. Francis I made a long

and unsuccessful siege of Pavia, was caught by fresh

German forces, defeated, wounded, and taken prisoner. But
thereupon the Pope and Heniy VIII, still haunted by the

fear ofhis attaining excessive power, turned against Charles.

The German troops in Milan, under the Constable of

Bombon, being unpaid, forced rather than followed their

commander into a raid upon Rome. They stormed the city

and pillaged it (1527). The Pope took refuge in the Castle

of St Angelo while the looting and slaughter went on. He
bought off the German troops at last by the payment of

400,000 ducats. Ten years of such confused fighting im-

poverished all Europe. At last the Emperor found himself

triumphant in Italy. In 1530 he was crowned by the Pope
- he was the last German Emperor to be so crowned at

. Bologna.

Meanwhile the Turks were making great headway in

Hungary. They had defeated and killed the king ofHungar)’-

in 1526, they held Budapest, and in 1529 Suleiman the

Magnificent very nearly took Vienna. The Emperor was

greatly concerned by these advances, and did his utmost to

drive back the Tur^, but he found the greatest difficulty

in getting the German princes to unite even wth this

formidable enemy upon their very borders. Francis I re-

mained implacable for a time, and there was a new French

war; but in 1538 Charles won his rival over to a more

friendly attitude after ravaging the south ofFrance. Francis

and Charles then formed an alliance against the Turk. But

^the Protestant princes, the German princes who were rc-
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solved to break away from Rome, had formed a league, the
Schmalkaldic League, against the Emperor, and in the

"place of a great campaign to recover Hungary for Christen-
dom Charles had to turn his mind to the gathering internal

struggle in Germany. Of that struggle he saw only' the
opening war. It was a struggle, a sanguinary irrational

bickering of princes, for ascendancy, now flaming into war
and destruction, how sinking back to intrigues and diplo-

macies; it -^vas a snake’s sack of princely policies that was to

go on UTithing incurably right into the nineteenth century

and to waste and desolate Central Europe again and again.

The Emperor never seems to have grasped the true forces

at ^vork in these gathering troubles. He was for his time and
station an exceptionally worthy man,-and he seems to have
taken the religious dissensions that were tearing Europe
into warring fragments as genuine theological differences.

He gathered diets and councils in futile attempts,at recon-

ciliation. Formulse and coftfessions were tried over. The
student of German history must struggle with the details of

the Religiotjs Peace of Nuremberg, the settlement at the

Diet of.Ratisbon, the Interim of Augsburg, and the like.

Here we do but mention them.as details in the w'orried life

of this culminating emperor. As a matter offact, hardly one

of the multifarious princes and rulers in Europe seems to

have been acting in good faith. The widespread religious

trouble of the world, the desire of the common people for

truth and social righteousness, the spreading knowledge of

the time, all those things were merely counters in the

imagination ofprincely diplomacy.-Henry VIII ofEngland,

w'ho had begun his career wdth a book against heresy, and

w’ho had been rewarded by the Pope wdth the title of

‘Defender of the Faith,’ being anxious to divorce his first

wtfe in favour of a young lady named Anne Boleyn, and

wishing also to loot the vast -wealth of the Church in Eng-

land, joined. the company of Protestant princes in 1530.

S-weden, Denmark, and Norway had already gone over to

the Protestant side.

The German religious wur began in 1546, a few months

after the death ofMartin Luther. We need not trouble about^
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the incidents of the campaign. The Protestant Saxon army
was badly beaten at Lochau. By something very like a
breach of faith Philip of Hesse, the Emperor’s chief re-

maining antagonist, was caught and imprisoned, and the
Turks were bought off by the promise of an armual tribute.

15475 to the great relief of the Emperor, Francis I died.

So by 1547 Charles got to a kind of settlement, and made
his last efforts to effect peace where there was no peace. In

1552 all Germany was at war again, only a precipitate flight

from Innsbruck saved Charles from capture, and in 1552,
with the treaty of Passau, came another unstable equili-

brium ...

Such is the brief outline of the politics of the Empire for

thirty-two years. It is interesting to note how entirely the

European mind was concentrated upon the struggle for

European ascendancy. Neither Turks, French, English nor

Germans had yet discovered any political interest in the

great continent ofAmerica, nor any significance in the new
sea routes to Asia. Great things were happening in America;

Cortez with a mere handful ofmen had conquered the great

Neolithic Empire of Mexico for Spain, Pizarro had crossed

the Isthmus of Panama (1530) and subjugated another

wonder land, Peru. But as yet these events meant no more to

Europe than a useful and stimulating influx of silver to tlie

Spanish treasury.

It was after the treaty of Passau that Charles began to

display his distinctive originality of mind. He was now
entirely bored and disillusioned by his imperial greatness.

A sense of the intolerable futility of these European rivalries

came upon him. He had never been of a very sound con-

stitution, he was naturally indolent, and he was suffering

greatly from gout. He abdicated. He made over all his

sovereign rights in Germany to his brother Ferdinand, and

Spain and the Netherlands he resigned to his son Philip.

Tlien in a sort of magnificent dudgeon he retired to a

monastery at Yuste, 'among the oak and chestnut forests in

the hills to the north of the Tagus valley. There he died in

1558.

Much has been written in a sentimental vein of this rctirc-
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ment, this renunciation of the world by this tired majestic

Titan, world-weary, seeking in an austere solitude his peace
tvith God. But his retreat was neither solitary nor austere;

he had with him nearly 150 attendants; his establishment

had all the splendour and indulgences without the fatigue

of a court, and Philip II was a dutiful son to whom his

father’s advice was a command.
And .if Charles had lost his living interest in the adminis-

tration of European affairs, there were other motives of a
more immediate sort to stir him. Says Prescott:

‘In the almost daily correspondence between Quixada, or

Gaztelu, and the Secretary ofState at Valladolid, there is scarcely -

a letter that does not turn more or less on the Emperor’s eating or

his illness. The one seems naturally to follow, like a rrnming com-
mentary, on the other. It is rare that such topics have formed the

burthen of communications with the department of state. It must

have been no easy matter for the secretary to preserve his gravity

in the perusal ofdespatches in which politics and gastronomy were

so strangely mixed together. The cornierfrom Valladolid to Lisbon

tvas ordered to make a detour, so as to takeJarandilla in his route,

and bring supplies to the royal table. On Thursdays he was to bring

fish to serve for thejour maigre that was to follow. The trout in the

neigbourhood Charles thought too small, so others of a larger size

were to be sent from Valladoh'd. Fish of every kind were to his

taste, as, indeed, was anything that in its nature or habits at all

approached to foh. Eels, frogs, oysters, occupied an important

place in the royal bill of fare. Potted fish, especially anchovies,

formd great favour wth him; and he regretted that he had not

brought a better supply of these from the Low Countries. On an

eel-pasty he particularly doted ...f*

In 1554 Cliarles had obtained a bull from Pope Julius III

granting him a dispensation from fasting, and allowdng him

to break his fast early in the morning even when he M^as to

take the sacrament.

Eating and doctoring! It was a return to elemental

things. He had never acquired the habit of reading, but he

would be read aloud to at meals after''the fashion of Char-

lemagne, and would make what one narrator describes as

a ‘sweet and heavenly commentary.’ He also amused him-

* Prescott’s AppendLx to Robertson’s History ofCharles V.
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selfwith mechanical toys, by listening to music or sermons,

< and by attending to the imperial business that still came
drifting in to him. The death of the Empress, to ^vhom he
was greatly attached, had turned his mind towards religion,

which in his case took a punctilious and ceremonial form;
every Friday in Lent he scourged himselfwith the rest of the
monks with such good-will as to draw blood. These exercises

and the gout released a bigotry in Charles that had hitherto

been restrained by considerations of policy. The appear-
ance of Protestant teaching close at hand in Valladolid

roused him to fury. ‘Tell the grand inquisitor and Ids

council from me to be at their posts, and to lay the axe at

the root of the evil before it spreads further ’ He expressed

a doubt whether it would not be well, in so black an affair,

to dispense with the ordinary course of mercy, and to show
no- mercy; ‘lest the criminal, if pardoned, should have the

opportunity of repeating his crime.’ He recommended, as

an example, his own mode of proceeding in the Nether-

lands, ‘where all who remained obstinate in their errors

were burned alive, and those who were admitted to peni-

tence ^vere beheaded.’ '

And almost symbolical of his place and role in history

was his preoccupation with funerals. He seems to have had

an intuition that something great was dead in Europe and

sorely needed burial, that there was a need to Nvrite Finis,

overdue. He not only attended every actual funeral that

was celebrated at Yuste, but he had services conducted for

the absent dead, he held a funeral service in memory of his

(- wife on the anniversary of her death, and finally he cele-

brated his own obsequies.

‘The chapel was hung with black, and the blaze of hundreds of

waxhghts was scarcely sufficient to dispel the darkness. The

brethren in their conventual dress, and aU the Emperor’s house-

hold clad in deep mourning, gathered round a huge catafalque,

shrouded also in black, which had been raised in the centre of the

chapel. The service for the bunal ofthe dead was then performed;

and, amidst the dismal wail ofthe monks, the prayers ascended for

the departed spirit,- that it might be received into the mansions of

the blessed. The sorrowffil attendants were melted to tears, as the
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image’ of their master’s death was presented to their minds - or
they were touched, it may be, wth compassion by this pitiable

display of weakness. Charles, muffled in a dark mantle, and bear-
ing a lighted candle in his hand, mingled with his household, the

spectator ofhis own obsequies; and the doleful ceremony was con-
'

eluded by his placihg the taper in the hands ofthe priest, in sign of
his surrendering up his soul to the Almighty.’

Within two months of his masquerade he was dead. And
the brief greatness of the Holy Roman Empire died with

him. His realm was already divided between his brother'’

and his son. The Holy Roman Empire struggled on indeed ;

to the da-jfs of Napoleon I, but as an invalid and dying

thing"! To this day its unburied tradition still poisons the

political air.

52

THE AGE OF
POLITICAL EXPERIMENTS, OF

GRAND MONARCHY AND PARLIAMENTS
AND REPUBL'IGANISM IN EUROPE

The Latin Church was broken, the Holy Roman Empire

^vas in extreme decay; the history of Europe from the open-

ing of the sixteenth century- onward is a story of peoples

feeling their way dpi'kly to some new method of govern-

ment, better adapted to the new conditions that were aris-

ing. In the Ancient World, over long periods of time, there

had been dianges of dynasty and even changes of ruling

.

rape
,
and language, but the form of government through

monarch and temple remained fairly stable, and still more

stable was the ordinary way of living. In this modem
Europe since the sixteenth century the d^mastic changes are

unimportant, and the interest ofhistory lies in the wide and

increasing variety ,of experiments in political and social

organization.

The political history of the world from the sixteenth cen-

tury onward was, we have said, an effdrt, a largely uncon-...^
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scious effort, of mankind to adapt its political methods to

certain new conditions that had now arisen. The effort to

adapt was complicated by the fact that the conditions them-
selves tvere changing \vith a steadily increasing rapidity.

The adaptation, mainly unconscious and almost always un-
willing (for man in general hates voluntary change), has
lagged more and more behind the alterations in conditions.

From the sixteenth century onward the history of mankind
is a story of political and social institutions b^-coming more
and more plainly misfits, less comfortable and more
vexatious, and of the slow, reluctant realization of the need
for a conscious and deliberate reconstruction of the w'hole

scheme of human societies in the face of needs and pos-

sibilities new to all the former experiences of life.

What are these changes in the conditions of human life

that have disorganized that balance of empire, priest,

peasant and trader, ^vith periodic refreshment by barbaric

conquest, that has held human affairs in the Old World in a

sort of working rhythm for more than a hundred centuries?

They are manifold and various, for human affairs are

multitudinously complex; but the main changes seem all to

turn upon one cause, namely, the growth and extension ofa

knowledge of the nature of things, beginning first of all in

small groups of intelligent people arid spreading at first

slowly, and in the last five hundred years very rapidly, to

larger and larger proportions of the general population.

But there has also been a great change in human condi-

tions due to a change in the spirit ofhuman life. This change

has gone on side by side ^vith the increase and extension of

knowledge, and is subtly cormected wdth it. There has been

an increasing disposition to treat a life based on the common
and more elementary desires and gratifications as unsatis-

factory, and to seek relationship witli and service and par-

ticipation in a larger life. This is the common characteristic

of all the great religions that have spread throughout the

world in the last twenty-odd centuries, Buddhism,’ Chris-

tianity and Islam alike. They have had to do with the spirit

ofman in a way that the older religions did not have to do.

/They are forces quite different in their nature and effect
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from the old fetishistic blood-stained religions of priest and
,

temple that they have in part modified and in part replaced.

They have gradually evolved a self-respect in the individual
and a sense of participation and responsibility in tlie com-
mon concerns of mankind that did not exist amonsr the

populations of the earlier civilizations. ’

The first considerable change in the conditions ofpolitical
and social life was the simplification and extended use of
^vriting*in- t’.ie ancient civilizations which made larger

empires and wider political understandings practicable and

,

inevitable. The next - movement forward came %vith the

introduction of the horse, and later on of the camel as a

means of transport, the use of wheeled vehicles, the exten-

sion ofroads and the increased military efficiency due to tlie

discovery of terrestrial iron. Then followed the profound

economic disturbances due to the device of coined money
and the change in tlie nature of debt, proprietorship and

trade due to this convenient, but dangerous, convention. The
empires grew in -size and range, and men’s ideas grew like-

wise to correspond with these things. Came the disappear-

ance oflocal gods, the age of thedcrasia, and the teaching of

the great ivorld religions. Came also the beginnings of

reasoned^’ and recorded histor)'^ and geography, the first

realization by man of his profound ignorance, and the first

systematic search for knoivledge.

For a time the scientific process which began so brilliantly

in Greece and Alexandria was interrupted. The raids of

the Teutonic barbarians, the westivard drive of the Mon-
golian peoples, convulsive religious reconstruction and great

pestilence put enormous ' strains upon political and social

order. Wben civilization emerged again from the phase of

conflict and fconfusion, slavery was no longer the basis of

economic life; and the first paper mills were preparing a

new medium for collective information and co-operation in

printed matter. Gradually at this pomt and that, the search

for knowledge, the systematic scientific process, was resinned.

And now from, the sixteenth century onwards, as an

inevitable by-product of s)^tematic thought, appeared a

steadily increasing series ofinventions and devices affecting-^
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the inter-communication and interaction of men -^vath one
another. They all tended towards wider range of action,

greater mutual benefits or injuries, and increased co-opera-
tion, and they came faster and faster. Men’s minds had not
been prepared for anything of the sort, and until the great

catastrophes at the beginning of the. twentieth cmtury
quickened men’s minds, the historian has very little to tell

of any intelligently planned attempts to meet the neiv con-

ditions this increasing flow of inventions was creating. The
history’^ of mankind for the last fom centuries is rather like

that ofan imprisoned sleeper, stirring clumsily and uneasily

while the prison that restrains and shelters him catches fire,

not waking but incorporating the crackling and warmth of

the fire with ancient and incongruous dreams, than like

that ofa man consciously awake to danger and opportunity.

Since history is the story not of individual lives but of

communities, it is inevitable that the inventions that figure

most in the historical record are inventions affecting com-

munications. In the sixteenth century the chief new things

that we have to note are the appearance of printed paper

and the sea-worthy, ocean-going sailing ship using the new
device of the mariner’s compass. The former cheapened,

spread, and revolutionized teaching, public information and

discussion, and the fundamental operations of political

activity. The latter made the roimd world one. But almost

equally important was the increased utilization and im-

provement ofguns and gunpowder which the Mongols had

first brought westward in the thirteenth century. This

destroyed the practical immunity of barons in their castles

and of walled cities. Guns swept away feudalism. Constan-

tinople fell to guns. Mexico and Peru fell befobe the terror

of the Spanish guns.

The seventeenth century saw the development of system-

atic scientific publication, a less conspicuous but ultimately

far more pregnant innovation. Conspicuous among the

leaders in this great fonvard step was Sir Francis Bacon

(1561—1626), afterwards Lord Verulam, Lord Chancellor of

England. He was the pupil and perhaps the moutlrpiecc of

another Englishman, Doctor Gilbert, the experimental
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philosopher of Colchester (1540-1603). This second Bacon,
like the first, preached observation and experiment, and
he used the inspiring and fimitfiil form of a^Utopian story,

The Mew Atlantis, to express his dream of a great service of
research.

Presently arose the Royal Society of London, the Floren-

tine Society, and later other national bodies for the encour-
’ agement of research and the publication and exchange of
knowledge. These European scientific societies became
fountains not only of countless inventions but also of a
destructive criticism of the grotesque theological history of
the world that had dominated and crippled hmnan thought
for many centuries.

Neither the seventeenth nor the eighteenth century %vit-

nessed any innovation so immediately revolutionar)'- in

hmnan conditions as printed paper and the ocean-going

ship, but there was a steady accumulation ofknowledge and

scientific energy that was to bear its full fruits in tlie nine-

teenth centmy. The exploration and mapping of the world

went on. Tasmania, Australia, New Zealand appeared on

the map. In Great Britain in the eighteenth centmy coal

coke began to be used for metallurgical purposes, leading to

a considerable cheapening of iron and to the possibility of

casting and using it in larger pieces than had been possible

before, when it had been 'smelted with wood charcoal.

Modern machinery dawned.

Like the trees of the celestial city, science bears bud and

flower and fruit at the same time and continuously. Witli

the onset of the nineteenth century the real fruition of

science began. First came steam and steel, the railway, tlie

great liner, vast bridges and buildings, machinery of almost

limitless power, tlie possibility of a bountiful satisfaction of

every material human need, and then, still more wonderful,

the hidden treasures of electrical science were opened to

men ...

We have compared, the political and social life of man
from the sixteenth centur)’’ onward to that of a sleeping

.
prisoner ivho lies and dreams while his prison burns about

him. In the sixteenth century^ the European mind was stills,
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going on with its Latin Imperial dream, its dream ofa Holy
Roman Empire, united under a Catholic Church. But just
as some rmcontrollable element in our composition uill
insist at times upon introducing into our dreams the most
absurd and destructive comments, so thrust into this dream
we find the sleeping face and craving stomach of the
Emperor Charles V, while Henry VII of England and
Luther tear the unity of Catholicism to shreds.

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the dream
turned to pe^onal monarchy. The history of nearly all

“Europe during this period tells with variation the stor}“ of

an attempt to consolidate monarchy, to make it absolute

and to extend its power over weaker adjacent regions, and
of the steady resistance, first of the landowners and then

with the increase of .foreign trade and home industry, of

the growing trading and moneyed class, to the exaction and
interference of the crown. There is no universal victory of

either side; here it is the King who gets the upper hand,

while there it is the man ofprivate' property -who beats the

King, In one case w'e find a King becoming the sun and
centre of his national tvorld, w’hile just over his borders a

sturdy mercantile class maintains a republic. So \side a range

of variation show's ho\s' entirely experimental, w-hat local

accidents, were all the various governments of this period.

A very common figure in tliese national dramas is tire

King’s minister, often in the still Catholic countries a pre-

late, who stands behind the King, serves him and dominates

him by his indispensable services.

Here in the limits set to us it is impossible to tell these

various national dramas in detail. The trading folk of Hol-

land w'ent Protestant and republican, and cast off the rule

of Philip II of Spain, the son of the Emperor Charles V. In

England Henry VIII and his minister Wolscy, Queen

Elizabeth and her minister Burleigh, prepared the founda-

tions of an absolutism that w'as wTecked by the folly of

James I and Charles I. Charles I was beheaded for treason

to his people (1649), a new turn in the political thought of

Europe. For a dozen years (until 1660) Britain w'as a re-

"public; and the crow'n w'as an unstable power, much over-
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shadowed by parliament, until George III (1760-1820)
made a strenuous and partly successful effort to restore its

predominance. The King ofFrance, on the other hand, ^vas

the most successful of all the European Kings in perfecting

monarchy. Two great ministers, Richelieu (1585-1642) and
Mazarin (i6oa-6i), built up the power of the crown in that

country,, and the process was aided by the long reign and
very considerable abilities of King Loiiis XIV, ‘the Grand
Monarque’ (i634-r7i5).

Louis XIV was indeed the pattern King of Europe. He
was, TOthin his limitations, an exceptionally capable King,-

his ambition was stronger than his baser passions, and he
guided his country towards bankruptcy through tlie com-
plication of a spirited foreign policy with an elaborate

dignity that still extorts our admiration. His immediate

desire was to consolidate and extend France to tlie Rhine

and Pyrenees, and to absorb the Spanish Netherlands; his

remoter view saw the French kings as the possible successors

of Charlemagne in a recast Holy Roman Empire. He made
bribery a state method alrnost more important than war-

fare. Charles II of England was in his pay, and so were

most of the Polish nobility, presently to be described. His

money, or rather the money of the tax-paying claisses in

France,- went everywhere. But his prevailing occupation

was splendour. His great palace at Versailles with its salons,

its corridors, its mirrors, its ten-aces and fountains and parks

and prospects, 'was the em’y and admiration ofthe world.

He provoked a universal imitation. Evety king and

princelet in Etirope was building his oum Versailles- 'as

much beyond his means as liis subjects and credits tvould

permit. Everywhere the nobility rebuilt or extended their

chateaux to the new pattern. A great industry of beautiful

and elaborate fabrics and furnishings developed. The

luxurious arts flourished everywhere; sculpture in alabaster,

faience, gilt wood-work, metalwork, stamped leather, much

music, magnificent painting, beautiful printing and bind-

ings, fine crocker}^, fine vintages. Amidst the mirrors and

•fine furniture went a strange race of ‘gentlemen’ in tall

powdered ^\^gs, silks and laces, poised upon high red heels, .,
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this struggle ended, a map ofEurope according to the Peace
of Westphalia (1648). One sees a tangle of principalities,

dukedoms, free states and the like, some partly in and
partly out of the Empire. Sweden’s arm, the reader Avill

note, reached far into Germany; and except for a few islands

of territory within the imperil boundaries France Avas still

far from the Rhine. Amidst this patchwork the Kingdom of
Prussia - it became a Kingdom in 1701 - rose steadily to

prominence and sustained a series of successful w^ars,

Frederick the Great of Prpssia (1740-86) had his Versailles

at Potsdam, where his court spoke French, read French
literature and rivalled the culture of the French King.

In 1714 the Elector ofHanover became King ofEngland,
adding one more to ^e list of monarchies half in and half

out of the Empire.

The Austrian brancli of the descendants of Charles V re-

tained the title of Emperor; the Spanish branch retained

Spain. But now there was also an emperor of the East again.

After the fall of Constantinople (1453), the Grand Duke of

Moscow, Ivan the Great (1462-1505), claimed to be heir

to the B)'zantine tlirone and adopted the Bj'zantine double-

headed eagle upon his arms. His grandson, Ivan IV, Ivan

the Terrible (1533-84), assurned the imperial title of Caesar

(Tsar). But only in the latter half of the seventeenth cen-

tury did Russia cease to seem remote and Asiatic to the

European mind. The Tsar Peter the Great (1682-1725)

brought Russia into the arena of Western affairs. He built

a new capital for his empire, Petersburg upon the Neva,

that played the • part of a window between Russia and

Europe, and he set up Ids Versailles at Peterhof, eighteen

miles aw’ay, employing a French architect who gave him a

terrace, fountains, cascades, picture-gallery, park, and all

the recognized appointments of Grand Monarchy. In

Russia as in Prussia French became the language of the

court.

Unhappily placed bet^veen Austria, Prussia, and Russia

was the Polish kingdom, an ill-organized state of great

landed proprietors too jealous of their owm individual

grandeur to permit inore than a nominal kingship to the ^
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monarch they elected. Her fate was division among these

three neighbours, in spite of the efforts of France to retain

her as an independent ally, Switzerland at tins time was a
group of republican cantons; Venice was a republic; Italy,

like so much of Germany, was divided among minor dukes
and princes. The Pope ruled like a prince in the papal
states, too fearful now of losing the allegiance of the remain-

ing Catholic princes to interfere benveen them and their

subjects or to remind the world of the commonweal of

Christendom. There remained indeed no common political

idea in Europe at all; Europe was given over altogether to

division and diversity.

All these sovereign princes and republics carried on

schemes of aggrandizement against each other. Each one of

them pursued a ‘foreign policy’ of aggression against its

neighbours and of aggressive alliances. We Europeans stih

live to-day in the last phase of this age of the multifarious

sovereign states, and still suffer from the hatreds, hostilities

and suspicions it engendered. The history of this time be-

comes more and more manifestly ‘gossip,’ more and more

unmeaning and wearisome to a modem intelligence. You
are told ofhow this war was caused by this King’s mistress,

and ho^v the jealousy of one minister for another caused

that. A tittle-tattle of bribes and rivalries disgusts the intel-

ligent student. The more permanently significant fact is

that, in spite ofthe obstmction ofa score offrontiers, reading

and thought still spread and increased and inventions multi-

plied. The eighteenth century saw the appearance of a

literature profoundly sceptical and critical of the courts and

policies of the time. In such a.book as Voltaire’s Candide \\-e

have the expression ofan infinite weariness with the planless

confusion of the European world.
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THE NEW EMPIRES OF THE
EUROPEANS

IN ASIA AND OVERSEAS
,

While centra] Europe thus remained divided and confused,

the Western Europeans, and particularly the Dutch, the

Scandinavians, the Spanish, the Portuguese, the French and
the British, were extending the area of their struggles across

the seas of all the world. The printing-press had dissolved

the political ideas ofEurope into a "ast and at first indeter-

minate fermentation, but that other great innovation, the

ocean-going sailing ship, was inexorably extending the

range of European experience to the furthermost limits of

salt water.

The first overseas settlements of the Dutch and Northern

Atlantic Europeans were not for colonization, but for trade

and mining. The Spaniards were first in the field; they

claimed dominion over the whole of this New World of

America. Very soon, however, the Portuguese asked for a

share. The Pope - it was one of the last acts of Rome as

naistress of the world - divided the new continent between

these two first-comers, giving Portugal Brazil and every-

thing else east of a line 370 leagues %vest of the Gape Verde

Islands, and all the rest to Spain (1494), The Portuguese at

tliis time were also pushing overseas enterprise southward

and eastward. In 1497 Vasco da Gama had sailed from

Lisbon round the Cape to Zanzibar and then to Calicut in

India. In 1515 there were Portuguese ships in Java and the

Moluccas, and the Portuguese were setting up and fortify-

ing trading stations round and about the coasts of the

Indian Ocean. Mozambique, Goa, and two smaller pos-

sessions in India, Macao in China and a part ofTimor are to

this day Portuguese possessions.

The nations excluded from America by the papal settle-
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ment paid little heed to the rights of Spain and Portugal,

The English, the Danes and Swedes, and presently the

Dutch, were soon staking out claims in North America and

the West Indies, and his Most Catholic Majesty of France

.^heeded the papal settlement as little as any Protestant. The
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wars of Europe extended themselves to these claims and
possessions. ‘ ^

In the long run the English were the most successfiil in

this scramble for overseas possessions. The Danes and
Swedes were too deeply entangled in the complicated affairs

ofGermany to sustain effective expeditions abroad. Sweden -

was wasted upon the German battlefields by a picturesque
king, Gustavus Adolphus, the Protestant ‘Lion ofthe North.’
The Dutch were the heirs of such small settlements as

Sweden made in America, and the Dutch were too near
French aggression to hold their own against die British: In
the far east the chief rivals for empire were the British,

.

Dutch and French, and in America the British, French and"]

Spanish. The British had the supreme advantage of a water
frontier, the ‘silver streak’ of the English Channel against

Europe. The tradition ofthe Latin Empire entangled them
least.

France has always thought too much in terms of Etuope.

Throughout the eighteenth century she was wasting her

opportunities of expansion in West and East alike in order

•to dominate Spain, Italy and the German confusion. The
religious and political dissensions of Britain in the seven-

teenth century had driven many of the English to seek a

permanent home in America. They struck root and in-

creased and multiplied, giving the British a great advantage

in the American struggle. In 1756 and 1760 the French lost

Canada to the British and dieir American colonists, and a

few years later the British trading company found itself

completely dominant over French, Dutch and Portuguese.*

in the peninsula of India. The great Mongol Empire of

Baber, Akbar and their successors had now gone far in

decay, and the story of its practical capture by a London

trading company, the British .East India Company, is one

of the most extraordinary episodes in the whole lustory of

conquest.

This East India Company had been originally at the time

of its incorporation under ^uecn Elizabeth no more than a

company of sea adventurers. Step by step they had been

forced to raise troops and arm their ships. And now this



trading company, with its traditions of gain, found itself

dealing not merely in spices and dyes and tea and jewels,
but in the revenues and territories of princes and the des-
tinies of India. It had come to buy and sell, and it found
itself achieving a tremendous piracy. There was no one to

challenge its proceedings. Is it any wonder that its captains
and commanders and officials, nay, even its clerks and
common soldiers, came back to England loaded with spoils?

Men under such circumstances, with a great and wealthy
land at their mercy, could not determine what they might
or might not do. It was a strange land to them, witli a
strange sunlight; its brown people seemed a different race,

. Outside their range of sympathy; its mysterious temples

sustained fantastic standards of behaviour. Englishmen at

home were perplexed when presently these generals and
officials came back to make dark accusations against each

other of extortions and cruelties. Upon Clive Parliament

passed a vote of censure. He committed suicide in 1774.

In 1788 Wairen Hastings, a second great Indian adnainis-

trator, was impeached and acquitted (179a). It was a

strange and unprecedented situation in the world’s history.

The English Parliament found itself ruling over a London
trading company, which in its turn was dominating an

empire far greater and more populous than all the domains

of the British Crown. To the bulk of the English people

India was a remote, fantastic, almost inaccessible land, to

tvhich adventurous poor young men went out, to return

after many years very rich and very choleric old gentlemen.

Jt was difficult for the English to conceive what the life of

these countless brovm millions in the eastern sunshine could

be. Their imaginations declined the task. India remained

romantically unreal. It was impossible for the English, there-

fore, to exert any effective supervision and control over the

company’s proceedings.

And while the Western European powers were thus fight-

ing for these fantastic overseas empires upon every ocean in

the world, two great land conquests were in progress in Asia.

China had thrown off the Mongol yoke in 1360, and

Nourished under the great native dynasty of the Mings until
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1644- Then the Manchus, another Mongol people, re-

conquered China and remained masters of China until)f

1912. Meanwhile Russia was pushing East and growing to

greatness in the world’s affairs. The rise of this great central

power of the Old World, which is neither altogether of the

East nor altogether of the West, is one of the utmost impor-
tance to our human destiny. Its expansion is very largely

due to the appearance of a Christian steppe people, the

Cossacks, who formed a barrier between the feudal agri-

culture of Poland and Himgary to the west and the Tartar
to the east. The Cossacks were the wild east of Europe, and
in many ways not unlike the wild west of the United States ,

in the middle nineteenth century. All who had made Russi^
too hot to hold them, criminals as well as the persecuted

innocent, rebellious serfs, religious sectaries, thieves, vaga-

bonds, murderers, sought asylum in the southern steppes

and there made-a fresh start and fought for life and freedom

against Pole, Russian and Tartar alike. Doubtless fugitives

from the Tartars to the east also contributed to the Cossack

mixture. Slowly th^e border folk were incorporated in the

Russian imperial service, much as the highland clans of

Scotland were converted into regiments by the British

Government. New lands were offered them in Asia. They
became a weapon against the dwindling power of the Mon-
golian nomads, first in Turkestan and then across Siberia

as far as the Amur.
The decay of Mongol energy in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries is very difficult to explain. Within tjvc^

or three centuries from the days of Jengis and Timurlan^
Central Asia had relapsed from a period of world ascen-

dancy to extreme political impotence. Changes of climate,

unrecorded pestilences, infections of a malarial tj’pe, may
have played their part in this recession — which may be only

a temporary recession measured by the scale of universal

history — of the Central Asian peoples. Some authorities

think that the spread of Buddhist teaching from China also

had a pacifying influence upon them. At any rate, by the

sixteenth century the Mongol Tartar and Turkish peoples'

were no longer pressing outward, but were being invade!^,
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subjugated, and pushed back both by Christian Russia in
the west and by China in the east.

All through the seventeenth century the Cossacks were
spreading casUvard from European Russia, and settling

wherever they found agricultural conditions. Cordons of
forts and stations formed a moving frontier to these settle-

ments to the south, where the Tnrkomans -svere still strong
and active; to the north-east, however, Russia had no
frontier until she reached right to the Pacific ...

54

THE AMERICAN WAR OF
INDEPENDENCE

The third quarter of the eighteenth century thus saw the

remarkable and unstable spectacle of a Europe divided

against itself, and no longer with any unifying political or

religious idea, yet through the immense stimulation ofmen’s

imaginations by the printed book, the printed map, and the

opportunity of the new ocean-going shipping, able in a dis-

organized and contentious manner to dominate all the

coasts of the world. It was a planless, incoherent ebullition

ofenterprise due to temporar)'^ and almost accidental advan-

tages over the rest of mankind. By virtue of the advantages

this new and still largely empty continent of America was

peopled mainly from Western European sources, and South

Africa, and Australia and New Zealand were marked down
as prospective homes for a European population.

Tire motive that had sent Columbus to America and

Vasco de Gama to India was the perennial first motive of

all sailors since beginning of things - trade. But while in

the already populous and productive East the trade motive

remained dominant, and the European settlements re-

mained trading settlejments from which tlie European in-

habitants hoped to return home to spend their money, the

Eiuropeans in America, dealing •with communities at a ver%'

^much lower level ofproductive activity, found a n£\v induce-
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merit for persistence in the search for gold and silver.

Particularly- did the mines of Spanish-America yield silver.

The Europeans had to go to America not simply as arrhed

merchants but as prospectors, miners, searchers after natural

products, and presently as planters. In the north they sought
furs. Mines and plantations necessitated settlements. They
obliged people to set up permanent overseas homes. Finally

in some cases, as when the English Puritans went to New
England in the early seventeenth centiuy to escape religious

persecution, when in the eighteenth Oglethorpe sent people

from the English debtors’ prisons to Georgia, and when in

the end of the eighteenth the Dutch sent orphans to the

Cape ofGood Hope, the Europeans frankly crossed the seasT^

to find ne^v homes for good. In the nineteenth century, and
especially after the coming of the steamship, tlie stream of

European emigration to the new empty lands of America

and Atistralia rose for some decades to the scale of a great

migration. *

So tliere grew up permanent overseas populations of

Emopeans, and the Etiropean culture was transplanted to

much larger areas than those in winch it had been de-

veloped. These ne^v communities, bringing a ready-made

civilization with them to these new lands, grew' up, as it

w'ere, implanned and unperceived; the statecraft of Europe

did not foresee them, and was unprepared with any ideas

about their treatment. The politicians and ministers of

Europe* continued to regard them as essentially expedi-

tionary establishments, sources of revenue, ‘possessions’ and

‘dependencies,’ long after their peoples had developed

keen sense of their separate social lifo. And also they con-

tinued to treat them as helplessly subject to' the mother

cotmtry long after the population had spread inland out of

reach of any effecmal punitive operations from the sea.

Because until w'ell into the nineteentli century, it must be

remenibered, the link of all these overseas empires was the

ocean-going sailing ship. On land the.swiftest thing w'as still

the horse, and the cohesion and unity of political systems

,

on land was still limited by the limitations of horse com-

munications.
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Now at the end of the third quarter of the eighteenth
century the northern two-thirds of North America was
under the British crown. France had abandoned America.
Except for Brazil, which was Portuguese, and one or hvo

small islands and areas in French, British, Danish, and

Dutch hands, Florida, Louisiana, California and all America

to the south was Spanish. It was the British colonies south

of Maine and Lake Ontario that first demonstrated the

inadequacy of the sailing-ship to hold overseas populations

together in one political system. .

f -These British colonies were very miscellaneous in their
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origin and character. There were French, Swedish and
Dutch settlements as well as British; there were British

Catholics in Maryland and British ultra-Protestants in Ne^v
England, and while the New Englanders farmed their o^vn
land and denounced slavery, the British in Virginia and the
south were planters employing a swelling multitude of im-
ported Negro slaves. There was no natural common unity
in such states. To get from one to the other might mean a
coasting voyage hardly less tedious than the Transatlantic

crossing. But the union that diverse origin and natural con-

ditions denied the British-Americans was forced upon them
by the .selfishness and stupidity of the British government in

London. They were taxed without any voice in the spending

ofthe taxes; their trade was sacrificed to British interests; the

highly profitable slave-trade was maintained by the British

government in. spite of the opposition of the Virginians who
— though quite v^dlling to hold and use slaves - feared to be

swamped by an ever-growing barbaric black population.

Britain at that time was lapsing towards an intenser form

of monarchy, and' the obstinate personality of George III

(1760-1820) did much to force on a struggle between the

home and the colonial governments.

The conflict was precipitated by legislation which,

favoured the London East India Company at the expense of

the American shipper. Three cargoes of tea which were im-

ported under the new conditions were thrown overboard in

Boston harbour by a band of men disguised as Indians

(1773). Fighting only began in 1775, when the British

government attempted to arrest t%vo ofthe American leaders-^

at Lexington near Boston. The first shots were fired in

Lexington by the British; the first fighting occurred at'

Concord.

So the American War ofIndependence began, though for

more than a year tlie colonists showed themselves extremely ‘

unwilling to sever their links with the motherland. It w'as

not until the middle of 1776 that the Congress of the insur-

gent states issued ‘The Declaration of Independence.’ -

George Washington, who like many of the leading colonists

of the time had had a military training in the wars agains^
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the French, was made commander-in-chief. In 1777 a
' British general, General Burgoyne, in an attempt to reach
Ne^v York from Canada, was defeated at Freeman’s Farm
and obliged to surrender at Saratoga. In the same year the
French and Spanish declared war upon Great Britain,

greatly hampering her sea communications. A second
British army under General Cornwallis was caught in the
Yorktown peninsula in Virginia and obliged to capitulate

in 1781. In 1783 peace was made in Paris, and the Thirteen
Colonies from Maine to Georgia became a union of inde-

pendent sovereign states. So the United States of America
came into existence. Canada remained loyal to- the British

• hag.

For four years these States had only a very feeble central

government under certain Articles of Confederation, and
they seemed destined to break up into separate independent

communities. Their immediate separation was delayed by
the hostility ofthe British and a certain aggressiveness on the

part of the French which brought home to them the imme-
diate dangers of division. A constitution was drawn up and

ratified in 1 788 establishing a more efficient federal govern-

ment with a president holding very considerable powers,

and the weak sense of national unity was invigorated by a

second war with Britain in 1812. Nevertheless the area

covered by the States was so wide and their interests so

diverse at that time, that - given only the means of com-

munication then available - a disintegration of the Union

into separate states on the European scale of size was

merely a question oftime. Attendance at Washington meant

a long, tedious, and insecure journey for the senators and

congressmen of the remoter districts, and the mechanical

impediments to the diffusion ofa common education and a

common literature and intelligence were practically insur-

mountable. Forces were at work in the world, however,

that were to arrest the process of differentiation altogether.

Presently came the river steamboat and then the railway

and the telegraph to save the United States from fragmen-

tation, and weave its dispersed people together again into

*he first of great modem nations.
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Twenty-two years later the Spanish colonies in America
were to follow the example of the Thirteen and break their

connexion with Europe, But being more dispersed over the

continent and separated by great mountainous chains and
deserts and forests and by the Portuguese Empire of Brazil,

they did not achieve a union among themselves. They be-

came a constellation oPrepublican'states, very prone at first

to wars among themselves and to revolutions.

Brazil followed a rather different line towards the inevit-

able separation. In 1807 French armies under Napoleon
had occupied the mother country of Portugal, and tlie

monarchy had fled to Brazil. From that time on, until they

separated, Portugal was rather a dependency of Brazil thatil

Brazil of Portugal. In 1822 Brazil declared itself a separate'

Empire under. Pedro I, a son ofthe Portuguese king. But the

New World has never been very favourable to monarchy.

In 1889 the Emperor of Brazil was shipped off quietly to

Emrope, and the United States of Brazil fell into line uith

the rest ofrepublican America.

55

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION AND
THE RESTORATION OF MONARCHY

IN FRANCE

Britain had hardly lost tlie Thirteen Colonies in America

before a profound social and political convulsion at the veiy*

heart of Grand Monarcliy was to remind Europe still more

vividly of the essentially temporary nature of the political

arrangements of the world..

We have said that the French monarchy was the most

successful of the personal monarchies in Europe, It was the

envy and model of a multitude of competing and minor,

courts. But it flourished on a basis of injustice that led to its

dramatic collapse. It ^vas brilliant and aggressive, but it was

%\'asteful ofthe life and substance ofits common people. The
clergy and nobility were protected from taxation by..^
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system of exemption, that threw the whole burden of the
state upon the middle and lower classes. The peasants were
.ground down by taxation; the middle classes were domi-
nated and humiliated by the nobility.

In 1787 this French monarchy found itself bankrupt and
obliged to call representatives of the different classes of the
realm into consultation upon the perplexities of defective

income and excessive expenditme. In 1789 the States

General, a gathering of the nobles, clergy and commons,
roughly equivalent to the earlier form of the British parlia-

ment, was called together at Versailles. It had not assembled

since 16 to. For all that time France had been an absolute

monarchy. Now the people found a means of expressing

their long-fermenting discontent. Disputes immediately

broke out between the three estates, due to the resolve of the

Third Estate, the Commons, to control the assembly. The
commons got the better of these disputes and the States

General became a National Assembly,- clearly resolved to

keep the crown in order, as the British Parliament kept the

British crown in order. The King (Louis XVI) prepared for

a struggle and brought up troops from the provinces.

Whereupon Paris and France revolted.

The collapse of the absolute monarchy was very swift.

The grim-looking prison of the Bastille was stormed by the

people ofParis, and the insurrection spread rapidly through-

out France. In the east and north-west provinces many
chateaux belonging to the nobility were burned by the

peasants, their title-deeds carefully destroyed, and the

'o\vners murdered or driven away. In a month the ancient

and decayed system of the aristocratic order had collapsed.

Many of the leading princes and courtiers of the Queen’s

party fled abroad. A provisional city government was set

up in Paris and in most of the other large cities, and a new
armed force, the National Guard, a force designed pri-

marily and plainly to resist the forces of the crown, was

brought into existence by these municipal bodies. The
National Assembly found itself called upon to create a new
political and social system for a new age.

' .It was a task that tried the powers ofthat gathering to the
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utmost. It made a great sweep of the chief injustices of the

absolute regime; it abolished tax exemptions, serfdom, aris-

tocratic titles and privileges and sought to establish a con-

stitutional monarchy in Paris. The King abandoned Ver-
sailles and its splendours and kept a diminished state in the

palace of the Tuileries in Paris.

For two years it seemed that the National Assembly might
struggle through to an effective modernized government.

Much of its work was sound and still endures, if-much was
experimental and had to be undone. Much was ineffective.

There was a clearing up ofthe penal code; torture, arbitrary

imprisonment, and persecutions for here^ were, abolished.

The ancient provinces of France, Normandy, Burgundy,

and the like gave place to eighty departments. Promotion to

the highest ranks in the army was laid open to men of every

class. An excelien,t and simple system of law-courts was set

up, but its value was much vitiated by having the judges

appointed by popular election for short periods oftime. This,

made the crowd a sort of final court of appeal, and the

judges, like the members of the Assembly, were forced to

play to the gallery. And the whole vast property of the

church was seized and administered by the state; religious

establishments not engaged in education or works of charity

were broken up, and the salaries of the clergy made a

charge upon the nation. This in itself was not a bad thing

for the lower clerg^"^ in France, who \vere often scandalously

underpaid in comparison \yith the richer dignitaries. But in

addition, the choice of priests and bishops was made elec-

tive, which struck at the very root idea of the Roraan^

Church, wherein all authority centring upon the Pope and

cardinals is from above downward. Practically the National

'

Assembly wanted at one blow to make the church in France

Protestant, in organization if not in doctrine. Everywhere

there were disputes and conflicts between the state priests

created by the National Assembly and the recalcitrant (non-

juring) priests who were loyal to Rome.
In 1791 the experiment of constitutional monarchy in

France was brought to an abrupt end by the, action of the

King and Queen, ^vorking in concert with their aristocratic
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' and monarchist friends abroad. Foreign armies gathered
on the eastern frontier, and one night in June the King and
Queen and their children slipped away from the Tuileries
and fled to join the foreigners and the aristocratic exiles.

They were caught at Varennes and brought back to Paris,

and all France flamed up into a passion of patriotic repub-
licanism. A Republic was proclaimed, open war \vith

Austria and Prussia ensued, and the King was tried and
executed (January, 1793) on the model already set up by
England, for treason to his people.

And now followed a strange phase in the history of the

French people. There arose a great flame of enthusiasm for

France and the Republic. There was to be an end to com-
promise at home and abroad; at home royalists and every

form of disloyalty were to be stamped out; abroad France

was to be the protector and helper of all revolutionaries.

All Europe, all the world, was to become republican. The
youth of France poured into the Republican armies; a new
and wonderful song spread through the land, a song that still

warms the blood like wine, the Marseillaise. Before that

chant and the leaping columns ofFrench bayonets and their

,
enthusiastically served guns the foreign armies rolled back;

before the end of 1792 the French armies had gone far

beyond the utmost achievements ofLouis XIV; everywhere

they stood on foreign soil. They were in Brussels, they had

overrun Savoy, they had raided to Mayence; they had

seized the Scheldt from Holland. Then the French Govern-

ment did an umvise thing. It had been exasperated by the

expulsion of its representatives from England upon the .

execution of Loiiis, and it declared war against England.

It was an unwise tMng to do, because the revolution which

had given France a new enthusiastic infantry and a brilliant

artillery released from its aristocratic officers and many

cramping conditions, had destroyed the discipline of the

navy, and the English were supreme upon the sea. And the

provocation united all England against France, whereas

there had been at first a very considerable liberal movement

in Great Britain in sympathy with the revolution.

^ Of the fight that France made in the next few years
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against a European coalition we cannot tell in any detail.

She drove the Austrians for ever out of Belgium, and made
Holland a republic. The Dutch fleet, frozen in the Texel,
surrendered to a handfiil of cavalry without firing its guns.
For some time the French thrust towards Italy was hung up,
and it was only in 179® that a new general, Napoleon
Bonaparte, led the ragged .and hungr)’- republican armies
in triiunph across Piedmont to Mantua and Verona. Says
G. F. A^insoh':*

What astonished the Allies most -of all was the number and the

velocity of the- Republicans. These improvised armies had in fact

nothing to delay tliemi Tents were unprocurable for tvant of

money, untransportable for %vant of the enormous number of

wagons that would have been required, and also unnecessary, for

the discomfort that would have caused wholesale desertion in pro-

fessional armies was claeerfully borne by the men of 1793-4.

Supplies for armies ofthen unheard-of size could not be carried in

convoys, and the French soon became familiar with ‘living on tlie

country.’ Thus 1 793 saw the birth of the modem system ofwar —

rapidity of movement, full development of national strength,

bivouacs, requisitions and force as against cautious manoeuvring,

small professional armies, tents and full rations, and chicane. The
first represented the decision-compelling spirit, the second the

spirit ofrisking little to gain a little ...

And while these ragged hosts of enthusiasts were chanting

the Marseillaise and fighting for la France, manifestly never

quite clear in their minds whether they were looting or

liberating the countries into which they poured, the repub-

lican enthusiasm in Paris was spending itself ih a far lessJ

glorious fashion. The revolution tvas now under the sway of

a fanatical leader, Robespierre. This man is difficult to

judge; he was a man ofpoor physique, naturally timid, and

a prig. But he had tliat most necessary gift for power, faith.

He set himself to save the Republic as he conceived it, and

he imagined it could be saved by no other man than he. So

that to keep in power ^vas to save the Republic. The living

spirit of the Republic, it seemed, had sprung from a

* In his article “French Revolutionary Wars,” in the Entydopedia

Dritannica.
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slaughter of Royalists and the execution of the King. There -

were insurrections; one in the west, in the district of La
Vendee, where the people rose against the conscription and
against the dispossession of the orthodox clergy, and were
led by noblemen and priests; one in the south, where Lyons
and Marseilles had risen and the Royalists of Toulon had
admitted an English and Spanish garrison. To which there

seemed no more effectual reply than to go on killing

royalists.

The Revolutionary Tribunal went to work, and a steady

slaughtering began. The invention of the guillotine was
opportune to this mood. The Queen was guillotined, most
jf Robespierre’s antagonists were guillotined, atheists who
argued that there was no Supreme Being were guillotined;

day by day, week by week, this infernal new. machine
chopped off heads and more heads and more. The reign of

Robespierre lived, it seemed, on blood; and needed more
and more, as an opium-taker needs more and more opium.

Finally in the summer of 1794, Robespierre himself was
overthrown and guillotined. He was succeeded by a Direc-

tory of five men which carried on the war of defence abroad

and held France together at home for five years. Their reign

formed a curious interlude in this history ofviolent changes.

They took things as they found them. The propagandist zeal

of the revolution carried the French armies into Holland,

Belgium, Switzerland, south Germany, and north Italy.

Everywhere kings were expelled and republics set up. But

mch propagandist zeal as animated the Directorate did not

Drevent the looting of the treasures of the liberated peoples

:o relieve the financial embarrassment of the French

fjovemment. Their wars became less and less the holy wars

jf freedom, and more and more like the aggressive wars of

he ancient regime. The last feature of Grand Monarchy
hat France was disposed to discard was her tradition of

breign policy. One discovers it still as vigorous under the

Directorate as if there had been no revolution.

Unhappily for France and the world a man arose ^vho

mbodied in its intensest form this national egotism of the

-tench. He gave that country ten years of glory and the
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humiliation of a final defeat. This was that same Napoleon
Bonaparte who had led the armies of the Directory to'

victory in Italy.

Throughout the five years of the Directorate he had been
scheming and working for self-advancement. Gradually he
clambered to supreme, power. He

,
was a man of severely

limited understanding but of luthless directness and great

energy. He had begun life as an extremist of- the school of

Robespierre; he owed his first promotion to that side; but he
had no real grasp of the new forces that were working in

Europe. His utmost political imagination carried him to a

belated and tawdry attempt to restore the Western Empire.

He tried to destroy the remains of the old Holy Roman?
Empire, intending to replace it by a new one centring upon
Paris. The Emperor in Vienna ceased to be the Holy
Roman Emperor and became simply Emperor of Austria.

Napoleon divorced his Trench -wife in order to marry an
Austrian princess.

He became practically Monarch ofFrance as First Consul

in 1799, and he made himself Emperor of France in 1804

in direct imitation of Charlemagne. He was cro\\Tied by the

Pope in PariSj taking the crown from the Pope and putting

it upon his own head himself as Charlemagne had directed.-

His son was cro%vned King ofRome.
For some years Napoleon’s reign was a career ofvictory.

He conquered most of Italy and Spain, defeated Prussia

and Austria, and dominated all Europe west ofRussia. But

he never won the command of the sea from the British and.

his fleets sustained a conclusive defeat inflicted by thgp

British Admiral Nelson at Trafalgar (1805). Spain rose

agaiiist him in 1808 and a British army under Wellington

thrust the French armies slowly northward out of the

peninsula. In 1811 Napoleon came into conflict with the

Tsar Alexander I, and in 1812 he invaded Russia with a

great conglomerate army of 600,000 men, that was de-

feated and largely destroyed by the Russians and the

Russian winter. Germany rose against him, Sweden turned

against him. The French armies were beaten back and at

Fontainebleau Napoleon abdicated (1814). He was exile^
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to- Elba, returned to France for one last effort in 1815 and
•was defeated by the allied British, Belgians and Prussians at
Waterloo. He died a British prisoner at St Helena in 1821.
The forces released by the French revolution were ^vasted

and finished. A great Congress of the victorious allies met
at Vienna to restore as far as possible the state of affairs

that the great storm had rent to pieces. For nearly forty

years a sort of peace, a peace ofexhausted effort, was main-
tained in Europe.

56

THE UNEASY PEACE IN EUROPE
THAT FOLLOWED

THE FALL OF NAPOLEON

Two main causes prevented that period from being one of
complete social and international peace, and prepared the

way for the cycle of wars between 1854 and 1871. The first

of these was the tendency of the royal courts concerned,

towards the restoration of unfair privilege and interference

with freedom of thought and writing and teaching. The
second was the impossible system of boundaries drawn by
the diplomatists ol'Vienna.

The inherent disposition ofmonarchy to march back to-

^vards past conditions was first and most particularly mani-

fest in Spain. Here even the Inquisition was restored. Across

the Atlantic the Spanish colonies had followed the example

of the United States and revolted against the' -European

Great Power System, when Napoleon set his brotherJoseph

on the Spanish throne in 1808. The Geoi^e Washington of

South America was General Bolivar. Spain was unable to

suppress this revolt, it dragged on much as the United

States War of Independence had dragged on, and at last

the suggestion was made by Austria, in accordance %vith the

spirit of the Holy Alliance, that the European monarchs

should assist Spain in this struggle. This was opposed by

Britain in Europe, but it was the prompt action of President
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Monroe of the United States in 1823 that conclusively
warned off this projected monarchist restoration. He an-
nounced that the United States would regard any extension

of the European system in tlie Western Hemisphere as a
hostile act. Thus arose the Monroe Doctrine, tlie doctrine

that there must be no extension of extra-American govern-
ment in America, wliich has kept tlie Great Power System
out of America, for nearly a hundred years and permitted
the new states of Spanish-America to work out their des-

tinies along their own lines..

But if Spanish monarchism lost its colonies, it could at,

least, under the protection of the Concert of Europe, dp
what it .chose in Europe. A popular insurrection in Spain"^

was crushed by a French arm-yin 1823, with a mandate
from a European congress, and simultaneously Austria

suppressed a revolution in Naples.

In 1824 Louis XVIII died, and ^vas succeeded by
Charles X. Charles set himself to -destroy the liberty of the

press and universities, and to restore absolute government;

the sum of a billion francs -was voted to compensate the

nobles for the chateau burnings and sequestrations of 1789.

In 1830 Paris rose against diis embodiment of the ancient

regime, and replaced him by Louis Philippe, the son of

that Philip, Duke of Orleans, who was executed during the

Terror, The other continental monarchies, in face of the

open approval of the revolution by Great Britain and a

strong liberal ferment in Germany and Austria, did, not

interfere in this affair. After all, France was still a monarchy, v

This man Louis PMlippe (1830-48) remained the constitu-^

tional King of France for eighteen years.

Such were the -uneasy sivayings of the peace of the Con-

gress of-Vienna, which were provoked by the reactionary

proceedings of the monarchists. The stresses that arose from

the unscientific boundaries planned by tlie diplomatists at

Vienna gathered force more deliberately, - but they iv'erc

even more dangerous to the peace of mankind. It is extra-

ordinarily inconvenient to administer together the affairs

of peoples speaking different languages and so reading

different literatures and liaving different general ideas^
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especially if those differences are exacerbated by religious

disputes. Only some strong mutual interest, such - as the
common defensive needs of the Swiss mountaineers, can
justify a close linking of peoples of dissimilar languages and
faiths- and even in Switzerland there is the utmost local

autonomy. When, as in Macedonia, populations are mixed
in a patchvrork ofvillages and districts, the cantonal system

is imperatively needed. But if the reader will look at the

map ofEurope as the Congress ofVienna drew it, he v.ill see

that this gathering seems almost as if it had planned the

maximum oflocal exasperation.

It destroyed the Dutch Republic, quite needlessly, it

lumped togecher the Protestant Dutch with the French-

speaking Catholics of the old Spanish (Austrian) Nether-

lands, and set up a kingdom of the Netherlands. It handed

over not merely the old republic of Venice, but all of north

Italy as far as Milan to the German-speaking Austrians.

.Jl'rench-speaking Savoy it combined tvith pieces 6f Italy to
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restore the kingdom of Sardinia. Austria ahd Hungar>^,
already a sufficiently explosive mixture.ofdiscordant nation-'

alities, Germans, Hungarians, Gzecho-Slovaks, Jugo-SIavs,

Rxunanians, and now Italians, was made still more impos-
sible by confirming Austria’s Polish acquisition of 1772 and
^ 795 * The Catholic and republican-spirited-Polish peoples

were chiefly given over to thfe less civilized rule of the

Greek-Orthodox Tsar, but important districts went to ‘Pro-

testant Prussia, The Tsar was also confirmed in his acquisi-

tion of the entirely alien Finns. The very dissimilar Nor-
wegian and Swedish peoples v/ere bound together under one
long. Germany, the reader will see, was left in a particu-

larly dangerous state of muddle. Prussia and Austria tvefg^

both partly in and partly out of a German Confederation,

which included a multitude of minor states. The King of

Denmark came into the German Confederation by virtue

of certain
^
German-speaking possessions in Holstein.

Luxembourg was included in the German Confederation,

though its ruler was also king of the Netherlands, and

though many of its people talked French.

Here tvas a complete disregard of the fact that the people

Avho talk German and base their ideas on German litera-

ture, the people avIk) talk Italian and base their ideas on

Italian literature, and the people who talk Polish and base

their ideas on Polish literature, \vill all be far better offand
most helpfill and least obnoxious to the rest of mankind if

tliey conduct their own affairs in their oivn idiom within

the ringfence of their own speech. Is it any \vonder that

,

one of the most popular songs in Germany during thisj^

period declared that wherever the German tongue ^vas

spoken, there was the German Fatherland

!

In 1830 French-speaking Belgium, stirred up by the

current revolution in France, revolted against its Dutch as-

sociation in the kingdom of the Netlierlands. The Powers,

terrified at the possibilities of a republic or of annexation

to France, hurried in to pacify tliis situation, and gave the

Belgians a monarch, Leopold I of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha.

There were also ineffectual revolts in Italy and Germany in

1830, and a much more serious one in Russian Poland.^



republican government held out in Warsaw for a year
against Nicholas I (who succeeded Alexander in 1825), ^nd
was then stamped out of existence with great violence and
cruelty. The Polish language was banned, and the Greek
Orthodox Church was substituted for the Roman Catholic

as the state religion ...

In 1821 there was an insurrection of the Greeks against

the Turks. For six years they fought a desperate war. while
the governments of Europe looked on. Liberal opinion pro-

tested against this inactivity; volunteers from every Euro-

pean country joined the insurgents, and at last Britain,

Trance and Russia took joint action. The Turkish fleet was
destroyed by the French and English at the Battle of

Navarino {1827), and "the Tsar invaded Turkey. By the

treaty of Adrianople (1829) Greece was declared free, but

she was not permitted to resume her ancient republican

traditions. A German king was found for Greece, one Prince

Otto ofBavaria, and Christian governors were set up in -the

Danubian provinces (which are now Rumania) and Serbia

(a part of the Jugo-Slav region). Much blood had still to

run, however, before the Turk was altogether expelled from

these lands.

57

THE DEVELOPMENT
OF MATERIAL KNOWLEDGE

Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and

the opening years of the nineteenth century, while these

conflicts of the Powers and princes were going on in Europe,

and the patchv/ork of ^e treaty of Westphalia (1648) -was

changing kaleldoscopically into the patchwork of the treaty

of Vienna (1815), and while the sailing-ship was spreading

European influence throughout the world, a steady growth

of knowledge and a general clearing up of men’s ideas

about the world in which they lived was in progress in the

P'jTopean and Europeanized world.
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It went on disconnected from political life, and producing;
throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries no^
striking immediate results in political life. Nor was it

affecting popular thought very profoundly during this

period. These reactions were to come later, and only in

their fhll force in the latter half of the nineteenth century.

It was a process that went on chiefly in a small world of

prosperous and independent-spirited people. Without what
the English call the .‘private gentleman,’ the scientific pro-

cess could not have been begun in Greece, and could not

have been renewed in Europe.. The universities played a

part, but not a leading part, in the philosophical ant^
scientific thought of this period. Endowed learning is apt to”

be timid and conservative learning, lacking in initiative and
resistant to innovation, unless it has the spur of contact

with independent minds.

We have already noted the formation ofthe Royal Society

in 1662 and its work in realizing the dream of Bacon’s Mew
Atlantis. Throughout the eighteenth century there w'as much
clearing up ofgeneral ide^ about matter and mption, much
matliemadcal advance, a systematic development of the

use of optical glass in microscope and telescope, a renew^ed

energy in classificatory natural history, a great revival of

anatomical science. The science of geology - foreshadowed

by Aristotle and anticipated by Leonardo da Vinci (1452-

1519) - began its great task of interpreting the Record of

the Rocks.

The process ofphysical science reacted upon metallurgy^

Improved metallurgy, affording the possibfiity of a larger

and bolder handling ofmasses ofmetal and other materials,

reacted upon practical inv^tions. Machinery on a new scale

and in a ne%v abundance appeared to revolutionize industry.

In 1804 Trevithick adapted the Watt engine to transport

and made the first locomotive. In 1825 the first railway,

between Stockton and Darlington, was opened, and

Stephenson’s ‘Rocket,’ wth a thirteen-ton train, got up to

a speed of forty-four miles per hour. From 1830 omvard

raihvays multiplied. By the middle of the century a net-

work ofrailways had spread all over Europe.
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Here was a sudden change in what had long been a fixed

condition of human life, the maximum rate of land trans-

port. After the Russian disaster, Napoleon travelled from
near Vilna to Paris in 312 hours. This was a journey of
about 1,400 miles. He was travelling ^vith every conceivable
advantage, and he averaged under five miles an hour. An
ordinary traveller coidd not have done this distance in

twice the time. These were about the same maximum rates

of travel as held good between Rome and Gaul in the first

century a.d. Then suddenly came this tremendous change.

The railways reduced thisjourney for any ordinary traveller

to less than forty-eight hours. That is to say, they reduced
the chief European distances to about a tenth of -what they

had been. They made it possible to carry out administrative

work in areas ten times as great as any that had hitherto

been workable under one administration. The full sig-

nificance of that possibility in Europe still remains to be
realized. Europe is still netted in boundaries drawn in the

horse and road era. In America the effects ^vere immediate.

To the United States of America, sprawling westward, it

meant the possibility of a continuous access to Washington,

however far the frontier travelled across the continent. It

meant unity, sustained on a scale that would othennse have

been impossible.

The steamboat was, if anything, a little ahead of the

steam-engine in its earlier phases. There was a steamboat,

the Charlotte Dundas, on the Firth of Clyde Canal in 1802,

and in 1807 an American named Fulton had a steamer, .the

Clermont, \vith British-built engines, upon the Hudson River

above New York. The first steamship to put to sea was

also an American, the Phtmix, which went from blew York

(Hoboken) to Philadelphia. So, too, was the first ship using

steam (she also had sails) to cross the Atlantic, tlie Savannah

(1819). All these were paddle-wheel boats, and paddle-

wheel boats are not adapted to work in heavy seas. The
paddles smash too easily, and the boat is then disabled. The

screw steamship followed rather slowly. Many difficulties

had to be surmounted before the scre%v was a practicable

‘thing. Not until the middle of the centur>' did the tonnage
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ofsteamships upon the sea begin to overhaul that of sailing

ships. After that the evolution in sea-transport was rapid

For the first time men began to cross the seas and oceanf

with some certainty as to the date of their arrival. Th(
transatlantic crossing, which had been an uncertain adven-

ture ofseveral weeks — which might stretch to months — "wa:

accelerated, until in 1910 it was brought dowm, in the case

of the fastest boats, to under five days, with a practicall}

notifiable hotu of arrivaL

Concurrently with the development of steam transporl

upon land and sea a new and striking addition to the facili-

ties of human intercourse arose out of the investigations oj

Volta, Galvani, and Faraday into various electrical phe-

nomena.'The electric telegraph came into existence in 1835,

The first underseas cable was laid in r85r between France

and England. In a few years the telegraph system'had spread

over the civilized world, and news which had hitherto

travelled slowly from point to point became practically

simultaneous throughout the earth.

These things, the steam-railway and the electric tele-

graph, were to the popular imagination of the middle nine-

teenth century the most striking and revolutionary ofinven-

tions, but they were only the most conspicuous and dums}’^

first-fiaiits ofa far more extensive process. Technical know-

ledge and skill were developing wth aft extraordinaiy*

rapidity and to an extraordinary extent, measured by the

progress ofany previous age. Far less conspicuous at first in

everyday life, but finally far more important was tlie

extension of man’s power over various structural materials.

Before the middle of the eighteenth century iron was re-

duced from its ores by means ofw'ood-charcoal, \vas handled

in small pieces, and hammered and wrought into shape. It

was material for a craftsman. Quality and treatment v^ere

enormously dependent upon the experience and sagacity, of

the individual iron-worker. The largest masses of iron drat

could be dealt udth under those conditions amounted at

most (in the sixteenth century) to two or three tons. (There

was a very definite upward limit, therefore, to the size of

cannon.) The blast furnace rose in the eighteenth century-
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and developed with the use of coke. Not before the eigh-
teenth century do we find rolled sheet iron (1728) and
rolled rods and bars (1738). Nasmyth’s steam-hammer
came as late as 1838.

The ancient rvorld, because ofits metallurgical inferiority,

could not use steam. The steam-engine, even the primitive

pumping-engine, could not develop before sheet-iron was
available. The early engines seem to the modern eye very
pitiful and clumsy bits of ironmongery, but they were the

utmost that the metallurgical science of the time could do.

As late as 1856 came the Bessemer process, and presently

, (1864) the open-hearth process, in which steel and every
' sort of iron could be melted, purified and cast in a manner
and upon a scale hitherto unheard of. To-day in the electric

furnace one may see tons of incandescent steel swirling

about like boiling milk in a saucepan. Nothing in the pre-

vious practical advances of mankind is comparable in its

consequences to the complete mastery over enormous
masses of steel and iron and over their texture and quality

that man has now achieved. The railways and early engines

of all sorts were the mere initial tritimphs of the new metal-

lurgical methods. Presently came ships of iron and steel,

vast bridges, and a new way of building with steel upon a

gigantic scale. Men realized too late that they had planned

their railways with far too timid a gauge, that they could

have organized their travelling with far more steadiness

and comfort upon a much bigger scale.

Before the nineteenth century there were no ships in tlie

vvorld much over 2,000 tons burden
;
now there is nothing

wonderful about a 50,000-ton liner. There are people who
sneer at this kind of progress as being a progress in ‘mere

size,’ but that sort of sneering merely marks the intellectual

limitations of those who indulge in it. The great ship or tlic

steel-frame building is not, as they imagine, a magnified

version of the small ship or building of the past; it is a tiring

different in kind, more lightly and strongly built, of finer

and stronger materials; instead ofbeing a thing ofprecedent

and rule-of-thumb, it is a thing of subtle and intricate cal-

';,ulation. In the old house or ship, matter was dominant -
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the material and its needs had to be slavishly obeyed; in

the new, matter had been captured, changed, coerced.

TMnk of the coal and iron and sand dragged out of the

banks and pits, wrenched, wrought, molten and cast, to'be

flung at last, a slender glittering pinnacle of steel and glass,

600 feet above the crowded city!

We have given these particulars of the advance in man’s
knowledge ofthe metallurgy ofsteel and its result by way of

illustration. A parallel story could be told of the metallurgy'

of copper and tin, and of a multitude of metals, nickel and
aluminium to name but tw'o, unknown before the nine-

teenth century dawned. It is. in this great and gro\ving

mastery over substances, over different sorts of glass, over

rocks and plasters and the like, oyer colours and textures,

that the main triumphs of the mechanical revolution have

thus far been achieved. Yet in this matter we are still at the

stage ofthe first-fruits. We have the power, but we have still

to learn how to use our power. Many of the first employ-

ments of these gifts of science have been vulgar, tawdry,

stupid or horriMe. The artist and the adaptor have still

hardly begun to work \vith the endless variety of substances

now at their disposal.

Parallel watli tliis extension ofmechanical possibilities the

new science of electricity grew up. It was only in the eighties

ofthe nineteenth century that this body of inquiry' began to

yield results to impress the vulgar mind. Then suddenly

came electric light and electric traction, and the transmuta-

tion of forces, the possibility of sending /loiwfir, that could be ,

changed into mechanical motion or light or heat as one-^

chose, along a copper wire, as water is sent along a pipe,

began to come through to the ideas ofordinary people ...

The British and French were at first the leading peoples

in this great proliferation of knowledge; but presently the

Germans, who had learned humility tmder Napoleon,

showed such zeal and pertinacity in scientific inquiry as to

overhaul these leaders. British science was largely' the

creation of Englislunen and Scotsmen working outside the

ordinary' centres of erudition.

The universities of Britain were at this time in a state
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educational retrogression, largely given over to a pedantic
conning of the Latin and Greek classics. French education
too was dominated by the classical tradition of the Jesuit
schools, and consequently it was not difficult for the
Germans to organize a body of investigators, small indeed
in relation to the possibilities of the case, but large in pro-
portion to the little band of British and French inventors

and experimentalists. And though this work ofresearch and
experiment was making Britain and France the most rich

and powerful coimtries in the world, it was not making
scientific and inventive men rich and powerful. There is a
necessttry unworldliness about a sincere scientific man; he is

too preoccupied with his research to plan and scheme how
to make money out of it. The economic exploitation of his

discoveries falls very easily and naturally, therefore, into

the hands ofa more acquisitive type; and so we find that the

crops of rich men which every fresh phase of scientific and
technical progress has produced in Great Britain, though

they have not displayed quite the same passionate desire to

insult and kill the goose that laid the national golden eggs

as the scholastic and clerical professions, have been quite

content to let that profitable creature starve. Inventors and
discoverers came by nature, they thought, for cleverer

people to profit by.

In this matter the Germans were a little wiser. The
German ‘learned’ did not display the same vehement hatred

of the new learning. They permitted its development. The
German business man and manufacturer again had not

quite the same contempt for the man of science as had his

British competitor. Knowledge, these Germans believed,

might be a cultivated crop, responsive to fertilizers. They

did concede, therefore^ a certain amount of opportunity to

the scientific mind; their public expenditure on scientific

work was relatively greater, and this expenditure was

abundantly rewarded. By the latter half of the nineteenth

century the German scientific worker had made German a

necessary language for every science student who wished to

keep abreast with the latest work in his department, and in

certain branches, and particularly in chemistry, Germany
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acquired a very great superiority over her western neigh-

bours. The scientific effort of the sixties and seventies in

Germany began to tell after tlie eighties, and the German
gained steadily upon Britain and France in technical and
industrial prosperity.

A fresh phase in the liistory of invention opened when in

the eighties a new type of engine came into use, an engine

in which the expansive force of an explosive mixture re-

placed the expansive force of steam. The light, highly-

efficient engines that were thus made possible were applied

to the automobile, and developed at last to reach such a

pitch of lightness and efficiency as to render flight - long

known to be possible - a practical achievement. A success-

ful flying-machine — but not a machine large enough to

take up a human body — was made by Professor Langley of

the Smithsonian Institute of Washington as early as 1897.

By 1909 the aeroplane was available for human locomotion.

There had seemed' to be a pause in the increase of human
speed wth the perfection of railways and automobile road

traction, but with the fl^ng-machine came fresh reductions

in the effective distance between one point of the earth’s

surface and another. In the eighteenth century the distance'

from London to Edinburgh was an eight days’ journey; in

igi8 the British Civil Air Transport Gominission reported

that the journey from London to Melbourne, half-way

round the 'earth, would probably in a few years’ time be
accomplished in that same period of eight days.

Too much stress must not be laid upon these striking re-

ductions in the time distances of one place from another.

They are merely one aspect ofa much profounder and more
momentous enlargement of human possibility. The science

ofagriculture and agricultural chemistry, for instance, made
quite parallel advances during the nineteenth century. Men
learned so to fertilize tlie soil as to produce quadruple and

quintuple the crops got from the same area in tlte seven-

teenth century. There was a still more extraordinary

,
advance in medical science; the average duration of life

rose, the daily efficiency increased, the waste of life through

1-heaith diminished.
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Now here altogether we have such a change in human
life as to constitute a fresh phase of history. In a little more
than a century this mechanical revolution has been brought
about. In that time man made a stride in the material con-
ditions of his life vaster than he had done during the whole
long interval between the paleolithic stage and the age of
cultivation,- or between tlie days of Pepi in Egypt and those

of George III. A new gigantic material framework for

human affairs has come into existence. Clearly it demands
great readjustments of our social, economic, and political

methods. But these readjustments have necessarily waited
upon the development of the mechanical revolution, and
they are still only in their opening stage to-day.

58

THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

There is a tendency in many histories to confuse together

what we have called the mechanical revolution, which was an
entirely new thing in human experience arising out of the

development oforganized science, a new step like the inveri-

tiop of agriculture or the discovery of metals, with some-

thing'else, quite different in its origins, something for which

there was already an historical precedent, the social and

financial development which is called the industrial revolu-

tion. The two processes were going on together, they ^vere

constantly reacting upon each other, but they were in root

and essence different. There would have been an industrial

revolution of sorts if there had been no coal, no steam, no

machinery; but in that case it would probably have followed

far more closely upon the lines of the social and financial

developments of the later years of the Roman republic. It

would have repeated the story of dispossessed free culti-

vators, gang labour, great estates, great financial fortunes,

and a socially destructive financial process. Even the factory

method came before power and machinery. Factories were

the product not ofmachinery, but of the ‘division oflabour.’



Drilled and sweated workers were making such, things as

millinery, cardboard boxes and furniture, and colouring

maps and book illustrations and so forth, before even water-
.

wheels had been used for industrial purposes. There were
factories in Rome in the days of Augustus. Ne^v' books, for

instance, were dictated to rows of copyists in the factoiies

of the book-sellers. The attentive students of Defoe and of

the political pamphlets of Fielding will realize that the idea

of herding poor people into establishments to work collec-

tively for their living was already current in Britain before-

•the close of the seventeenth century. There are intimations

of it even as early as More’s Utopia (1516). It was a social

and not a mechanical development.

Up to past- the middle ofthe eighteenth century the social

and economic history of westeiTi Europe was in fact re-

treading the path along which the Roman state had gone in

the last three centuries b.g. But the political disunions of

Europe, the political convulsions against monarchy, die re-

calcitrance of the common folk and perhaps also the great

accessibility of the western European intelligence to

rnechanical ideas and inventions, turned the process into

quite novel directions. Ideas ofhuman solidarity, thanks to

Gliristianity, wei’e far more widely diffused in the newer

European world, political power was not so concentrated,

and the man of energy anxious to get rich turned his mind,

therefore, veiy willingly from tlie ideas of die slave and of

gang labour to the idea of mechanical power and the

machine.

The mechanical revolution, die process of mechanical
.

invention and discovery, ivas a- new thingin human expe-

rience, and it went on regardless of the social, political,
,

economic and Industiial consequences it might produce.

The industrial revolution, on the other hand, like most

other human affairs, was and is more and more profoundly

changed and deflected by the constant variation in human
conditions-caused by the mechanical revolution. And the

essential difference between the amassing of riches, the

extinction of small farmers and small business men, and the

phase of big finance in the latter centuries of the Roman
^
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republic on the one hand, and the very similar concentra-
tion of capital in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries on
the other, lies in the profound difference in the character of
labour that the mechanical revolution was bringing about.
The power of the Old World was human power; everything
depended ultimately upon the driving power of human
muscle, the muscle ofignorant and subjugated men. A little

animal muscle, supplied by draft oxen, horse traction, and
the like, contributed. Where a weight had to be lifted, men
lifted it; where a rock had to be quarried, men chipped it

• out; where a field had to be ploughed, men and oxen

,
ploughed it; the Roman equivalent ofthe steamship was the

galley t\ith its banks of sweating rowers. A vast proportion

of mankind in the early civilizations were employed in

purely mechanical drudgery. At its onset,, power-driven

machinery did not- seem to promise any release from such

unintelligent toil. Great gangs of men were employed in

excavating canals, in making railway cuttings and embank-
ments, and the like. The number of miners increased enor-

mously. But the extension of facilities and the output of

commodities increased much more. And as the nineteenth

centiuy went on, the plain logic of the new situation

asserted itself more clearly. Human beings were no longer

wanted as a source of mere indiscriminated power. WJ:at

could be done mechanically by a human being could be

done faster and better by a machine. Tlie human being %vas

needed now only where choice and intelligence had to be

exercised. Human beings were wanted only as human
beings. The drudge, on whom all the previous civilization

had rested, the creature of mere obedience, the man whose

brains were superfluous, had become unnecessary to the

welfare of mankind.

This was as true of such ancient industries as agiiculture

and mining as it was of the newest metallurgical processes.

For ploughing, sowing, and harvesting, swift machines

came forward to do the w'ork of scores ofmen. The Roman
civilization -was built upon cheap and degraded human

beings; modern civilization is being rebuilt upon cheap

- mechanical power. For a hundred years po^ver has been
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getting cheaper and labour dearer. If for a generation or so

machinery has had to wait its turn in the mine, it is simply
because for a time men were cheaper titan machinery.

Now here was a change«over ofquite primary importance
in human affairs. The chiefsolicitude of the rich and of the

ruler in the old civilization had been to keep up a supply

of drudges. As the nineteenth century went on, it became
more and more plain to the intelligent people that the

common man had now to be something better than a
drudge. He had to be educated — ifonly to secure ‘indusmal

eflSciency.’ He had to understand what he was
,
about.

From the days of the first Christian propaganda, popular

education had been smouldering in Europe, just as it had
smouldered in Asia wherever Islam has set its foot, because

of the necessity ofmaking the believer understand a little of

the beliefby which he is saved, and of enabling him to read

a little in the sacred books by which his belief is conveyed.

Christian controversies, with their competition for ad-

herents, ploughed the ground for the harvest of popular

education. In England, for instance, by the thirties and
forties ofthe nineteenth century, the disputes'ofthe sects and
the necessity of catching adherents young had produced a

series of competing educational organizations for children, -

the church' ‘National’ schools, the dissenting ‘British’

schools, and even Roman Catholic elementary schools. The
second half of the nineteenth centiuy was a period of rapid

advance in popular education throughout all the western-

ized world. There was no parallel advance in the education

ofthe upper class - some advance, no doubt, but nothing to

correspond - and so the great gulf that had divided that

world hitlierto into the readers and the non-reading mass

became litde more than a slightly perceptible difference in

educational level. At the back of this process was the

mechanical revolution, apparently regardless of social con-

ditions, but really insisting inexorably upon the complete

abolition ofa totally illiterate class throughout the world. ,

The economic revolution of the Roman republic had

never been clearly apprehended by the common people of

Rome. The ordinary Roman citizen never sa-vv the changes ^



through which he lived, clearly, and comprehensively as v/e
see them. But the industrial revolution, as it went on towards
the end of the nineteenth century, was more and more dis-

tinctly seen as one whole process by the common people it

was affecting, because presently they could read and discuss
and communicate, and because they went about and satv

tilings as 'no commonalty had ever done before.

59

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL IDEAS

The institutions and customs and political ideas of the

ancient civilizations grew up slowly, age by age, no man
designing and no man foreseeing. It was only in that great

century of human adolescence, the sixth century b.c., that

men began to think clearly about their relations to one
another, and first to question and first to propose to alter

and rearrange the established belief and laws and meQiods

ofhuman government.

We have told of the glorious intellectual dawn of Greece

and Alexandria, and how presently the collapse of the slave-

holding civilizations and the clouds of religious intolerance

and absolutist government darkened the promise of that

beginning. The light of fearless thinking did not again effec-

tu^ly break through the European obscurity until the fif-

teenth and sixteenth centuries. We have tried to show some-

thing of the share of the great winds of Arab curiosity and

Mongol conquest in this gradual clearing of the mental

skies of Europe. And at first it was chiefly material know-

ledge that increased. The first-fruits of the recovered man-

hood of the race were material achievements and material

power. The sciences of human relationslnp, of individual

and social psychology, of education and of economics, are

not only more subtle and intricate in themselves, but also

bound up inextricably with much emotional matter. The

'^'dvances made in them have been slower and made against
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great opposition. Men will listen dispassionately to the most
diverse suggestions about stars or moleciiles, but ideas about
our %rays of life touch and reflect upon every one about us.'

And just as in Greece the bold speculations of Plato came
before Aristotle’s hard search for'fact, so in Erurope the first

political inquiries of the new phase were put in Ae form of

‘Utopian’ stories, directly imitated from Plato’s Republic and
tire Laws, Sir Thomas More’s Utopia is a curious imitation of

Plato that bore fruit in a new English poor law. The Nea-
politan Gampanella’s City qf the Sun was more fantastic and
'less fiuitfiil. _

•

By the end of tire seventeentli century we find a cori-

stderable and grorving literature of political and social^

science was being produced. Among the pioneers in tliis

discussion wasJohn Locke, the son ofan English republican,

an Oxford Scholar who first directed Iris „ attention to

chemistry and medicine. His treatises on government,

toleration, and education showed a mind fully awake to the

possibilities of social reconstruction. Parallel witir and a

little later tlian John Locke in England, Montesquieu

(1689-1755) in France subjected social, political arrd reli-

gious institutions to a searching and fundamental analysis.

He stripped the magical prestige from the absolutist

monarchy in France. He shares with Locke the credit for

clearing arvay many of the false ideas that had hitherto pre-

vented deliberate and conscious attempts to reconstruct

human society.

• - The generation that followed him in the middle and later i

decades of the eighteenth century was coldly speculative^

upon the moral and intellectual clearings he had made. A
group ofbrilliant v,Titers, the ‘EncyclopEedists,’ mostly rebel

spirits fi'om the excellent schools of the Jesuits, set tliem-

selves to scheme out a New World (1766). Side by side wth
the Encyclopasdists were, the Economists or Physiocrats, -who

were making bold and crude inquiries into the production

and disti-ibution offoods and goods. Morally, the
,
author of

the Code de la Pfafure^ denounced the institution of private

property' and proposed a communistic organization of

society. He ^\’as the precursor of that large and varioi}^
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school of collective thinkers in the nineteenth century ivho
' are lumped together as Socialists.

What is Socialism? There are a hundred definitions of
Socialism and a thousand sects of Socialists. Essentially,

Socialism is no more and no less than a repudiation of the

idea of ownership in the light of the public good. We may
review the histor)' of that idea through the ages very briefly.

That and the, idea of internationalism are the two cardinal

ideas upon wliich most of our political life is turning.

The idea ofproperty arises out of the combative instincts

of the species. Long before men were men, the ancestral ape
was a proprietor. Primitive property is what a beast will'

flght for. The dog and his bone, the tigress and her lair, the

roaring stag and his herd, these are proprietorship blazing.

No more nonsensical expression is conceivable in sociology

than the term ‘primitive communism.’ The Old Man of the

family tribe of early paljeolithic times insisted upon his pro-

prietorship in his wives and daughters, in his tools, in his

visible universe. If any other man wandered into his visible

universe he fought him, and if he could he slew him. The
tribe grew in the course of ages, as Atkinson showed con-

vincingly in his Primal Law, through the gradual toleration

by the Old Man of the existence of the yoimger men, and of

their proprietorship in the wives they captured from outside

the tribe, and in the tools and ornaments they made and

the game they slew. Human society grew by a compromise

between this one’s property and that. It was a compromise

ivith instinct which Avas forced upon men by the necessity of

driving some other tribe out ofits visible universe. Ifthe hills

and forest and streams were notyour land or my land, it was

because they had to be our land. Each ofus would have pre-

ferred to have it my land, but that would not work. In that

case the other fellows would have destroyed us. Society,

therefore, is from its beginning a mitigaiion of ownership.

Ownership in the beast and in the primitive savage was far

more intense a thing than it is in the civilized world to-day.

It is rooted more strongly in our instincts than in our reason.

In the natural savage and in the untutored man to-day

::iJtere is no limitation to the sphere of ownership. "Whatever
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you can fight for, you can own; womenfolk, spared captive,

captured beast, forest glade, stone-pit, or what not. As the

community grew, a sort oflaw came to restrain internecine

fighting, men developed rough-and-ready methods of set-

tling proprietorship. Men could own what they were the

first to make or capture or claim. It seemed natural that a

debtor who could not pay should become the property ofhis

creditor. Equally natural was it that after claiming a patch

of land a man should exact payments from anyone who
wanted to use it. It was only slowly, as the possibilities of

organized life dawned on men, that this unlimited oumer-

ship in anything w^hatever began to be recognized as a

nuisance. Men found themselves born into a universe all

owned and claimed; nay, they found themselves bom,
owned and claimed. The social struggles of the earlier

civilization are difficult to trace now, but the history we
have told ofthe Roman republic shows a community waking

up to the idea that debts may become a public inconveni-

ence and should then be repudiated, and that the unlimited

ov^mership of land is also an inconvenience. We find that

later Babylonia severely limited ,the rights of property in

slaves. Finally, we find in the teaching of the great Revolu-

tionist, Jesus of Nazzireth, such an attack upon property as

had never been before. Easier it.was, he said, for a camel to

go through the eye of a needle than for the o^vner of great

possessions to enter the kingdom of Heaven. A steady, con-

tinuous criticism of the permissible scope of property seems

to have been going on in the world for tlte last twenty-five

or thirty centuries. Nineteen hundred years after Jesus of"

Nazareth we find all the world that has come under the

Christian teaching persuaded that tltere could be no pro-

perty in human beings. And also the idea that ‘a man may
do what he likes wdth liis owm’ was very much shaken in

relation to other sorts ofproperty.

But tliis world of the closing eighteenth century was still

only in the interrogative stages in this matter. It had got

nothing clear enough, much less settled enough, to act upon.

One of its primary impulses was to protect property against

the greed and tvaste of kings and the e.xpIoitation of nobj^
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adventurers. It was largely to protect private property
from taxation that the French Revolution began. But the
equalitarian formulas of the Revolution carried it into a
criticism of the very property it "had risen to protect. How
can men be free and equal when numbers of them have no
ground to stand upon and nothing to eat, and the owners
will neither feed nor lodge them unless they toil? Exces-
sively - the poor complained.

To which riddle the reply of one important political

group was to set about ‘dividing up.’ They %vanted to

intensify and universalize property. Aiming at the same end
•'«y another route, there were the primitive socialists - or, to

be more exact, communists — who wanted to ‘abolish’

private property altogether. The state (a democratic state

was, of course, understood) was to own all property.

It is paradoxical that different men seeking the same ends

of liberty and happiness should propose on the one hand to

make property as absolute as possiljle, and on the other to

put an end to it altogether. But so it was. And the clue to

this paradox is to be found in the fact that ownership is not

one thing, but a multitude of different things.

It tvas only as the nineteenth century developed that men
began to realize that property was not one simple thing, but

a great complex of ownerships of different values and con-

sequences, that many things (such as one’s body, the imple-

ments of an artist, clothing, tooth-brushes) are very pro-

foundly and incurably one’s personal property, and that

i.here is a very great range of things, railways, machinery of

various sorts, homes, ctiltivated gardens, pleasure-boats,

for example, which need each to be considered very par-

ticularly to determine how far and under what limitations

it may come under private ownership, and how far it falls

into the public domain and may be administered and let

out by the state in the collective interest. On the practical

side these questions pass into politics, and the problem of

making and sustaining efficient state administration. They

open up issues in social psychology, and interact %vith the

inquiries of educational science. The criticism of property

i still a vast and passionate ferment rather than a science.
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On the one hand are the individualists, who would protect;

and enlarge our present freedoms \vith what we possess, and
on the other the socialists, who would pool our o\vnerships

and restrain our proprietary acts. In practice one will&id
every graduation between the extreme individualist, who
will scarcely tolerate a tax ofany sorf'to support a govern-

ment, and the communist, who would deny any possessions

at all. The ordinary’ socialist of to-day is w^hat is called a

collecti'vist; he w'^ould allow a considerable amount ofprivate

property, but put such affairs as education, transport,

mines, land-orvning, most mass production ofstaple articles,
^

and the like, into the hands of a highly, organized state^

No-n^adays there does seem to be a gradual convergence of

reasonable men towards a scientifically studied and planned

socialism. It is realized more and more clearly that the un-

tutored man does not co-operate easily and successfully in

large undertakings, and that every step tow^ards a more
complex state and every function that the state takes over

from private enterprise, necessitate a corresponding educa-

tional ad-vance and the organization of a proper criticism

and control. Both the Press and the political methods-of the

contemporary state are far too crude for any large extension

of collective activities.

But for a time the stresses bebveen employer and em-
ployed and particularly between selfish employers and re-

luctant -workers, led to a world-wide dissemination of the

very harsh and elementary form of communism which is

associated -with the namd of Marx. Marx based his theorie^

on a belief that men’s minds are limited by their economic

necessities, and that there is a necessary conflict of interests

in our present civilization between the prosperous and

employing classes of people and the employed rnass. With

the advance in education necessitated by the mechanical

revolution, this great employed majority will become more

and more class-conscious and more and more solid in

antagonism to the (class-conscious) ruling minority. In

some w'ay the class-conscious workers w'ould seize power,

he prophesied, and inaugurate a new’^ social state. Tim
antagonism, the insurrection, the possible revolution are
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understandable enough, but it does not follow that a nev/
social state or anything but a socially destructive process
will ensue.

Marx sought to replace national antagonism by class

antagonisms; Marxism has produced in succession a First,

a Second and a Third Workers’ International. But from the
starting-point of modem individualistic thought it is also

possible to reach international ideas. From the days of that

great English economist, Adam Smith, onward there had
been an increasing realization that for world-wide pros-

perity free and unencumbered trade about the earth is

.
needed. The individualist with his hostility to the state is

hostile also to tariffs and boimdaries and all the restraint

upon free act and movement that national boundaries seem
to justify. It is interesting to see two lines of thought, so

diverse in spirit, so different in substance as this class-war

socialism of the Marxists and the individualistic free-

trading philosophy of the British business men of the Vic-

torian age heading at last, in spite of these primary dif-

ferences, towards the same intimations of a ne%v world-wide

treatment ofhuman affairs outside the boundaries and limi-

tations of any existing state. The logic of reality trimnphs

over the logic of theory. We begin to perceive that from

widely divergent starting-points individualist theory and

socialist theory are part of a common search, a search for

more spacious social and political ideas and interpretations,

upon which men may contrive to work together, a search

that began again in Europe and has intensified as men’s

confidence in the ideas of the Holy Roman Empire and in

Christendom decayed, and as the age of discovery broad-

ened their horizons from the world of the Mediterranean to

the whole wide world.

It is becoming plainer and plainer that mankind is be-

coming one community, and that it is more and more

necessary that in such matters there should be a common
world-wide control. For example, the whole planet is now

one economic community, and the proper exploitation of

, its natural resources demands one comprehensive direction.

'-The greater power -and range that discovery has given
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human effort makes the present fragmentary and conten-
tious administration'ofsuch affairs more and more wasteful

and dangerous. Financial and monetary expedients also

become world-wide interests to be dealt u^th successfully

only on world-wide lines. Infectious diseases and the increase

and migrations of population are now plainly world-wide
concerns. The greater power and range ofhuman activities

has made war disproportionately destructive and dis-

organizing, and, even as a clumsy way of settling issues

between government and government and people and
people, ineffective. All these things clamour for controls and
authorities of a greater range and greater comprehensive-

ness than any government that Has hitherto existed.

But it does not follow that the solution of these problems

lies in some super-government of all the world arising by
conquests or by the coalescence of existing governments.

By analogy with existing institutions men have thought of -

the Parliament "of Mankind, of a World Congress, of a

President or Emperor of the Earth. Our first natural reac-

tion is towards some such conclusion, but the discussion and

experiences of half a century of suggestions and attempts

have' on the whole discouraged belief in that first obvious

idea. Along that line to world unity the resistances are too

great. The drift ofthought seems now to be in the direction

of.a number of special committees or organizations, witli

ivorld-wide powers, bodies concerned udth the waste or

development of natural wealth, with the equalization of

labour conditions, wth world peace, uith currency, popula-
^

tion and health, and so forth.

The world may discover that all its common interests are

being managed as one concern, while it still fails to realize

that world government exists. But before even so much
human unity is attained, before such international arrange-

ments can be put above patriotic suspicions and jealousies,

it is necessary that tlie common mind of the race should be

possessed of that idea of human unity, and that the idea of

mankind as one family should be a matter of universal

instruction and understanding.

For a score of centuries or more the spirit of the great-^^
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^universal religions has been struggling to maintain and
extend that idea of a universal human brotherhood, but to

this day the spites, angers, and distrusts of tribal, national,

religious and racial friction obstruct, and successfully

obstruct, the broader views and more generous impulses
which -ivould make every man tlie working partner of all

mankind. The idea ofhuman brotherhood struggles now to

possess the human soul, just as the idea of Christendom
struggled to possess the soul of Europe in the confusion and

, disorder of the sixth and seventh centuries of the Christian

era. The dissemination and triumph of such ideas must be
-the work of a multitude of devoted and undistinguished

missionaries, and no contemporary writer can guess how
far such work has already gone or what harvest it may be
preparing. ~

Social and economic questions seem to be inseparably

mingled with international ones. The solution in each case

lies in an appeal to that creative spirit which can enter and
inspire the human heart. The distrust, intractability and
egotism of nations reflect and are reflected by the distrust,

intractability and egotism of the individual o-vraer and

tvorker in the face of the common good. Exaggerations of

possessiveness in the individual are parallel to and ofa piece

with the clutching greed of nations and emperors. They arc

products of the same instinctive tendencies, and the same

ignorances and traditions. Internationalism is the socialism

of nations. No one who has wrestled with these problems

can feel that there yet exists a sufficient depth and strength

of psychological science and a sufficiently planned out

educational method and organization for any real and

final solution of these riddles of human intercourse and co-

operation. We are as incapable ofplanning a really effective

peace organization of the world to-day as were men in 1820

of planning an electric railway system, but for all -^ve knotv

the tiling is equally practicable and may be as nearly at hand.

No man can go beyond liis own knowledge, no thought

can reach beyond contemporary thought, and it is impos-

sible for us to guess or foretell how many generations of

‘'lumanity may have to live before the dawn of the great
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peace to whicK all historj'^ seems to be pointing, ends our
night of wasteful and aimless living. Our proposed solutions

are still vague and crude. Passion and suspi^n surround
tliem. A great task ofintellectual reconstruction is going on,

it is still incomplete, and our conceptions grow clearer and
more exact - slowly, rapidly, it is hard to tell which. But
as tliey grow clearer they gather power over the minds and
imagination of men. Their present lack of grip is due to

their lack of assurance and exact rightness. They are mis-

understood because they are variously and confusingly

presented. But with precision and certainty the new vision

of the world will gain compelling power. It may presently

gain power very rapidly. And a great work of educational

reconstruction wall follow logically and necessarily upon
that clearer understanding.

6o

THE EXPANSION OF THE
UNITED STATES

The region of the world that displayed the most immediate

and striking results from the new inventions in transport

was North America. Politically the United States embodied,

and its constitution crystallized, the liberal ideas of the

middle eighteenth century. It dispensed with state-church

and crown, it would have no titles, it protected property

very jealously as a metliod of freedom, and - the exact

practice varied at first in the different States — it gave

nearly every adult male citizen a vote. Its methods of

voting w^ere barbarically crude, and as a consequence its

political life fell very soon under the control of highly

organized party-machines, but that did not prevent the

newly emancipated population developing- an energy,

enterprise and public spirit far beyond that of any other

contemporary population.

Then came tliat acceleration of locomotion to which we
have already called attention. It is a curious, thing that^
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America, which owes most to this acceleration in locomo-
tion, has felt it least. The United States have taken the rail-

way, the river steamboat, the telegraph and so forth as

tliough they were a natural part of their growth. They
were not. These things happened to come along just in time
to save American unity.- The United States of to-day were
made first by the river steam boat and then by the railway.

Without these things, the present United States, this veist

continental nation, would have been altogether impossible.

The westward flow ofpopulation would have been far more
sluggish. It might never have crossed the great central

plains. It took nearly 200 years for effective settlement to

reach from the coast to Missouri, much less than half-way

across the continent. The first state established beyond the

river was the steamboat state of Missouri in 1821. But the

rest of the distance to the Pacific was done in a few decades.

Ifwe had the resources of the cinema it would be interest-

ing to show a map of North America year by year from

r6oo onward, with little dots to represent hundreds of

people, each dot a hundred, and stars 'to represent cities

of a hundred thousand people.

For 200 years the reader woxfld see that stippling creeping

slowly along the coastal districts and navigable waters,

spreading still more gradually'into Indiana, Kentucky, and

so forth. Then somewhere about 1810 would come a

change. Things would get more lively along the river

courses. The dots would be multiplying and spreading. That

would be the steamboat. The pioneer dots would be spread-

ing soon over Kansas and Nebraska from a number of

jumping-off places along the great rivers.

Then from about 1830 onward would come the black lines

of the railways, and after that the little black dots would not

simply creep but run. They would appear now so rapidly,

it would be almost as though tliey were being put on by

some sort of spraying-machine. And suddenly here and

then there would appear the first stars to indicate the first

great cities of a hundred thousand people. First one or two

and then a multitude of cities - each like a knot in the

" growing net ofthe railways.
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The growth of the United States is a process that has no
precedent in the world’s history; it is a new kind of occur-
rence. Such a community could not have come into exis-

tence before, and if it had, without railways it would cer-

tainly have dropped to pieces long before now. Without
raihvays or telegraph it would be far easier to administer

California from Peking than from Washington. But this

great population of the United States of America has not
only grown outrageously; it has kept uniform. Nay, it has

become more unifonri. The man of San Francisco is more
like the man ofNew York than the man ofVirginia was like

the man ofNew England a century ago. And the process of

assimilation goes on unimpeded. The United States is being

woven by railway, by telegraph, more and more into one

vast unity, speaking, thinking, and acting harmoniously

v/ith itself. Aviation tightens the fabric daily.

This is an,altogether new thing in history. There have

been great empii-es before with populations exceeding

100,000,000, but these were associations of divergent

peoples; tliere has never been one single people on this scale

before. We -want a new term for tliis new thing. We call the

United States a countryjust as we call France or Holland a

country. But the two things are as different as an automo-

bile and a one-horse shay. They are the creations of dif-

ferent periods and different conditions: they work at a

different pace and in an entirely different \vay. The United

States in scale and possibility is half-way between a Euro-

pean state and a United States of all the world.

But on the way to this present greatness and security the

American people passed tluough one phase of dire conflict.

The river steamboats, the railways, the telegraph, and their

associate facilities, did not come soon enough to avert a

deepening conflict of interests and ideas betw'een the

southern and nortliem States ofthe Union. The former were

slave-holding States; the latter, States in which all men were

free. The railways and steamboats at first did but bring

into sharper conflict an already established difference be-

tween tlie two sections of the United States. The increasing

anification due to the new means of transport made the
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question whether the southern spirit or the northern
should prevail an ever more urgent one. There was little

possibility of compromise.,The northern spirit was free and
individualistic; the southern made for great estates and a
conscious gentility ruling over a dusky subject muidtude.
Every new territory that was organized into a state as

the tide of population swept westward, every new incor-

poration with the fast-growing American system, became a

field of conflict between the two ideas: whether it should

become a state of free citizens, or whether the estate and
slavery system should prevtdl. From 1833 an American
anti-slavery society was not merely resisting the extension

of the institution but agitating the whole country for its

complete abolition. The issue filmed up into open conflict

over the admission ofTexas to the Union. Texas had origin-

ally been a part of the republic of Mexico, but was largely

colonized by Americans from the slave-holding States, and
it seceded from Mexico, established its independence in

1835, and was annexed to the United States in 1844. Under
the Mexican law slavery had been forbidden in Texas, but

now the south claimed Texas for slavery. And got it.

Meanwhile the development of ocean navigation was

bringing a growing swarm of immigrants from Europe to

swell the spreading population of the northern states, and
the raising of Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Oregon,

all northern farm lands, to state level, gave the anti-slavery'

north the possibility of predominance both in the Senate

and the House of Representatives. The cotton-grorving

south, irritated by the growing threat of the Abolitionist

movement, and fearing this predominance in Congress,

began to talk of secession from the Union. Southerners

began to dream of annexations to the south of them in

Mexico and the West Indies, and of a great slave state,

detached from the north and reaching to Panama.

The return of Abraham Lincoln as an anti-extension

president in i860 decided the south to split the Union.

South Carolina passed an ‘ordinance of secession,’ and pre-

pared for war. Mississippi, Florida, Alabama, Georgia,

.Louisiana, and Texas joined her, and a convention met at
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Montgomery in Alabama, elected Jefferson Davis president
of the ‘Confederated States’ of America, and adopted a
constitution specifically upholding ‘the'institution of Negro
slavery.’

“

Abraham Lincoln was, it chanced, a man entirely t)pical

of the new people that had grown up after the War of

Independence. He had spent his early years as a drifting

particle in the general westward flow of the popxflation..

He was bom in Kentucky (1809), \vas taken to Indiana as

a; boy and later on to_ Illinois. Life was rough in the back-

woods of Indiana in those da^^; the house was a mere log

cabin in the wilderness, and his schooling was poor and
casual. But- his mother taught him to read early, and he
became a voracious reader. At seventeen he ^vas a "big

athletic youth, a great vTestler and runner. He worked for

a time as clerk in a store, went into business as storekeeper

with a drunken partner, and contracted debts that he did

not fully pay off for fifteen years. In 1834, when he was still

only five-and-rtventy, he was elected member of the House

of Representatives for. the.State of Illinois. In Illinois par-

ticularly the question- of slaveiy* flamed because tlie great

leader of the party for the extension of slavery
.
in the

national Congress weis Senator Douglas of Illinois.

Douglas Avas a man of great ability and prestige, and for

some years Lincoln - fought against him by speech arid

pamphlet, rising steadily to the position of his most for-

midable and finally victorious antagonist. Their culminating

.struggle was the presidential campaign of i860, and on the

4th March, 1861, Lincoln was inaugurated president, with

the southern States already in active secession from the

rule of the Federal government at Washington, and com-

mitting acts ofwar.

This* Civil Avar in America Avas fought by improAu'sed

armies tliat greAv steadily from a few score thousands to

hundreds of thousands — until at last the Federal forces

exceeded a million men; it Avas fought over a vast area

betAveen Neiv Mexico and the eastern sea. Wasliington and

Richmond Avere the chief objectwes. It is beyond om* scope

here to tell of the mounting energA' of that epic struggle that
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rolled to and fro across the hills and woods of Tennessee
and Virginia and down the Mississippi. There was a ter-

rible waste and killing of men. Thrust was followed by
counter-thrust; hope gave way to despondency, and re-

turned and w'as again disappointed. Sometimes Washington
seemed within the Confederate grasp; again the Federal
armies were driving towards Richmond. The Confederates,

outnumbered and far poorer in resources, fought under a

general of supreme ability. General Lee. The generalship

of the Union was far inferior. Generals were dismissed,

new generals appointed; until at last, under Sherman and

Grant came victory over the ragged and depleted soutli.

In October, 1864, a Federal army under Sherman broke

through the Confederate left and marched down from Ten-

nessee through Georgia to die coast, right across the Con-

federate country, and then turned up througli the Caro-
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iinas, coming in upon the rear of the Confederate armies.

Meanwhile Grant held Lee before Richmond until Sher-

man closed on him. On April 9, 1865, Lee and his army sur-

rendered at Appomattox Court House, and within a month
all tlie -remaining secessionist armies had laid down their

arms and the Confederacy was at an end.

Tliis four years’ struggle had meant an enormous
physical and moral strain for the people of die United
States. The principle of state autonomy was very dear to

many minds, and the north seemed in effect to be forcing

abolition upon the south. In the border States brothers and
cousins, even fathers and sons, would take opposite sides

and find themselves in antagonistic armies. The north felt

its cause a righteous one, but for great numbers of people

it was not a fulbbodied and unchallenged righteousness.

But for Lincoln there was no doubt. He was a clear-minded

man in the midst of much confusion. He stood for union:

he stood for the wide peace of America. He was opposed

to slavery, but slavery he held to be a secondary issue; his

primary purpose was that the United States should not be

tom into two contrasted and jarring fragments.

When in the opening stages of the war Congress and the

Federal generals embarked upon a precipitate emancipa-

tion, Lincoln opposed, and mitigated their enthusiasm. He
was for emancipation by states and widi full compensation.

It was only in January, 1865, that the situation had ripened

to a point when Congress could propose to abolish slavery

for ever by a constitutional amendment, and the war was

already over before this amendment was ratified by the

,

States.

As the war dragged on through 1862 and 1863, the first

passions and enthusiasms waned, and America learned all

the phases of war weariness and war disgust. The President

found himself with defeatists, traitors, dismissed generals,

tortuous party politicians, and a doubting and fatigued

people behind him and uninspired generals and depressed

troops before him; his chief consolation must have been

that Jefferson Davis at Richmond could be in little better

case. The English Government misbehaved, and permitted.^
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the Confederate agents in England to launch and man three

swift privateer ships - the Alabama is the best remembered
of them - which chased United States shipping from the
seas. The French army in Mexico was trampling the

Monroe Doctrine in the dirt. Came subtle propostds from
Richmond to drop the war, leave the issues of the war for

subsequent discussion, and turn, Federal and Confederate

in alliance, upon the French in Mexico. But Lincoln would
not listen to such proposals unless the supremacy of the

Union was maintained. The Americans might do such

things as one people, but not as two.

' He held the United States together through long weary
months of reverses and ineffective effort, through black

phases of division .and failing comrage; and there is no
record that he ever faltered from his purpose. There were

times when there wzis nothing to be done, when he sat in

the White House silent and motionless, a grim monument
of resolve; times when he relaxed his mind by jesting and

broad anecdotes.

He saw the Union triumphant. He entered Richmond •

the day after its surrender, and heard of Lee’s capitulation.

He returned to Washington, and on April it made his last

public address. His theme was reconciliation and tlie recon-

struction of loyal government in the defeated states. On the

evening of April 14 he went to Ford’s Theatre in Washing-

ton, and as he sat looking at the stage, he was shot in the

back of the head and killed instantly by an actor named

Booth, who had some sort of grievance against him, and

vho crept into the box unobserved. But Lincoln’s workwas •

done; the Union was saved.

At the beginning of the war, there was no railway to the

Pacific coast; after it the railways spread like a swiftly

p-owing plant until now they, have clutched and held and.

'

voven all' the vast territory of the United States into one

ndissoluble mental and material unity - the greatest real

community - until the common folk of China have learned

,0 read — in the world. .
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6i

. THE RISE OF GERMANY TO
PREDOMINANCE IN EUROPE

We have told how after the convulsion of the French Revo-
lution and the Napoleonic adventure, Europe settled down
again for a time to an insecure peace and a sort ofmodern-
ized revival of the political conditions of fifty years before,^

Until the middle of the century the new facilities in the^

handling of steel and the railway and steamship produced

no marked political consequences. But the social tension

due to the development ofurban industrialism grew. France

remained a conspicuously uneasy country. The revolution

of 1830 was fojlowed by another in 1848. Then Napoleon

III, a nephew of Napoleon Bonaparte, became first Presi-

dent, and then (in 1852) Emperor.

He set about rebuilding Paris, and changed it firom a

picturesque, insanitary, seventeenth-centurj^ city into the

spacious. Latinized city of marble it is to-day. He set about

'

rebuilding France, and made it into a brilliant-looking

modernized imperialism. He displayed a disposition to

revive that competitiveness of the Great Powers w'hich had
kept Europe busy with futile w'ars during the. seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries. The Tsar Nicholas I of Russia ;

(1825-56) was also becoming aggressive and pressing south-^

ward upon the Turkish Empire wth his eyes on Con-

stantinople,

After the turn of the century Europe broke out into a

fresh cycle of wars. They were chiefly *balance-of-p'ower’

and ascendancy wars. England, France and Sardinia

assailed Russia in the Crimean war in defence of Ttukey;

Prussia (mth Italy as an ally), and Austria fought for the

leadership of Germany, France liberated north Italy from

Austria at the price of Savoy, and Italy gradually unified

itself into one kingdom. Then Napoleon III was so
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advised as to attempt adventures in Mexico during the
American Civil War; he set up an Emperor Maximilian
there and abandoned him hastily to his fate - he was shot

by the Mexicans - when the victorious Federal government
showed its teeth.

In 1870 came a long-pending struggle for predominance
in Europe between France and Prussia. Prussia had long
foreseen and prepared for this struggle and France was
rotten with financial corruption. Her defeat was swift and
dramatic. The Germans invaded France in August, one
great French army under the Emperor capitulated at

Sedan in September, another surrendered in October at

Metz, and in January, 1871-, Paris, after a siege and bom-
bardment, fell into German hands. Peace was signed at

Frankfort, surrendering the provinces of Alsace and Lor-

raine to the Germans. Germany, excluding Austria, was
unified as an empire, and the King of Prussia ivas added,

as the German Emperor, to the galaxy of European

Ccesars.

For the next forty-three years Germany was the leading

power upon the European continent. There tvas a Russo-

Turkish war in 1877-8, after which Lord Beaconsfield co-

operated \snth Germany to frustrate the designs of Russia

upon Constantinople, but thereafter, except for certain

readjustments in the Balkans, European frontiers remained

uneasily stable for thirty years.

62

THE NEW OVERSEAS EMPIRES OF
STEAMSHIP AND RAILWAY

The end of the eighteenth century was a period of disrupt-

ing empires and disillusioned expansionists. The long and

tedious journey between Britmn and Spain and their

colonies in America prevented any really free coming and

»oing between the home land and the daughter lands, and

so the colonies separated into neiv and distinct communities
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with distinctive ideas and interests and even modes of
speech. As they grew they strained more and more at the

feeble and uncertain link of shipping that had joined them.
Weak trading-posts in the wilderness, like those of France
in Canada, or trading establishments in great alien com-
munities, like those of Britain in India, might well cling

for bare, existence to the nation which gave them support

and a reason for that existence. That much and no more
seemed to many thinkers in the early part of tlie nineteenth

century to be the limit set to overseas rule. In 1820 the

sketchy great European ‘empires’ outside of Europe that,

had figured so bravely in the maps of the middle-eighteentli

century, had shrunken to very small dimensions. Only die

Russian sprawled as large as ever across Asia.

-The British Empire in 1815 consisted of the thinly popu-
lated coastal, river and lake regions of Canada, and a great

hinterland of wilderness in which the only settlements as

yet ivere the fixr-trading stations of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany, about a third of the Indian peninsula, under the rule

of the East India Company, the coast districts of the Cape
of Good Hope inhabited by blacks and rebellious-spirited

Dutch settlers; a few trading-stations on the coast of West

Africa, the rock of Gibraltar, the island of Malta, Jamaica,

a few minot slave-labour possessions in the West Indies,

British Guiana in South America, and, on the other side of

the world, t%vo dumps for convicts at Botany Bay in Aus-

tralia and in Tasmania. Spain retained Cuba and a few

settlements in the Philippine Islands. Portugal had in

Africa some vestiges of her ancient claims. Holland had

various islands and possessions in the East Indies and Dutch
Guiana, and Denmark an island or so in the West Indies.

France had one or two West India Islands and French

Guiana. This seemed to be as much as the European po\vers

needed, or were likely to acquire of tlie rest of the world.

Only the East India Company showed any spirit of expan-

sion.

While Europe was busy widi the Napoleonic wars* the

East India Company, under tlie succession of governors- .

general, was playing much the sSme role in India that hach^
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been played before by Turkoman and such-like invaders
from the north. And eifter the peace of Vienna it went on,
levying its revenues, making wars, sending ambassadors^ to

Asiatic powers, a quasi-independent state, a state, hotvever,

with a marked disposition to send wealth westward.
We cannot tell here in any detail how the British Com-

pany made its way to supremacy sometimes as the ally of
this potver, sometimes of that, and finally as the conqueror
of all. Its power spread to Assam, Sind, Oudh. The map of
India began to take on the outline familiar to the English
schoolboy of to-day, a patchwork of native states embraced
and held together by the great provinces under direct

British rule ...

In 1859, follovdng upon a serious mutiny of the native

troops in India, this empire ofthe East India Company was
annexed to the British Crown, By an Act entitled ‘An Act
for the Better Government of India,’ the Governor-General

became a Viceroy, representing the Sovereign, and the

place of the Company rvas taken by a Secretary of State for

India, responsible to the British Parliament. In 1877, Lord

Beaconsfield, to complete the -work, caused Queen Victoria

to be proclaimed Empress of India.

Upon these extraordinaiy' lines India and Britain are

linked at the present time. India is still the empire of the

Great Mogul, but the Great Mogul has been replaced by

the ‘crowned republic’ of Great Britain. India is an auto-

cracy rvithout an autocrat. Its rule combines the dis-

advantages of absolute monarchy rrith the impersonalit}-

and irresponsibility of democratic officialdom. The Indian

with a complaint to make has no visible monarch to go to;

his Emperor iS a golden symbol; he must circulate pam-

phlets in England or inspire a question in the British House

ofCommons. The more occupied Parliament is with British

affairs, the less attention India trill receive, and the more

she trill be at the mercy ofher small group ofhigher officials.

Apart from India, there tvas no great expansion of any

European Empire until the railways and the steamships

tvere in effective action. A considerable school of political

,dnnkem in Britain was disposed to regard overseas posses-
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sions as a source ofweakness to the kingdom. The Australian

settlements developed slowly until in 1842 the discovery of

valuable copper mines, and in 1851 .of gold, gave them a

new importance. Improvements in transport were also

making Australian wool an increasingly marketable com-
modity in Emrope. Canada, too, was not remarkably pro-

gressive until 1849; troubled by dissensions behveen

its French and British inliabitahts, there -w'ere several serious

revolts, and it was only in 1867 that a new .constitution

creating a Federal Dominion of Canada'relieved its internal

strains. It was the railway that altered the Canadian out-

look. It enabled Canada, just as it enabled the United

States, to expand westward, to market its corn and other

produce in Europe, and in spite of its swift and extensive

growth, to remain in language and sympathy and interests

one community. The railway, the steamship, and the tele-

graph cable were indeed changing all the conditions of

colonial development.

Before 1840, English settlements had already begun in

New Zealand, and a New Zealand Land Company had

been formed to exploit the possibilities ofthe island. In 1840

New Zealand also was added to the colorual possessions of

the British Crown. .

Canada, as we have noted, was the first of the British

possessions to respond richly to the new economic possi-

bilities that the new methods of transport were opening.

Presently the republics of South America, and particu-

larly the Argentine Republic, began to feel in the cattle

trade and coffee groAving the increased nearness of they

European market. Hitherto the chief commodities that had

attracted the Etnropean powers into unsettled-and barbaric

' regions had been gold or otlier metals, spices, ivor)’-, or

slaves. But in the last quarter of the nineteenth century the

increase of the European populations was obliging their

governments to look abroad for staple foods; and the growth

of scientific industrialism was creating a demand for new
^a^v materials, fats and greases of every kind, rubber, and

other hitherto disregarded substances. It ^vas plain that

Great Britain and Holland and Portugal were reaping^
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vaguely known possibilities. In 1850 it was a continent of

black mystery; only Egypt and the coast were known.
Here we have no space to tell the amazing story of the

explorers and adventurers who first pierced the African

darkness, and ' of the political agents, administrators,

traders, settlers and scientific men who followed in their

track. Wonderful races of men like the pygmies, strange

.beasts like the okapi, marvellous firuits and flowers, and
insects, terrible dise^es, astounding scenery of forest and
mountain, enormous inland seas and gigantic rivers and
cascades were revealed; a whole New World. Even remains

(at Zimbabwe) of some unrecorded and vanished civiliza-^-

tion, the southward enterprise of an early people, were dis- ?

covered. In this New World came the Europeans, and
-found the rifle already there in the hands of the Arab slave-

traders, and Negro life in disorder.

By 1900, in half a centur^'-, all Africa was mapped, ex-

plored, estimated and divided between the European

powers. Little heed was given to the welfare of the natives in

this scramble. The Arab slave-trader ^vas indeed curbed

rather than expelled, but the greed for rubber, which was a,

^vild product collected under compulsion by the natives in

the Belgian Congo, a greed exacerbated by the clash of

inexperienced European administrators with the native

population, led to horrible atrocities. No European power
has perfectly clean hands in this matter.

We cannot tell here in any detail how Great Britain got

possession of Egypt in 1883 and remained tliere in spite pf .

tlie fact that Egypt was technically a part of the Turkish^

Empire, nor how nearly tliis scramble led to .iv^ar between .

France and Great Britain in 1898, when a certain Colonel

Marchand, crossing Central Afirica from the west coast,

tried at Fashoda to seize the Upper Nile.

Nor can we tell how the British Government first let the

Boers, or Dutch settlers, of the Orange River district and
the Transvaal set up independent republics in the inland

parts of South Africa, and then repented and annexed the

Trans\’aal Republic in 1877; nor how the Transvaal Boers

fought for freedom and ^vbn it after the Battle of Majuba^
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Hill (1881). Majuba Hill was made to rankle in tlie memory
of the English people by a persistent press campaign. A war
v/ith both republics broke out in 1899, a three years’ war
enormously costly to the British people, which ended at last

in the surrender of the two republics.

Their period of subjugation was a brief one. In 1907,
after the downfall of the imperialist government which had
conquered them, the Liberals took the South African

problem in hand, and these former republics became free

and fairly billing associates with Cape Colony and Natal in

a Confederation of all the states of South Africa as one self-

governing republic under the British Crown.
In a quarter of a century the partition of Africa was com-

pleted. There remained unannexed three comparatively

small countries: Liberia, a settlement of liberated Negro
slaves on the west coast,• Morocco, under a Moslem Sultan;

and Abyssima, a barbaric country, with an ancient and
peculiar form of Christianity, which had successfully main-

tained its independence against Italy at the Battle of

Adowa in 1896.

63

EUROPEAN AGGRESSION IN ASIA
AND THE RISE OF JAPAN

It is difficult to believe that any large number of people

really accepted this headlong painting of the map of Africa

in Etrropean colours as a permanent new settlement of the

world’s affairs, but it is the duty of the historian to record

,
that it was so accepted. There was but a shallow historical

background to the European mind in the nineteenth cen-

tury and no' habit of penetrating criticism. Tne quite tem-

porary advantages that the mechanical revolution in the

West had given the Europeans over the rest of the Old

World were regarded by people, blankly ignorant of such

events as the great Mongol conquests, as evidences ofa per-

/-uianent and assured European leadership of mankind.
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They had no sense of tlie transferability of science and its

fruits. They did not realize that Chinamen and Indians

could carry on tlie work of research as ably as' Frenchmen
or Englislnnen. They believed that here was some innate

intellectual drive in the West, and some innate indolence

and conservatism in the East, that assured the Europeans a

world predominance for ever.

The consequence of this infatuation was tliat tlie various

European foreign offices set themselves not merely to

scramble wdtli the British for the savage and undeveloped

regions of the world’s surface, but also to carv^e up the

populous and civilized countries of Asia as though these

peoples also were no more tlian raw material for exploita-

tion. The inwai’dly precarious but outwardly splendid

imperialism of die British ruling class in India, and tlie ex-

tensive and profitable possessions of the Dutch in tlie East

Indies, filled the rival Great Powers with dreams ofsimilar

glories in Persia, in the disintegrating Ottoman Empire,

and in Furtlier India, China, and Japan.

In 1898 Germany seized Kiao-chau in China, Britain

responded by seizing Wei-hai-wei, and the next year the

Russians took possession of Port Artliur. A flame- of hatred

for the Europeans swept tlirough China. There were mas-

sacres -of Europeans and Christian converts, and in 1900

an attack upon and siege of the European legations in

Peking. A combined force of Europeans made a punitive

expedition to Peking, rescued the legations, and stole an
enormous amount of valuable property. The Russians

then seized Manchuria, and in 1904 tlie British invaded
_

Tibet ...

But noiv a new Power appeai'cd in the struggle of the

Great Powers, Japan. Hitherto Japan has played but a

small part in this history; her secluded civilization has not

contributed very largely to the general shaping of human
destinies; she has received much, but she has given little.

TheJapanese are of the Mongolian race. Their civilization,

their \mting, and their literaiy and artistic traditions arc

derived fi-om tlie Gliinese. Their history is an interesting

and romantic one; they developed a feudal system and ^
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system of cliivalry in the earlier centuries of the Christian
era; their attacks upon Korea and China are an Eastern
equivalent of the English wars in France. Japan was first

brought into contact with Europe in the sixteenth century;
in 1542 some Portuguese reached it in a Chinese junk, and
in 1549 a Jesuit missionary, Francis Xavier, began his

teaching there. For a time Japan welcomed European
intercourse, and the Chinese missionaries made a great

number of converts. A certain William Adams became the
most trusted European adviser of the Japanese, and showed
them how to build big ships. There were voyages in

Japanese-built ships to India and Peru. Then arose com-
plicated quarrels between the Spanish Dominicans, the

Portuguese Jesuits, and the English and Dutch Protestants,

each warning the Japanese against the political designs of
the otliers. The Jestuts, in a phase of ascendancy, per-

secuted and insulted the Buddhists with great acrimony. In

the end the Japanese came to the conclusion that the Euro-

peans were an intolerable nuisance, and that Catholic

Christianity in partictdar was a mere cloak for the political

dreams of the Pope and the Spanish monarchy - already

in possession of the Philippine Islands; there was a great

persecution of the Christians, and in 1638 Japan -was

absolutely closed to Europeans, and remained closed for

over 200 years. During those two centuries the Japanese

were as completely cut off from the rest of the world as

though they lived upon another planet. It \vas forbidden to

build any ship larger than a mere coasting-boat. No
Japanese could go abroad, and no European enter the

country.

For two centuries Japan remained outside the main

cm'rent of histo;^\ She lived on in a state of picturesque

feudalism in which about 5 per cent, of the population, the

samurai, or fighting men, and the nobles and their families,

tyrannized without restraint over the rest of the population.

Meamvhile the great world outside \vent on to rvider visions

and new powers. Strange shipping became more frequent,

passing the Japanese headlands; sometimes ships were

wrecked and sailors brought ashore. Through the Dutch
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settlement in the island ofDeshima, their only- link \nth the

outer universe, came warnings that Japan was not keeping
pace wdth tlie power of the Western world. In 1837 a ship

sailed into Yedo Bay fl>dng a strange flag of stars and
stripes, and carrying some Japanese sailors she had picked

up far adrift in tire Pacific. She was driven off by cannon
shot. Tins flag presently reappeared on other ships. One in

1849 came to demand the liberation of eighteen ship-

wrecked American sailors. Then in 1853 came four Ameri-
can warships under Commodore Perry, and refused to be
driven away. He lay at anchor in forbidden waters, and
sent messages to the two rulers who at that time shared the

control of Japan. In 1854 he returned wdth ten ships,
^

amazing ships propelled by steam, and equipped vdth big

guns, and he made proposals for trade and intercourse

that the Japanese had no power to resist. He landed wdth a

guard of 500 men fo sign the treaty. Incredulous crow'ds

watched this visitation from the outer world, marching

through the streets. .

Russia, Holland, and Britain follo%ved in the" wake of

'

America. A great nobleman whose estates comrrianded the

Straits of Shimondseki saw fit to fire on foreign vessels, and
a bombardment by a fleet of British, French, Dutch and
American warsiiips destroyed his batteries, and scattered

his swordsmen. Finally an allied squadron (1865), at anchor

off" Kyoto, imposed a ratification of the treaties which

opened Japan to the world.

The humiliation of the Japanese by these events ^vas
,

intense. With astonishing energy -and intelligence they set^

themselves to bring their culture and organization to the

level of the European po\\’ers. Never in all the history of

mankind did a nation make such a stride as Japan then

did. In 1866 she "was a medijeval people, a fantastic carica-

ture of the extremist romantic feudalism; in 1899 hers was

a completely Westernized people, on a level with the most

advanced European powers. She completely dispelled the

persuasion that Asia was in some irrevocable way hope-

lessly behind Europe. She made all European progress

seem sluggish by comparison.
F
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We cannot tell here in any detail of Japan’s war -vvdth

China in 1894-5. demonstrated the extent of her Wes-
termzation. Slie had an efficient Westernized army and a
small but sound fleet. But the significance -of her renais-

sance, though it was appreciated by Britain and the United
States, who were already treating her as if she were a

' European state, was not understood by. the other Great
Po^vers engaged in pursuit of new Indias in Asia. Russia
was pushing down through Manchuria to Korea. France
was already established far to the south in Tonkin and
Annam, Germany was prowling hungrily on the lookout

' for some settlement. The three powers combined to prevent

Japan reaping any fruits from the Chinese war. She was
exhausted by the struggle, and they threatened her with

war.

Japan submitted for a time and gathered her forces.

Within ten years she was ready for a struggle with Russia

which marks an epoch in the history of Asia, the close of

tire period of European arrogance. The Russian people

were, of course, innocent and ignorant of this trouble tliat

was being made for them half-way round the world, and

the wiser Russian statesmen were against these foolish

thrusts; but a gang of financial adventurers, including

the Grand Dukes, his cousins, surrounded the Tsar.

They had gambled deeply in tlie prospective looting

of Manchuria and China, and they would suffer no

withdrawal. So there began a transportation of- great

armies of Japanese soldiers across tire sea to Port Arthur

and Korea, and the sending of endless trainloads of

Russian peasants along the Siberian railway to die in those

distant battlefields.

The Russians, badly led and dishonestly provided, were

beaten on sea and land alike. The Russian Baltic Fleet sailed

round Africa to be utterly destroyed in the Straits of Tsu-

shima. A revolutionary movement among the common
people of Russia, infuriated by this remote and reasonless-

slaughter, obliged the Tsar to end the war (1905); he

returned the southern half of Sakhalin, which had been,

seized by Russia in 1875, evacuated Manchuria, resigned.
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Korea toJapan, The European invasion ofAsia was coining
to an end' and the retraction of Europe’s

,
tentacles was

beginning. .

- 64

THE BRITISH EMPIRE, IN 1914

We may note here briefly the varied nature of the con-

stituents of the British Empire in 1914 which the steamship

and railway had brought together. It was and is. a quite

unique political combination; nothing of tiie sort has ever

existed before.

First and central to the whole system was tlie ‘crowned

rejjublic’ of the United British Kingdom, including (against

the mil of a considerable part of the Irish people) Ireland.

The majority of tlie British Parliament, made up of the

three united parliaments of England and Wales, Scotland

and Ireland, determines the headship, the quality and
policy of the ministry, and determines it largely on con-

siderations arising out of British domestic politics. It is this

ministry which is the effective supreme government,! with

powers ofpeace and war, over all the rest of the empire.

Next in order of political importance to the British States

were the ‘cro\vned republics’ of Australia, Canada, New-
foundland (the oldest British 'possession, 1583), New Zea-

land, and South Africa, all practically independent and

self-governing states in alliance with Great Britain, but each

with a representative of the Gro\vn appointed by the

Government in office;

Next the Indian Empire, an extension of the Empire of

the Great Mogul, -unth its dependent and ‘protected’ states

reacliing now from Baluchistan to Burma, and including

Aden, in all of -which empire the British Grown and tlie

India Office (under Parliamentary control) played the role

of the original Turkoman dynasty;

Then the ambiguous possession of Egypt, still nominally
,

a part of the Turkish Empire and still retaining its owiT^
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monarch, die Khedive, but under almost despotic British

official rule;

Then the still more ambiguous ‘Anglo-Egyptian’ Sudan
province, occupied and administered jointly by the British

and by the (British-controlled) Egyptian Government;
Then a number of partially self-governing communities,

some British in origin and some not, with elected legisla-

tures and an appointed executive, such as Malta, Jamaica,
the Bahamas, and Bermuda;
Then the Crown Colonies, in which the rule of the

British Home Government (through the Colonial Office)

verged on autocracy, as in Ceylon, Trinidad and Fiji

(where there was an appointed council), and Gibraltar and
St Helena (where there was a governor)

;

Then great areas of (chiefly) tropical lands, raw-product

areas rvith politically weak and under-civilized native com-
munities, which were nominally protectorates, and ad-

ministered either by a High Commissioner set over native

chiefs (as in Basutoland) or over a chartered company (as

in Rhodesia). In some cases the Foreign Office, in' some
cases the Colonial Office, and in some cases the India Office,

has been concerned in acquiring the possessions that fell

into this last and least definite class of all, but for the

most part the Colonial Office was now responsible for

them.

It will be manifest, therefore, that no single office and no

single brain had ever comprehended the British Empire as

a whole. It was a mixture of growths and accumulations

entirely different from anything that has ever been called

an empire before. It guaranteed a wide peace and security;

that is why it was endured and sustained by many men of

the ‘subject’ races - in spite of official tyrannies and insuffi-

ciencies, and ofmuch negligence on the part of the ‘home’

public. Like the Athenian empire, it was an overseas empire;

its ways were sea ways, and its common link was the British

Navy. Like all empires, its cohesion was dependent physic-

ally upon a method of communication; the development of

seamanship, ship-building, and steamships beUs’een the

‘sixteenth and nineteenth centuries had made possible and
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convenient Pax — the ^Pax Britamica,’ and fresh develop-
ments of air or swift land transport inight at any time make
it inconvenient.

' 65 —
'THE AGE OF ARMAMENT IN EUROPE
AND THE GREAT WAR OF 1914-18

The progress in material science that created this vast

steamboat-and-railway - republic of America and spread

this precarious British steamship empire over the world
produced quite other effects upon the congested nations

upon the continent of Europe. They found themselves con-

fined within boundaries fixed during the horse-and-high-

road period ofhuman life, and their expansion overseas had
been very largely anticipated by Great Britain. Only Russia

had any freedom to expand eastward; and she drove a great

railway across Siberia until she entangled herself in a con-

flict with Japan, and pushed south-eastwardly towards the

borders of Persia and India to the annoyance of Britain.

The rest of the European powers were in a state of intensify-

ing congestion. In order to realize the full possibilities of

the new apparatus of human life they had to arrange their

affairs upon a broader basis, either by some sort of volun-

tary union or by a union imposed upon them by some pre-

dominant power. The tendency of modern tliought was in

the direction of the former alternative, but all the force of

political tradition drove Europe towards the latter.

The do-wmfall of the ‘empire’ of Napoleon III, the estab-

lishment of the new' German Empire, pointed men’s hopes

and fears towards the idea of a Europe consolidated under

German auspices. For forty-four years of uneasy peace the

politics of Europe centred upon that possibility. France, the *

steadfast rival of Germany for European ascendancy since

the division of the empire of Charlemagne, sought to cor-

rect her own weakness by a close alliance w'ith Russia, and

I
Germany linked herselfclosely with the Austrian Empire (it

~
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had ceased to be the Holy Roman Empire in tire days of

Napoleon I) and less successfully wdth the new kingdom of

Italy. At first .Great Britain stood as usual half in and half

out of continental affairs. But she was gradually forced into

a close association with the Franco-Russian group by the

aggressive development of a great German navy. The
grandiose imagination of the Emperor William II (1888-

igi8) thrust Germany into premature overseas enterprise

that ultimately brought not only Great Britain but Japan
and the United States into the circle of,her enemies.

All these nations aimed. Year after year the proportion

of national production devoted to tiie making of guns, \

equipment, battleships and the like increased. Year after

year the balance of diings seemed trembling towards war,

and then war %vould be averted. At last it came. Germany
and Austria struck at France and Russia and Serbia; the

German armies marching tlirough Belgium, Britain imme-
diately came into the war pn the side of Belgium, bringing

in Japan, as her ally, and very soon Turkey followed on the

German side. Italy entered the war against Austria in 1915,
'

and Bulgaria joined tlie Central Powers in the October of

that year. In igi6 Rumania and in 1917 the United States

and China were forced into war against Germany. It is not

within the scope of this history to define the exact shai'e of

blame for this vast catastrophe. The more interesting ques-

tion is not why the Great War was begun, but why tlie

Great War was not anticipated and prevented. It is a far

graver thing for mankind that scores of millions of people^

were too ‘patriotic,’ stupid, or apatlictic to prevent tliis"'^

disaster by a movement -towards European unity upon

frank and generous lines, than that a small number of

people may have been active in bringing it about.

It is impossible witliin the space at our command here

to trace the intricate details ofthe war. Within a few months

it became apparent that tlie progress of modem technical

science had changed the nature ofwarfare very profoundly.

Physical science gives poiver, power over steel, over dis-

tance, over disease;' whether that power is used well or ill

depends upon the moral and political intelligence of tli^;
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. world. The governments of Europe, inspired by antiquated
policies of hate and suspicion, found themselves with
unexampled powers both of destruction and resistance in

their hands. The war became a consuming fire round and
about the world, causing losses both to victors and van-
quished out of all proportion to the issues involved. The
first phase of the \var was a tremendous rush ofthe Germans'
upon Paris and an invasion ofEast Prussia by the Russians.

Both attacks v/ere held and turned. Then the power of the

defensive developed; there was a rapid elaboration oftrench

warfare until for a time the opposing armies lay entrenched
' in long lines right across Europe, unable to make any

' advance without enormous losses. The armies were millions

strong, and behind them entire populations were organized

for the supply offood and munitions to the front. There was
a cessation of nearly every sort ofproductive activity except

such as contributed to military operations. All the able-

bodied manliood of Europe was drawn into the armies and
navies or into the improvised factories that served them.

There %vas an enormous replacement of men by %vo'men in

industry. Probably more than half the people in the bel-

ligerent countries of Europe changed their employment

altogether during this stupendous struggle. They were

socially uprooted and transplanted. Education and normal

scientific work was restricted or diverted to immediate

military ends, and the distribution of news was crippled

" and corrupted by military control and ‘propaganda’

activities.

The phase of military deadlock passed slowly into one of

aggression upon the combatant populations behind the

fronts by the destruction of food supplies and by attacks

through the air. And also there was a steady improvement

in the size and range of the guns employed and of such

ingenious devices as poison gas shells and small mobile

forts known as tanks, to break down the resistance of troops

in the trenches. The air offensive -ivas the most revolu-

tionary of all the new methods. It carried warfare from two

dimensions into three. Hitherto in the history of mankind

war had gone on only where the armies marched and met.
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No-sv it went on everywhere. First the Zeppelin and then
the bombing aeroplane carried war over and past the front

to an ever-increasing area of civilian activities beyond. The
old distinction maintained in civilized warfare bet\veen the

civilian and combatant population disappeared. Ever)'one

who grew food, or who sewed a garment, everyone who
felled a tree or repaired a house, every raihyay station and
every \varehouse was held to be fair game for destruction.

The air offensive, increased in range and terror with eveiy

month in the war. At last great areas of Europe were in a

state of siege and subject to nightly raids. Such exposed

cities as London and Paris passed sleepless night after sleep-

less night while the bombs burst, tlie anti-aircraft guns

maintained ah intolerable racket, and the fire-engines and
ambulances rattled headlong through the darkened and
deserted streets. The effects upon the minds and health of

old people and of young children were partictilarly dis-

tressing and destructivei

Pestilence, that old follower of warfare, did not arrive

until the very end of the fighting in 1918. For four years

medical science staved offany general epidemic; then came
a great outbreak of influenza about the world ^vhich de-

stroyed many millions of people. Famine also was staved

off for fome time. By the beginning, of 1918, hoAvever, most

of Europe was in a state of mitigated and regulated famine.

The production of food tluroughout the world had fallen

very greatly through tire calling off of peasmt mankind

to the fronts, and the distribution of suclr food as was pro-
^

duced was iihpeded by tlie havoc -wrought by the submarine,

by the rupture of customary routes through tlie closing of

frontiers, and by the disorganization of the transport

system ofihe world. The various governments took posses- ,

sion of the dwindling food supplies, and, witli more or less

success, rationed their populations. By the fourth year the

whole world was suffering from shortages of clothing and

housing and of most of the normal gear of life as well as of

food. Business and economic life were profoimdly dis-

organized. Everj'one was rrorried, and most people were

leading lives ofunwonted discomfort. "t
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The actual warfare ceased in November, igi8. After a
supreme effort in the spring of 1918 .that almost carried the
Germans to Paris,.the Central Powers collapsed. They had
come to the end of their spirit and resources.

66

THE NEW ORDER IN RUSSIA

But a good year and more before the collapse ofthe Central

Powers the half Oriental monarchy of Russia, which had
professed to be the continuation of the Byzantine Empire,

had collapsed. The Tsardom had been showing signs of

profound rottenness for some years before the war; the

court was under the sway of a fantastic religious impostor,

Rasputin, and the public administration, civil and military,

was in a state of extreme inefficiency and corruption. At
the outset of the war there was a great flare of patriotic

enthusiasm in Russia. A vast conscript army was called up,

for which there was neither adequate military equipment

nor a proper supply of competent officers, and this great

host, ill supplied and badly handled, was hurled against the

German and Austrian frontiers.

There can be no doubt that the early appearance of

Russian arrnies in East Prussia in September, 1914, diverted

the energies and attention of the Germans from their first

victorious drive upon Paris. The sufferings and deaths of
' scores of thousands of ill-led Russian peasants saved France

from complete overthrorv in that momentous opening cam-

paign, and made all Western Europe the debtors of that

great and tragic people. But the strain of the war upon this

sprawling, ill-organized empire was too heavy for its

strength. The Russian common soldiers were sent into

battle without guns to support them, without even I'ifle

ammunition; they were wasted-by their officers and generals

in a delirium of militarist enthusiasm. For a time they

seemed to be suffering mutely as the beasts suffer; but there

.' Is a limit to endurance even of the most ignorant. A pro-
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found disgust for Tsardom was creeping through these

a-rmies ofbetrayed and ^vasted men. From the close of 1915
onward Russia was a source of deepening anjdety to her

Western allies. Throughout 1916 she remained largely on
the defensive, and there were immours of a separate peace

^vitll Germany.
On December 29, 1916, the monk Rasputin was murdered

at a dinner-party in Petrograd, and a belated attempt was
made to put the Tsardom in order. By March things were

moving rapidly; food riots in Petrograd developed into a

revolutionary insurrection; there was an attempted sup-

pression of the Duma, the representative body, there were

attempted arrests of liberal leaders, the formation ofa pro-

'

visional government under Prince LvofF, and an abdication

(March 15) by the Tsar. For a time if seemed that a

moderate and controlled revolution might be possible - per-

haps under a new Tsar. Tlien it became evident that the

destruction of popular confidence in Russia had gone too

far for any such adjustments. The Russian people were sick

to death of the old order of things in Europe, of Tsars and

^va^s and of Great Powers; it ^vanted refief, and that

speedily,- from unendurable miseries. The Allies had no

tmderstanding of Russian realities; their diplomatists were

ignorant of Russia; genteel persons ^vitlr their attention

directed to tlie Russian Court rather tlian to Russia, they

blundered steadily \ritli die new situation. There was littie

good-will for republicanism among dicse diplomatists, and
a manifest disposition to embarrass die new government as

much as -possible. At die head of the Russian republican ^

government was an eloquent and picturesque leader,

Kerensky, who found liimself assailed by the forces of a

profounder revolutionary movement, the ‘social revolution,’

at home and cold-shouldered by die Allied governments

abroad. His allies neither let him give the Russian peasants

the land for ivliich diey craved nor peace beyond their

frontiers. The French and the British press pestered their

exhausted ally for a fresh offensive, but when presently the

Germans made a strong attack by sea and land upon Riga,

the British Admiralti’- quailed before the prospect of ^
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Baltic expedition in relief. The new Russian republie had
to fight unsupported. In spite of their naval predominance
and the bitter protests of the great English admiral, Lord
Fisher (1841-1920), it is to be noted that the British and
their allies, except for some submarine attacks, left the

Germans the complete mastery of the Baltic throughout the
-^var.

The Russian masses, however, were resolute to end the
war. At any cost. There had come into existence in Petro-

grad a body representing the workers and common soldiers,

the Soviet, and this body clamoured for an international

conference of socialists at Stockholm. Food riots were
occuiTing in Berlin at tlfis time, war weariness in Austria

and Germany was profound, and there can be little doubt,

in the light of subsequent events, that such a conference

would have precipitated a reasonable peace on democratic

lines in 1917 and a German revolution. Kerensky implored

his Western allies to allow this conference to take place,

but, fearful of a world-wide outbreak of socialism and
republicanism, they refused, in spite of the favourable

response of a sniall majority of the British Labour Party.

Without either moral or physical help from the Allies, the

unhappy ‘moderate’ Russian republic still fought on and

made a last desperate offensive effort in July. It failed after

some preliminary successes, and there came anotlrer great

slaughtering of Russians.

The limit of Russian endurance was reached. Mutinies

broke out in the Russian armies and particularly upon the

northern front, and on November 7, 1917, Kerensky’s

government was overtlnown and power was seized by the

Soviets, dominated by the Bolshevik socialists under Lenin,

and pledged to make peace regardless of the Western

Powers. On March 2, 1918, a separate peace between

Russia and Germany was signed at Brest Litovsk.

It speedily became evident that these Bolshevik socialists

were men of a very different quality from the rhetorical

constitutionists and revolutionaries of the Kerensky phase.

They were fanatical Marxist Communists. They 'believed

jjhat their accession to power in Russia was only the opening
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ofa world-vdde social revolution, and they set about chang-

ing the social and economic order -mth the thoroughness of

perfect faith and absolute inexperience. The western Euro-

pean and the American Governments were themselves

much too ill-informed and incapable to guide or help this

extraordinary experiment, and the press set itself to dis-

credit and the ruling classes to,wreck these usurpers upon
any terms and at any cost to themselves or to Russia. A pro-

paganda of abominable and disgusting inventions went on

unchecked in Ae press of the world; the Bolshevik leaders

were represented as incredible monsters glutted with blood

and pltmder and living lives of sensuality before which tire

realities of the Tsarist court during the Rasputin rdgime

paled to a white purity. Expeditions were launched at the

exhausted country, insurgents and raiders were encouraged,,

armed and subsidized, and no inethod of attack was too

mean or too monstrous for the frightened enemies of the

Bolshevik rdgime. In 1919 the Russian Bolsheviks, ruling

a’ country already exhausted and disorganized by five years

of intensive warfare, were fighting a British Expedition at

Archangel, Japanese invaders in Eastern Siberia, Ruman-
ians ^rith French and Greek contingents in the south, the

Russian Admiral Kolchak in Siberia and General Denikin,

supported by the French fleet, in the Crimea. In July of tliat

year an Estonian army, under General Yudenich, almost

got to Petersburg. In 1920 the Poles, incited by tlie French;

made a ne^v attack on Russia; and a new reactionary raider,

General Wrangel, took over the task of General Denikin in

invading and devastating his own country. In March, 1921, /

the sailors at Klronstadt revolted. The Russian Government
•under its president, Lenin, survived all these various attacks.

It showed an amazing tenacity, and the common people of

Russia sustained it unswervingly under conditions of ex-

treme hardship. By the end of 1921 both Britain and Italy

had made a sort of recognition of the Communist rule.

But if the Bolshevik Government wai successful in its .

struggle against foreign intervention and internal revolt,

it was far less happy in its attempts to set up a new social

order based upon Communist ideas in Russia. The Russian^
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peasant is a small land-hungiy proprietor, as far from Com-
munism in his thoughts and mediods as a whale is from
flying; the revolution gave him the land of the-great land-
owners, but could not make him grow food for anything
but negotiable money, and the revolution, among other
things, had practically destroyed the value of money. Agri-
cultural production, already greatly disordered by the col-

lapse of the railways through %var strain, shrank to a mere
cxfltivation of food by the peasants for their own consump-
tion. The towns starved. Hasty and ill-planned attempts to

make over industrial production in accordance with Com-
munist ideas w'ere equally unsuccessful. By 1920 Russia pre-

sented the unprecedented spectacle of a modem civiliza-

tion in complete collapse. Raihvays were msting and passing

out of use, towns were falling into ruin, everywhere there

was an immense mortality. Yet the country still fought with

its enemies at its gates. In 1921 came a drought and a great

famine among the peasant cultivators in the war-devastated

south-east provinces. Millions of people starved.

But the question of the distresses and the possible re-

cuperation of Russia brings us too close to current con-

troversies to be discussed here.'

Under these distressful circumstances it was resolved to

slow down the process .of reconstruction. A New’ Economic
Policy (the N.E.P.) was adopted, and considerable freedom

of private ownership and private enterprise svas restored.

There ensued a partial restoration of productive activity.

It seemed as though Russia was drifting away from con-

structive socialism and reproducing conditions rather

parallel to those ofthe United States a hundred years earlier.

A class of prosperous peasant, the Kulaks, emerged, the

equivalent of the small American farmer. Small indepen-

dent traders multiplied. But the Communist Party was not

disposed to abandon its objectives in this fashion, and to

allow' Russia to follow in the wake of America a hundred

years behind. In 1928 it began a powerful effort to bring

back the country to the Communist line of development.

A Five-Year Plan was evolved, designed to force forward

^ rapid expansion of State industrialism, more especially
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in the heavy staple products, wliile at the same time re-

placing peasant production by large-scale collective 'farm-

ing. The Plan was put into action in the teeth of immense
difficulties; tire clriefofwhich were the illiteracy and general

backwardness of the common people, the lack of a suffi-

ciency of competent foremen and technical workers, and
tire unhelpfulness and positive antagonism of tire western

world. None tire less, a considerable measure of success was

claimed upon the industrial side; There was waste and tlrere

was want of proportion, but tlrere was undeniable achieve-

ment, The effect of these bold and rapid- changes upon
agricultural production was not so satisfactory, and the

winter of 1933-4 found Russia once again facing,a great

food shortage.

The rest of the world, rvhich was still working out the

results of the system of private-profit capitalism, surveyed

the Russian experiment with a mixture of curiosity, dis-

trust, and respect. That older system also was working

badly. It was restricting purchasing porver to a shrinking

moiety of the population, and losing its progressive momen-
tmn ver>' rapidly. It was no longer self-complacent. Tire

word ‘planning’ spread tliroughout the world. As the

economic stresses we shall tell of in the next chapter

increased, ‘plans’ multiplied. By 1933 no self-respecting

statesman was without a plan. So much homage at least

the world paid to Russia.

Up to 1934, and in spite ofthe bad harvests of 1933, there

was still an air of success about things Russian. Production

increased again and livestock recovered. Numbers of

European and American tourists went into tire country and

feasted on caviare and vodka. Much excellent scientific

rrork rvas done, more particularly in genetics and Arctic

exploration. Great public "works, tire Dnieprostroy Dam, for

example, and tire Turk-Sib Railway, were carried out. A
considerable amount of rebuilding and general re-equip-

ment was aclrieved. But the rigid suppression of criticism

continued and any form of opposition was forced into

secret and underground channels. A stifled opposition

ahvays ends by becoming a criminal opposition. Dissensiom
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%vas gnawing at the heart of the ne\v order. The untimely
death of Lenin had been followed by a grim struggle for

power between Trotsky, to whose brilliant military leader-

ship the successful defences of the republic in 1919-20 were
very largely due, and Stalin, the former secretary of the
Communist Party, Neither man had the breath or personal

prestige of Lenin. Trotsky was gifted but vain; Stalin had
a dour obstinacy, and in June, 1928, Trotsky, who had
already been expelled from the Central Committee of the

Communist Party in 1927, went into exile, first in Turkey,
then in France, in Norway, and ultimately in Mexico,
carrying on an increasingly bitter polemic against his

former associates, and rending the ‘left’ forces throughout

the world into two contending factions.

In Russia itself it seems that an underground struggle of

recalcitrant officials and employees against the Stalin

regime was going on, but much of this history is still wrap-

ped in the profoundest obscurity. A resistance certainly

existed, and as certainly there was sabotage and disloyalty.

It is quite probable that this kind of opposition, not neces-

sarily organized, was active even against Lenin, but it took

on an altogether more co-ordinated form after his death.

For a time the Soviet Government behaved with consider-

able moderation in this struggle. Various responsible

officials, including various British engineers, were put on

trial, charged rvdth deliberate obstruction to the moderniza-

tion and mechanization ofRussia. Then in subsequent trials

conspiratorial and political elements came to the fore. But

until the murder of one of Stalin’s most trusted ministers,

Kirov, in his study in the Kremlin on December i, 1934,

most of the accused were sentenced only to imprisonment

or exile. After that outrage Stalin grew grimmer. The
accmnulating antagonism of his old associates isolated him
more and more. At last he had no intimate friend left but

Maxim Gorki, the writer, and Gorki died in 1936. One
political trial followed another, the extraction of evidence

became more ruthless, and the death sentence the common
penalty. One after another the former Bolshevik leaders

ivere killed,- until only ttvo or three survived, Gorki’s
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doctors \yere shotj on a preposterous charge of having
brought about his death, and Stalin became more and more
the autocrat, to rvhpm no compromise or retreat was open.

Yet the material life of Russia seems to be going on indu-

striously, with gradually diminishing hardships and no
appreciable popular discontent.

67

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

The Great War w^ at the time so terrible and distressing
'

that it seemed incredible to men’s imaginations that it

should not mark the end of an age, and the beginning of a

new and better phase in human history, at least so far as the

victors were concerned. Our mmds are prone to a belief in

• compensations — we realize die indifference of fate to our

imaginary merits with extreme reluctance. Only slowly

have those post-war assumptions faded from our minds. But

now tve are beginning to realize that that conflict, terrible

and enormous as it was, ended nothing, began nothing and
setded nothing. It killed millions of people; it wasted and
impoverished the ivorld. It was at best an acute and fright-

ful reminder diat we ivere living foolisWy and confusedly

without much pain or foresight in a dangerous and un-

sympathetic universe. The crudely organized egotisms and

passions of national and imperial greed that carried man-
kind into that tragedy, emerged from it sufficiently unim-

,

paired to make some other similar disaster highly probable

as soon as the world had a little recovered from its war
exhaustion and fatigue. Wars and revolutions make, notli-

ing;' their utmost service to mankind is that, in a very

rough and painful way, tliey destroy superannuated and

obstructive things. The Great War cleared away a nhmber
of monardiies. But a multitude of flags still waved in

Europe, frontiers still exasperated, great armies accumu-

lated fresh stores of equipment.

The Peace Conference at Versailles was a
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ill-adapted to do more than carry out the conflicts and
defeats ofthe war to their logical conclusions. The GermanSj
Austrians, Turks and Bulgarians were permitted no share
in its deliberations; they were only to accept the decisions

it dictated to them. It was a conference of conquerors.

From the point of view of human welfare the choice of
the place of meeting was particularly unfortunate. It was
at Versailles in-; 1871 that, with every circumstance of
tritunphant vulgarity, the new German Empire had been
proclaimed. The suggestion of a melodramatic reversal

of that scene, in the same Hall of Mirrors, w^as over-

powering.
,

'

Wdiatever generosities had appeared in tlie opening
phases of the Great War had long been exhausted. The
populations of tlie victorious countries were acutely aware
of their oum losses and sufferings, and entirely regardless of

the fact that the defeated had paid in the like manner. The
war had arisen as a natural and inevitable consequence of

the competitive nationalisms of Europe and the absence of

any federal adjustment of these competitive forces; war is

the necessary logical consummation of independent

sovereign nationalities living in too small an area with too

powerful an armament. States organized for war will make
wars as surely as hens lay eggs, but the feeling of these dis-

tressed and war-worn countries disregarded this fact, and
the whole of the defeated peoples were treated as morally

and materially responsible for all the damage, as they would
no doubt have treated the victor peoples had the issue -of

•var been different. The French and English thought the

Germans were to blame, the Germans thought the Russians,

French and English were to blame, and only an intelligent

minority thought that there was anything to blame in the

fragmentary political constitution of Europe. The Treaty

ofVersailles was intended to be exemplary and'vindictive; it

provided tremendous penalties for the vanquished; it sought

:

to provide compensations for the wounded and suffering

victors by imposing enormous debts upon nations already

banlcrupt, and its attempts to reconstitute international

.elations by the establishment of a League of Nations
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against war were manifestiy insincere and inadequate.

So far as Europe was concerned it is doubtful if there

w'ould have been any attempt whatever to organize inter-

national relations for a permanent peace. The proposal of

the League of Nations was brought into practical politics

by the President of the United States of America, Presi-

dent Wilson. Its chief support was in America. So far tiae

United States, this new modem state, had developed no
distinctive ideas of international relationship beyond the

Monroe Doctrine, which protected the New World from
European interference. Now suddenly it was called upon
for its mental contribution to the vast problem of the time.N

It had none. The natural disposition of tire American
people was towards a permanent world peace. With tlris

however was linked a strong traditional distrust of Old
World politics arid a habit

,
of isolation from Old World

-entanglements. The Americans had hardly begun to think

out an American solution of world problems when the

submarine campaign of the Germans dragged them into

the M^ar .on-the side of the anti-German allies. President

Wilson’s scheme of a League of Nations was an attempt at

short notice to create a distinctly American world project.

It was a sketchy, inadequate and dangerous scheme. In

Evuope however it ^vas taken as a matured American point

ofview. The generality ofmankindm i g 1 8-i 9 was intensely

weary of war and anxious at almost any sacrifice to erect

harriers against its recurrence, but there was not a single

government in tire Old World rvilling to waive one iota of^

its sovereign independence to attain any such end. The
public utterances of President Wilson leading up to tire

project of a World League of Nations, seerhed for a time to

appeal right over the heads of tlie governments to the

peoples of the world; tliey were taken as expressing the ripe

intentions of America, and tlie response was enormous.

Unhappily President Wilson had to deal -witli governments

and not uith peoples; he rvas a man capable of tremendous

flashes ofvision and yet -when put to the test egotistical and

limited, and the great rvave of enthusiasm he evoked passed

and "was wasted. __ 7
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Says Di' Dillon in his book. The Peace Conference:

‘Europe, when the President touched its shores, was as ciay

ready for the creative potter. Never before were the. nations so

eager to follow a Moses who would take them to the long-promised

land where w'ars are prohibited and blockades unknown. And to

their thinking he was just that great leader. In France men bowed
do^vn before him with awe and affection. Labour leaders in Paris

told me that they shed tears ofjoy in his presence, and that their

comrades would go through fire and water to help him to realize

his noble schemes. To the working classes in Italy his name was
a heavenly clarion at the sound of which the earth would be re-

newed. The Germans regarded him and his doctrine as their

•sheet-anchor of safety. The fearless Herr Muhlon said: “If

President Wilson were to address the Germans, and pronounce a

severe sentence upon them, they would accept it with resignation

and without a murmur and set to work at once.” In German-
Austria his fame was that of a saviour, and the mere mention of

his name brought balm to the suffering and surcease of sorrow to

the afflicted

Such were the overpowering expectations that President

Wilson raised. How completely he disappointed them and

how weak and futile \vas the League of Nations is a dis-

tressful story. He exaggerated in his person our common
human tragedy, he was so very great in his dreams and so

incapable in his performance. America dissented from the

act of its President and would not join the League Europe

accepted from him. There was a slow realization on the

part of the American people that it had been rushed into

something for which it was totally unprepared. There was

a corresponding realization on the part of Europe, that

America had nothing ready to give to the Old World in its

extremity. Bom prematurely and crippled at its birth, that

League has become indeed, with its elaborate and un-

practical constitution and its manifest limitations of po^ver,

a serious obstacle in the way ofany effective reorganization

of international relationships. The problem would be a

clearer one if the League did not exist. Yet that world-wide

blaze of enthusiasm that first welcomed the project, that

readiness of men every^vhere round and about the eartli,

^ men, that is, as distinguished from governments, for a
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^vorld control of war, is a thing to be recorded with em-
phasis in any history. Behind tlie short-sighted governments
that divide and mismanage human affairs, a real force for

world unity and world order exists and gro%\^.

The peace of Versailles was a purely political peace, and
the League a political organization. It was an attempt to

patch up hrnnan affairs while accepting existing govern-

ments and existing conceptions of Ae State as inevitable

conditions. There lies the mistake that is gradually be-

coming more manifest to mankind. Governments and
States are provisional things. They can be and must be
modified to meet the change and expansion of human
needs. Far more fundamental are economic forces. These
are dejaendent upon ideas of property and behaviour, and
these again arise out ofeducation. The form ofhuman affairs

is neither more nor less than the working out of the idea

systems that have been established in people’s minds, and

the living remedy for social and economic trouble is the

clearing up of wong interpretations and misunderstand-

ings. From 1918 onward to 1933 the world entered upon

an age of conferences, of slow and clumsy efforts to readjust

its affairs. The student of history traces a steady progress

in these discussions, from a purely nationalist and political

spirit of approach to a wider and bolder realization of the

essential unity of the financial and economic w^elfare of

mankind. Public, politicians and the press learn slowly and

reluctantly, however, and meanwhile there has been a great

confusion of economic life and such unemployment and

poverty as the world has not kho^sm for a century. There has

been a deterioration in tlie vitality of the race and a regres-

sion in public security'. Grime has increased, and political

life has betrayed an xmwonted instability. We will not dwell

here in any detail upon these distresses. At present they do

not amount to anything like a collapse, and it is still im-

possible to estimate whether our race is capable of produc-

ing the moral \'igour, the leadership and the devotion

needed to resume that progressive advance which made the

nineteenth century so exhilarating a chapter in human
history.
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68

THE FAILURE OF
THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

From the very beginning the League ofNations was plainly

a league of victors, and its declared purpose was the pre-

servation of the boundaries set up by the Versailles Treaty,

boundaries drawn as we have noted in a punitive spirit and
, in entire disregard of economic consequences. Heavy pay-

ments for ‘reparations’ were imposed. The traditional

acquisitiveness of the French and British Foreign Offices

were thinly disguised under graceful phrases. The overseas

territories of the German Empire and many regions of the

shattered Turkish Empire were not indeed annexed- in the

old style, but they were ‘mandated’ - blessed word! - to

the victors. The League of Nations took them and handed
them over. Even among the Allies there was little generosity

in the distribution of the spoils. The lion’s share fell to

France and Britain. The ambitions of Italy, Greece and
Japan were inadequately satisfied. The failure of liberal

and socialist thought in Great Britain and the other ‘demo-

cratic’ countries to face up frankly to this reality paralysed

progressive politics throughout the world for nearly a score

of years.

Children in Great Britain, for example, were taught thaf

the League was the embodiment ofinternational justice and
the sure guarantee of world peace. Endless little text-books

were produced to that end. But children in the countries

which had failed to receive a satisfactory share in the good

things distributed at Versailles were given a less soothing

mental diet. In a decade^ outside the boundaries of what

.

one may now call the fatuous victors, millions and millions

of German, Hungarian, Italian and Japanese children and

youths had been instructed in the necessity for a violent

^r.evision of the Geneva settlement. A flood of resentment,
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running with all the swift vigour and docility of youth,

gathered year by year, but no one but a trained Foreign
Office official could have failed to realize the inevitableness

of a new international explosion. But the various foreign

ministries held on obstinately to the apparent advantages

they had extracted from the Great War.
The fet meeting of the Gotmcil of the League w'as in

Paris on January i6, 1920. It then met in London and in

Brussels and its headquarters -were finally established in

Geneva before the year -was out. There it always met
thereafter.

The earliest intimations that the great Wilsonian settle-

,

ment was imperfect came even before the League settled

dorvn. Fighting, very often of a serious character, went on
during the ensuing year in Hungary, Poland, Lithuania,

Siberia, Fiume, Turkey, Asia Minor, Syria, Morocco, Brazil

and China, and also there was civil war in Ireland. But

much of this might be regarded as clearing-up operations,

so to speak, after the Great War.
A systematic Greek attack on the Turks ended in a great

military collapse outside Angora in September, 1922. TIte

Greeks tvere driven out ofAsia Minor and Thrace by Kemal
Pasha, and Smyrna was looted and burnt and thousands of

people massacred. During the Great War Constantinople

had been promised to Tsarist Russia. Soviet Russia had no

particular desire for that entanglement. The ancient

imperial capital had been occupied by the Allies under tlie

English general Milne in 1921, and following the Greek

overthrow it tvas returned, after prolonged negotiations, to j

the Turks by the Treaty of Lausanne (1923). Under
KemaFs leadership Turkey underwent a rapid westernizing

process. The Sultan and the fez and the seclusion ofwomen,
those distinctive characteristics of the old order, were

abolished and Turkey became a Republic. But though

Constantinople was restored to its former owners. Angora

remained Kemal’s capital.

The years that immediately followed the signing of the

Treaty of Versailles were years of dire distress in Germany.
The treaty had condemned the losers to admit their ‘war<i^
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guilt’ and pay heavy indemnities to the victors. Apparently
it was intended that the whole population should be reduced
to a sort of economic servitude for a generation or more.
They were to toil and the victors were to consume. There
was, however, a hitch in this. Obviously these vast fines

could be paid for only by exports, but a flood of exports'

would have thrown the industrial life of the conquerors out
of gear. They set up tariff walls therefore to protect their

own workers. So that even if the Germans had been strongly

disposed to live lives of incessant toil in order to discharge

the obligations imposed upon them, they would have
.beaten in vain against these barriers and still remained in

default with their unconsumed products about them.

The story of the nineteen-twenties is a story of the miser-

able and resentful efforts of broken Germany and Austria

to achieve a tolerable existence under these circumstances,

and of the complete unwillingness of France and Great

Britain to consider their insurmountable difficulties. Mean-
while year by year that new generation of Germans was
growing up and accumulating a great reservoir of resentful

energy.

The Hohenzollern dynasty ended its career with the

flight of the Kaiser to Holland in November, 1918, and a

series of essays in German Republicanism ensued. It does

not fall in with the scale of this chapter to relate in any

detail the economic convulsions and the inevitable defaults

of the German State, and the implacable resolution dis-

played by France under the domination of M. Poincare to

inflict the utmost penalties of the treaty. Germany had to

be kept down; that seems to have been the limit of his

vision. There was presently a disciplinary occupation of

German territory, and the Valley of the Ruhr was garri-

soned by black troops from Senegal. There was also an

attempt to break off a ‘Rhineland republic’ from Germany

under French auspices, and several communist outbreaks. A
monarchist dictatorship under General Ludendorff made a

transitory apparition for a day or so in Munich. In the face

of all these stresses Dr Stresemann (under President Ebert) in

."Berlin struggled to hold a quasi-liberalized Reich together.
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Amidst the confusion of German affairs a new voice

became audible. It was a raucous and angry voice, but. it

said what millions of distraught Germans, and particularly

the ever-increasing multitude of the post-war young,, were
feeling. Germany had been cheated and betrayed; that was
his thesis; by a supreme effort, at any sacrifice she had to

be restored to the pride of place' she had occupied before

1914 - and more. She had not been defeated; that was im-

possible; she had been betrayed from within. She had been

betrayed in particular by her Jews, by her intellectuals, by

the communist international. She had to return to her

racial integrity, to the strenuous warrior life of the ancient^

‘Aryan’ Teuton. It was the voice of an Austrian painter,

AdolfHitler, and it had an irresistible appeal to tlie vast and
growing stratum of adolescents now without any reasonable

prospects in life. It devHoped an organization and spread. It

created a militant political party, the National Socialists.

The economic and social competition oftheJews, coupled

with their irritating persistence as a ‘peculiar people,’

cosmopolitan radier than national, marked them out not

simply for vindictive treatment but for plunder. Morbid
tot^itarianism ahvays begins with an attack on the Jews
and Communists in the name of patriotism. In 1932 Hitler

was Chancellor of the Empire and on the threshold of

supreme power.

Certain things had already been happening in Italy that

displayed at once a parallelism Avith and a certain difference

from the Nazi development. (It was not for instance pri-

marily anti-Jewish.) Each movement as it grew had a more-^

and more marked influence upon the other. Originally they

were quite independent. The Italian leader was Benito

Mussolini. Hitler knew little of Mussolini or Mussolini of

Hitler in the early stages of their careers. Later on they

discovered their resemblance with a sort of surprise. They

were the natural products of the social evolution of the

age, that is to say they organized and gave a mode of

expression and activity to the stratum of aimless and rebel-

lious middle-class young men tliat now appears inevitably

in all countries economically cramped.
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Mussolini began his career as a revolutionary socialist.

He was the editor of a socialist paper, the Avanti, and
already well known as a bold and vigorous leader before

the war. He broke rvith most of his ‘left’ associates upon
the question whether Italy should take part in the struggle

on the allied side, he resigned the editorship of the Avanti
and started ll Popolo d’ltalia to forward his viev/s. After the

war, in which Italy had not achieved any great military

distinction, there was much social dislocation and sporadic

Communist revolts. The government was weak and inde-

cisive and a Communist upheaval seemed possible to many
observers, Mussolini felt much the same patriotic discom-

fort as Hitler, and he began to organize a national move-
ment of ‘blackshirts,’ the Fascisti, clamouring for a firm

government not only of the masses but of financial and
business controls. He received considerable support from

the big industrialists and financiers because they had a

perhaps exaggerated idea of the ability of the ‘red’ revolu-

tionaries to expropriate them and a fond persuasion that

after this adventurer had served his purpose as a strike-

breaker they would be able to control him. They feared the

reds too much and the blacks too little. But at no stage in

his career did Mussolini betray any tendency to regard him-

self as the employee of private capital. His theory of the

corporate state implied a very stringent control of private

economic adventurers.

His movement developed a few years in advance of

Hitler’s, probably because the middle-class youth of the

Italian towns had not been killed off to anything like the

same extent as their German equivalents, A terroristic

campaign of raids, beatings and assassination by his black-

shirts developed and more than counterbalanced the ter-

rorism ofthe ‘class war’ fanatics. In October, 1922, occurred

the March upon Rome, 'a stark seizure of power by the

Fascist organization, and thereafter Mussolini’s rise was

rapid and uninterrupted. He was about ten years ahead of

Hitler in his attainment of practically dictatorial power.

Throughout Europe and in China and Japan similar

^"i^uses were producing similar conflicts and roughly parallel
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results. Everywhere the doctrinaire implacables of the left

were disorganizing the old political' and social order and
quarrelling with one- another, and everywhere they were
preparing the way for the rise of military bosses and dicta-

tors, ‘strong men,’ inaugmating regimes of personal rule

and even more violent suppression of free speech and free

political action than their owm. What doctrines they pro-

fessed scarcely counted; Communism or the corporate

state; it was what they were and did. It hardly inattered in

the end whether the dictatorship was attained by way of

left or right illegality. The practical outcome w^as the same.

Everywhere imder the dictators there was an abandon-
ment of scientific creative and cosmopolitan ideals and a

return towards the embodiment of the militant national

state. The Russian dictatorship was the most inclined to

peace, it was content with its boundaries and it sought to

co-operate with the flimsy structure of the League of

Nations. Germany, Italy and Japan treated that ill-

conceived organization with an increasing contempt.

Japan was already armed; like most ofthe victors she had

remained armed after the war; and she was preparing to

distract tlie restlessness of her own young men by an attack

upon the vast disorders of.China. Germany and Italy set

themselves strenuously to the improvement of the physique

and discipline of the yoxmger generation and to a vigorous

development of their air forces. The German armament was
contrary to tire Treaty of Versailles, but there was no such

restriction upon Italy. And in the schools and press of all >

three countries the spirit of warlike aggression was fostered'^

steadfastly.

In some districts of Europe the boundary dehmitations

of the League were never effectively achieved. Vhna,

assigned to Lithuania, was fought over by Russians, Poles

and Lithuanians and remained in the hands of the Poles.

By way of compensation in 1923 Lithuania captured the

torvn and port ofMemel from the French garrison installed

by the League and was finally left in possession of that

town.

An early disposition to disregard the procedure of tft^
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League was also displayed when an Italian general on the
Greco-Albanian boundary commission was mm-dered by a
Greek band. Italy bombarded Corfu without waiting Jbr
authorization and demanded an indemnity. The situation

was regularized by the League’s endorsement of the Italian

action.

Another trouble centre was Fiume. Fiume had been
assigned to Croatia, it wcis raided by a filibustering force

under the flamboyant poet D’Annunzio (1919) and after

changing hands several times became Italian for good in

1924. These were comparatively small matters, but they

“were fair warning of the light esteem in which League
legalism was held.

It was in the Far East that the unreality of the League
\\’orld settlement was first made 'manifest on a large scale.

None of the worthy western politicians and statesmen who
had created and were administering the League seem to

have had any firm grip on the peculiar problems of a com-
munity of perhaps four hundred million people tvhose

ancient political, social and economic framework had col-

lapsed in the course of a generation. For them China was

just another of those legendary legal beings like France,

Britain or Germany, which had a unity ofits own and wliich

could sue and be sued, make pledges, carry indebtedness,

incur penalties and so on. A number of educated Chinese

set themselves to develop some conception of a neiv China

amidst the general disorder, and for some years after 1912

an organization, the Kuomintang, struggled to create a

modernized patriotism in China, Inevitably tliere were

great differences in theory and local feeling and great pos-

sibilities of brigandage in this vast country, and the situa-

tion was further exacerbated by the fact that in defiance of

all the League pretensions of respect for nationality, the

province of Shantung, ^vhich had been seized by Germany

before the war, was now handed over to Japan. It was re-

linquished; it was reoccupied. Here again in this compact

book, we cannot trace the comings and goings of various

leaders, the modernizing Sun Yat-sen, the ‘Christian

general’ Feng, the Mongolian Chang Tso-lin, aiming at
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the imperial throne, tlie changes of government between
Peking, Nanking and Canton, the phases of anti-foreign

excitement and the fluctuating interventions of Soviet

Russia and Japan in the Chinese confusion. But gradually

it became evident that Japan was becoming the major
aggressor in China, setting her face steadily, according to

the traditions of pre-war imperialisrn, towards an exclusive

ascendancy in Eastern Asia. In 1932 Manchuria was de-

tached firom China and established as a protected state

under Japanesexontrol.
Meanwhile the steady development of aviation and the

possibilities, of air war were altering the spirit of inter-^

national stresses throughout the world and altering tliem for )

the worse. All the old Foreign Offices were loth to realize

that the old land and sea warfare were being modified by
these new weapons. Potentially the submarine was already

out of fashion, superseded by the sudft bomber, and all die

ancient conceptions ofa ‘land firont’ and of ‘sea routes’ were

obsolescent. The vindictive and tire aggressive states were

the most alive to this change in conditions and earned on a

swift, furtive, intensive development of the air arm. Britain

and France, which had been in a position of unquestioned

military superiority in - the ‘Fatuous Twenties,’ became
almost abruptly aware that they had lost their predomin-

ance in the air in what we may call the Frightened Thirties.

The spirit of the new Germany under Hitler and Goering

and of Fascist Italy became bolder. They faced the Wes-

tern Powers with an increasing confidence and the miiitarv'

caste ofJapan, realizing the v^ue of this division of atten-^

tion, became more and more aggressive in China, Japanese

armies already in control of Manchuria were invading the

province of Jehol at the end of 1932. They reached tlic

Great Wall of China in 1933.

Neither Britain nor France nor Russia wanted war. They
tvere all three in their several ways disorganized by econo-

mic and financial stresses of their owm. With a combination

of real menace and bluff, the three aggressive Po^vers set

about tearing up the Treaty of Versailles and the League
,

of Nations, completely and finally.
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By the end of 1934 acute trouble had broken out between
Italy and Abyssinia and by the autumn of 1935 Italy was
fairly launched upon a war of conquest in Abyssinia. By a
ruthless use of incendiary bombs and gas this was brought
to a successful conclusion in May, 1936. But the Italians

found Abyssinia a difficult country for settlement and
exploitation.

In the srunmer ofthe same year, tire Republican Govern-
ment in Madrid, which had been weakened by a long
grapple with the Catalonian nationalists and Communist
extremists, was attacked by a military revolt led by General
franco at the head of Moroccan troops secretly supported

by Germany and Italy. The revolt failed to achieve a sur-

prise counter-revolution, the Spaniards rallied to the

Madrid Government, and a savage war raged through the

peninsiila for ttvo years, Germany and Italy participating

more and more openly. Towns were bombed ruthlessly by
the invaders and quite an unprecedented proportion of

women and children were killed in this new warfare. From
first to last there was no declaration of war. Legally Ger-

many and Italy were at peace with Spain just as legally

Japan was at peace Xvith China.

In the spring of 1938 Hitler suddenly invaded and
annexed Austria to Germany in flat defiance of the Treaty

of Versailles prohibition. There was no effective resistance

within Austria or without. Hitler (with Mussolini as his

attentive ally) became more and more consciously tlie pre-

dominant ruler in -u'orld affairs and Nazi Germany more

ind more plainly the ascendant power. A fear - probably

an exaggerated fear — of air attack paralysed the ‘demo-

cratic’ States. A frantic armament race began — far more

costly and exha\isting than that which had culminated in

the Great War of 1914-18.

The failure of a simple and resolute policy in the intei-

national game, the evaporation not simply ofarrogance but

confidence on the part of America, France and Britain, is

only to be understood ifwe realize that in its own w'ay each

of these formerly dominant Powers was suffering from the

r^-^versal malaise of changing and misunderstood economic
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conditions. They too were "undergoing a fundamental
revolution in the methods ofproduction and a disorganiza-

tion ofdistribution that -were destroying the former demand
for continuous employment and, as the young grew up,

replacing tire old habituated working class by a stratum of

restless and discontented unemployed. The United States

felt the strain in tire form ofan under-consumption ofcom-
modities, and since investment had been spread very -widely

during the war and the period of post-war confidence, a
selling of securities ensued and a financial crisis. A great

multitude of American banks which had had far too much
freedom from financial control got into difficulties. In the^

ensuing panic of 1931-2 the country was fortunate in find-

ing a leader in Franklin Roosevelt. He set up an unprece-

dented control of the banks and turned tire face of the

country from tire traditional individualism that had accu-

mulated monetary wealth and wasted its resources in the

process, towards a planned and modernized economy, the

Ne%v Deal. But the amount of socialization demanded by
that project required a civil service quite beyond the avail-

able supply of trained and educated men, and from the

outset the new President was hampered by certain defects

ofhis ail too amiable character, by the divisions and Hmita-

tions ofIris ministers and by the profound bias for individual

initiative in the American legal system from the Supreme
Court downward. America was still in the tliroes of this

great experiment in reconstrucdon in 1937-fi as the war pos-

sibilities of the old world developed. She began to realiz^

tire possible threat to both her eastern and western sea-

boards any serious disaster to the British Empire might

involve, and the air menace grew visibly nearer as the speed

and size of aircraft increased. Moreover war preparation

seemed to promise an immediate alleviation of unemploy-

ment. So rvhile still dining to a dream of isolation, she

also joined in tire mighty armament race in which Britain

and France were already engaged.

The economic difficulties of Great Britain accumulated.

She had preceded America in the popular revolt against

the free and po\verfuI rich, by a very heavy taxation'^
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incomes, by death duties and by the distribution of a bare
maintenance (the dole) to the unemployed, So she staved
off revolutionary tension and her stratum of imemployed
youth loafed about, a burthen to themselves and the com-
munity. Comparatively little was done either for the health,

discipline, further education or utilization ofthese depressed
and hopeless young people. Private wealth, private enter-

prise and private finance were sufficiently strong politically

in Great Britain to prevent any socialization of industry or

natural resources. By 1937 Great Britain was also aroused
to the reality ofthe war threat and drifting unwillingly with
-the rest of tlie world towards a regime of enslavement to

militant necessity.

It becomes increasingly evident to intelligent men that

so long as the sovereign independence ofnational states and
the systematic teaching of racial falsehoods and national

and cultural prejudices endures, so long also as the steriliz-

ing appropriation of the sources of wealth for individual

profit and the financial game for possessions continue, so

long will our present instabilities increase and so long ^vill

human life and thought be consecrated more and more
intensely to the disciplines, servitudes, fears and passions of

ever more destructive war. A sort of militant hysteria

threatens our species, which may lead us down, step by

step, to a cruel and degenerate belligerence, to a life ^vhich

will have few interests beyond pain, hate and elementary

lust, and few virtues except a Spartan endurance.

But it is easier to recognize trends than to discover a

remedy, and the mental activities of all the sociologists and

economists in the world to diagnose our troubles and

determine a policy of adaptation, have been - in face ofour

needs - almost beneath contempt. There have been endless

futile conferences, meetings and declarations and a great

drivelling of disconnected platitudes and half trutlis. There

is a wide demsind for co-ordination and no self-sacrifice.

There is a widespread craving for something called ‘peace’

but no great urgency towards a sane, vigorous and creative

life. There is a very considerable element of indolence in

/Tost pacifism, and if at last men do achieve such a concen-
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txation ot power as to set up and maintain an adequate
peace organization throughout the world, it tviJJ certknly

not be attained by the easy road of non-resistance. The
Pax Romana was the outcome of acquisition and conquest,

and the Pax Mundi will surely call for as steadfast resolution

and as firm a treatment of recalcitrants.

THE SECOND WORLD WAR

We tvill now relate rather more fully the succession of inci-

dents that led to the world war that is now dragging on to

its vague concluding phases.

In March, 1938, Mr Litvinov, the Russian Foreign

Minister, proposed that the Governments ofBritain, France,

America and Soviet Russia should confer on the necessity of

getting together for common action to prevent further

aggression, particularly in Central Europe. Germany, Italy

and Japan were not invited to participate in this consulta-

tion, since, said Mr Litvinov, ‘we do not wish to discuss

aggression with the aggressor.’ This was a plain and obvious

suggestion, which might have averted the European strug-

gle altogetlrer or nipped it in the bud, but the anti-Gom-

munist mania of the British Conservative majority was

much more powerful than its apprehension of the German
danger. Up to the very eve ofthe declaration ofwar against

,

Germany, this propo^, which %vas re-echoed by Stalin hr

March, 1939, and by Molotov in May - with the added

revelation that Britain and France had refused to guarantee •

the Baltic States in association mth Russia against German
aggression - remained the declared and consistently

observed policy ofRussia.

The next step in the German programme was the destruc-

tion of Czechoslovakia. The annexation of Austria had sur-

rounded that interesting and sturdy little country upon
tlurec sides, and now began a raging tearing propaganda in

defence of the German populations that the Treaty of Ve]^
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sailles, in pursuit of a conception of strategic frontiers, had
insisted upon incorporating in Bohemia; There followed
threats of war and some fantastic negotiations. Mr Cham-
berlain went far in his efforts to propitiate the common
enemy. His policy has since been repu^ated by the British

people, but at the time he certainly had them solidly

behind him. He w'ent to and fro to Munich, and let it never
be forgotten that w'hen he came back to the airport of

Heston, after abandoning Dr Benes, rejecting the plain

necessity of a prompt collective suppression of Germany by
Russia, France, Britain and Czechoslovakia, and surren-

^dering every military advantage Czechoslovakia possessed,

bringing in return a worthless scrap of paper signed by
' Hitler, and that when he announced to the. crowd in

Downing Street that Tt is peace in om- time, my good
friends. And now I recommend you to go home and sleep

quietly in your beds,’ he was received with rapturous

applause. Let us never forget that. They went home to sleep.

In the harsh regime of Nattrre the penalties for folly and
feebleness have always been as heavy as the penalties of

crime, and now Britain and all mankind are paying for this

mean evasion of honour and duty. For Germany did not

keep her engagements for a moment, and it seems incredible

now that anyone should have been so credulous as to believe

she tvould. Germany remained on the alert, and England,

Mr Chamberlain’s ‘good people,’ went to bed. The German
armies advanced into the regions ofCzechoslovakia assigned

to them and then kept on. By March, 1939, Czechoslovakia

rad ceased to exist, and the Skoda works were turning out

munitions for the ever strengthening German armies.

Poland and Hungary, heedless of their own possible sub-

mergence, leaped greedily upon the prostrate state.

Poland grabbed the Teschen district and Hungary took

possession ofa strip of the Ukraine.

Poland was not to remain long in peaceful possession of

her new gains. She was the next objective in the German
advance. Here the obvious quarrel was picked upon the

question of Danzig. As the situation worked up, the vacilla-

^<.90 of Mr Chamberlain’s Britain became more and more
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pitiful. It had funked the defence of Czechoslovakia, largely

because ofits dread and suspicion ofBolshevism. It was no\v

apparently still clinging to Hitler’s suggestion that his real

aim was the destruction of Communism, still hoping that

Germany would march east while western reaction played

the undignified but lucrative role of a camp follower. But
Poland had been and still was totalitarian; it was reac-

tionary, it was Catholic and it was anti-Russian. Negotia-

tions for a concerted restraint of Germany began again,

but again they were crippled by the manifest aversion of the

British upper classes to any sincere co-operation with

Russia. Social revolution was and still is their fundamental

.

bogey and not Germany,
In March the Lithuanian port of Memel was added to

the German Reich. In April, 1939, the Italians, in serene

defiance of the League of Nations and so forth, suddenly

annexed Albania amidst the usual futile splutter ofprotests,

and another vacantplace appeared at the League gatherings.

In May, Mr Litvinov, the Russian Foreign Commissar, who

,

had always maintained a clear and consistent attitude of

co-operation mth western democracy, made liis last warn-

ing gesture to the Western Powers by resigning. He re-

mained in the background, shrewd and experienced and

trusted, but he was replaced by Mr Molotov, who was less

of a westernizer than his predecessor. Litvinov’s gesture,

conveyed nothing to the British Foreign Office, which

indeed, since the Russian Revolution, never seems to have

observed any occurrence in Russia that it could possibly

avoid seeing. Its wsh that Russia would not exist has been^

simple and plain.

On August 24, at tlie eleventh hour, the British Foreign

Office signed a pact of mutual assistance with Poland.

Tliis had been preceded by a treaty of non-aggression be-

tween Germany and Russia. The German Foreign Minister,

Ribbentrop, ^vent to Russia, and evidently he was able to

convince Stalin and Molotov of British double dealing.

Russia, in a mood of anger and justifiable suspicion, turned

her back on the democracies, and Germany completely

abandoned all the pretences of the anti-Comintern, whic^
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had hitherto played so large a part in sustaining a pro-Nazi
attitude in influential quarters in France and Great
Britain. It had served its purpose. The Germans crossed

the Polish frontier on September i and Britain and France
declared war on September 3. So the sleeping ‘good people’

of Britain woke up to find themselves at war with the most
elaborately organized fighting nation that has ever existed,

and with their most powerful ally completely estranged.

Nevertheless for another half year they still remained

lethargic, because they were ill-informed, unwarned,

unready and dishonourably ‘reassured’.

. ,
The German campaign against Poland was brief but

efficient. There was probably a considerable amount of

Fifth Column activity, and more Polish airfields were

bombed and put out of action by massed air attacks. The
Polish armies, fighting stoutly, were thrust back by an infil-

tration of German tanks and an overwhelming superiority

in equipment, and the German High Command announced

(September 12) that open towns, villages and hamlets

would be bombed and shelled to ‘crush resistance by the

Polish civilian population.’ There were massacres of Polish

civilians. Polish, troops were presently retreating into

Lithuania, Hungary and Rtunania. The Government

escaped into Rumania, and Warsaw fell on September 28.

On September 16 the Russian Government, realizing

that Poland was practically ovehvhelmed, _ crossed the

Polish frontier, meeting with very little resistance. The
Russian forces advanced to the frontiers Russia had pos-

sessed under the Gurzon agreement between 1918 and 1920,

and very little of this territory of which they resumed pos-

session carried a real Polish population. Vilna, which had

been taken from Lithuania in defiance of the League of

Nations, was returned to its former owners. Russia then set

herself to conclude treaties with the three Baltic Powers

(to whom France and Britain, as we have noted, had refused

to make a joint guarantee), which involved a practical con-

trol of their air and coast defences by Russian forces. It

became clear that Russia intended to avail herself of the

r?,tuation to consolidate her control of the Baltic coasts. She
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has al^vays had a fear of a concerted attack from the

‘Capitalist’ states, and she had a certain amount of reason
to consider Finland as the probable spearhead of this attack.

They may have been exaggerated feat's. Finnish guns cer-

tainly commanded the approach to Petersbxirg to an extent
- that no other power would have tolerated. It is impossible

to imagpie America contemplating a powerful foreign

fortification of Staten Island witli patient resignation. A
series of talks began wliich led to no result, and on Novem-
ber -30 Russia opened the ^var with a series of bombing
raids on Finnish to\vns. This was a brutality mth which
Russia could well have dispensed. The war proved to be a
difficult and costly one for the Soviets, but in tlie end, after

three months and a half of magnificent fighting, Finland

admitted defeat and made peace.

Meanwhile the war in the west was confined chiefly to

the sea. French and Germans confronted each other behind

heaidly fortified lines, the Maginot and Siegfried lines.

There was a mild offensive on tire northern \sfing of the

front. A resumption of U-Boat warfare by Germany was a

practical failure. The British Navy, using new technical

devices, hunted dorvn these pests tvitlr great energy, and
suffered only a few inevitable losses, a battleship or so, a

great aeroplane carrier, the Courageous, and minor craft.

Tire losses of convoyed ships were far less than might have

been expected, and abundant supplies reached Great

Britain. The British captured more ships than they lost.

The Graf Spee was caught and outfought by tlrree smaller

and weaker ships, the Exeter, Achilles and Ajax, and sub-

'

sequently scuttled in preference to renerving the fight. Her
commander committed suicide.

For nearly halfa year the state ofsuspense on the western

front continued. The energy of the British preparations

increased, and more and more troops and a great accumula-

tion of guns and material crossed the Channel.

One activity during this interlude rvhich the French were

to regret later a heavy-handed hunt and persecution of

the Communist and Left labour leaders. It seemed to be

aimed not merely at Commimists but at Trade Uniorl^
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leaders. The fifty-odd Communist Deputies in the Chamber
were an-^ted or driven into hiding, and Communist muni-
cipalities throughout the country were replaced by special

officials. This action was, to say the least, inadvisable,

because Left Socialist mentality was very widely diffused in

the French rank and file, whether drawn from the towns or

the peasants. For many ofthem Russia was still the symbol
of the social revolution. They began to ask whether they

were fighting merely for the France of the rich, and the

spirit ofsabotage spread not only through the ranks but into

the munition factories. Once more the aggressor was able

to thrust his wedge between reaction and the revolutionary

urge in common man;. Because on the right hand of
DaJadier, treason also gathered, treason of a far more
formidable sort, unsuspected and unchallenged.

The winter was one of unusual severity, it exposed the

troops in the field to considerable hardship and the crop

outlook for all Europe deteriorated below normal condi-

tions. In mid-February attention swung round to Norway.
The neutrality of the country became doubtful. King
Haakon was loyally pro-British, and the spirit of the com-
mon people v/as democratic. But suddenly the-Allies began

'

to realize that the narrow strip of water along the co^t of

. Norway within the three mile limit was being used as a

channel along which the German shipping brought sup-

plies ofmaterial and slipped out to attack the British. Things

were brought to a head by what is known as the Altmark

incident. Between three and four hundred seamen from

vessels sunk by the Admiral Graf Spec before its destruction

were being smuggled down this channel -witli the con-

nivance of Norwegian port authorities. A British destroyer

was sent in pursuit, and, in spite of the protests of two Nor-

wegian gunboats and the denials of the Norwegian port

officials that any prisoners were aboard, entered the Josing

fiord, boarded the offending vessel, which ran aground

during the engagement, and released the prisoners.

Thereafter the Scandinavian situation developed rapidly.

The Germans invaded Norway and Denmark simul-

•^taneously. In Denmark there was a prompt surrender.
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Oslo resisted, but was betrayed by the Fascist section of its

own people. Some weeks of confused conflict ensued. The
German invasion of Norway and Denmark occurred on
April

,
9. On May 8 the British House of Commons was

holding an inquest upon an overwhelming defeat. Here are

a few phrases from a speech by Mr Lloyd George.

‘Hitler had succeeded in putting his country into an
infinitely better strategical position than his predecessors

did in 1914. . Scandinavia and Norway, one of the great

strategic possibilities of the war, were in German hands.

It was no use criticizing Sweden, which was now between

Germany on the left and Germany on the right. What right

had we to criticize little - Powers? We had promised to

rescue and protect them. We never sent an aeroplane to

Poland, we were too late in Norw^ay. Gould anyone doubt

that our prestige had been impaired? We had promised

Czechoslovakia, Poland, Finland. Our promissory notes

were now rubbish in the markets ...

‘We were promised rearmament in 1935, and in 1936

actual proposals were laid before the House. Everyone

knew that whatever was done was done half-heartedly, inef-

fectively, wthout drive, and unintelligently. Tlien came the

war. The tempo was hardly speeded up. Tliere wa^ the

same leisureliness and inefficiency. All the world knew that

we were in the .worst strategic position this country had
ever been placed in ...

‘Mr Clramberlain had said “I have got my friends.” It

is not a question ofwho are tire Prime Minister’s friends. It

is a far bigger issue. The Prime Minister must renaember he

has.met tliis formidable foe of ours in peace and war, and
has always been worsted. He has appealed for sacrifice.

The nation is prepared for it so long as it has leadership. I

say now, solemnly, that the Prime Minister can give an
example of sacrifice, because there is nothing that would

contribute more to victory in this war than that he should

sacrifice the seals of office.’

Wfiiilc Britain was tediously removing the suffocating

mask ofMr Chamberlain as Prime Minister, the impersona-

tion ofGermany as the fierce and terrible trinity of Goering, %
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Goebbels and Hitler continued relentlessly. The next great

blow to the decayed military science of France and Great
Britain fell on May lo, when Germany invaded Holland,

Belgium and Luxembourg simultaneously.

Marvellous as it %vill seem to the students of history in

the years to come, if there are any students of history in the

years to come, none of these three countries, in the face of

this plain possibility, had prepared any scheme for defence

in common with France and Britain. The same treasonable

,
and half-hearted elements played their part in the subse-

quent disaster. The French had never prolonged the

Maginot line beyond the Belgian frontier, and the plan of

the Allies for a war movement on the exposed left was very

incomplete. The loyal Dutch and Belgians made a stout

fight, but they were overcome by treason behind their front

and by a tremendous use of parachutists, for which the

Allied military imagination, which had only had five or six

years to study the problem, was totally unprepared. Large

areas of. Rotterdam suffered the fate of Guernica, multi-

tudes of people tVere buried under the ruins, and in four

days the Dutch resistance collapsed.

The German pressure on ^e contracted lines of the

Allies continued. One most effective weapon in their hands

was the Skoda tanks. The French line began to break in the

vicinity ofSedan, and the Germans drove through the open-

ing gap they had made, eastward. They left Paris on their

left and pushed towards the Channel and England. The
Allies were unable to close the gap, so that_a large Anglo-

French-Belgian force to the- north was cut off from the

main defence in France, and its capture seemed imminent.

A large proportion of this northern army was British, so

that its loss would have uncovered Britain. It occurred to

King Leopold, who bad appealed to France and Britain for

assistance when his country was invaded, that the time was

now opportune for an act of supreme cowardice and

treachery. Without informing his Allies, overruling the

unanimous advice of his government, ‘without one thought

for the British and French soldiers who had come to the

i>help of his country on his angiushed appeal,’ he opened
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negotiations with the Germans and ordered Iiis army to

cease fire (May 28),

The British Army was nearly caught, but the admirable

quality of its rank and file saved it from a capitulation. It

fought its way back to Dunkirk, held Dunkirk tlirdugh

some crucial days, and in the face of an immense concen-

tration of German stfengdi, was got across tlie Channel,

together with French and loyal Belgian troops, to England.

The behaviour of the Army was so fine, and , the trans-

shipping of this great mass of men involved so many
instances ofpicturesque courage, that the British public was
elated rather than dismayed. ‘A successful retreat is not a

victory,’ warned Mr Winston Churchill, who had at last re-

placed Mr Chamberlain as Prime Minister. There had been

an immense loss of guns and other material, and tlie main
French resistance -was giving increasing signs ofcollapse.

It was now time for Mussolini to declare war, and this he

did on June 10. Italian troops gesticulated on. tlie Alpine

border and II Duce was photographed on French territory.

The collapse of the French forces became a rout. Paris was

abandoned and the French*Go.vemment ^vent to Bordeaux.

Monsieur Reynaud made one last desperate appeal to

President Roosevelt for help on June 13. The struggle, he

said, %vas‘for ‘France’s very life.’ The President replied

promptly, expressing the most exalted sympathy and pro-

mising material aid, but ending with tlie double-edged

words: ‘I know that you wU understand tliat these state-

ments carry >vith them no implication of military commit-

ments. Only Congress can make such commitments.’

Monsieur Re^maud thereupon resigned and was suc-

ceeded by the aged Marshal Petain as Premier and the even

more aged Marshal Weygand as hCnister of National

Defence. The new French Govermnent then proceeded to

surrender tlieir country' to the enemy \rith an almost pas-

sionate completeness. At the eleventh hour the British

Government made a proposal for an Act of Union r\'ith

France. The British and French had pledged themselves not

to make a separate peace, but tliis ^v^as forgotten, and once

again die British found themselves -withdrawang entangled.,
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troops from France, The triumphant German armies

poured over France, and the Channel Islands, a last rem-
nant of the Duchy ofNormandy, which had belonged to the

British Crown since 1066, fell, to the amazement of the

British, into German hands. The war was’ getting really

serious for the British now, and a new vigour of action had-

emerged and found an exponent in Mr Churchill. The naval

ports of France and, above all, the French Navy, consti-

tuted a menace that could not be dallied with. Some
French ships came over to the British voluntarily, and a

French National Committee was set up in London under
General de Gaulle, to organize the restoration of France,

A recalcitrant force at Oran, including two first-class

battle-cruisers, the Strasbourg and the Dunkerque, was
engaged and put out of action by Admiral Somerville.- In
the first serious naval encounter with the Italian fleet, the

•crack Italian cruiser Bartolomeo Colleoni, one of the fastest

warships in the world, was nevertheless hit and sunk by the

Australian cruiser, the Sydney. Back on their own-island and
on the sea and in the air, particularly in the air, the British

metal seemed to .be rubbing off the tarnish that had
accumulated upon it during its long years of decadence. A
Home Guard grew in efiiciency, and dismayed -apprehen-

sion gave place to exalted anticipation. An increasing

superiority of the British air forces became evident. They
were drawing pilots now from every social rank,- from the

Empire and from' their Allies, and the quality proved

higher than ever. The possibility of an effective invasion

receded every day that it was delayed.

Attention shifted now to Spain, to the Mediterranean; it

swung back to the East. It became more and more evident

that Russia had a conception of her own friture that made
her at least as disinclined to be pro-German as she was to be
pro-British-goveming-class. She resumed the process of

consolidating her frontier against Germany and her

position on the Danube and the Black Sea. She now very

firmly requested the return of the regions of Bessarabia and
Northern Bukovina, which Rumama had taken in 1918,

’and Rumania, after a vain appeal to Germany, acceded.
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She next responded to a curiously opportune soci^ move-
ment in the Baltic States, and all three of them entered the

Soviet union

,

'
,

•

This action aroused the long-range moral sense of the

United States Government. It disapproved of die disap-

pearance of these countries even more than it disapproved

of the ousting of Finland from the Neva - estuary. Mr
Cordell Htdl, the American Secretary of State, spoke

vigorously against the annexation, and .Ivir Molotov, the

Russian Commissar for Foreign Affairs, replied tartly in

the customary terms of Communist ideology. America
could mind its own business. The breach between these

two Great Powers, equally interested in the cause of peace

and each incapable without the other of bringing it about,

widened. Yet there was no reality in the world to keep them
apart but a lack of imaginative understanding. ,

If, by the sxunmer of 1940, the British Confederation of

States was at last rallying its forces to fight in earnest, its

governments were still being extremely vague and ill-

advised in their propaganda activities. A mysterious and

semisecret body, the Swinton Committee, was set up to

deal with the accumulating multitudes of refugees and
aliens in Great Britain. The head and front of this com-
mittee was a certain Mr Lloyd-Graeme, -who had assumed

the name of Gunliffe-Lister in 1924 and had been elevated

to the peerage in 1929 as Lord Ssvinton. A cruel and violent

persecution of the very people to whom Britain should have

looked for aid, in her fight to restore Europe to freedom

ensued. They were treated with an irrational malice and *

brutality that has done irreparable damage to the British

• name. Eager enemies of National Socialism and Fascism

were interned under quite horrible conditions, separated

from their wives and families, deported; many ^vere driven

to suicide. In the great past of Canning, Palmerston, Mel-

bourne, face to face %vith the Holy Alliance, it had been the

policy of Great Britain to befiriend, shelter and assist the

revolutionary movements in every European country. She

had stopped the slave ^de. It was the boast of the British

that w'herever their flag waved, men were free. Now a"^
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shocked world demanded whether England had forgotten.

Was all tills talk ofdemocracy no more than a pretence?-

It added to the evil effect of this persecution that from the

outbreak of the war the British Government had stead-

fastly refused to make any clear statement of its war aims.

Every liberal force in the world, within and ^without the

Empire, had begged that that should be done. But still the

awakening British peoples found themselves unable to free

their hands from the shackles of the obdmate Toryism in

which the war had caught them ...

So with a steadily developing social struggle at home, the

British fought on. A great and persistent air attack upon.

London in September and October brought out the sturdy

endurance of the common people and the steadily increas-

ing power of the British air arm. The attitude of America,

under the leadership of President Franklin Delano Roose-

velt, swung more and more into sympathy with the British

ivar effort. And with the turn of the year came a new phase

in the war. Mussolini’s armies were pushing their way into

Egypt and towards the Suez Canal, and he was so confident

ofvictory that he also annexed Albania (1939) and attacked

Greece (1941). The Greek armies had been raised to a very

high level of efficiency by President Metaxas. A British

commander ofa new and more competent type appeared in

the person of General Wavell, and he struck at the Italian

armies in North Africa, Eritrea and Abyssinia vvith a

swiftness and vigour that astonished his own coimtrymen

as much as it did the Italians. In ten weeks the bladder erf"

Fascism was exploded. With numerically inferior but
resolute and better equipped forces, tlie renascent forces bf
the British Commonwealth defeated and captured the scat-

tered Italian armies from the Red Sea to Cyrenaica, while"

the Greeks, sustmned by the British air arm, overwhelmed
the Italian armies in Albania. No doubt that with equally

intelligent and resolute leadership the British could have
smashed the Nazi thrust into Norway in 1940. But much
internal treachery, deliberate or unconscious, still fhistrates

the efforts of the creative impulse in the inaggressive

common man to save our foundering world.
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70

THE PRESENT OUTLOOK FOR
HOMO SAPIENS '

,

It is scarcely an exaggeration to say that at present mankind
as a species is demented and that nothing is so urgent upon
us as the recovery of mental self-control. We call an inchvi-

dual insane ifhis ruling ideas are so much out ofadjustment

to his circumstances that he is a danger to himself and
others. This definition of insanity seems to cover the entire

human species at the present time, and it is no figure of

speech but a plain statement of fact, that man has to ‘pull

liis mind together’ or perish. To perish or to enter upon a
phase of maturer power and effort. No middle. -svay seems

open to liim. He has to go up or dowm. He cannot stay at

what he is.

In this brief summary of human history we have traced

the steady growth of the human community. We have seen

how ever)', improvement in the means of communication

and transport has forced men, in spite of the resistances of

established loyalties, antiquated religions, prejudices and
habits, and often wth an enormous expenditure of life and
happiness, to adapt themselves to an enlarged social life,

and, in Chapters 57, 58 and 59 in particular, we have

examined tlie dislocations and opportmiities tliat have been

brought about by fi-ee science and invention during the past

century. In particular we have discussed the srresses pro-

duced by the complication of our property conventions in

the face of even such slender universal education as exists

to-day. The mass of people is becoming insubordinate. A
particular aspect of property is its liquid form as money or

the promise of money. Since the, Great War, monetary

questions have occupied an increasing amount of public

attention. Much ofthe discussion that has gone on has been

futile because it has been the custom to treat money as a ^
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thing or system in itself, whereas it is a part of a complex of

relationsliipsj the property-money complex, of v/hich any

modification of any part modifies the whole. -When for

instance money is 'inflated’ and prices rise, creditors are dis-

possessed, when itis ‘deflated’ debtors cany a heavy burthen.

Money alters in its nature when you alter what may be

bought and sold. It is declared with a certain platisibility

that the creation of credit by privately owned banks has

been a usurpation ofpower. Money varies in its nature with

the uses to which it may be put. There is not one money
but many monies. There is one sort of money for Gom-

. munism and one for extreme individualism and one for

’ every other possible system ofconventions about ownership,

direction and free activity.

Lacking sufficient mental vigour, organization and
leadership, the money and credit apparatus remains a field

for the adventurer and speculator and a source of incessant

disorganization of everyday economic life. But there is no

magic word to dispel this confusion. No common man
nowadays is safe anywhere from impoverishment and
want.

,

-

It is only now that we begin to realize the real scale and
profundity of the changes in the conditions of human life

that are in progress. In the nineteenth centiuy energetic

men grabbed the gifts of power and plenty that science

gave them, with little gratitude and no suspicion of the

price that might presently have to be paid for them. Now
the bill is being presented. The scale of distances has been
so altered, the physical power available has become so

vast, that the separate sovereignty of existing states has

become impossible. Yet we cling to it obstinately and
disastrously. Somehow the fantasies of finance have to be
dispelled; somehow world-controls of political and econo-

mic life and of the general biology of the species have to be
organized ifhuman life is still to go on.

Necessarily many established things must be changed
beyond recognition. The English reader must not take the

possibility of an end of British world-ascendancy too much
‘'^'to heart. We held it for a term ofyears and we made a poor
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use of it. We did some fine and liberal things,but not
enough of them to justify our leadership. We English must
now, in a phase ofcomparative adversity, prepare to recog-

nize a fact we would never have accepted in our- days of

Disraelian and Kiplingesque euphoria, the fact that the

ideal destiny ofman is towards equality and unity through-

out the earth. ‘Ascendancy’ is an exploded idea and
‘prestige’ an untrust\vorthy ideal. We have now to school

ourselves willingly or unwillingly, to world democracy and

world fellowship, lest ^vorse betide us all.

• 71

' FROM 1940 TO 1944
MIND AT THE END OF ITS 'J^ETHER

I

THE EVENTS FROM 1941 TO THE DATE
OF PUBLICATION

The preceding chapters brought this history of life up to

the year 1940-1, and there is very little that demands
alteration so far as the sequence of events is concerned. In

sorhe editions certain passages were omitted,-imder political

pressure, and they have now been restored. The book

is now cop^Tighted as a whole in the author’s name, and

there will be no excuse and no permission for such

omissions.

But if the sequence of facts in this History has remained

unchanged and can no\v be restored in its entirety, tliere

has been an immense change in. the values attaching to

their sequence. Before we come to that let us first recapitu-

late the events of this period. That can be done compacdy,

for many of them will be very vivid in the mind of the

reader.

In 1940-1 the whole unready world was playing for time

and distrustful of its probable associates. Hitler, lyiuR-

incredibly, was able to make treaties and understanding^
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.with all the victims he had marked down for attack except

the Jews, who, were doomed anyhow. The Americans seem

to have been beyond the range ofhis ambitions at that time.

His objective was a conquest of the European-centred

^vorld. Molotov, King Boris of Bulgaria, a representative of

the puppet Yugoslav Government, all.followed in the foot-

steps of Chamberlain and went to parley with Hitler. For

a time Great Britain bore the brunt of an ever-intensified

attack .alone. But, after his talk with Molotov, Hitler was
uneasy about Russia. Russia was recovering strength

hourly. She was the more immediate danger. Britain might

be strong in defence, but as yet she was quite imprepared

for attack. So on June 22, 1941, Hitler invaded Russia. A
raid into England could wait until Russia was knocked out.

Opinion in America was divided, but an attack on Britain

might precipitate Roosevelt into an absorbent alliance

with the old country. Easy to get troops into England, per-

haps, but even -with the Mosleyites and so forth to help,

extremely difficult to get them back again. The German
clutch was spread here, there and everyw’here. They were
excessively dispersed and the common British had won a

tough reputation. It might use up a million men and there

- were not a quarter of a million to spare for the job. Britain

might become a concentration camp for prisoners of war,

and tiltimately it was in that role that the Nazis set foot at

last on English soil.

But if the Hitlerian regime kept its head out of the British

trap, it nevertheless resorted to a vehement attack upon tire

morale of the very mixed and ill-educated - but tough -

London population. What is known as the Battle of Britain

began. It witnessed to the growing air quality of the British.

By September 18, 1940, 1,867 enemy plaJies had been
brought down at the price of 621 British, of whose crews

under 600 were killed and the rest parachuted down and
returned to the fray. But the London civilian population

paid a heavier toll. By November 5, 14,000 had been killed

and. 20,000 wounded, four-fifths of them in London. The
Guildhall was wrecked and eight of Sir Christopher Wren’s

/churches destroyed in the Nazi Kulturkampf, Churchill,

.
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speaking for the community, said to America, ‘Give us the

tools and we wall finish the job,’ because America was still

sitting on the side lines applauding Britain vigorously, but
with no manifest intention of taking a helping hand in .the

struggle. In October the Italians prayed for a share in the

destruction of England, and assisted in tlie conflict.

But now oh December 7, 1941, something more profound,

intelligent and far-reaching than the Nazi conspiracy

against mankind was to come to light and catcli both the

British and Americans unprepared. For years there had
been a steady propaganda of anti-European ideas in Asia,

and the centre of it was in the lively, subtle, aggressive

imaginations of the Japanese. It found little vent in the

Hindustani, that limiting language of the Westemizer. It

fpund expression in the vernacular press of the East from

India to the Philippines. It went on throughout China, and

everywhere Japan figured as tlie leader champion of a

renascent Asiatic world, which was destined finally to

dominate the planet, and which had already coirie roimd

from east to v^est by way ofHonolulu and California, w'here

there was a strongly Americanized Japanese population,

infiltrated uith spies and secret agents, to be recalled

to their national traditions. The Japanese had as little

respect for Germans as for other Europeans, and Hitler’s

early opinion of the little yellow people was equally

low.

This long-prepared project was sprung upon the world

on December 7, 1941, while Japanese diplomatists were

still allaying suspicion by negotiaitions in Washington. The '

United States Pacific fleet was lying at ease in its naval

base at Pearl Harbour when tlieJapanese pounced upon it.

Two battleships, three destroyers and two other craft were

lost or destroyed,, and the Japanese High Command an-

noxmced it was at war -with Britain and the United States

of America. The Prince of Wales and the Repulse, being

without air support (!!) were also sunk by Japanese tor-

pedoes from aircraft, hlay I repeat tliose pregnant woitis,

‘being without air support’? To tliis day w'e do not knov^
who was responsible for that negligence. 7
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2

PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF THE NATURE OF LIFE

The seventieth chapter brought this History up to the yfear

1940. Since then a tremendous series of events has forced

upon the intelligent observer the realization that the human
story has already come to an end and that Homo sapiens, as

he has been pleased to call himself, is in his present form
played out. The stars in their courses have turned against

him and he has to give place to some other animal better

adapted to face the fate that closes in more and more
swiftly upon mankind.

That new animal may be an entirely alien strain, or it

may arise as a new modification of the hominidte, and even

as- a direct continuation of-the human phylmn, but it will

certainly not be human. There is no way out for Man but
steeply up or steeply down. Adapt or perish, now as ever, is

.. Nature’s inexorable imperative.

To many of us this crude alternative of up or down is

. intensely unpalatable. The forces that evoked us in the

long succession ofliving beings endowed us with a tenacity

of self-assertion that rebels against the bare idea of giving

place to rats or unclean intrusive monsters equipped with

streptococci for our undoing. We want to be in at the death

ofMan and to have a voice in his final replacement by the

next Lord of Creation, even if that successor’s first act,

OEdipus-like, is fated to be parricide.

All over this planet are scattered the traces and achieve-

ments ofMan, and it demands an intense intellectual effort

from most of us, to ' realize that this wide distribution oi

human products is a matter of the past hundred thousand

years. Radioactive substances and the process ofradimn dis-

integration must have begun in the solar system in a period

of about three thousand million years and had already ceased

long before life had become possible upon earth. Says Dr
N. H. Feather, of the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge:

‘All radioactive species are “natural” in the sense that

conditions must have obtained at some stage in cosmic
i*" .iivolution, and probably still obtain in the interiors of the
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hotter stars^ in which their production has taken place -
and is still possible, but those conditions have not obtained

on the earth since the time of its separation from the sun,

and, as inhabitants of the earth, we conventionally regard as

“natural” only those radioelements which are found on our

planet to have survived the period of some three thousand

million years (3X10^ years) since separation occurred,’

In the opeiiing chapters of this Short History, the history

of life upon this planet is told as far as it was known in 1940.

We were then by no means clear upon the time limitations

Dr Feather states so plainly. And in other directions we are

now facing the most revolutionary revelation of the nature

of life. In this concluding chapter, which it will be con-

venient to subdivide into a number of titled sections, the

writer will pick up the story of life before the advent of

Man and re-tell it in the light of the new realizations that

have forced themselves upon the minds . of intelligent

observers. Substantially it will be the story he has already

told, but it will be reset in a frame of enormously extended

horizons. This time-frame, like space, is a form of thought

in framing our minds, we think in it, we suspect an illusory

quality in it, and we can talk oftimelessness and the Eternal.

But these are entirely negative terms having no content

whatever. Our positive imaginations cannot penetrate

beyond the first strokes of the Radium Clock.

Thereafter by degrees the planet became a possible

habitat for this strange intruder, lift. It span abeoit the sun

at what rate we do not know, nor at what distance, it

acquired a satellite moon which it slowed down by a tidal

,

wave until it turned its face towards its motlier earth for

ever. So a lunar montli is a lunar day. Maybe our own
planet is undergoing a similar retardation towards the sun,

so that early years and ages of life on earth rushed by at a

pace out of all proportion to-tliese last deliberate days. The
machine was running with 'feebler brakes, Somewhen in

that headlong phase, under shelter of a dense cloud canopy

of steam, the series of rhythms we call life began.

In the invariable darkness of the deep sea, in the implac-

able dryness of the dry landj- there were no rhythmic pos-"^
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sibilities. It was, as Professor J. B. S. Haldane, in one of his

admirable popnlar articles, has pointed out, in the inter-

tidal belt only that they were to be found. Light followed

darkness and darkness light, and life, that peculiar throb in

matter, began. The palaeontologist, seeking continually for

light upon the record of the rocks, finds intimations of a
lifeless phase of unknown duration, before the sunlight

actually pierced the steamy veil and inaugurated the process

called life.

The sequences of these remote rhythms are still indeter-

minate. They were elemental, so that their nearest analogies

are to be found in the microscopic tissue elements of con-

» temporary life or in the surface waters of the sea. There
was a huge proliferation of diatoms and the like, and very

early in the story some favourable mutation produced a

green substance, chlorophyll, which, in the presence ofsun-

light, produced a quasi-permanent compound so long as the

light endured. So that the record of the rocks breaks

abruptly firom lifelessness into 'a variety of intertidal life

forms.

These forms in all their variety manifest one disposition

in common, an elan vital, a will to assert their being. They
display in its crude beginnings that ‘struggle for existence’

which has become the fundamental theme of the history of

life. And quite early this living stuff breaks up into indi-

vidual fragments, which can meet varying occasions and

simvive here even if others-dry up or otherwise perish there.'

These individuals seem free firom any impulse of conflict

‘hither against the food they ingest or against one another.

If they meet they will flow together and break up again

apparently invigorated by the encounter. This rejuvenes-

cence occm^ without any sign of sexual diflferentiation. It is

an affair between equals.

3

THE DAWN OF THE FAMILY

The establishment ofa difference among individuals so that

r^ne set is specialized for adventure, experiment and ulti-
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mate death while another sort continued 'the species vyithout

ending, began very early in the history of life. The great

majority of the many-celled beings upon this planet begin
and end as fertilized ova; Some bud and break up; some are

propagated by cuttings, parthenogenesis (as with green fly)

or the like, but such methods of reproduction keep the

species fixed, inadaptable and vulnerable, and sooner or

later, if there is to be survival, there must be a return for

invigoration and 'variation to the male and female roles

already established in the present form in the earliest

chapters of the palaeontological record.

There are wide fluctuations in the differentiation of the'i

sexes even in the same species, according to the changing]

imperatives of life. Few of us stay to consider the sex of a
tiger or tigress when we encounter it at larjge, but the sex

of a passing cat of of a rabbit or hedgehog, or of a wolf

in a pursuing pack or a fly or a lizard, is by no means
obvious. .

-

Even the stigmata of sexin Homo sapiens are far less con-

spicuous to-day than they were a hundred years ago. The
exaggeration of the waist by tight-lacing has ceased. So

also has much mysterious cossetting of girls. The bicycle

played a part in that release. The growing girl braced her-

selfup and went for a gentle ride on the new toy when her

grandmother might have been resting in bed, and found

herself all the better for it. At any crisis om- great-giund-

mothers would ‘swoon,’ but whoever hears of women
swooning to-day? Now men faint more frequently than

women. ,

In a brief period, within ’the lifetime of an elderly man,
/ the relations of the sexes in the British community, the age

relations in marriage, the social readjustments consequent

upon these changes, have been greatly changed. Older men
used to mh-rry young -wives; now the world is full of young

couples and it is exceptional to meet wintry January

m^ied to blooming May. The pendulum may swing back.

Or it may not be a pendulum swing we are contemplating..

Deliberately planned legislation, food shortages and sucl^

like economic processes, waves of sentiment for or again^’
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maternity, patriotic feeling or the want of it, the natural

disposition to fall in love coupled with a desire to fix a
relationship by some permanent common interest, and a
pride in physically and mentally ^velI-begotten children,

may play incalculable parts in the production of a new
humanity, capable of sufficient adaptation to the whirling

imperatives about us, to see out the story of life on earth to

its end.

It is claimed by religious bodies generally and particu-

larly by the Roman Catholic Church that they protect the

institution of the family. They do nothing of the sort. The
family has existed since animals bred and mated and went
apart to protect and rear their young. But the priestly

intervention has degraded this clear and simple relation-

ship by damning unborn children with the idea that they

were conceived in sin, making illegitimacy mysteriously

shameful, and keeping all the fundamental facts and pos-

sibilities of family life from young people until it is too .late

for them to benefit by their knowledge.

4

RAGE SUICIDE BY GIGANTISM

The human individual lives to a very great age, measured

by the lives of the creatures about him. The Radium Clock

gives us a maximum period offar less than ten and probably

' ar less than five thousand million terrestrial years for tlie

career of life. During all this period there has been a con-

stant succession of forms, dominating the scene. Each has

dominated, and each in its turn has been thrust aside and

superseded by some better adapted form. Each has obeyed

certain inescapable laws that seemed to be in the very

nature of things.

First of these laws was the imperative to aggression. The
fiat was live, and live as abundantly as possible. Live more

than your brothers, grow larger, devour more. In the earlier

days this imperative -was unqualified by any impulse to

^uutual aid against a common competitor. So the big indi-
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viduals'ate up the food ofthe small ones, even ifthey did not

actually eat them, and ^ew larger and larger. In the record

ofthe rocks it is always the gigantic individuals who appear
at Ae end of each chapter.

The planet spins, climate changes, so, that the old over-

gi'own Lord of Creation is out of harmony with his sur-

roundings. Go he must. Usually but not always, some
entirely different form of life succeeds him. Or like the

sharks he may dwindle in numbers until the food supply

overtakes him, and then, ifNature has contrived no alterna-

tive in the meanwhile, he may return to his former abim-

dance. Sharks and their kind live and die violently and'’*

nothing is left of them to fossilize. We know of huge con-

temporary basking sharks and- the like. They may have
grown to their present bigness quite recently or they may
have basked for ages — as soon as there were sufficient fishes

to be devoured. We are left guessing. .

5

PRECOCIOUS MATURITY, A METHOD OF SURVIVAL

Nature in her insensate play with the possibilities of life has

produced some abrupt novelties in the record by acceler-

ating the fertilization and ripening of tlie ovum relatively

to the other phases of the life cycle. We must bear in mind
ahvays in these questions that it is a complete life cycle' we
inherit and not some fixed adult form. And time after time

Nature has cut out an adultform from the record altogether,

abolished it, and made some larval stage the sexually matm'c

form.

At one early phase in the record, the Echinoderms, the

starfish and so forth, with their radiant structure, were the

Lords of Creation. They had little or no powers of loco-

motion in their adult state, and many, like the crinoids,

were rooted to the rocks. Among other radiant forms the

Tunicata had reverted to the production of cellulose and

were markedly vegetative in their habit of life. They dis-,_^

charged their fertilized eggs into the water and the dis-^
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semination of these was greatly assisted by the development
of accessory structures that stiffened the drifting larvs and
gave an independent impetus to their movement. The back-
bone of these travelling emissions was christened the noto-

chord, and the new fore and aft forms of life, ofwhich it was
the precursor, were called the Chordata, as opposed to the

series of forms without notochords, the Starfish, the Sea
Urchins and Sea Cucumbers, and so forth and so on, which
has hitherto been Lords of Creation. The whole vast world
ofbackboned animals, including ourselves, owes its existence

to this freak ofNature. There \vas no reason whatever in it.

It happened so.

The notochord appears in the developrhent of all verte-

brated animals, but in all the higher forms it is invaded and
superseded by cartilaginous or bony matter. It persists

throughout life in the 'hag-fish and lampreys, and in the

lamprey it comes to our tables.

6

THE ANTAGONISM OF AGE AND YOUTH

And here perhaps is the most convenient point for the

present writer to say a word or so about the inevitable clash

that now arises between himself ^nd youth. The WTiter

accepts these facts of Nature with tranquillity and ivould

not have them otherwise. But he does not believe that any

young man, younger than thirty-five, let us say, as a maxi-

mum, will accept them in the same spirit. Until round and

about that age every younger man is in conflict ^vith the

universe and seeks to have his will of it. He must be a very'

under-vitalized being indeed to be ready to give in and

‘take things as they are.’

But the present writer is in his seventy-ninth year; he has

lived very cheerfully and abundantly. Like Landor, he has

warmed both hands at the fire of life and now as it sinks

towards a meticulous invalidism, he is ready to depart. So

he av/aits his end, watching mankind, still keen to find a

helpful use for his accumulations of experience in this time
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of mental confusion, but without that headlong stress to

^come to conclusions with life, which is a necessary part ofthe

make-up of any nornial youngster, male or female.

Every man of over the formative years is in the same case

as the ,%vriter. He made himself then. Since then he and all

those other older men have simply been working out and
elaborating, wth, in most cases, a certain ebb of intensity,

the forms of thought into which they shaped their convic-

tions. He is inclined to think that his continuing interest in

biological science may have kept him in closer touch with
living realities than perhaps is the case with politicians or

money speculators or divines or busy business men, but

that does nothing to bridge the gulf between the older men
and the young. Hopefully or maliciously, jealously or

generously, we old boys look on and cannot be anything

better than lookers-on. We lived essentially, forty years odd
^o. The young are life, and there is no hope but in them.

•»7
,

NEW LIGHT ON THE RECORD OF THE ROCKS

It has already been suggested (p. 4) that the rotation of the

earth and its annual circulation in its orbit is sloAving down.

All that has come to light since those early chapters were

drafted stresses this idea that, measured by^the precisions of

the Radium Clock, the duration of the early ages of the

record ofthe rocks must undergo a quite immense reduction

relative to the Cainozoic period. TTie shapes are the same

but the proportions are different. That secular slo^ving down
may or may not have been continuous. That it ^vas seems

the more probable thing to the ivriter. We do not kno\s\

The conditions of individual and specific survival seem to

have fluctuated very rapidly and widely in those headlong

times.

One thing is certain. Not one fact has ever emerged, in a

stupendous accumulation of facts, to throw a shadow of

doubt upon what is still called the ‘Theory’ of organic evo-

' lution. In spite of that violent lying and yapping of the
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pious, no rational mind can question the invincible nature
of the evolutionary case. There is an admirable little book
by A. M. Davies, Evolution and its Modern Critics, in which
this case is fully and convincingly summarized. To that the

ill-informed reader should go.

What does appear now is this fact of the slowing down of
terrestrial vitality. The years, the days, grow, longer; the

human mind is active still but it pursues and contrives

endings and death.

The present writer — but remember his age — sees the

world as a jaded world devoid of recuperative power; In
the preceding sections of this book a wishful disposition is

manifest to think that Man will pull out of his entangle-

ments and start a new creative phase of human living. In
the past two years, in the face of our universal inadequacy,

that optimism has given place to a stoical cynicism. The old

men behave for the most part meanly and disgustingly and
the young are spasmodic, foolish and all too easily misled.

Man must go steeply up or down, and the odds seem to be
all in favour of his going down and out. If he goes up, then

so great is the adaptation demanded of him that he must
cease to be a man. Ordinary men - you may recall the sub-

title of this chapter — are at the end of their tether. Only a

small, highly adaptable minority can possibly survive. The
rest will not trouble about it, finding such opiates and con-

solations as they have a mind for. Let us then conclude this

speculation about the final phase in the strange history of

the thing called life by surveying the modifications of the

human type that are in progress to-day.

The Primates appeared as forest creatures related to

groups of the Insectivora. They commenced arboreal.

They acquired quickness of eye and.muscular adjustment

among the branches. They were sociable and flourished

widely. -Then, as the usual increase in size, weight and

strength occurred, they descended perforce to ground level,

big enough now to outface, fight and outwit the larger car-

nivores of the forest world. Their semi-erect attitude

enabled them to rear up and beat at their antagonists -with

stones, an unheard-of enhancement of teeth and claw. But
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their sociability diminished because they now needed wide
areas of food supply. The little fellows faded out before the-

big fellows, according to the time-honoured pattern of life.

The great apes developed the institution of the private

family to an high kvel. Along this line they travelled to the

gorilla, the chimpanzee, the orang-utan of to-day.

8
.

FIRE AND WEAPONS

But outside forest regions during a phase of forest recession,

the monster primates were exposed to other exactions.

Grass plains and arid steppes spread out. .The supply of
vegetable food shrank. Small game and meat generally

became an increasingly important part of the dietary. As
ever there -was the alternative: ‘Adapt or perish.’ From a
world-wide massacre of resistant primates a new series of

forms had the good fortune to escape. They were more erect

than the forest apes; they ran and hunted and they were
sufficiently intelligent to co-operate in their hunting.

These cursive ground apes were the Hominidse, a hungry
and ferocious animal series. Since they are open-air animals

with sufficient ^\'its to avoid frequent drowning, the fossil

traces of their appearance are few and far between. But
they suffice. If they did not leave many bones, they littered

the world with implements. The erect attitude had liberated

hand and eye for a more accurate co-operation. These

brutes communicated by uncouth sounds. They seized upon
stakes and stones for their purposes. They hammered great

stones into a sharper shape, and %vhen the sparks flew into

the dry leaves amidst Avhich they squatted and the red

flo\ver of fire appeared, it appeared so mild and familiar

that they were not dismayed. No other living creature

liitherto had seen fire except in a catastrophic stampede of

terrified animals’ It pursued relentlessly. Bears, even cave

bcai-s, bolted headlong from fire and smoke. Tlie Hominidse

on the contraiy made a friend and a servant offire. Attacked

by cold or carnivorous enemies, they countered by creeping '
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into caverns and suchlike sheltered places and keeping the
home fires burning.

So in the wintry phases of the successive glacial periods,

these ‘great quasi-human lout-beasts prevailed. With un-
couth cries and gestures they hunted and killed. They were,

in their adult form, much bigger and heavier than men.
The clumsy hands that battered out the Chellean imple-

ments were bigger than any human hand. Skilled knappers
can forge the relatively delicate implements of the later

palajolithic men with the utmost success, but the sham Cliel-

lean implement is as difficult as a sub-human eolith. The
Chellean implement is the core of a great flint: the later

human implement is a flake struck off from a core.

The'creature called Homo sapiens emerges frpm among the

earlier Hominidae very evidently, as another of those re-

lapses of the life-cycle towards an infantile and biologically

more flexible form, wliich have played so important a role

in the chequered history of living things. He is not the

equivalent of the clumsy adult Heidelberg or Neanderthal

man. He is, in his opening phase, the experimental, playful,

teachable, precocious child, still amenable to social sub-

ordination when already sexually adult. The ever-changing

conditions of life had less and less tolerance for a final gross

overbearing adult phase, and it was cut out of the cycle.

That primordial gross adult Homo disappears, and gives

place to a more juvenile type, the record shows very

plainly, but the phases and manner of the transition remain

still open to speculation. All varieties of Homo sapiens inter-

breed, and there may have been a continuous interbreeding

among the earlier species of the genus. Intervals ofisolation

may have produced Neanderthaloid, negroid, fair, dark, tall

and short local variations still able to interbreed — in the

same way that the dogs haveproduced endless races that can

and \vill mongrelize when barriers breeik down. Families and

tribes may have warred against each other and the victors

have obliterated their distinctiveness by matingmth captive

women. Comparative anthropology slowly disentangles this

story of the way in which tire now unnecessary primordial

adult Homo, for all effective purposes, faded out, leaving as
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his successor the child-like Homo sapiens., who is, at his best,

curious, teachable and experimental from tlie cradle to the

grave.

These words ‘at his ‘best’ are the gist of this section, ft is

possible that there are wide variations in die mental

adaptability of contemporary mankind. It is possible that

the mass of contemporary'^ mankind may not be as readily

accessible to fresh ideas as the younger, more childish minds

of earlier generations, and it is also possible that hard

imaginative thinking has not increased so as to keep pace

r\ith the expansion and complication ofhuman societies and

organizations. That is the darkest shadow upon the hopes

of mankind.

But my own temperament makes it unavoidable for me
to doubt, as I have said, that there will not be that small

minority' which will succeed in seeing life out to the end.

THE END



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

About the year looo b.c. the Aryan peoples Avere establish-

ing themselves in the peninsulas of Spain, Italy, and the

Balkans, and they were established in north India; Cnossos

was already .destroyed and the spacious times of Egypt, of

Thothmes III, Amenophis III and Rameses II, were three

or four centuries away. Weak monarchs of the twenty-first

dynasty were ruling in the Nile Valley. Israel was united

under her early kings; Saul or David or possibly even

Solomon may have been reigning. Sargon I (2750 b.c.) of

the Akkadian-Sumerian Empire was a remote memory in

Babylonian history, more remote than is Constantine the

Great from the world of the present day. Hammurabi had
been dead a thousand years. The Assyrians were already

dominating the less military Babylonians. In 1100 B.c.

Tiglath Pileser I had taken Babylon. But there was no

permanent conquest; Assyria and Babylonia were still

separate empires. In China the new Chou dynasty was

flourishing. Stonehenge in England was already some

hundreds of years old.

The next two centuries sarv a renascence of Egypt under

the twenty-second dynasty, the splitting up of the brief little

Hebrew kingdom of Solomon, the spreading of the Greeks

in the Balkans, south Italy and Asia Minor, and the days of

Itruscan predominance in central Italy. We begin our

list of ascertainable dates with

*

B.C.

800. The buildjng of Carthage.

790. The Ethiopian conquest of E&ypf

(founding the XXVth Dynasty).

776. First Olympiad.

753. Rome built.

745. Tiglath Fileser III conquered Baby-

f .. Ionia and founded the New
'

AssjTian Empire.

B.c,

722, Sargon II armed the Ass>Thns with

iron weapon®,

721, He deported the Israelites.

6S0. Esarhaddon took Thebes in Egypt
(overthrovdng the Ethiopian

XXVth Dynasty).

C64. Psammetichus I restored the

freedom of Egypt and founded

the XXVIth Dj^iasty (to 6io).



B.C., X

Nedio of Eg>-pt defeated Josiah,

King of Judah, at the battle of

Megiddo.

606. Capture of Nineveh by the Chaldeans

and Medes.
^

Foundation of the Chaldean Empire.

604. Necho pushed to the Euphrates and

was overthrown by Nebuchad-

nezzar II.

(Nebuehadnczzar carried off the Jews

to Babylon.)

550. Cyrus the Persian succeeded Cyaxares

the Mede. Cjtus conquered

Creesus.

550. Buddha lived about this time.

So also did Confucius and Lao Tse.

539- Cyrus took Babylon and founded the

Persian Empire.

52t. Darius I, the son of Hystaspes, ruled

from the Hellespont to the Indus.

His expedition to Sej-thia.

490. Battle of Marathon.

4S0. Battles of Thermopyla: and Salamis.

499. The battles of Platea and Mycale

completed the repulse of Persia.

474, Etruscan fleet destroyed by the

Sidlian Greeks.

431. Peloponnesian War began (to 404).

401. Retreat of the Ten Thousand.

359, Philip became King of Macedonia.

338. Battle of Chxronca.

336. Macedonian troops crossed into Asia.

Philip murdered. •

334. Battle of the Granicus.

333. Battle of Issus.

331. Battle of Arbela.

330. Darius HI killed.

323. Death of Alexander the Great

3:1. Rise of Chandragupta in the Punjab.

The Romans completely beaten by
the Samnites at the battle of the

Caudine Forks.

aSi. Pyrrhus invaded Italy.

280. Battle of Heraclea.

279. Battle of Ausculum.

278. Gauls raided into Asia Minor and
settled in Galatia.

275. Pyrrhus left Italy.

264. First Pimic War. (.Asoka began to

reign in Bihar—to 227.)

260. Battle of Mykc.

256. Battle of Ecnoinus.

246. Shi Hwang-ti became King of Ts'in.

220. Shi Hwang-ti became Emperor of

China.

2J4. Great Wall of China begun.
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102.

100.

48

44-

A.O.

14 -

30.

41.

the

He

at

s.c.

210. Death of Shi Hwang-ti.
202. Battle of Zama.
146. Carthage destroyed.

133. Attains bequeathed Pergamum to

Rome.
Marius drove back Germans.
Triumph ot Marius.

(Chinese conquering the Tarim
S'alley.)

89. All Italians became Roman citizens.

73. The revolt of the staves under
Spartacus.

71. Defrat and end of Spartacus.

66. Pompey led Roman troops to

Caspian and Euphrates
encountered the Alani.

Julius Ciesar defeated Pompey
Pharsalus.

Julius C$sar assassinated.
*

Augustus Cmsar princeps (until

A.D. 14).

True date of birth of Jesus of

Nazareth.

Christian Era began.

Augustus died. Tiberius Emperor.

Jesus oi Nazareth crucified.

Claudius (the first Emperor of the

legions) made Emperor by pre-.

torian guard after murder of

Caligula.

6S. Suicide of Nero. (Galba, Otho,'

Vilellius, Emperors in succession.)

69. Vespasian.

102. Pan Chao on the Caspian Sea.

117. Hadrian succeeded Trajan.

Roman Empire at its greatest extent.

138. (The Indo-Scythians at this time

were destroying the last traces of

Hellem’c nde in India.)

r6i. Marcus Aurelius succeeded .Antoninus -]

Pius.

164. Great plague began and lasted to the

death of M. Aurelius (rSo). This

also devastated all Asia.

(Nearly a century of u'ar and dis-

order began in the Roman Empire.)

220, End of the Han Dynasty. Begin-

ning of four hund^ years of

disTsion in China.

227. .Ardashir I (first Sassanid shah) pul

an end to .Arsacid h'nc in Persia

242. Mani began his teaching.

247.' Goths crossed Danube in a great

raid.

251. Great xictory of Goths. Empe-.^^

Deciiis killed.



A.D.

2C0. Sapor 1, the second Sassanid shah,

took Antioch, captured the

Emperor Valerian, and was cut

up on his return from Asia Minor

by Odenathus of Palmyra.

277. Mani crucified in Persia.

284. Diocletian became Emperor.

303. Diocletian persecuted the Christians.

311. Galerius abandoned the persecution

of the Christians,

312. Constantine the Great became
Emperor,

323. Constantinepresidedovertbe Council

of NicaE^a.

337* Constantine baptized on his death-

bed.

361-^3? Julian the Apostate attempted to

substitute Mithraism for Chris-

tianity.

392. Theodosius the Great Emperor of

East and West.

395. Theodosius the Great died.

Honorius and Arcadius re-

divided the empire with Stilicho

and Alaric as their masters and

protectors.

410. The Visigoths under Alaric captured

Rome,

425. Vandals settling in south of Spain.

Huns in Pannonia, Goths in

Dalmatia. Visigoths and Suevi in

Portugal and north Spain, English"

invading Britain.

439. Vandals took Carthage.

451. Attila raided Gaul and was defeated

by Franks, Alemanni, and Romans
at Troyes.

453. Death of Attila.

455. Vandals sacked Rome.

476. Odoacer, king of medley of Teutonic

tribes, informed Constantinople

that there .was no emperor in the

W^t. End of the Western Empire,

493. Tbeodoric, the Ostrogoth, conquered

Italy and became King of Italy

but was nominally subject to

Constantinople.

(Gothic kings in Italy. Goths

settled on special confiscated lands

as a garrison.)

527. Justinian Emperor.

529. Justinian closed the schools at

Athens, which had flourished

nearly a thousand years. ‘Beli-

sarius (Justinian's general) took

. Naples. ..

A.D.

531. Chosroes I began to reign.

543. Great plague in Constantinople.

553. Goths expelled from Italy by
Justinian.

565* Justinian died. The Lombards
conquered most of north Italy

(leaving Ravenna and Rome
Byzantine).

570. Muhammad bom.
579. Chosroes I died.

(The Lombards dominant in Italy.)

590. Plague raged in Rome. Chosroes II

began to reign.

Cio. Heraclius began to reign.

619. Chosroes II held Egypt, Jerusalem,

Damascus, and had armies on
Hellespont. Tang Dynasty began

- in China.

622. The Hegira.

627. Great Persian defeat at Nineveh by
Heraclius. Tai-tsung became
Emperor of China.

628. Kavadh II murdered and succeeded

bis father, Chosroes 11. Muham-
mad wrote letters to all the rulers

of the earth.

629. Muhammad returned to Mecca,

632. Muhammad died. Abu Bekr Caliph.

634. Battle of the Yarmuk. Moslems
took SjTia. Omar second Caliph.

635. Tai-tsung received Nestorian mis*

sionaries.

637. Battle of Kad^sia.

638, Jerusalem surrendered to the Caliph

Omar,

642, Heraclius died.

643. Otbman third Caliph.

655. Defeat of the Byzantine fleet by the

Moslems.

668. The Caliph Moawija attacked Con-

stantinople by sea.

087. Pepin of Hersthal, mayor of the

palace, reunited Austrasia and
Neustria.

7X1. Moslem army invaded Spain from

Africa.

715. The domains of the Caliph Walid I

extended from the P>*renees to

China.

717-18. Suleiman, son and successor of

Walid, failed to take Constan-

tinople.

732. Charles Martel defeated the Moslems

near Poitiers.

751. Pepin cro^vned King of the French.

768. Pepin died.
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A.D.

7/1. Charlemagne sole King.

774. Charlemagne conquered Lombardy.
7S6. Haroun al Rashid Abbasid Caliph

in Baghdad (to 809).

795. Leom became Pope (to 816).

800. I.eo crowned Charlemagne Emperor
of the West.

803. Egbert, formerly an English refugee

at the court of Charlemagne,

established himself as King of

Wessex.

810. Krum of Bulgaria defeated and
lolled the Emperor Kicephorus.

814. Charlemagne died.

828. Egbert became first king of England,

S43. Louis the Pious died and the

Carlovingian Empire went to

pieces. Until '962 there was no
regular succession of Holy Roman
Emperors, though the title

appeared intermittently. .

850. About this time Rurik (a Northman)

became ruler of Novgorod and

Kiev.

852, Boris first Christian -King of Bul-

garia (to 884).

865. The fleet of the Russians (Northmen)

threatened Constantinople.

904, Russian (Northmen) fleet off Con-

stantinople. •

912. Rolf the danger established himself

in Normandy.

919, Henry the Fowler elected King of

Germany.

936. Otto 1 became King of Germany in

succession to his father Henry

the Fowler.

941. Russian fleet 'again threatened

Constantinople.

962. Otto I, King of Germany, crowned

Emperor (first Saxon Emperor) by

John XII.

987. Hugh Capet became King of

France. End of the Carlovingian

line of French kings.

1016. Canute became King of England,

Denmark and Nonvay.

1043. Russian fleet tlueatened Con-

stantinople.

J066. Conquest of England by William,

Duke of Normandy.

1071, Revival of Islam under the Seljuk

Turks. Battle of Melasgird.

1073. Hildebrand became Pope (Gregory

VH) to 1085.
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A.D.

1084. Robert Guiscard, the Norman,
_ sacked.Rome.

1087-99. Urban II Pope.

1095. Urban II at Clermont summoned
the First Crusade.

X096. Massacre of the People's Crusade.

1099. Godfrey of Bouillon captured

Jerusalem.

rr47. The Second Crusade.

1169. Saladin Sultan of Egypt.
1176. Frederick Barbarossa acknowledged

supremacy of the Pope (Alex-

ander III) at Venice,

1187. Saladin captured Jerusalem. ,

'

1169. The Third Crusade.

119S. Innocent HI Pope (to 1216)^-.
Frederick II (aged four), 'King ofW^
Sicily, became his ward,

1202. The Fourth Crusade attacked the

Eastern Empire. -

1204. Capture of Constantinople by the

Latins.

1214. Jengis Khan took Peking.

12267 St. Francis of Assisi died. (The

.Franciscans.)

1227. Jengis Khan died, Khan from
Caspian to the Pacific, and was
succeeded by Ogdai Khan.

1228. Frederick II embarked upon the

Sixth Crusade, and acquired Jeru-

salem.

1240. Mongols destroyed Kiev. Russia

tributary to the Mongols.

1241. Mongol victory at Liegnitz in

Silesia.

J250. Frederick II, the last Hohenstaufen

Emperor, died. German inter-

regnum until 1273.

1251. Mangu Khan became Great Khan.
Kublai Khan governor of China^^

125S. Hulagu Khan took and destroyof^

Bagdad.

1260. Kublai Khan became Great Khan.

1261. The Greeks recaptured Constan-.

tinoplc from the Latins.

1273. Rudolf of Habsburg elected

Emperor. The Swiss formed

their Everlasting League.

12S0. Kublai Khan founded the Yuan -

Dynasty in China.

1292. Death of Kublai Khan.

1293. Roger Bacon, the prophet of

experimental science, died.

1348. The Great Plague, the

Death.

Black



A.D.

1360. In Chma the Mongol (Yuan)

Dynasty fell, and was succeeded

by the Ming DjTiasty (to 1644).

1377* Pope GregoryXI returned to Rome.
1375. The Great Schism. Urban VI in

Rome. Clement VII at A\ugnon.

1398. Huss preached W'ycliffism at

Prague.

1414-18. The Council of Constance.

Huss burned (1415).

1417. The Great Schism ended.

1453. Ottoman Turks under Muham-
mad II took Constantinople.

1460. Ivan III, Grand duke of Moscow,

threw off the Mongol allegiance.

1481. Death of the Sultan Muhammad 11

^while preparing for the conquest

/
’ of Italy.

i486, Diaz rounded the Cape of Good
Hope.

1492. Columbus crossed the Atlantic to

America.

1493. Maximilian I became Emperor.
149R. Vasco da ‘<jama sailed round the

Cape to India.

1499 Switzerland became an indepen-

dent republic.

1500. Charles V bom.

1509. Henry VIII King of England.

1513. Leo X Pope.

1515. Frands I King of France.

1520. Suleiman the Magnificent, .Sultan

(to 1566), wvho ruled from Bag-

dad to Hungary’, Charles V
Emperor.

1525. Baber won the battle of Panipat,

captured Delhi, and founded the

Mogul Empire.

[527. The German troops in Italy, under

Constable of Bourbon, took and

pillaged Rome.

.529. Suleiman besieged Vienna.

[530. Charles V crowned by the Pope.

Henry VIII began bis quarrel with

the Papacy.

C539. The Society of Jesus founded.

:546. Martin Luther died.

[547. Ivan IV (the Terrible) took the

title of Tsar of Russia.

:556. Charles V abdicated. Akbar, Great

Mogul (to 1605). Ignatius of

Loyola died.

[55S. Death of Charles V.

E566. Suleiman the Magnificent died.
'

:6o3. James I King of England and

/
*

,
Scotland.

A.D.

1620. Mayjlomer expedition founded New
Plymouth. First Negro slaves

landed at Jamestov.’n (Va.).

1625. Charles I of England.

1626. Sir Francis Bacon (Lord Venilam)

died.

1643. Louis XIV began his reign of

seventy-two years.

1644. The Manchus ended the Ming
Dynasty.

1648. Treaty of Westphalia. Thereby Hol-

land and Switzerland were recog-

nized as free republics and Prussia

became important. The treaty

gave a complete victory’ neither

to the Imperial Crown, nor to the

Princes. War of the Fronde ; it

ended in the complete victory of

the French crown.

1649. Execution of Charles I of England.

1658. Aurungzeb Greaf Mogtil. Cromwell

died.

1660. Charles II of England.

1674. Nieuw Amsterdam finally became
British by treaty and was re-

named New York.

1683. The last Turkish attack on Vienna
defeated by John II of Poland.

1689. Peter the Great of Russia (to 1725).

1701. Frederick 1 first King of Prussb.

1707* Death of Aurungzeb. The empire of

the Great Mogul disintegrated.

1713. Frederick the Great of Pmssb bom.
1715. Louis XV of France,

*755-63. Britain and France struggled

for America and Indb. France in

alliance with Austria and Russb
against Prussb and Britain

(1756-63) ; the Seven Years' War.

1759. The British general, Wolfe, took

Quebec.

1760. George HI of Britain.

1763. Peace of Paris ; Canada ceded to

Britain. British dominant in

India.

1769. Napoleon Bonaparte born.

1774. Louis XVI began his reign.

1776. Declaration of Independence by the

United States of America.

17S3. Treaty of Peace between Britain

and the new United States of

America.

1787, The Constitutional Convention of

Phibdclphb set up the Federal

Government of the United States.

France discovered to be bankrupt.
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1/58. First Federal Congress of the United
States at New York.

1789. The French Sfates-General assem-

bled. Storming of the Bastille.

1791. Flight to Varennes. .

1792. France declared war on Austria

;

Prussia declared war on France.

Battle of Valmy. France became a

republic. ,

1793. Louis XVI beheaded.

1794. Execution of Robespierre and end

of the Jacobin republic.

1795. The Directory. Bonaparte sup-

pressed a revolt and went to

Italy as commander-in-chief.

1798. Bonaparte went to Egypt. Battle of

the Nile.

1799. Bonaparte returned to France. He
became First Consul with enor-

mous powers.

1804. Bonaparte became Emperor.
Francis II took the title of

Emperor of Austria in 1805, and
in 1S06 he dropped the title of

Holy Roman Emperor. So the

‘Holy Roman Empire’ came to

an end.

1806. Prussia overthrown at Jena.

1808. Napoleon made his brother Joseph

King of Spain.

1810. Spanish America became republican.

1812. Napoleon’s retreat from Moscow.

1824. Abdication of Napoleon. Louis

XVIII.

1824. Charles X of France.

2825. Nicholas I of Russia. First railnay,

Stockton to Darlington.

2827. Battle of Navarino.

1829. Greece independent.

2830. A year of disturbance. Louis

Philipjx; ousted Charles X.‘ Bel-

gium broke away from Holland.

Leopold of Saxe-Coburg-Gotba

became king of this new country,

Belgium, Russian Poland re-

volted ineScctually.

2835. The word ‘socialism’ first used.

2S37. Queen Victoria.

2840. Queen \’ictoria married Prince

Albert of Saxc-Coburg-Gotha.

2S52. Napoleon III Emperor of the

French.

2854-6. Crimean War.

1856. -Alexander H of Russia.
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1S62. Victor Emmanuel first King of..

Italy. Abraham Lincoln becamp
President, U.S.A. The American'

Civil War began.

rSfiy.- Surrender of Appomattox Court

House. Japan opened to the

world. '
.

1870. Napoleon III declared war against
'

Prussia.

2S72. Paris surrendered (January). The
King of Prussia became ‘German '

Emperor.’ The Peace of Frank-

fort.

2878. The Treaty of Berlin. The Armed .

Peace of thirty-six j-ears began in

western Europe,

288S. Frederick II (March), William

(June), German Emperors.

1922. China became a republic.

2914. The Great War in Europe began.

2927. The two Russian revolutions. Estab-

lishment of the BoIsheWk regime

in Russia.

2928. Hie Armistice.

2920. First meeting of the League of

Nations, from which Germany,

Austria, Russia and Turkey w«e
excluded and at which the Unittd

States was not represented.

1921. The Greeks in complete disregard of
' the League of Nations made war
* upon the Turks.

2922. Great defeat of the Greeks in Asia

Minor by the Turks. Fascist

March on Rome.

2924. Lenin died.

2927. The feud of Stalin and Trotsky

developed and Trotsky became

an exile.

2928. Beginning of the First Russ^-
Five-Year-Plan.

2930. The Hitlerite Party appeared m •'

force in the German Reichslcg.

1931. Financial crisis in Great Britain and

abandonment of the Gold Stan- •

dard. The League of Nations re-

fused to permit an Austto-

German customs union. Spain

became a Republic.

1932. Creation of Manchukuo by Japan.

FrankBn Roosevelt elected

. President of the United States of

. America.

2933. lire in the Berlin Reichstag and

Nari coup d'A'oi. Hiller bE^-a'.

dictator of Germany. ,



World Economic Conference in

London. Japan (April) and Ger-

many (October) left the League of

Nations.

1934. Kussia entered the I-eague of

Nations. Assassination of Kirov,

<935. The Saar returned to Germany.

Abyssinia appealed fruitlessly to

the League of Nations against

Italy. Jews deprived of German
J citizenship and their marriage

with ‘Aryans' forbidden.

' 1936. Death ofKiDg GeorgeV of England.

' . Virtual conquest of Abyssinia by

Italy. Franco revo't in Spain.

^ ^ Ab^cation of King Edward Vlll

*f'

/

of England,

'1937, Siege of Madrid and gradual

' exhaustion of the Spanish Govern-

ment forces.

1938. Germany invaded and incorporated

• 4 Austria without armed resistance.

' 1939. Second. World War breaks out.

ihAO. Germany occupied Norway, Deti-

mark, Holland, Belgium. Fad of

France. Hungary, Rumania and

Slovakia joined Axis. Unsuc-
cessful invasion of Greece by *tbe

Italians. Churchill British Prime

Minister. Roosevelt re-elected

President of U.S.A. for Third

Term. Britain leased Atlantic

bases to U.S.A. Trotsky assas-

sinated in Mexico.

1941.

Fluctuations of the war in North
Africa. The British advanced into

Libya in 1941, withdrew again in

j
the spring, advanced in Novem-
ber and withdrew again in the

-spring of 1942. Bulgaria joined

Axis. German occupation of

i Greece, Yugoslavia and Crete.

Liberation of Ab5*ssmia. British

and French occupy Syria. German
invasion of Russia (June cind).

Atlantic Charter. Occupation of

Iran by British and Russians.

Fall of Kiev to Germans. German
offensive against. Moscow failed.

Japan attacked U.S.A, U.S.A. de-

clared war on GertMiny.

1942, Fall of Singapore. Japanese con-

quests in Pacihe and Burma.
Midway Island Battle. Rommel's

offensive in Libya brought Ger-

mans to Egypt. Battle of Egypt.

El Alamein. British and American
landings in North Africa. Tunis

remained in German hands untU

<943/ when North Africa was

completely cleared. Assassination

of Darlan in Algiers. Fall of

Sebastopol to Germans, who
entered Caucasus but were baited

before Stalingrad.

1943. Casablanca Conference. 'Uncondi-

tional surrender’ insisted upon.

Anglo-American occupation of

Tunis, Invasion of Sicily. Inv’a*

sion of Italy, American progress

in Paciffc, Russians recaptured

Kharkov, Smolensk, Kiev, Que-

bec Conference. Teheran Con-

ference.

1944. Allied landings in France. France,

Belgium liberated. Allies fighting

on borders of Germany. Greece

liberated. Russians sw’eptthrougli

Rumania .and Bulgaria into

Hungary,. Yugoslavia, Czecho-

slovakia. Roosevelt re-elected for

Fourth Term. Americans landed

on Philippines.

1945, Unconditional Surrendec of Ger-

many. Death of Roosevelt.
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historian, and this genius was never more brilliantly revealed
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